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1: Introduction
Introduction and Scope
1.1

In February 2017, Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council, (DMBC) working in
partnership with Sport England, and the National Governing Bodies of Sport,
commissioned naa to produce a Playing Pitch Strategy for the period 2018 - 2033.

1.2

The strategy covers the sports of football, cricket, rugby (league and union) hockey, and
bowls.

1.3

This document is the assessment report. It summarises the key issues arising from the
assessment of facilities and informs the preparation of the strategy document (under
separate cover). For each of the sports covered, it aims to;

1.4



summarise the current supply of facilities;



outline current demand and evaluate projected demand in 2023, 2028 and 2033;



evaluate the overall adequacy of provision to meet current and projected future
demand; and



identify the key issues for the Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council Playing
Pitch Strategy to address.

The strategy document will build on the issues identified and set out strategic priorities
and actions for delivery.
Key Drivers

1.5

DMBC and partners are developing a playing pitch strategy for the following reasons;


to ensure that the current and future demand for playing pitches for sport and
recreation is planned for holistically, and that the needs of the current and growing
population of the Borough can be fully met;



to inform the preparation and implementation of the Local Plan. The Council is in
the process of preparing a new Local Plan to set out how the borough of
Doncaster will grow and develop from 2015 to 2032. It identifies where new homes,
jobs and services will be located and how they will be provided and sets out the
policies to guide development and protect the environment. It also sets aside land
to meet identified needs;



to inform and support the determination of relevant planning applications. The
strategy will also help identify priorities that can assist the allocation of developer
contributions following building developments;



to provide an evidence base to support funding bids, from National Sports bodies
like Sport England and National Governing Bodies (NGBs) of sport and of regional
funders such as WREN, for the delivery of sports and recreational facilities in the
Borough;



to inform Doncaster Council internal capital spending in the medium term in the
provision and management of playing pitches;
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to identify the role of the education sector in supporting the delivery of community
sports;



to inform the activities of the Doncaster Active Partnership to increase
opportunities for residents of Doncaster to have access to high quality sport, active
recreation and physical activity opportunities. In preparing, and ultimately
implementing the Playing Pitch Strategy, this will be aided by a partnership
approach between the Council, Sport England and the national sport governing
bodies;



to help promote sports development by:
-

helping identify which sites have community use and whether that use is
secure or not;

-

helping identify where community use of school sports pitches is most
needed to address any identified deficits in pitch provision;

-

providing better information to residents and other users of sports pitches
available for use. This includes information about pitches and sports teams /
user groups; and

-

helping unlock latent demand by identifying where the lack of facilities might
be suppressing the formation of teams / community needs.

Vision and Objectives
1.6

The strategy (and this assessment report, which supports the strategy document) seeks to
support DMBC and its partners in attaining its vision for outdoor sports, which is that:
The Playing Pitch Strategy will help secure access to high quality opportunities for sport
and recreation as an important contribution to the health and well-being of
communities. The Strategy will help to ensure that Doncaster’s planning policies are
based on a robust and up-to-date assessment of the needs for sports and recreation
facilities and opportunities for new provision.

1.7

To achieve the strategic vision, the strategy therefore seeks to deliver the following
objectives;
Strategic


Help improve health and well-being and increasing participation in sport



Ensure a strategic approach to playing pitch provision. Provide robust evidence
for capital funding as well as proving the need for developer contributions towards
pitches and facilities



Help demonstrate the value of leisure services during times of increasing scrutiny of
non-statutory services through a desire to increase activity rates as a means to
improve the health and wellbeing of the whole community.
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Planning


Inform the development and implementation of planning policy by adding to the
evidence base for the Doncaster Local Plan, particularly strategic policies on
green infrastructure, leisure, outdoor sports facilities and health and well-being



Inform the assessment of planning applications that affect playing fields or
creation of new sports facilities / playing fields



Improve evidence to help protect and enhance existing provision



Inform the evidence base for Developer Contributions and the Community
Infrastructure Levy.

Operational


Improve current asset management and inform response to budgetary pressures to
ensure the most efficient management and maintenance of playing pitch
provision



Understand the use of current, lapsed and disused) sites to determine whether the
current maintenance and management regimes are appropriate or require
change.

Sports Development

1.8



Identify which sites have community use and whether that use is secure or not



Identify where community use of school sports pitches is feasible and most needed
to address any identified deficits in pitch provision



Provide better information to residents and other users of sports pitches available
for use. This includes information about pitches and sports teams / user groups



Promote sports development and can help unlock latent demand by identifying
where the lack of facilities might be suppressing the formation of teams /
community needs



Help identify future trends in sports provision and align this to need.

The remainder of this assessment report is set out as follows;


Section 2: Methodology - this section sets out the methodology undertaken



Section 3: Strategic Context - this section summarises the key issues in the borough
relating to demographics, health and wellbeing and the facility implications



Section 4: Cricket - this section outlines the current picture for cricket and
evaluates the adequacy of existing provision to meet current and projected future
demand



Section 5: Rugby League - this section outlines the current picture for rugby league
and evaluates the adequacy of existing provision to meet current and projected
future demand
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Section 6: Hockey - this section outlines the current picture for hockey and
evaluates the adequacy of existing provision to meet current and projected future
demand



Section 7: Bowls - this section outlines the current picture for bowls and evaluates
the adequacy of existing provision to meet current and projected future demand



Section 8: Football - this section outlines the current picture for football and
evaluates the adequacy of existing provision to meet current and projected future
demand



Section 9: Rugby Union - this section outlines the current picture for rugby and
evaluates the adequacy of existing provision to meet current and projected future
demand



Section 10: Conclusion - this section summarises the key issues arising in the analysis
of sport specific needs and outlines the key areas that need to be addressed
within the strategy document.
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2: Methodology
Introduction
2.1

This section summarises the methodology that has been used in the preparation of this
assessment report and the strategy document that is under separate cover. This
assessment and strategy has been produced in line with ‘Playing Pitch Guidance, An
approach to Developing and Delivering a Playing Pitch Strategy (Sport England 2013) and
Assessing Needs and Opportunities Guide for Indoor and Outdoor Sports Facilities; Sport
England 2013).

2.2

The strategy has been developed by a steering group comprising representatives from;








Doncaster MBC (from Planning, Sport and Leisure, Green Spaces and Grounds
Maintenance teams)
Sport England
The Football Foundation and the Sheffield and Hallamshire FA
The England and Wales Cricket Board and the Yorkshire Cricket Board
England Hockey
The RFU
The RFL.

Playing Pitches for Football, Cricket, Rugby and Hockey
2.3

Figure 2.1 summarises the stages of the methodology used. This assessment report
summarises steps 1 – 6 (also referred to in the guidance as Stages A - C) while the strategy
document will include recommendations and actions (Stages D and E).
Figure 2.1: Developing and Delivering a Playing Pitch Strategy – The 10 Step Approach
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Geographical Analysis
2.4

The assessment covers the area within the local authority boundaries of Doncaster
Metropolitan Borough.

2.5

To provide a further understanding of the spatial distribution of both supply and demand,
as well as to add a geographical dimension to analysis, in line with Playing Pitch
Methodology Guidance requirements, the borough has also been divided into sub areas.
These divide the borough into four geographical sections and follow ward boundaries. The
boundaries, along with the wards that they include, are listed in Table 2.1 and illustrated in
Map 2.1.
Table 2.1: Sub Areas in Doncaster MBC
Sub Area Name

Communities

North

Clayton, Hooton Pagnell, Brodsworth and Pickburn, Hickleton, Marr,
Bambrurgh and Harlington, High Melton, Cadeby, Sprotbrough,
Custworth, Scawsby, Scawthorpe, Highfields, Woodlands, Adwick
Le Street, Carcroft, Skellow, Burghwallis, Owston, Askern, Sutton,
Campsall, Norton, Fenwick, Moss, Toll Bar and Almholme, Arksey,
Bentley, York Road

East

Thorne in Balne, Barnby Dun, Kirk Sandall, Edenthorpe, Armthorpe,
Dunsville, Dunscroft, Hatfield, Stainforth, Braithwaite and Kirk
Bramwith, Hatfield Woodhouse, Hatfield Prison, Thorne, Moorends,
Fishlake and Fosterhouses, Sykehouse

Central

Balby, Woodfield Plantation, Hexthorpe, Lower Wheatley, Town
Centre, Town Moor, Bennetthorpe, Hyde Park, Lakeside, Cantley,
Bessacar, Belle Vue, Intake, Wheatley Hills, Wheatley Park, Clay
Lane

South

Adwick upon Derne, Mexborough, Old Denaby, Denaby Main,
Conisbrough, Clifton, Micklebring, Braithwell, Stainton, Edlington,
Old Edlington, Warmsworth, Stainton, Wadworth, Tickhill, Loversall,
New Rossington, Old Rossington, Bawtry, Austerfield, Hayfield
Green, Branton, Old Cantley, Auckley, Blaxton, Finningley

2.6

For the purposes of practical application, the information contained within the assessment
will also be imported in Doncaster MBC GIS systems and analysis can therefore be applied
to any geographical area (Community Areas etc). This will support the consideration of
planning applications where localised decision making may be required.

2.7

This assessment report also contains site by site analysis which should be used to inform
local decision making. The strategy document will include key actions on a site by site
basis.
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Map 2.1: Analysis Areas across Doncaster Metropolitan Borough

2.8

While analysis in this assessment report is primarily presented at a borough wide and sub
area level, site specific detail is also provided both in the report and in the accompanying
appendices and database. This ensures that data can be analysed at any geographical
level required. Analysis of the specific impact of each housing development should be
undertaken in relation to large sites using the Sport England New Development Calculator.
This will be outlined in further detail in the strategy document.
Steps 2 and 3 – Gather Supply and Demand Information and Views
Supply

2.9

The data collection process included a full audit of pitches across the borough. For each
site, the following information was collected;







Site name, location, ownership and management type
Number and type of pitches and outdoor sports facilities
Accessibility of pitches to the community
Overall quality of pitches and ancillary facilities (including maintenance regimes)
Level of protection and security of tenure
Views of users and providers.
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2.10 PPS guidance uses the following definitions of a playing pitch and playing field. These
definitions are set out by the Government in the 2015 ‘Town and Country Planning
(Development Management Procedure) (England) Order’.1 It should be noted that the
reference to five years within the Order is purely in relation to whether Sport England
should be consulted in a statutory capacity. The fact that a playing field may not have
been marked out for pitch sport in the last 5 years does not mean that it is no longer a
playing field - this remains its lawful planning use whether marked out or not;


Playing pitch – a delineated area which is used for association football, rugby,
cricket, hockey, lacrosse, rounders, baseball, softball, American football, Australian
football, Gaelic football, shinty, hurling, polo or cycle polo.



Playing field – the whole of a site which encompasses at least one playing pitch.

2.11 Although the statutory definition of a playing field is a the whole of a site with at least one
pitch of 0.2ha or more, this PPS takes into account smaller sized pitches that contribute to
pitch stock, for example, 5v5 mini football pitches. This PPS counts individual grass pitches
(as a delineated area) as the basic unit of supply. The definition of a playing pitch also
includes artificial grass pitches (AGPs).
2.12 As far as possible the assessment report aims to capture all of the pitches within Doncaster.
There may however be instances where a site is omitted. Where pitches have not been
recorded within the report they remain as pitches and for planning purposes continue to
be so. Furthermore, exclusion of a pitch does not mean that it is not required from a supply
and demand point of view. The strategy document will seek to ensure that the list of sites
within the Borough is kept up to date as any omissions arise.
Demand
2.13 To evaluate the demand for playing pitches, the following information was collated;








Number of sports clubs and teams and their match and training requirements
Casual and other demand
Educational demand
Displaced demand (i.e. teams wishing to play within the borough but unable to)
Latent demand
Future demand (including club and team aspirations for development as well as
National Governing Body priorities and targets)
User views and experiences, including trends and changes in demand.

2.14 The following tasks were undertaken to compile the above supply and demand data;









Review of existing DMBC data on playing fields and open space and the Sport
England Active Places tool
Reviewing NGB data on pitches, outdoor sports facilities and local participation
Full review of local league websites, fixture lists and pitch booking records
Use of available technical quality assessment reports
Undertaking non technical site visits
Undertaking a detailed survey and follow up consultation with secondary schools
and other schools with community use
A full programme of consultation with sports clubs and league secretaries
Face to face and telephone discussions with NGBs to discuss key issues and

1

. www.sportengland.org>Facilities and Planning> Planning Applications
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priorities.
2.15 A high proportion of teams in Doncaster successfully engaged with the process as set out
in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Club Survey Response Rate
Cricket
81%

Rugby
League
100%

Hockey

Bowls

Rugby Union

Football

97%

90%

100%

70%

Steps 4, 5 and 6 – Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
2.16 The supply and demand information collated has been used, in line with the Sport
England methodology, to;




understand the situation at individual sites;
develop the current and projected future pictures for each sport; and
identify the key findings and issues that need to be addressed.

2.17 Figure 2.2 overleaf, extracted directly from the guidance (Sport England 2013), provides
further detail of the issues explored during the analysis of the adequacy of provision.
2.18 This assessment and the resulting strategy document consider the demand in Doncaster
both at the current time and in 2023, 2028 and 2033. The final year was chosen in order to
link directly with other planning documents that are currently being prepared by
Doncaster MBC.
Steps 6 - 10 Develop the Strategy and Deliver the Strategy and Keep it Up to Date and
Robust
2.19 The strategy document will use the issues identified to set out a strategic framework for the
provision of pitches. Recommendations and priorities will be developed following
extensive scenario testing and in conjunction with key stakeholders (both internal to the
Council and external).
Non Pitch Sports - Sport England (Assessing Needs and Opportunities Guide for Indoor and
Outdoor Sports Facilities; 2013)
2.20 For bowls, the assessment stages (Phase A) of the Assessing Needs and Opportunities
Guide (ANOG) approach are as follows:
Stage 1 – Prepare and tailor your assessment
Stage 2 – Gather information on supply and demand
Stage 3 – Assessment, bring the information together.
2.21 The key tasks undertaken in relation to the assessment are briefly summarised below.
Stage 1: Undertaking an Assessment:
2.22 Stage A was carried out through detailed discussions with the steering group.
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Stage 2: Gather Information on Supply and Demand
2.23 To gather information on supply, visits were made to all bowling greens and assessments
made of their quality, maintenance and ‘fit for purpose’ rating. Discussions were held with
operators, managers and users.
2.24 To gather information on demand, questionnaires were sent (many with follow up phone
calls and/or visits) to all known sports clubs. Consultation took place with national and
regional governing body of sport representatives.
Stage 3: Assessment – Bring the Information Together
2.25 The analysis seeks to bring together the evidence gathered to gain an understanding of
the relationship between supply and demand. Key findings and issues to be addressed
are set out for each of the sports / facilities covered.
B

Application of Assessment – Strategy Development

2.26 Recommendations and strategy priorities are developed to address the issues identified
through the data collection and analysis undertaken in Step A.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the Assessment Process
Understand
the situation at
2.1
2.2individual sites

An overview for each site available to the community
should be developed consisting of:
1. A comparison between the amount of play a site
can accommodate with how much play takes place
there;
2. Whether there is any spare capacity during the peak
period for relevant pitch types;
3. The key issues with, and views of, the provision at the

site.
2.3
Develop
the current
2.4
picture
of provision
2.5
2.6

Site overviews should be used to help understand:

Develop the future
picture of provision

The current picture of provision and the future demand
information from Stage B should be used to help
understand:

1. The situation across all sites available to the
community;
2. The situation across only those sites with secured
community use;
3. The nature and extent of play taking place at sites
with unsecured community use;
4. The nature and extent of any displaced, unmet and
latent demand;
5. Key issues raised with the adequacy of provision;
6. The situation at any priority sites.

1. How population change will affect the demand for
provision;
2. How participation targets and current/future trends
may affect the demand for provision;
3. Whether there are any particular sports clubs or sites
where demand is likely to increase;
4. How any forthcoming changes in supply may affect
the adequacy of provision to meet demand.

Identify the key findings
and issues

The current and future pictures of provision, along with
the site overviews, should be used to answer the
following questions:
1. What are the main characteristics of the current and
future supply of and demand for provision?
2. Is there enough accessible and secured community
use provision to meet current and future demand?
3. Is the provision that is accessible of sufficient quality
and appropriately managed?
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This Assessment
2.27 The remainder of this assessment therefore provides an overview of each sport in
Doncaster MBC and provides the evidence behind the issues presented in the strategy
document.
2.28 To inform the analysis of the current and projected future picture for each sport, Section 3
summarises the strategic context, as well as demographic profile (both current and
future).
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3: Strategic Context
Introduction
3.1

This section briefly summarises the key policies that impact upon the preparation of this
assessment and strategy and provides an overview of the demographics of the borough
and the impact of this on demand for pitch sports and outdoor sports facilities. It provides
an overview only - sport specific issues are discussed in Sections 4 - 12.
Strategic Context
National Level

3.2

At a national level, there are several key policies that impact upon the preparation of this
Playing Pitch and outdoor sports facilities assessment.

3.3

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) clearly establishes the requirement that
local plans ensure that there is proper provision of community and cultural facilities to
meet local needs. The NPPF’s expectations for the development of local planning policy
for sport and physical activity/recreation is set out in paragraphs 73 and 74 which require
there to be a sound (i.e. up-to-date and verifiable) evidence base underpinning policy
and its application. Paragraph 73 indicates that:
‘Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation can make
an important contribution to the health and well-being of communities. Planning policies
should be based on robust and up to date assessments of the needs for open space,
sports and recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The assessments should
identify specific needs and quantitative or qualitative deficits or surpluses of open space,
sports and recreational facilities in the local area. Information gained from the assessments
should be used to determine what open space, sports and recreational provision is
required.’

3.4

Paragraph 74 states that:
‘Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields,
should not be built on unless:


an assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space,
buildings or land to be surplus to requirements; or



the loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent
or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a suitable location; or



the development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for
which clearly outweigh the loss.

3.5

The preparation of this playing pitch assessment and strategy will help to ensure that
Doncaster MBC is able to deliver upon the requirements of this national policy.

3.6

Sport England has been a statutory consultee on planning applications affecting playing
pitches since 1996 and has a long established policy of retention, which is the precursor to
the National Planning Policy Framework guidance above. Sport England also advises that
informed decisions on playing pitch matters require all local authorities to have an up to
date assessment of need and a strategy emanating from this. Sport England recommend
that a strategy is monitored and updated annually and refreshed every three years. This
assessment will support the Council in implementing a robust strategic approach to the
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delivery of pitches. Sport England’s National Strategy Towards an Active Nation (“016 2021) underpins this playing pitch assessment.
3.7

3.8

Focusing specifically on sport, most of the National Governing Bodies have facility
strategies setting out the requirements for their sport as follows;


The Football Association
Development (2015 - 2019)

-

National

Game

Strategy for Participation

and



Cricket Unleashed –Strategic Plan (2016)



The Rugby Football Union National Facilities Strategy (2013 – 2017) (currently being
updated)



England Hockey Facilities Strategy – (2017 - 2021).

Appendix A summarises the key principles of each of these strategic documents and
these principles will be considered both in the assessment of the adequacy of facilities
and in the strategy document determining the future priorities for delivery of each sport.
Local Policy Context

3.9

The preparation of this Playing Pitch and Outdoor Sports Facility Strategy also impacts
upon, or is informed by, a number of key local documents. These are briefly summarised in
Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Key Strategic Documents in Doncaster MBC
Document details

Description of main content

Key implications for Playing Pitch Strategy

Adopted
Core
Strategy 2011 - 2028
(2012)

Part of the Local Development Framework and sets out what development
will take place, where it will take place and how it will be delivered. The
vision of the strategy is “Doncaster aims to be one of the most successful
boroughs in England by being a gateway o opportunity locally, nationally
and worldwide. A strong local economy will support progressive, safe and
vibrant communities. All residents will feel valued and should be able to
achieve their full potential in employment, education, care and life
chances. Pride in Doncaster will have increased further.

This strategy document will be superseded by the Doncaster Local
Plan, which is currently being developed. The Local Plan will set out
how the borough of Doncaster will grow and develop from 2015 to
2032. It identifies where new homes, jobs and services will be
located and how they will be provided. It sets out the policies to
guide development and protect the environment and sets aside
land to meet identified needs.

Of particular note, policy CS17 directly references that support will be given
for proposals which have regard to local standards and help to address
deficiencies by making an appropriate contribution to sport, recreation
and community uses.
The council has an adopted Local Development Framework (LDF) Core
Strategy DPD and Joint Waste Plan. This means that while some of the
policies in the Unitary Development Plan (UDP) have been replaced some
policies in force until the Local Plan is adopted.

This Playing Pitch Assessment will inform the preparation of the local
plan, highlighting where new provision is needed and where existing
provision requires enhancement and will ensure that the facility stock
is tailored to the changing needs of the local population.

This Playing Pitch Assessment will inform the preparation of the local
plan, which will update the policies in the UDP.

This document includes several policies relating to sports facilities including;


RL1 - within open space policy areas, development will not be
permitted except in exceptional circumstances, for purposes other
than outdoor recreation and ancillary indoor facilities. Development
may however be permitted where sports facilities can be retained or
reprovided elsewhere.



RL 9 - Surplus school playing fields will normally be retained for open
space purposes



RL25 - The Borough Council will support the community use of
educational and private leisure facilities where this can be achieved
without detriment to eh legitimate interests of the principal users of
the facilities.

Doncaster UDP

Doncaster
Physical
Activity
and
Sport
Strategy (2017)

This document sets out a partnership approach to the delivery of physical
activity and sport across the borough. The strategy has been prepared in
partnership with a range of stakeholders. It provides broad themes and
identifies key priorities for partners to address.

This Playing Pitch Assessment will contribute to the delivery of the key
objectives of this Physical Activity Strategy, ensuring that an
appropriate network of facilities is provided and promoted to
support increasing levels of activity.
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Document details

Description of main content

Key implications for Playing Pitch Strategy

The strategy seeks to ensure that:


That more people of all ages become physically active.



There is a highly skilled, extensive paid and unpaid workforce
promoting and creating the opportunities for people to be active
across the borough.



Doncaster’s environment enables the public to live a healthier, active
and more enjoyable life.



Opportunities are promoted through a targeted and co-ordinated
approach, raising the awareness of the wider benefits of physical
activity and sport. Doncaster provides opportunities to nurture athletic
talent to start stay and succeed in sport.

We are in the top 25% for levels of adult participation by 2020. (measured
by Active Peoples Survey).

Doncaster
Indoor
Facilities Strategy

The strategy document sets out the key priorities relating to the delivery of
indoor facilities across the borough and considers the supply and demand
of sports halls, swimming pools and health and fitness facilities. It seeks to
maximise the role of existing provision (including the increased usage of
school facilities) as well as to develop a coordinated and structured
approach to facility delivery.

This strategy document will complement the indoor facility strategy,
ensuring that the Council have a full understanding of both indoor
and outdoor facilities and the roles that they can play in meeting
needs.

Doncaster
Green
Space Audit (2013

This document provides an assessment of provision of green space types by
community profile area and provides a key evidence base for the
development of the local plan.

This Playing Pitch Strategy will update the green space audit for the
outdoor sports facilities category.

Doncaster
MBC
Housing
and
Economic
Land
Availability
Assessment 2015

The assessment informs the new plan and considers the availability of land
across the borough to deliver requirements for housing and economic
needs. The initial assessment demonstrates that there is a sufficient supply of
land that could be developed to meet needs, but each site will individually
need to be considered for suitability. The draft local plan, when published,
will propose which sites are to be allocated for development.

This Playing Pitch Strategy may inform decision making relating to
land required for housing. Following the allocation of sites, it will also
be necessary to consider the implications that the location of future
provision will have on demand for sports facilities.

One
Doncaster
Independent
Commission
on
Education and Skills

This document identifies a number of links with sport and leisure, particularly
in relation to vocational education course opportunities and removing
barriers to access (particularly for women and girls). Facilities are not
specifically addressed in detail, but future education facility development
to meet growing population needs will provide opportunities for enhanced
sport & leisure provision.

This playing pitch strategy will support the delivery of the objectives
of the One Doncaster document.
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Document details

Description of main content

Key implications for Playing Pitch Strategy

NHS One Estate Doncaster Place Plan
2016 - 2021

The document articulates a shared vision across health and social care for
Doncaster. There is a strong focus on health and wellbeing along with
access to excellent community based services. Prevention and early help is
a clear theme, along with planning of services linked to a community hub
model –providing clear opportunities for coordinated planning and delivery
with sport & physical activity.

This playing pitch assessment will contribute to the achievement of
the aims and objectives of this strategy document.
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3.10 Analysis of the key strategic drivers set out in Table 3.1 therefore identifies a consistent
theme around increasing participation and ensuring that a network of facilities is provided
that can do this, both now and in future years as the population grows and its composition
changes.
3.11 The challenge of achieving much needed investment, whilst at the same time making
considerable savings is however significant. An effective network of outdoor sports
facilities can be central to the achievement of health improvement and participation
related goals and will be key to delivering the desired outcomes of other strategies.
Demographic and Participation Profile
3.12 An understanding of the character of an area, population trends and overall participation
in sport underpins the evaluation of the adequacy of outdoor sports facilities in later
sections. It provides an important context for the provision of outdoor sports facilities and
can significantly influence the amount and type of demand for sporting activities, as well
as the challenges associated with providing an adequate supply.
Demographic Context
3.13 The demographic context is central to determining current and future need for outdoor
sports facilities.
3.14 The total population of Doncaster according to the Census 2011 is 302,402 of which circa
244,909 (81.0%) are aged above 16 years old.
3.15 The proportion of the population falling in to each age group is either the same or above
national and regional levels for those 0-15 years, 16 - 24 years, 45 - 59, 60 - 74 and 75+. The
proportion of people aged between 16 and 44 is however lower than average. Given that
these age ranges most traditionally participate in sport, and the amount falling into this
group is below averages, this is a less positive indicator in terms of potential sport and
physical activity participation. This may impact upon the overall levels of demand for
outdoor sports facilities.
Projected Population Growth
3.16 To ensure that there are sufficient facilities in the right place to meet projected future (as
well as current) need, analysis of projected changes to the population profile also forms a
key component of facility requirements for outdoor sports facilities.
3.17 Population projections (2014-based Subnational Population Projections released in May
2016.- the most up to date source available) reveal that Doncaster MBC population will
increase by only 2.2% between 2017 and 2033 (from 305358 to 312064). This represents only
small levels of growth that are below national averages.
3.18 Critically for the provision of sports facilities, it is the proportion of the population in older
age groups that is increasing. This is evident in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, which indicate that the
number of people in older age groups is rising and the proportion of people in younger
age groups is declining. Given that it is the younger age groups that are more active in
pitch sports, for the majority of sports considered in this document, changes to the
population profile are therefore likely to mean that demand for facilities will not increase in
line with population growth.
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Table 3.2: Projected increases in Population
Age
Range

2017

2023

2028

2033

0 - 15

58323.15

58604.08

58873.04

58985.89

16-44

107121

106377.2

105991.7

105826.7

45 -64

82060.22

82138.47

81852.89

81533.02

65+

57854.59

58761.09

59719.89

60655.84

Total

305358.9

305880.9

306437.6

307001.4

Table 3.3: Projected changes to the proportion of people in each age group
Age
Range

2017

2023

2028

2033

0 - 15

19.10%

19.16%

19.21%

19.21%

16-44

35.08%

34.78%

34.59%

34.47%

45 -64

26.87%

26.85%

26.71%

26.56%

65+

18.95%

19.21%

19.49%

19.76%

Total

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Potential Housing Growth
3.19 The Council is preparing its Local Plan to determine where and how much new
development should take place in the Borough. For housing this is based on a locally
assessed need of 920 houses per year across the local plan period. A recent appeal
however saw a planning inspector conclude that Doncaster‘s housing needs are much
greater. This is currently being challenged and the interim position of 920 houses per year
remains.
3.20 The Local Plan will identify how much development land is needed to meet the growth
and regeneration needs of the Borough and identify the most sustainable sites to
accommodate this. The Core Strategy (the most up to date adopted document)
indicates that the majority of housing growth within Doncaster will be focused around the
Main Urban Area and its Principal Towns.
3.21 Significant growth will also be concentrated around two Potential Growth Towns, tied to
delivery of proposed significant infrastructure and local jobs creation. This includes the
delivery of DN7 Unity scheme which is located to the north east of the borough around
Hatfield and Stainforth. This area has the potential capacity to deliver 3100 houses, subject
to planning permission. There is also outline extant permission for a further 1200 houses at
the former Rossington Colliery site.
3.22 Elsewhere within the Borough there will be modest housing growth in order to achieve an
urban focused strategy.
3.23 The Strategy Report will contain a Housing Growth Scenario that will estimate the
additional demand for each sport arising from housing development.
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Sports Participation Profile
3.24 A review of Doncaster’s sporting and health profile by the PPS Steering Group (Stage A of
this process) concluded that;


Doncaster shows a trend of increasing levels of participation since the Active People
Survey started in 2005/6. Over this period, participation levels (16+) (as measured
through the Active People Survey) show a significant increase from 28.3% of the
population to 38.8% of the population taking part in 1 x 30 mins of sport and physical
activity each week by October 2013. This increase is above the national, regional
and South Yorkshire trends. However, the latest results show that Doncaster
participation has dropped to 29.2%. This decrease is also mirrored within comparator
authorities and nationally which all have seen a decline in participation.



The 2011 Census calculates the general health of the population. In Doncaster, circa
234,721 people, or 77.6%, classify themselves as in ‘very good’ or ‘good’ health. This
is worse than the regional figure for Yorkshire and the Humber of 80.0% and also
below the England average of 81.4%. There is therefore significant scope to use sport
and physical activity as a vehicle to improve health in Doncaster. This is reinforced
on the other end of the spectrum with those who class themselves as being in ‘bad’
or ‘very bad’ health. In Doncaster this figure is 21,993 (7.3%) which is higher than both
the regional average of 6.0% and the national average of 5.4%.



The statistics for Doncaster evidencing the level of overweight or obese adults are a
further cause for concern. Doncaster’s (2015) Public Health England Profile identifies
a 30.4% obesity rate amongst adults which is significantly worse than the England
average. Conversely, in terms of childhood obesity, Doncaster’s (2015) Public Health
profile sets out that in Year 6, 17.2% of children are classified as obese which is better
than the average for England.

3.25 Furthermore, Doncaster’s (2015) Public Health England profile has outlined that the health
of people in Doncaster is varied compared with the England average. Deprivation is
higher than average and about 23.8% (13,500) children live in poverty. Life expectancy for
both men and women is lower than the England average. Participation in sport and
physical activity can make significant inroads into addressing these problems.
3.26 Doncaster MBC has recently been chosen by Sport England as one of twelve local
authorities to participate in a local delivery pilot to tackle inactivity (2018 - 2022). This
document will provide a sound evidence base to assist with this work by helping to identify
where opportunities to increase participation exist and where there is a need to enhance
the facility stock
Summary
Context - Summary and Key issues


The key points and issues arising from analysis of the context and issues for this
playing pitch assessment in Doncaster MBC are therefore;


the preparation of the assessment will contribute directly to the national
and local policy agenda, providing foundations for the Doncaster MBC
Local Plan as well as decision making in relation to planning applications.



This assessment and strategy document will also inform local priorities -
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existing strategic documents identify a consistent theme around increasing
participation and ensuring that a network of facilities is provided that can
do this, both now and in future years as the population grows and its
composition changes. The challenge of achieving much needed
investment, whilst at the same time making considerable savings is however
significant. An effective network of outdoor sports facilities can be central
to the achievement of health improvement and participation related goals
and will be key to delivering the desired outcomes of other strategies. This
strategy will provide the foundations for delivering such a network and
therefore support the achievement of the key goals of many local, regional
and national strategic documents.


Demographically, the profile of the borough has a lower propensity to
participate in outdoor sports, with lower proportions of people in age
groups that more traditionally participate. This will be exacerbated further
according to population projections, which suggest that there will be a
2.7% increase in the number of people living in the borough but that the
amount / proportion of people falling within the more active age groups
will actually decline.



There are significant health issues in Doncaster, with a lower than average
proportion of people classifying themselves as in very good or good health
according to the 2011 census. There is therefore significant scope to use
sport and physical activity as a vehicle to improve health in Doncaster.



Doncaster’s (2015) Public Health England profile has outlined that the
health of people in Doncaster is varied compared with the England
average. Deprivation is higher than average and about 23.8% (13,500)
children live in poverty. Life expectancy for both men and women is lower
than the England average. Participation in sport and physical activity can
make significant inroads into addressing these problems.
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4: Cricket
Introduction
4.1

This section evaluates the adequacy of pitches for cricket and provides:





An overview of the supply and demand for cricket pitches
An understanding of activity at individual sites
A picture of the adequacy of current provision; and
The future picture of provision for cricket.

Pitch Supply
4.2

There are 28 active sites containing grass facilities for cricket in Doncaster providing 29
pitches. This figure includes all known public, private, school and other pitches whether or
not they offer community use.

4.3

In addition, there are several sites where cricket has been played until recently. These sites
are currently lapsed / unavailable for cricket but could be reinstated should demand arise
or additional capacity be required. These sites are in two forms;

4.4



sites that previously just hosted cricket and currently no longer have a sporting
function; and



sites that have previously contained cricket pitches but now host only other sports.
These include Sandall Park, Straight Mile, Cantley Park, Armthorpe Welfare,
Moorends Welfare Ground and Town Fields Recreation Ground. All of these sites now
just accommodate football but cricket could be reinstated.

Table 4.1 summarises the active facilities along with the level of community use that is
offered. Further detail is provided in the Appendix.
Table 4.1: Grass Cricket Pitches across Doncaster MBC

Area

Cricket Pitches

Total
Provided

Pitches

Access

North

Adwick Park, Askern Welfare,
Bentley Colliery CC, Brodsworth
Miners Welfare, Bullcroft Sports and
Pastimes Club, Hampole and
Skelbrooke Cricket Club, Hooton
Pagnell Cricket Club, Sprotbrough
Cricket
Club,
Campsmount
Academy

9

8
sites
secured
access, unsecured
access
to
Campsmount
Academy.

Central

Parklands Sports and Social Club,
Town Field Sports Club, Hall Cross
Academy

3

2
sites
with
community use, Hall
Cross
Academy
currently
has
a
lettings policy, but
this
is
reviewed
annually.

Lapsed
Unavailable
Sites

/

Balby
Community
Sports
Village
(currently
advertised
for
community
/
commercial let)
Townfields
Recreation
Ground
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Area

Cricket Pitches

Total
Provided

Pitches

Access

Lapsed
Unavailable
Sites
Bridon
Ground

/

Sports

East

Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall Sports,
Fishlake Cricket club, Hatfield Town
Cricket
Club,
Sykehouse
Recreation Ground and Stainforth
Miners Welfare. HMP and YOI
Hatfield.

7

6 of 7 sites secured
for community use.
Pitch at HMP Hatfield
for residents only.

Thorpe
Power
near
Dunn

South

Conisborough Cricket Club, King
George V Playing Field, Lindley
Road
Recreation
Ground,
Mexborough
Miners
Welfare,
Rossington Miners Welfare, Tickhill
Cricket Club, Yorkshire Main Miners
Welfare,
Christopher
Faljam
Memorial Playing Field, Hill House
School (2)

10

8 sites secured
community use.
2 pitches at
House School
private school
only.

Adwick
Upon
Dearne CC

29 (on 28 sites)

23
pitches
have
secured community
access. There is also
community access
to
Hall
Cross
Academy
and
Campsmount
(unsecured). There
are
4
pitches
offering
no
community use.

Total

for
The
Hill
are
use

Marsh
Station,
Barnby

6 in total.

4.5

In addition, the facilities listed above, Bawtry Cricket Ground (managed by Bawtry Town
Council) falls just outside of the Doncaster MBC boundaries in Bassetlaw. While this means
it is excluded from calculations, it does nevertheless accommodate a significant amount
of demand from the town of Bawtry (which is in Doncaster) and it is important that this is
taken into account.

4.6

Table 4.1 reveals that;


with the exception of Hill House School (2), all sites in the borough contain just one
grass cricket pitch;



a high proportion of cricket pitches are fully secured for community use (79%) and
the only pitches that are not accessible at all are the facilities at HMP Prison, Hill
House School and Trinity Academy. Community access is available at Hall Cross
Academy (unsecured as policy is reviewed annually) and Campsmount Academy
(access also unsecured). There is therefore only limited opportunity to increase
capacity without new provision (or reinstatement of former sites) if this is required;



spatially, current pitches are reasonably well distributed across the borough, with
facilities in each of the geographical sub areas. The north and south have the
greatest concentrations of facilities. As may be expected given the amount of land
required to provide a cricket pitch, there are fewer facilities in central Doncaster
than other parts. The effective distribution of pitches means that broadly speaking,
cricket is accessible to all residents of Doncaster; and
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4.7

the lapsed / unavailable sites are located in different parts of the borough. These
facilities provide opportunities to increase capacity (to meet existing or projected
future need) where required.

The distribution of pitches is illustrated on Map 4.1 later in this section.
Pitch Ownership and Security of Tenure

4.8

The majority of facilities for cricket in Doncaster MBC are managed by clubs and / or
community organisations or Trusts. Doncaster MBC therefore have limited control over the
facilities that are provided for cricket (although they do lease some cricket grounds to
clubs).

4.9

While most clubs lease the grounds that they use (and there are no specific known issues
with any existing leases), some clubs only rent their facilities, mainly from CISWO or Parish
Councils. Clubs renting from other bodies have lower levels of security over the longevity
of the sites that they use and may struggle to obtain funding. Particular issues have been
experienced on welfare sites in recent years, where clubs have not been granted
sufficiently long leases, therefore precluding them from obtaining funding grants.

4.10 It is clear however that even clubs that rent their pitches are fully engaged with the
management and maintenance of the site and there is a strong relationship with
providers. Even where clubs rent from Doncaster Council, budgets allow only minimum
routine maintenance to take place and the Council is therefore reliant upon the existing
clubs to complement the standard maintenance routines. The quality of cricket pitches is
therefore largely within the control of the club.
Pitch Quality
4.11 The quality of cricket pitches is essential if the game is to be played effectively. Reflecting
this, the South Yorkshire Cricket League (the league in which most adult teams in the
borough play), set a series of rules relating to the quality of grounds used for fixtures. Over
the course of the season, regular inspections will be undertaken to ensure that quality
standards are achieved and maintained and any grounds receiving regular complaints
will be inspected immediately. Teams will not be eligible for promotion unless all of the
standards for the division to which they aspire are attained.
4.12 The standards are extensive but include;
The Square must be


(a) Flat i.e. free from bumps and hollows



(b) Free from weeds, moss and wormcasts (c)



Of sufficient size to accommodate all League fixtures (d)



Repaired and maintained to a high standard throughout the playing season and
the close season

The Outfield must


(a) Be reasonably flat



(b) Not contain any ruts
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(c) Have no encroachment from other games during the playing season



(d) Be maintained to a high standard



(e) Boundary must be clearly marked



(f) Have a water supply complete with hose and sprinkler

Pavilion/Clubhouse


(a) There must be a clean and adequate changing room and clean and efficient
showers readily available for both teams.



(b) There must be a clean and adequate separate changing room large enough to
accommodate two umpires with clothes pegs and mirrors installed.



(c) All requirements of the Child Protection Act must be enforced with notices
provided in all changing rooms



(d) There must be a clean and adequate tearoom with enough tables and chairs
for all players, scorers, and officials.



(e) There must be clean and efficient toilets for players, officials and spectators.



There are also rules relating to the quality of the score box, the equipment available
and the use of covers and sightscreens.

4.13 Pitch regulations in other leagues, including the Pontefract and District Cricket League are
less stringent and clubs in Doncaster therefore have access to a variety of opportunities
depending upon their aspirations and the condition of their ground.
4.14 In addition to the above quality requirements set by the league, The England and Wales
Cricket Board set quality criteria for the preparation of cricket pitches and outfields, as
well as performance standards for non turf cricket pitches and support is available for
clubs to achieve these. Guidance includes both preseason maintenance and
preparation, in season match preparation and post match renovation and restoration of
squares.
4.15 Full detail of the standards set is available on the ECB website (which also provides
guidance on other issues that may be experienced) at https://www.ecb.co.uk/beinvolved/club-support/club-facility-management.
4.16 To inform this assessment of the adequacy of pitches in Doncaster, the quality of pitches
was therefore assessed through both site visits undertaken using the non-technical
assessment that accompanies the Playing Pitch Strategy Guidance note and prepared by
the ECB and consultation. ECB PQS (Performance Quality Standard (PQS) assessments
would provide further detail on quality issues identified.
4.17 The broad issues identified across DMBC in terms of quality obtained through each of
these means are set out below. Site specific issues identified are summarised in Table 4.2.
Non-Technical Site Visits
4.18 Non-technical assessments provide a basic overview of the facilities available and the
quality of facilities on the site. They provide a view at a point in time, but to provide a full
picture of quality, the findings need to be triangulated with over sources of evidence.
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4.19 Site visits indicate that the overall quality of pitches that are accessible to the community
in Doncaster is mixed, but that all current sites are functional. There are some examples of
high quality facilities, and some sites where improvements are required. Specifically;


on the whole, the quality of squares is good, and it is clear that significant effort goes
into the fine turf maintenance. Only 13% of squares achieved a rating of poor and
the majority of sites were considered to be standard. Some issues were however
identified, and some sites required improved maintenance;



while most outfields were reasonably even with well mown grass, many suffered from
the impact of recreational use (including litter / dog fouling and damage to the
surface)



where present, the quality of none turf wickets was largely adequate although there
were some rips in the surfaces. There were however examples of facilities in poor
condition and this picture was also replicated for training nets. Very few sites
contained off field training facilities and the amount of training facilities overall was
very limited;



although the pavilions provided were of varying quality and scale, almost all sites
offered facilities reaching minimum standards. While many pavilions had been
developed following the recent receipt of funding, some remain very basic with
limited facilities and functionality.

4.20 Chart 4.1 illustrates the ratings awarded for each component of the site during the non
technical assessments. It reveals that the majority of sites achieved good scores. There are
no particular patterns of site quality by geographical area, with examples of high and
lower quality in each part of the borough. Instead, site quality is largely determined by the
size of the club and the standard at which the club plays (those playing in higher divisions
must adhere to stricter quality standards).
Chart 4.1: Site Quality

4.21 While a high proportion of sites achieve good scores, Chart 4.1 does disguise the overall
key issue for cricket in Doncaster. Sites only achieve a rating where a facility exists (for
example ratings for non-turf wickets are only awarded for sites that have these facilities).
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Therefore, while the facilities that are available are in general standard to good quality,
there are high numbers of sites lacking in basic facilities, in particular non turf wickets and
training nets. This impacts upon the functionality of the site and their suitability for the
purpose that they are intended. It is clear that only sites that have received recent
funding from the Yorkshire Cricket Board have anywhere near a full range of cricket
infrastructure.
4.22 The ECB believe that cricket clubs should have access to a wide range of facilities,
highlighting the importance of good quality pavilions and training facilities, as well as
pitches and the overall quality ratings given to sites using the PPS site assessment template
(ECB 2013) reflects this. ECB Player Survey research demonstrates that clubs without
appropriate facilities often struggle to attract players and it is particularly notable that
junior players tend to congregate at clubs with better training and social facilities.
4.23 In Doncaster, while sites score highly in terms of the outfield and grass wickets, the limited
stock of training nets and non turf wickets means that the overall stock of facilities for
cricket can only be considered standard. When taking into account the availability of
different facilities, as well as the quality of those that are available, eight sites achieve
poor ratings and only two (Fishlake Cricket Club and Town Field Sports Club) achieve a
good categorisation.
4.24 The lack of off field training facilities is particularly significant when reviewing this in the
context of developmental aspirations. With greater emphasis on midweek cricket (for both
senior and juniors), training becomes increasingly difficult where no off field opportunities
are provided, as training cannot take place at the same time as any competitive activity.
Club Consultation
4.25 All cricket clubs in the borough were offered the opportunity to comment on the facilities
that they have and the issues that are experienced in relation to cricket. Site specific issues
are recorded in Table 4.2, but the key issues emerging with regards quality are discussed
below.
4.26 A greater number of clubs indicate that pitches have improved in quality than consider
there to have been deterioration. This is illustrated in Chart 4.2.
Chart 4.2: Trends in Pitch Quality
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4.27 Reflecting the findings of site visits and the positivity in relation to qualitative improvements,
clubs are positive about their facilities. Chart 4.3 indicates that over 80% of responding
clubs rate the quality of their own facilities as good.
Chart 4.3: Perceived Quality of Cricket Pitches

4.28 Few concerns were raised in relation to quality of existing facilities (with clubs more
commonly complaining about the resources that their site doesn’t have), but several clubs
highlighted concerns about the impact of informal recreation and dog walking and some
damage to the surface was also reported. Some site specific issues with squares and the
outfield were also referenced and this will be returned to later in the section.
4.29 Interestingly, while enhanced maintenance was felt to be the main reason for pitch
improvements, the challenges that clubs face in maintaining standards and the costs
associated with machinery and the time required emerged as a theme.
4.30 Despite the overall positivity, only just over 50% of respondents are satisfied with the stock
of cricket facilities in Doncaster. The key reasons given by those dissatisfied are outlined in
the pie chart, which shows that it is the availability of training facilities that is the main
concern. Many clubs felt that the availability and quality of non turf wickets and training
nets is poor and this links with the findings of sites visits, which demonstrates these facilities
to be severely lacking.
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Chart 4.4: Reasons for Dissatisfaction with Pitch Stock

4.31 Several clubs however also indicate that there are not enough good quality pitches and
believe that greater effort needs to be made to manage and maintain facilities better. A
divide is highlighted between larger and smaller clubs, with some of the smaller clubs
having only limited (but functional) pitches.
4.32 It is also clear that if developmental aspirations are to be achieved (for example some
clubs may seek to attract women and girls), improved infrastructure to accommodate this
level of activity will be required (across the spectrum including training facilities and
pavilion as well as the actual pitch).
Views of Doncaster MBC
4.33 Similar to clubs, Doncaster MBC maintenance teams currently operate on a limited
schedule due to budget restrictions and indicate that they would like to see selective
weed treatment, fertiliser (in and out of season), solid tineing, top dressing and rolling if
budgets allowed. Much of this work is currently carried out by clubs. There is therefore
scope to improve the quality of pitches provided if finances were available.
Site Specific Issues
4.34 Building upon the general findings, Table 4.2 summarises site specific quality issues
identified. Areas of concern are highlighted in red. It is based upon the triangulation of
evidence from clubs, provider, non-technical site visits and local league feedback.
4.35 It also includes the overall rating provided by site visits. The formal rating (based on all
criteria) is included as well as the perceived rating (based on just the facilities that are
there). Some sites with good quality squares and outfields for example have no training
facilities and therefore achieve low ratings, despite the fact that the quality is good of the
facilities that are available. The use of two ratings takes this into account.
4.36 The Cricket Board highlight the important of all components of pitch quality, prioritising
pitch maintenance, pitch quality and the provision of appropriate pavilions. Cricket Board
research indicates that the components of sustainability are social / economic and
environmental and that all elements are central to building a successful cricket club.
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Table 4.2: Quality of Cricket Facilities available for community use across Doncaster MBC
Site

Area

Rating

Outfield

Ancillary Provision

Training Nets

Non Turf Provision

Maintenance

Doncaster Town
Cricket
Club/Town Field
Sports Club

Central

Good
(Good)

Good provision but uneven
outfield in parts, but grass
cover is good. Club believe
maintaining it themselves
has boosted the quality.
Dog fouling can be a
problem. Wickets can
become overused due to
amount of activity.

Toilets, Parking, Kitchen.
Adequate but would
benefit from some layout
changes.

None provided. Club
seeking funding for off
field practice nets

Site has improved
hugely but only due to
the club maintaining.
The club are lacking in
the machinery
needed to complete
full maintenance of
the square and
wickets.

Outfield grass length and
unevenness adequate but
pitch quality limited by
poor wicket. Signs of
unofficial use.
Outfield in poor condition,
cover, length and
unevenness is poor but
drainage has recently
been improved. Wicket
good at time of site visit but
club have experienced
issues with cutting and
maintenance.

No changing or pavilion
located near the site.

No Practice nets

2 Non-Turf wickets but
facilities are ripped
and worn. Will require
short term
replacement. Used for
competitive activity so
of particular
importance. If
improvements are not
made to these
facilities imminently,
they are likely to
become unusable.
1 Non-Turf wicket in a
good condition, has
winter wickets.

Pavilion is in an average
condition, but it does
boast hot and cold water,
heating, separate
changing facilities and
provisions for umpires.
Facility is small.

Excellent new non-turf
training nets.

None provide.

Maintenance
improvements
identified as key
priority for club. Some
issues identified with
cutting and marking
wicket.

The Sites outfield is
generally well kept with
good grass coverage and
length. However, as it is
part of the sports
association public access is
possible. This means there is
evidence of Dog Fouling
and Unofficial use.

Condition of the sports
centre and pavilion is
good. Separate changing
rooms are available with
provision for umpires. Also
includes toilets, cooking
facilities and hot and cold
water.

Surface worn and in
standard to poor
condition with rips. Site let
down by quality of
practice nets. Club
currently seeking off field
practice facilities.

1 Non- Turf wicket in
standard to poor
condition. Some rips /
surface lifting. This was
a previous YCB
investment.

Adwick Park

North

Poor
(Standard)

Askern Welfare
Ground

North

Standard
(standard)

Barnby Dun and
Kirk Sandall
Sports
Association

East

Standard
(Standard
to good)

Funding has been
granted for the nets and
this will be supported by
an EWCT interest free
loan.
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Site

Area

Quality
Rating
Standard
(standard)

Outfield

Ancillary Provision

Training Nets

Non Turf Provision

Maintenance

Bentley Colliery
Cricket Club

North

Good outfield with no clear
issues identified. Quality of
grass wicket also adequate.
Club highlight issues with
vandalism and fire.

Facilities are provided. A
lovely pavilion which is well
kept. Includes kitchen and
showers, but suffers from
vandalism. Greater security is
key priority for club.

None, existing facilities
are unsafe. Club are
seeking off field
practice facilities.

2 Non-turf wickets
provided.
Condition
standard to poor
- facilities
becoming worn
and outdated.
Club identify
replacement as
key priority.

No issues identified
with maintenance club believe site to
be well maintained.

Brodsworth
Miners Welfare

North

Standard

Facilities are standard,
changing rooms are small.

Club are seeking off
field practice facilities.

1 Non-Turf wicket.

Bullcroft Sports
and Pastimes
Club

North

Standard
(standard)

Outfield and square in good
condition, outfield flat and
well maintained.
Well kept wickets and outfield
with evidence of good recent
maintenance.

Site contains social club with
a bar as well as full changing
facilities.

No Artificial practice
nets.

1 Non-Turf wicket
in good
conditions.

Conisbrough
Cricket Club

South

Standard

Fishlake Cricket
Club

East

Good
(good)

Outfield in even condition,
grass of the square and wicket
excellent. No issues identified.
Well maintained and well
kept. No issues identified.

Car Parking is available. The
changing facilities are in an
excellent condition.
Club house with all facilities
including bar. Club believe
clubhouse to be old and
outdated and in need of
redecoration.

No practice nets. Club
are seeking off field
practice facilities
Training nets provided,
club believe these
require upgrade.
Club are seeking off
field practice facilities.

1 Non-Turf wicket
which is well kept
and is still new.
1 Non-Turf wicket.
Ageing and with
some evidence
of rips. Likely to
require
refurbishment
shortly.
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Club run a strong
maintenance
programme as they
believe that this helps
attract new
members and
minimises game
cancellations.
No maintenance
issues identified.
Improved machinery
required to continue
and enhance
maintenance
processes.
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Hampole and
Skelbrooke
Cricket Club

North

Poor
(standard)

Outfield in good condition
although some evidence of
damage to the surface.
Wicket well maintained.

Site

Area

Hatfield Town
Cricket Club

East

Standard
(good)

The wickets and outfield are
even and well-kept - condition
seen recent improvements
since change of groundsmen.

Clubhouse functional at best,
ageing and in need of
refurbishment. Club also
indicate that size of pavilion is
now restricting activity. Club
are now looking to improve
these facilities to better tailor
provision to meet demand.

Portable nets but no
fixed off field training
nets.

Hooten Pagnell
Cricket Club

North

Standard
(Standard)

The ground is a small village
site in the countryside. Some
uneven areas in the outfield
and grass also slightly long.
Grass wicket adequate.

There are two ancillary
buildings. Clubhouse with tea
room and separate toilets.
Buildings are wooden and in
poor condition. Requires
updating.

No training nets
available.

1 Non-Turf wicket
in adequate
condition.

No issues with
maintenance
identified.

King George V
Playing Fields
(Warmsworth
Cricket Club)

South

Standard
(standard)

Outfield adequate but
subjected to recreational use,
dog walking and other
activity. Some resulting
damage. Outfield also used
for junior football.

Separate pavilion, with
access to all basic amenities.
Basic but adequate.

No training nets. Club
are seeking off field
practice facilities.

1 Non-Turf wicket
in good
condition.

No maintenance issues
identified, although
balance of use of site
for cricket with
recreational functional
can provide a
challenge, particularly
in relation to dog
fouling.

Outfield

Car Park just off the A1.
Newish clubhouse with basic
facilities. Dangerous access
to ground.

Ancillary Provision

No usable facilities derelict practice area.

Training Nets
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No usable
facilities - derelict
practice area.

Non Turf
Provision
1 Non-turf wicket
kept in a good
condition.

No maintenance
issues identified.

Maintenance
Strong maintenance
regime by dedicated
paid groundsman.
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Lindley Road
Recreation
Ground
(Finningley)

South

Standard
(standard)

Outfield is shared with a
football pitch and there is
evidence of heavy use on the
grass. Site also used for
recreational purposes. Wicket
quality limited, with no
evidence of recent rolling or
straight cutting.

Brand new lottery funded
pavilion, very modern with
changing, area to get food
and showers.

No Training artificial
nets.

1 Non-turf wicket
slightly worn and
outdated.

Maintained by
Doncaster Town CC as
second ground. Club
struggle to maintain
site due to requirement
to transport
appropriate machinery
from Town Field.

Mexborough
Miners Welfare
and Athletic
Club

South

Standard
(good)

Outfield and wicket in good
condition. Some use of site for
football. Site also suffers from
security issues.

Historic Pavilion and car
parking but kept in a lovely
condition. Rural area and fits
nicely. Toilets, water and
umpire provisions all in
excellent condition.

No training nets
provided. Club
seeking off field
practice facilities.

1 Non-Turf in
good condition.

Club believe that they
lack appropriate
machinery to maintain
the facilities to the
highest standards and
also struggle to finance
required levels of
maintenance.
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Site

Area

Quality
Rating
Poor
(standard)

Outfield

Parklands Sports
and Social Club

Central

Rossington
Miners Welfare

Ancillary Provision

Training Nets

Wickets and outfield
adequate. Some uneven
patches on outfield and site
suffers from impact of
recreational use. Site also
experiences issues with
rabbits. Club prioritise further
improvements to the outfield.

Pavilion facilities are well kept,
with changing and a social
club/bar. However, the look
form the outside is not
satisfactory, needs updating.
The provisions themselves are
good.

No Training Nets

No Non-Turf,
wickets.

Central

Poor
(Standard)

Outfield and wicket standard
quality with few issues
identified. Site also accessible
for recreational use and
therefore suffers from dog
fouling etc.

Pavilion provides basic
amenities but quality of
interior is poor.

No Training nets

No functional
Non-Turf wickets

Sprotbrough
Cricket Club

North

Standard
(standard
to good)

Good quality outfield and
grass wicket. Some evidence
of unofficial and recreational
use causing damage to
surface and dog fouling.

Facilities are well looked after
by the club, good condition.
Toilets and car park available
as well as full changing
accommodation.

No artificial nets. Club
seeking off field
practice facilities.

1 Non-Turf in
good condition.

No issues identified
with maintenance
although club
indicate that lack of
finance is key issue
for them.

Sykehouse
Recreation
Ground

East

Poor
(Standard
to good)

Good square and outfield
although some evidence of
unofficial recreational use due
to village setting.

Changing and other facilities
are accommodated by the
local village hall on site, this
has all the correct facilities,
but it isn’t the clubs or
specifically for cricket. It is
also a little outdated.

No Non-turf nets.

No non-turf
wickets.

No maintenance
issues identified.
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Non Turf Provision

Maintenance
Club have rented
machinery and
invested in ground
treatments following
advice and have
seen improvement.
Finances limit overall
maintenance
process. Club
highlight investment
in machinery to
increase efficiencies
and reduce reliance
on volunteer
workforce as their
key priority.
Site maintained
through partnership
between club and
Council. Some
concerns about the
marking and basic
maintenance that is
carried out by DMBC.
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Site

Area

Quality
Rating
Standard
(good)

Outfield

Tickhill Cricket
Club

South

Yorkshire Main
Miners Welfare

Ancillary Provision

Training Nets

The grass square and wickets
are in strong condition and
well kept. No clear issues
identified.

New ‘inspired facility’ funded
clubhouse. Has all up to date
facilities and in excellent
condition. Club indicate that
ongoing remedial works are
required as well as
improvements to boundaries
and external fencing.

South

Poor
(standard)

Good wicket and outfield
although some evidence of
damage to surface.

Club house is old and
outdated and would benefit
from renovation. Has basic
facilities such as a car park,
toilets.

Christopher
Faljam
Memorial
Playing Field
(Wadworth
Cricket Club)

South

Poor
(Standard)

Outfield and grass wicket
adequate. Some evidence of
unofficial use / damage to
surface and some uneven
patches on outfield. No
evidence of recent rolling on
wicket.

Stainforth Miners
Welfare

East

Poor
(poor)

Wicket in poor condition with
no evidence of recent
maintenance. Outfield shows
some damage and evidence
of unofficial use.

Non Turf Provision

Maintenance

None available
although club have a
roll on net cage. Off
field practice facilities
are redundant
although these are
now being upgraded
(2018) and are
scheduled for
completion shortly.
No training nets.

1 Non-Turf wicket
- surface lifting
and requires
refurbishment.

Site maintained by club
and no issues identified
with maintenance
processes.

No Non-Turf
wicket.

Pitch quality improving
due to enhanced
maintenance procedures.
Club identify funding as
key barrier to pitch
provision.

Existing pavilion limited in
quality - dated and lacks
required facilities.

No training nets. Club
seeking off field
practice nets.

No non turf
wickets.

No issues identified with
maintenance.

Changing pavilion of
standard quality but basic.

No training nets.

No non turf
wickets.

Site currently receives only
limited maintenance
programme as incumbent
club have not fulfilled
fixtures during the later
part of 2017 season.
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4.37 Bringing together both the findings of the site specific information presented in Table 4.2,
as well as the key issues arising through consultation and triangulation of data, it is
therefore clear that based upon the above components of pitch provision;


Broadly speaking, the stock of cricket facilities is sufficient in qualitative terms to
meet demand. There are few sites considered to be poor and clubs are happy with
the condition of the facilities that they have access to



There are however some sites with quality issues that need to be addressed,
including levelling of the outfield and improvement of the wicket, and many sites
suffer from the impact of recreational access. Maintenance procedures remain of
paramount importance if standards are to be maintained and the trends of
qualitative improvements are to continue. The standard of pitch required increases
as clubs progress higher in cricket leagues and therefore even clubs with access to
higher standard facilities do need improvements



the availability of outdoor facilities for training (in particular off field) is poor. Training
facilities at more than half of the sites are either limited in function or none existent.
There are also few sites containing playable non turf wickets. Askern Welfare
Ground, Hampole and Skelbrooke Cricket Club, Parklands Sports and Social Club,
Rossington Miners Welfare, Sykehouse Recreation Ground, Yorkshire Main Miners
Welfare, Christopher Faljam Memorial Playing Field and Stainforth Miners Welfare all
have no non turf wickets, while Askern Welfare Ground, Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall
Sports Association, Fishlake Cricket Club, Tickhill Cricket Club and Town Field Sports
Club are the only sites offering training nets; This impacts not only on the use of the
grass wicket (which must be used should clubs decide to train) but also means that
training scheduling clashes with other club activity, including senior and junior
midweek cricket and the introduction of new initiatives such as All Stars Cricket



The lack of facilities means that while the quality of pitches and wickets is good,
overall facilities for cricket can only be considered standard. When taking into
account the availability of resources on each site, as well as the quality of those that
are available, Adwick Park, Hampole and Skelbrooke Parklands Sports and Social
Club, Rossington Miners Welfare Scheme, Sykehouse Recreation Ground, Yorkshire
Main Miners Welfare, Christopher Faljam Memorial Playing Field and Stainforth Miners
Welfare all achieve poor ratings



The quality and scale of changing rooms and pavilions varies, but there are few
immediate repairs or improvement required (although a small number of clubs did
identify pavilions as the key issue for them). On the whole however, issues with
ancillary facilities are considered secondary to the issues that are identified with the
lack of training facilities.

Demand
4.38 A cricket development group established in Doncaster in recent years has sought to
stabilise and grow the sport of cricket in the borough, as well as to ensure that the stock of
facilities is fit for purpose both now and in future years.
4.39 There are 106 teams playing cricket in Doncaster currently (based upon ECB baseline data
and checked with local leagues to ensure which affiliated teams were actually
participating). Of these, 62 (58%) are senior male teams. Just over half of these teams play
on a Saturday, with teams equitably split between the South Yorkshire Cricket League and
the Pontefract and District Cricket League. Tickhill Cricket Club play in the ECB Yorkshire
Premier South League and as a consequence are the highest performing club in the
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borough. Doncaster CC have also secured promotion to this league for the 2018 season.
The Barnsley and District Cricket League (7 teams) runs on a Sunday, enabling clubs to fit
in further senior activity outside of Saturday peak times. The remainder of adult play takes
place midweek (generally in a 20 20 format), in the Doncaster and District Infirmary
Evening League, the Snaith and District Evening Cricket League and the Rotherham
Midweek Cricket League. This means that senior male cricket is reasonably well spread
across the week and that there are a variety of opportunities for potential players.
4.40 Adult female cricket is much less developed, with Doncaster Town Cricket Club being the
only club in the borough fielding a senior female side in the 2017 season.
4.41 Junior cricket is well developed, with 43 teams. The majority of these play in the Doncaster
and District Junior Cricket League, but there are also teams in the Ben Jessop Sheffield
and District Junior League, Pontefract Junior Cricket League and the Barnsley and District
Junior Cricket League. Few clubs in Doncaster MBC do not have a junior section, with only
Edengrove Parklands, Rossington Main, Wadworth CC, Yorkshire Main CC, Sykehouse CC,
Hooten Pagnell CC, Hampole and Skelbrooke CC and Bullcroft Main CC operating just
adult sections.
4.42 Junior development is supported by significant development work undertaken by the
Yorkshire Cricket Board, as well as by conditions of membership enforced by the senior
South Yorkshire Cricket League. This league requires all participating clubs to have a junior
section fielding at least two teams in approved organised junior cricket (this is a new rule
and some clubs have until the end of the 2018 season to comply). Clubs playing in the
Championship must have junior teams playing in the U11, U13 and U15 age groups while
requirements are more relaxed for other divisions.
4.43 Research undertaken by the ECB and YCB confirms the need to introduce young people
and their families to a sport at an early age in order to build commitment and interest. The
All Stars Cricket programme, launched nationally in 2017, seeks to engage children aged
5 - 8 in cricket and is now run at several centres in Doncaster, including Brodsworth,
Mexborough, Doncaster Town and Tickhill. Conisbrough, Fishlake, Warmsworth,
Sprotbrough, Edengrove Parklands, Hatfield Town and Rossington CC will also be running
the programme over the next year. It is hoped that the successful early attraction of
young players to clubs will help to improve the stability and sustainability of the club
structure, as well as to grow the game.
4.44 In addition to the formal clubs, at least 10 adult teams play in the Last Man Stands League
(game last 2 hours and are played midweek). Many of these teams are affiliated to
existing formal clubs and as a result, fixtures are played at a variety of club bases,
including;










Tickhill CC
Brodsworth CC
Bullcroft Main CC
Barnby Dun CC
Adwick Park CC
Doncaster Town CC
Conisbrough CC
Warmsworth CC
Bentley Colliery CC.

4.45 In addition to the above teams, Bawtry CC is located just outside of the Doncaster MBC
boundaries in Bassetlaw, but primarily serves residents of Doncaster, as the main urban
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settlement of Bawtry falls within this region. This is a large club with 8 teams including a full
junior section.
4.46 Table 4.3 summarises the cricket teams playing in Doncaster and the spread of play across
the borough. It includes only teams fulfilling fixtures at the end of 2017 season when this
assessment took place and indicates that in line with the distribution of pitches, the highest
levels of cricket are played in the north and south of the borough. There are however
opportunities for both adults and juniors in all areas of Doncaster MBC, and the only
female team is run at a centrally based club, offering the best chance of access for local
residents. The general trends experienced in participation are also outlined.
Table 4.3: Cricket Clubs in Doncaster MBC
Area

Clubs

Number of Teams

Trends in Participation

North

Adwick
Park,
Askern
Welfare, Bentley Colliery
CC,
Brodsworth
Miners
Welfare, Bullcroft Sports and
Pastimes Club, Hampole
and
Skelbrooke
Cricket
Club,
Hooton
Pagnell
Cricket Club, Sprotbrough
Cricket Club.

22 adult male, 13 junior
teams

Static generally but some
decline
in
junior
participation
at
some
clubs.

Central

Parklands Sports and Social
Club, Town Field Sports
Club.

7 adult male, 1 adult
female. 10 junior teams.

Static
senior
male,
Increasing
female
and
junior.

East

Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall
Sports, Fishlake Cricket club,
Hatfield Town Cricket Club,
Sykehouse
Recreation
Ground.

13 adult teams, 8 junior
teams.

Participation
increasing,
but local club (Hatfield
Main) were unable to
complete the 2017 season
due to a lack of playing
numbers.

South

Conisborough Cricket Club,
King George V Playing Field,
Lindley Road Recreation
Ground,
Mexborough
Miners Welfare, Rossington
Miners
Welfare,
Tickhill
Cricket Club, Yorkshire Main
Miners Welfare, Christopher
Faljam Memorial Playing
Field, Hill House School (2).

20 adult teams, 12 junior
teams.

Static / decreasing adult,
increasing youth. Denaby
Main CC no longer field
teams.

Adwick on Dearne were
unable to fulfil their fixtures
this season but will be part
of
the
development
programme
for
2018.
Adwick Park CC are also
believed to have had
similar issues following the
initial
data
collection
element of this assessment.
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Trends in Participation
4.47 As evidenced in Table 4.3, trends in participation are mixed, with some clubs experiencing
decline while others have seen an increase in the number of players that they have. There
are recent examples of clubs struggling to field teams however, suggesting that there are
challenges in maintaining and growing cricket in the borough. Several clubs reference
difficulties recruiting players and volunteers and highlight that the number of local clubs
and teams has reduced. There is also believed to be a drop out in the transition between
junior to adult cricket, and some clubs have sought to establish U19 age group sides to
address this. Funding and resourcing is also reported to be presenting a challenge to local
cricket clubs.
4.48 Despite some mixed trends, there is increasing interest in the Last Man Stands format, as
well as in 20 20 cricket which is helping to grow the number of adults playing the game.
Much of this activity takes place midweek, which appeals to those who work weekends or
who wish to play a shorter form of the game.
4.49 While these evolved forms of cricket positively promote the sport, it should be noted that
their introduction can place greater pressures on the existing pitch stock, as well as cause
conflict with youth development and training. As these games take place when youth
cricket is traditionally being played and club training nights are being held (midweek), the
time available for these activities can become limited.
Displaced Demand
4.50 There is no evidence of teams being displaced outside of Doncaster MBC to play cricket.
There is however a small amount of displacement / club movement within the borough,
with 3rd X1 teams from clubs with three Saturday teams and only one grass pitch travelling
to other venues to play their fixtures, specifically;


Brodsworth 3X1 are displaced to Hampole and Skelbrooke CC



Several teams from Doncaster CC travel to Finningley to use the pitch at Lindley
Road Recreation Ground (owned by Finningley and Blaxton Parish Councils). This
includes the adult 3 X1 as well as junior teams. The club indicate that this is not their
preferred location.

4.51 This suggests that broadly speaking, there are sufficient pitches available within the
borough to meet demand at the current time.
Training Needs
4.52 Clubs primarily use indoor training nets during the winter months, with most clubs using
school sports halls or travelling to Sheffield to access a cricket specific training facility.
4.53 As highlighted, opportunities for training outdoors in the borough is currently limited, with
many teams using their grass square due to the lack of non turf wickets and training nets
at the club base. There are also no public non turf facilities offering an alternative
resource. There are very few clubs with off field practice facilities and as a consequence,
many clubs face challenges in accommodating midweek competitive activity alongside
training needs.
4.54 The ECB recognise the importance of clubs having access to appropriate training facilities
and infrastructure – this is particularly important for clubs with junior sections, as juniors tend
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to gravitate towards high quality training facilities and a developmental environment.
Such facilities are also essential if participation amongst target groups is to be achieved,
for example women and girls and disabled players.
Casual Demand
4.55 There is little evidence of casual demand for cricket in Doncaster currently, but it should
be noted that there is a lack of opportunity, due to the lack of facilities that are provided
in parks, and the lack of non turf wickets in informal settings.
4.56 Last Man Stands and Midweek cricket represent more informal forms of the game and it is
clear that demand is increasing in these areas. In particular it is evident that members of
the BME community, who traditionally enjoy cricket, are starting to engage with these
leagues.
Educational Demand
4.57 Demand for formal cricket pitches is much less evident from the education sector than
other sports and this is also echoed by the lack of cricket facilities that are located at
school sites.
4.58 38 junior schools have now signed up with the Chance to Shine programme, .which brings
cricket back into primary schools and seeks to create strong links between schools and
clubs. A pyramid of schools will also be involved in the All Stars Cricket programme, with
clubs presenting in local assemblies to raise awareness of the activities that will be
available. A professional coach at Doncaster Town CC is also committed to travelling to
13 primary schools in the borough and will provide 6 hours of coaching in each. All primary
schools also engage in inter school competition from year 3 upwards and 54 schools have
now signed up to take part in interschool kwik cricket (on the outfield at club sites) for
Years 3,4,5 and 6.
4.59 Engagement between clubs and secondary schools is much lower as ECB and YCB
priorities focus upon early engagement with potential players. There is however interschool
competition at a secondary school level, providing ongoing opportunities for young
people to engage with the sport and hopefully a path through this engagement to local
clubs.
Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
4.60 The adequacy of facilities for cricket is measured by comparing the amount of wickets
available against the level of use of these wickets. This is considered firstly at a site specific
level and then compiled to present a sub area and borough wide picture.
4.61 For cricket, unlike other pitch sports, the capacity of a pitch is measured on a seasonal
basis (as opposed to weekly) and is primarily determined by the number and quality of
wickets on a pitch. Play is rotated throughout the season across the wickets to reduce
wear and allow for repair.
4.62 As a guide, the ECB suggests that a good quality wicket should be able to take;





5 matches per season per grass wicket (adults);
7 matches per season per grass wicket (juniors);
60 matches per season per non turf wicket (adults); and
80 matches per season per non turf wicket (juniors).
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4.63 Demand is therefore measured in terms of the number of home games that each team
will play per season. Where clubs are known to accommodate other uses (for example
Last Man Stands), this is also taken into account.
4.64 A small amount of play in the borough takes place on non-turf wickets (primarily junior and
midweek cricket). This is limited, due to the limited availability of these facilities within
Doncaster, but where non turf wickets are used, this has been recorded and only play on
the grass wicket is counted within analysis of the grass wicket. Full details of the teams
using non turf wickets can be found in Appendix E.
Demand at Peak Time
4.65 Cricket in the borough is relatively well spread, with participation midweek, Saturday and
Sunday. 34% of play takes place on a Saturday afternoon, and this is the highest
proportion of play in the week. The availability of pitches at this time has therefore also
been considered.
4.66 Junior teams and friendly teams generally play across the week when pitches are
available and so access to facilities on a specific day is less important. Higher numbers of
junior teams can however restrict the use of facilities by adult midweek teams, therefore
having a knock-on effect to the adult game. Where clubs do not have appropriate
training infrastructure (as is known to be the case in Doncaster) this can also place further
pressure, as clubs must fit in training alongside other competitive fixtures and this can push
more activity back towards the weekends and result in facilities constraining activities
longer term.
Situation at Individual Sites
4.67 Table 4.4 provides an overview of site specific activity for each of the pitches that offer
community use in Doncaster MBC. It also highlights other issues that have arisen in relation
to each site and summarises the information relating to quality that was presented in Table
4.2. It clearly indicates that;


with the exception of the pitch at Stainforth Miners Welfare (which does not currently
accommodate any use) all active facilities offering community use are used at least
once per week. The pitch at Stainforth Miners Welfare is prepared but not currently
used due to the very recent withdrawal from the league of Hatfield Main CC;



there is no club use of any of the school sites - the only use of these facilities is by the
schools themselves;



there is very little spare capacity available on a peak time (Saturday PM);



almost all sites are able to accommodate a little more play based upon the
capacity of existing squares (and in some instances there is space on squares to
mark out further strips); and



there are quality issues at several sites and a lack of training facilities. Training on the
grass square can therefore add to the wear and tear experienced on each site.

4.68 At a site specific level;


there are only three sites that are overplayed, with pitches at Conisbrough, Hatfield
CC and Sprotbrough heavily used. All three sites accommodate large clubs with
both adult and junior sections and are generally in good condition (although some
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issues are experienced accommodating the number of teams that are playing. Both
Conisbrough and Sprotborough CC lack in practice nets, which places further
pressures on the ground and there is only one mobile training net at Hatfield CC;


the majority of sites can sustain further play across the season; with Sykehouse CC;
Hooten Pagnell CC; Fishlake CC; Tickhill CC; Wadworth CC; Hampole and
Skelbrooke; Eden Grove Parklands and Bullcroft Main CC all able to accommodate
the equivalent of at least 3 further adult teams;



Doncaster Town CC, Bentley Colliery CC, Warmsworth CC and Rossington Main are
the only sites that are at capacity with no scope for further play across the season;
and



while across the season there is scope for additional play, capacity is much more
restricted at peak time. There are just 5 sites containing availability, with Bullcroft
Main, Hooten and Pagnell; Lindley Road Recreation Ground (Finningley), Wadworth
(Christopher Faljam Playing Fields) (all 0.5 match equivalents available) and
Stainforth Miners Welfare (1 match equivalent available) the only sites with spare
capacity. There is no more localised capacity for clubs currently experiencing
displacement of their third teams.

4.69 It should be noted that the above evaluate the current patterns of activity. Teams from
Brodsworth CC and Doncaster Town CC are displaced due to a lack of available
capacity (at peak time) at their own sites.
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Site Quality
Rating (official)

Sub Area

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

ADWICK PARK

Poor

North

7.0

3.0

0

Able to
sustain further
play

ASKERN WELFARE
GROUND

Standard

North

6.1

3.9

0

Able to
sustain further
play

BARNBY DUN AND
KIRK SANDALL
SPORTS
ASSOCIATION

Standard

East

5.8

3.2

0

Able to
sustain further
play

BENTLEY COLLIERY
CRICKET CLUB

Standard

North

10.1

-0.1

0

Played to
level site can
sustain

Site Overview

Site Name

Table 4.4: Site Specific Usage
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Pitch quality limited by poor
wicket. Outfield adequate.
Spare capacity remaining
across the season, but no
available space at peak time.
Site lacks training nets.
Small clubhouse and changing
accommodation. Standard
pitch overall, quality declining
slightly although drainage,
storage and nets have recently
been improved. Club have
experienced some
maintenance issues including
cutting / market wickets.
Maintenance is key priority for
club. Spare capacity available
across the season but no
remaining capacity at peak
time.
Spare capacity available
across the season but no
remaining capacity at peak
time. Standard pitch, poor non
turf practice nets. Some rips on
surface of non turf wicket.
Pitch quality adequate
although club highlight issues
with vandalism and fire.
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
BRODSWORTH
MINERS WELFARE

NK

North

9.3

0.7

0

Played to
level site can
sustain

BULLCROFT
SPORTS &
PASTIMES CLUB

Standard

North

2.6

7.4

0.5

Able to
sustain further
play

CONISBOROUGH
CRICKET CLUB

Standard

South

12.2

-2.2

0

Overplayed

FISHLAKE CRICKET
CLUB

Good

East

8.9

5.1

0

Able to
sustain further
play

HAMPOLE &
SKELBROOKE

Poor

North

4.0

6.0

0

Able to
sustain further
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Pavilion in good condition. No
training nets. Supply broadly in
balance with demand.
Non turf pitch on site but no off
field practice nets. Supply
broadly equals demand and
there is no spare capacity at
peak time. One team is
already displaced to nearby
facility.
No practice nets but facility
otherwise good condition and
well maintained. Standard
overall. Spare capacity for
several additional teams,
including one at peak time.
Includes non turf wicket but no
off field practice nets. Pitch
quality adequate and well
maintained by club. Club
believe overall quality to be
good. Site heavily used and at
capacity over the season. No
remaining capacity at peak
time.
Includes non turf wicket and
practice nets although club
indicate that they are ageing.
Clubhouse would benefit from
redecoration but good facilities
overall. No spare capacity at
peak time but able to sustain
further play across the season.
Good quality pitch but limited
other facilities - there is a
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
CRICKET CLUB

play

HATFIELD TOWN
CRICKET CLUB

Standard

East

7.5

-1.5

0

Overplayed

HOOTON
PAGNELL CRICKET
CLUB

Standard

North

3.0

5.0

0.5

Able to
sustain further
play

KING GEORGE V

Standard

South

7.9

1.1

0

Played to
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derelict practice area. Pavilion
also in good condition. No
spare capacity at peak time,
but able to sustain further play
across the season.
Site includes non turf wicket
and 1 mobile net. No fixed
practice facilities and training
equipment too small for
number of people. Pitch
quality good overall (although
some issues due to informal
access) but pavilion is of
limited quality and club believe
new facility is required
desperately. Building is old and
not large enough for the
number of club members.
Practice nets and larger
pavilion are key priorities for the
club. Wicket heavily used
across the season and no
remaining capacity at peak
time. Junior teams are currently
using non turf wicket to
preserve grass facilities.
Site of standard quality with
poor changing facilities and no
fixed training nets. Site
appears fairly underused and
this is echoed by the spare
capacity at peak time and
ability to host more teams over
the course of the season.
Good quality facility with
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
PLAYING FIELD

level site can
sustain

LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

Standard

South

3.8

4.2

0.5

Able to
sustain further
play

MEXBOROUGH
MINERS WELFARE
& ATHLETICS CLUB

Standard

South

9.4

0.6

0

Played to
level site can
sustain
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outfield shared for football. Site
lacks mobile nets but non turf
wicket and grass wicket both
adequate. Pavilion basic but
adequate, site accommodates
some recreational use. Supply
closely matches demand with
no remaining capacity at peak
time.
Poor quality wicket (limited
evidence of recent
maintenance) accompanies
standard outfield. Site is
publically accessible and so
experiences informal use but is
also used for football in the
winter. Excellent lottery funded
pavilion up to modern
specification. No mobile nets
but site is used as overspill
facility only. Scope for an
additional Saturday team as
well as further play across the
week. Site functions as
important overspill for
Doncaster Town CC, but
limited condition of the wicket
is known to cause a loss of
players from the club.
Pitch and wicket generally
good but site lacks practice
facilities. Club believe that they
lack machinery to maintain the
facilities to the highest
standard. Site also suffers from
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
PARKLANDS
SPORTS & SOCIAL
CLUB

Poor

Central

4.0

6.0

0

Able to
sustain further
play

ROSSINGTON
MINERS WELFARE
SCHEME

Poor

South

4.4

2.6

0

Able to
sustain further
play
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security issues and club
struggle to finance required
levels of maintenance. Pavilion
good. Supply closely matches
demand and there is no
remaining capacity at peak
time.
Ground and changing
accommodation well kept but
no non turf or training facilities
available. Pitch quality
improving as club have rented
machinery and invested in new
treatments following advice.
Outfield slightly uneven but
impact of recreational
behaviour on ground is key
issue for club. Site also
experiences some rabbit
encroachment. Club seek
further improvements to
outfield and investment in
machinery to increase
efficiencies and reduce
reliance on volunteer
workforce. Scope for further
play during the season but no
remaining capacity on a
Saturday.
Pitch quality is standard, with
few issues identified. Pavilion
provides basic amenities, but
quality is limited. Non turf
wicket is not usable and there
are no training nets either. Site
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
SPROTBROUGH
CRICKET CLUB

Standard

North

9.6

-1.6

0

Overplayed

SYKEHOUSE
RECREATION
GROUND

Poor

East

5.4

4.6

0

Able to
sustain further
play

TICKHILL CRICKET
CLUB

Standard

South

6.4

5.6

0

Able to
sustain further
play
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is also accessible for
recreational use by the public
which causes issues with dog
fouling etc. Site only hosts
Saturday cricket and is able to
accommodate a small amount
of additional play outside of
this window.
Good quality facilities lacking
in practice nets. Club indicate
both ground and pavilion to be
acceptable to good and
highlight funding as key barrier
to future growth. Wickets
overused across the season
and no remaining capacity at
peak time.
Well maintained pitch with
changing requirements met
through village hall. Site lacks
non turf wicket and practice
nets. No availability on a
Saturday but scope for further
teams at the site.
Pitch quality standard to good,
but site let down by poor non
turf wicket and training facilities
which are no longer fit for
purpose. Clubhouse has been
recently renovated and is
good, but ongoing remedial
works are required as well as
improvements to boundaries
and external fencing. No
remaining capacity at peak
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
TOWN FIELD
SPORTS CLUB
(Doncaster HC)

Good

Central

11.6

0.4

0

Played to
level site can
sustain

YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE

Poor

South

4.4

3.6

0

Able to
sustain further
play
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time but scope for further play
across the season. Junior teams
using non turf wicket which
preserves condition of existing
grass wickets.
Good wicket and outfield
(although mildly uneven in
parts), high quality facilities
overall. Non-turf net practice
facility has received funding
from Sport England and EWCT
interest free loan and has now
been replaced. Changing
facilities adequate although
would benefit from general
renovation and some layout
changes. Club also cite
aspiration for new machinery
to improve maintenance
procedures. Up to 30 matches
take place on non turf wickets
(assumed 15 for purpose of
calculations). Without use of
non turf wickets, wickets would
be overplayed as there is no
remaining capacity and no
availability at peak times.
Lack of non turf wicket and
practice nets, pitch quality
adequate overall and
improving due to maintenance
efforts of club member. Club
identify funding as key barrier
to pitch provision. Some further
capacity for more teams but
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Site Overview

Match
Equivalents
available at
peak time

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Total Number
of Strips
Required to
Accommodate
demand

Sub Area

Site Quality
Rating (official)

Site Name
CHRISTOPHER
FALJAM
MEMORIAL
PLAYING FIELD

Poor

South

2.2

5.8

0.5

Able to
sustain further
play

STAINFORTH
MINERS WELFARE

Poor

East

0.0

2.0

1

Able to
sustain further
play

none on a Saturday as site is
also accommodating overspill
team from another club.
Pitch quality standard although
club identify some issues with
bounce. Some dog fouling and
litter arises as a result of
unofficial use and the outfield is
uneven. Club identify new
pavilion as key priority (current
facility dated and lacks
facilities) and there are no
training nets or non turf wickets
either. Scope for an additional
team to play on a Saturday.
Poor condition wicket,
adequate clubhouse but no
training facilities. Incumbent
club recently folded and no
evidence of further use
meaning capacity at peak
time.

Total
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Borough wide Picture of Provision
4.70 The site overviews set out in Table 4.4 can be used to develop an overall picture of
provision across Doncaster MBC. This is set out in Table 4.5 and illustrated in Chart 4.5. It
demonstrates that there is scope to accommodate circa 48 additional adult teams across
the week if all available strips on all wickets were used. Capacity at peak time (Saturday
afternoon) is however much more limited.
4.71 This pattern is evident in each of the sub areas of the borough with all having capacity for
further play during the season, but more limited availability at peak time. There are pitches
that are overplayed in each part of the borough and sites with pitch pressures. There are
no clear geographical patterns evident.
Table 4.5: Cricket Pitch Provision - Capacity
Sub Area

North

Sites with Spare Capacity to
accommodate at least one
additional adult team across the
season (2 strips or more)
Adwick Le Street (3 strips, 2 teams)

Spare Capacity at
Peak Time (Match
Equivalents)

No scope for
further
expansion

Issues of
overplay and /
or displacement

Bentley Colliery
CC

Askern Cricket Club (4 strips, 3
teams)

Brodsworth CC

Bullcroft Main (7 strips, 5 teams)

Bullcroft Main (0.5)

Hampole and Skelbrooke (6 strips,
4 teams)

Hooten Pagnell
(0.5)

Sprotborough
CC - wicket
overplayed. No
displacement

Hooten and Pagnell (5 strips, 4
teams
Total 26 strips, 18 teams.
Central

East

Edengrove and Parklands CC (6
strips, 4 teams)

n/a

Town Field
Sports Club Doncaster CC

Doncaster CC
3rd X1 and some
juniors displaced
to Finningley

Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall (3
strips, 2 teams)
Fishlake (5 strips, 4 teams)
Sykehouse (4 strips, 3 teams)
Stainforth Miners Welfare (2 strips, 1
team but scope to prepare
additional strips)

Stainforth Miners
Welfare (1)

Hatfield CC

Total: 14 strips, 10 teams
South

Lindley Road Playing Field (4 strips,
3 teams), Rossington CC (2 strips, 2
teams), Tickhill CC (6 strips, 4
teams), Yorkshire Main CC (4
strips,3 teams) Wadworth CC, (6
strips, 4 teams).

Lindley Road
Playing Fields,
Finningley (0.5)

Warmsworth
CC,
Mexborough
CC

Conisbrough CC

Wadworth CC (0.5)

Total: 22 strips, 16 teams
Total

68 strips, 48 teams

3 match
equivalents
available

5 sites
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Chart 4.5: Borough Wide Spare Capacity

4.72 Table 4.5 and Chart 4.5 therefore reinforces the message outlined earlier indicating that
while most existing pitches are able to accommodate more play across the season, spare
capacity is much more limited at peak time. There is however limited evidence of
displacement currently and indeed the smaller clubs accommodating larger clubs on a
Saturday are benefitting from the additional income that this brings.
4.73 Doncaster Town CC however indicate that their current arrangements (travel to
Finningley) are inhibiting club development and growth and that they are keen to secure
a second ground on or close to their existing site. There are also concerns about the
impact that the use of the poorer quality facility as a second ground has on player
retention. Other clubs that are displaced do not highlight concerns about their second
grounds.
4.74 The lack of training facilities and non turf wickets will however impact on the adequacy of
provision, and particularly at those club sites where there is already no remaining capacity
on the strips, will begin to compromise pitch quality if no training facilities are provided.
4.75 In addition to the pitches included above, it should be noted that there are facilities at
several school sites that are available on an unsecured basis and could provide further
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capacity if an approach was made for usage. There are also several sites that have
previously (several very recently) accommodated cricket that could be reinstated to
provide additional capacity. These are geographically well dispersed and therefore
provide a real opportunity to increase the facility stock for cricket without new facilities
being prepared from scratch.
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Map 4.1: Spare Capacity at Cricket Pitches (Grass)
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Latent and Unmet Demand
4.76 There is no clear evidence of latent or unmet demand at present, with a well distributed
network of cricket clubs offering opportunities and most having capacity for further play.
Future Picture of Provision
4.77 While there are currently few issues with regards the amount of pitches for cricket,
population growth will impact upon future demand, as will changes in participation trends
and the successful achievement of sports development objectives. These issues are
considered in turn in order to build an accurate picture of future demand.
Population Change
4.78 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team. By applying TGRs to population projections, we can
project the theoretical number of teams that would be generated from population
growth and gain an understanding of future demand.
4.79 Table 4.6 summarises the current TGRs for cricket. These are then used calculate the
potential impact of projected changes to the population profile on demand. It reveals
that population growth and changes to the population profile will have limited impact on
demand for cricket;


by 2023, there will be a decline of below one senior team and insufficient population
growth to generate an additional junior team;



by 2028 however, population growth will have been sufficient to generate an
additional senior team, but this will be negated by the loss of an adult team; and



by 2033, there will have been a decline of approaching two senior teams and a
gain of almost 2 youth teams.

Table 4.6: Impact of Changes to the Population Profile
Number
of Teams
Sport and Age
Groups

Cricket Open
Age Mens (1855yrs)
Cricket Open
Age Womens
(18-55yrs)
Cricket Junior
Boys (7-18yrs)
Cricket Junior
Girls (7-18yrs)

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area

Current
TGR

Potential
Change
in Team
Numbers
by 2033

Potential
Change
Team
Numbers
by 2023

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers
by 2028

-0.5

-1.1

-1.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

1.2

1.8

0

0

62
74035.9805

3692

74035.9805

0

1

43

19533.9785

0

19533.9785

1054
0
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4.80 In terms of pitch requirements, this would result in;


demand for senior cricket pitches reducing by 1 match equivalent at peak time by
2033 (0.5 by 2028) and by circa 25 adult games per season; and



a need to accommodate circa 12 more junior matches per season by 2033 (6 by
2028).

4.81 This suggests that there is sufficient capacity within the current stock of facilities to
accommodate this projected population growth.
Participation Trends and Growth Aspirations– Impact on Pitches
4.82 The Yorkshire Cricket Board is seeking to implement a sustainable approach to the
development of cricket in line with the new cricket strategy, Cricket Unleashed (ECB 2016).
4.83 The strategy seeks to support sustainable increases in club membership and increased
participation in cricket over the strategy period. The key priorities of this strategy are
summarised in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Key Objectives of Cricket Unleashed (ECB 2016)
Objectives

Delivery Mechanisms

Making
the
game
more
accessible and inspiring the
next generation of players,
coaches,
officials
and
volunteers







Create inspired fans

Kids
providing
more
opportunities for children to
play through schools
Community - diversifying to
ensure all sectors of the
community embrace cricket

Number of people playing
cricket
Number of 5-8year olds
playing cricket through All
Stars Cricket
Number of 9 year plus girls
playing cricket through All
Stars Cricket.
Number of women playing
softball cricket

Casual - breaking down
barriers and improving access.
This will include indoor cricket
as well as informal and small
sided formats of the game.

Number
cricket.



Pathway for talented players



Supporting talented teams

Performances
in
World
Cups and International Test
Series.



Working with elite teams



Focusing on clear plans for
success in England teams



Fan focused - improve fan
experience and engage with
club members to understand



Deliver winning teams that
inspire and excite through onfield performance and off-field
behaviour.

Growing clubs and leagues
(including investing in support
roles and development tools to
simplify club and league
management

Outcomes
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of

U16

playing

Number of South Asians
playing cricket

Consistent
and
clearly
defined county pathways.

The number of people who
have an interest in cricket.
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Objectives

Delivery Mechanisms
needs




We will make decisions in the
best interests of the game and
use the power of cricket to
make a positive difference.

Strong finance and operations
- Deliver winning teams that
inspire and excite through onfield performance and off-field
behaviour.

New fans - attract a new
audience
Global Stage - maximise
opportunities
from
hosting
global events



Broadcast and digital - seek to
improve to attract new and
enhance
experience
for
existing fans.



Integrity - promote and adopt
best practice standards of
governance



Community programmes - to
make a positive difference



Environment - work to promote
environmental sustainability



One plan - develop local
strategies seeking to deliver
the national plan.



People
support
and
recognise
the
roles
of
volunteers and staff within the
game



Revenue and reach - build
stronger revenue streams and
commercial partners



Insight - invest in improving
understanding of how people
engage with cricket



Operations - deliver efficient
and responsive administration.

Outcomes
The number of people who
attend cricket matches.
Improving facilities to make
them family friendly.
Improving
toilet
and
changing facilities to make
suitable for females.

Coordinated local plans
translating
national
objectives
to
local
engagement.
The number of people that
benefit from community
programmes.

Financial
cricket.

sustainability

of

Investment in delivery of
strategy.

4.84 While population growth may have limited impact as a result of the projected ageing
population (and therefore a reduction in the propensity to play cricket), achievement of
the key goals of the national strategy are therefore likely to have positive impact on club
membership and demand for cricket in Doncaster MBC. Key targets for growth include
women and girls, disability cricket and the South Asian Market. Local versions of new
initiatives are already in place including the All Stars Initiative.
4.85 Building on a historical approach of Focus Clubs (which concentrated development
activity upon larger clubs), the Yorkshire Cricket Board are now engaging with more clubs
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in the wider network, building sustainable cricket infrastructure in the borough. Working
alongside the ECB, a two-way approach for facility and grounds development is being
followed, considering both;


outbound - facilities and grounds improvement required to prevent loss of grounds
and players; and



inbound - facility and ground improvement needs in clubs highlighted by YCB,
where these improvements respond to a recognised need for appropriate facilities
for new ECB priority markets where clubs are actively engaging and also to sustain
new market activity and following. If target growth areas are to be met, clubs will
require appropriate infrastructure (for example changing facilities to accommodate
women and girls) and club sustainability must also be taken into account.

4.86 Working alongside the Yorkshire Cricket Board, Table 4.8 summarises the targeted growth
and outlines the impact that this will have on the adequacy of cricket provision at each
site. It indicates that while overall, when adding up the capacity of pitches across the
borough (and within each sub area) there would remain sufficient facilities (both at peak
time and across the week) there are several site specific pressures;


existing capacity issues will be exacerbated at Hatfield Town CC, Doncaster CC,
Sprotborough CC, Conisborough CC and Bentley Colliery CC; and



provision will also become overplayed at Mexborough Miners Welfare, King George
Playing Field and (Warmsworth Cricket Club).

4.87 Figures provided assume that other than the changes noted, the current facilities and
demand remain constant. As in previous tables, adequacy of provision is considered in
terms of the number of wickets required to meet demand and the number of wickets that
are available on each site.
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Capacity to
Accommodate
Future Growth
Aspirations

Adequacy of
Provision to
Accommodate
Growth

3.0

1 All Stars

0.4

3.4

East

1 All Stars

0.4

2.7

- 0.08571429

North

1 Junior, 1
girls, 1 All
Stars

2.1

-2.2

Brodsworth Miners
Welfare

0.71428571

North

1 midweek
team, 1
youth team.
1 All Stars
Programme

1.9

-1.2

BULLCROFT SPORTS & PASTIMES
CLUB

Bullcroft Main CC

7.37142857

North

0.0

7.4

CONISBOROUGH CRICKET
CLUB

Conisbrough CC

-2.2

South

1.3

-3.5

Able to
accommodate
growth.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Site already
under pressure,
growth will
exacerbate this.
Site already
close capacity.
Capacity will be
reached without
additional
wicket space /
non turf
provision.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Growth will
exacerbate
already busy site
and provision will
be insufficient
without
additional
capacity.

Growth
Aspirations

Club

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

0.0

Site Name

Total
Additional
Demand

Table 4.8: Ability of Pitch Stock to sustain additional demand

ADWICK PARK

Adwick Le Street
Cricket Club

3.02857143

North

ASKERN WELFARE GROUND

Askern Welfare
CC

3.85714286

North

BARNBY DUN AND KIRK
SANDALL SPORTS ASSOCIATION

Barnby Dun
Cricket Club

3.17142857

BENTLEY COLLIERY CRICKET
CLUB

Bentley Colliery
CC

BRODSWORTH MINERS WELFARE

1 Junior, 1 All
Stars
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HAMPOLE & SKELBROOKE
CRICKET CLUB

Hampole and
Skelbrooke

6

North

HATFIELD TOWN CRICKET CLUB

Hatfield Town CC

-1.48571429

East

HOOTON PAGNELL CRICKET
CLUB

Hooten Pagnell
CC

5

North

KING GEORGE V PLAYING FIELD

Warmsworth CC

1.14285714

South

LINDLEY ROAD RECREATION
GROUND

Doncaster Town
CC (overspill)

4.22857143

South

MEXBOROUGH MINERS
WELFARE & ATHLETICS CLUB

Mexborough CC

0.57142857

South

PARKLANDS SPORTS & SOCIAL
CLUB

Eden Grove
Parklands

6

Central

Adequacy of
Provision to
Accommodate
Growth

East

Capacity to
Accommodate
Future Growth
Aspirations

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)
5.05714286

Total
Additional
Demand

Club
Fishlake CC

Growth
Aspirations

Site Name
FISHLAKE CRICKET CLUB

1 Junior, 1 All
Stars, 1 girls
team

2.1

2.9

0.0

6.0

1.3

-2.8

0.0

5.0

1.9

-0.7

0.0

4.2

1 Junior, 1
girls, 1 All
Stars

2.1

-1.6

1 Junior, 1 All
Stars

1.3

4.7

Able to
accommodate
growth.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Growth will
exacerbate
already busy site
and provision will
be insufficient
without
additional
capacity.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Existing site is
approaching
capacity.
Growth may
generate
overplay.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Existing site is
approaching
capacity.
Growth may
generate
overplay.
Able to
accommodate

All stars, 1 girls

1 LMS, 1
Junior, 1 All
Stars
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Adequacy of
Provision to
Accommodate
Growth

Capacity to
Accommodate
Future Growth
Aspirations

Total
Additional
Demand

Growth
Aspirations

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Club

Site Name

growth.
ROSSINGTON MINERS WELFARE
SCHEME

Rossington Main
CC

2.6

South

SPROTBROUGH CRICKET CLUB

Spotbrough CC

-1.57142857

North

SYKEHOUSE RECREATION
GROUND

Sykehouse CC

4.6

East

TICKHILL CRICKET CLUB

Tickhill CC

5.57142857

South

TOWN FIELD SPORTS CLUB
(Doncaster HC)

Doncaster Town
CC

0.37142857

Central

1 Junior, 1 All
Stars, 1 girls
team

1 LMS, 2 junior
teams, 1 All
Stars
1 Saturday,
1LMS, 1
women, 1
girls, 2 Junior
teams and 2
All Stars
Programmes

0.0

2.6

2.1

-3.7

0.0

4.6

1.9

3.7

8.4

-8.0
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Able to
accommodate
growth.
Growth will
exacerbate
already busy site
and provision will
be insufficient
without
additional
capacity.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Growth will
exacerbate
already busy site
and provision will
be insufficient
without
additional
capacity.
Assumes all
additional play
takes place at
first site.
Additional
Saturday team
can be
accommodated
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Yorkshire Main CC,
Peglar CC

3.6

South

0.0

3.6

CHRISTOPHER FALJAM
MEMORIAL PLAYING FIELD

Wadworth CC

5.8

South

0.0

5.8

STAINFORTH MINERS WELFARE

No current use

2

East

1.3

0.7

1 Junior, 1 All
Stars
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Adequacy of
Provision to
Accommodate
Growth

Capacity to
Accommodate
Future Growth
Aspirations

Total
Additional
Demand

Growth
Aspirations

Adequacy of
Wickets
(Amount of
Spare
Capacity)

Club

Site Name
YORKSHIRE MAIN MINERS
WELFARE

at overspill site,
but even taking
into account the
spare capacity
at the overspill
site (Finningley),
provision will
remain
insufficient if
growth
aspirations are
achieved.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
Able to
accommodate
growth.
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Forthcoming Changes to Supply
4.88 Funding has been awarded for training nets at Doncaster CC from Sport England,
supplemented by an EWCT interest free loan and planning permission has been
granted. These will soon be installed.
4.89 Work has also commenced at Tickhill CC on the upgrade of the existing training nets
(and creation of a second lane).
4.90 There are no further confirmed forthcoming changes to the supply of cricket pitches
within the borough.
Summary and Key Issues
4.91 The key issues for cricket are summarised in Section 10.
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5: Rugby League
Introduction
5.1

This section evaluates the adequacy of pitches for rugby league in the Doncaster MBC
area. It provides;




An overview of the supply and demand for pitches
An understanding of activity at individual sites
A picture of the adequacy of current provision to meet current and projected future
demand.

Overview – Supply and Demand
Pitch Supply
5.2

There are 8 dedicated grass rugby league pitches in Doncaster MBC. Table 5.1 summarises
the distribution of the grass pitches and outlines the level of access that is available.
Table 5.1: Rugby League Pitches across Doncaster MBC area
Number of
Floodlit Pitches

Sub Area

Sites
Doncaster RLFC

Central

Moorends-Thorne
Marauders RLFC

East

North

South

5.3

Doncaster Tollbar
RLFC
Bentley RLFC Woody Fields
N/a

Total Rugby Pitches
1 full size grass pitch
(stadium pitch
shared with football).
Club also includes 2
full size 4G pitches
plus 8 3G 6 a-side
areas.

2 Floodlit pitches
1 grass and 1 4 G
pitch.

0

Secured Community
Use

0

Secured Community
use
Secured Community
Use

2 Full size pitches
4 Full size pitches

0
1 Full size pitches

0

Level of Community
Use
Some community use
but no formal
agreement in place.

0

N/a

Table 5.1 indicates that;


all the pitches in the Doncaster MBC area are spread over four sites, the main one of
which is the semi-professional Doncaster Rugby league club based at the Keepmoat
stadium as part of the wider Club Doncaster entity;



pitches are distributed across the central / east and north areas of the borough;



three of the sites in the Doncaster MBC area have secured community use –
Moorends-Thorne Marauders RFL, Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC Club, Bentley RLFC. The
remaining pitches are located at the main Doncaster RLFC which are used by teams
linked directly to the academies or the main semi-professional team. However, the
club are keen to support greater community use and would be willing to discuss
developing a local strategy; and
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Doncaster RLFC is the only site that contains floodlit rugby league pitches – this is the
main stadium pitch which is shared with football.

5.4

There is also a rugby pitch at Bentley Road Recreation Ground. This is not currently marked
out as a pitch and has not been maintained as a playing field but would be available
should demand be identified.

5.5

In addition to the grass stadium pitch at the Doncaster RLFC site, there are several 3g
pitches (one full size and eight 6 a-side areas that are used for training and small sided
games). These are shared with football.

5.6

Of particular note, there are no formal rugby league pitches at any school sites within
Doncaster MBC. It is known that there have been pitches marked out in previous years
and that some activity does take place (generally on rugby union pitches) but there are
no pitches that exclusively serve rugby league.
Management and Maintenance

5.7

Rugby league is primarily a club focused sport and facilities are an essential part of the
way a club is run.

5.8

Doncaster RLFC share the Keepmoat stadium with Doncaster Rovers FC and the
Doncaster Belles. The site is managed by Club Doncaster (which includes Doncaster RUFC
and Doncaster Rovers FC) which is a significant entity. There is a separate Doncaster
Foundation which promotes several sports across the area including Rugby league.

5.9

The remaining sites that are available for community use are also occupied by clubs as
follows;


Moorends-Thorne Marauders RLFC have two pitches as part of a 28 acre recreation
ground owned by the Coal Industry Social Welfare Organisation which is leased for a
120 years period to the local Thorne and Moorends Town Council. The club maintain
the pitches themselves;



Doncaster Toll bar RLFC is situated on a site of nearly 16 acres owned by Doncaster
MBC but the pitches are maintained by the club itself. The club rents the grounds off
the Council on a 99-year-old lease and pays £600 rent on a quarterly basis. The club
owns its own club house and maintains the club itself; and



Bentley RLFC is part of the Scawthorpe Social Club. The club has a training area
behind the social club which is Council public open space which the club just uses
for free but there are no rugby posts or markings. In addition, the club has a full-sized
pitch at Woody Fields where the club is close to signing a 25 year lease with
Doncaster MBC.

Pitch Quality
5.10 Table 5.2 explores the quality of community use pitches that are available in more detail. It
highlights the pitches that are provided at each site, the level of floodlighting and the key
issues relating to site quality that were identified through both site visits and club and key
stakeholder consultation.
5.11 Assessments of pitch quality for rugby league are based on guidance produced by the
RFL and Sport England (http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-forsport/planning-tools-and-guidance/playing-pitch-strategy-guidance/. As well as recording
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key characteristics of the site, including pitch condition and available ancillary facilities,
the assessment also evaluates the frequency and type of maintenance, and the drainage
that is installed on the site.
5.12 Table 5.2 reveals that the key issues for quality in relation to club based pitches in the
Doncaster MBC area;


a requirement for additional and improved maintenance, in particular to address
issues of decompaction;



the impact of overuse of pitches; and



a lack of appropriate changing facilities.
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Table 5.2: Quality of Community Use Sites in Doncaster MBC
Area

Site

Quality
Rating

Senior
Pitches

Floodlit
Pitches

Ancillary Provision

Pitch Quality

Key Issues

Doncaster
MBC area

Doncast
er RLFC

Good

1 grass,
2
4G
and
8
3G
practice
and
small
sided
areas

2

Full access to stadium facilities is
available from all the pitches at
the club. Facilities include.

4G pitches are almost new. The
3g practice and small sided
area are a little dated but very
useable and have some life left
yet. The Grass pitch needs
some remedial work.

No specific issues were identified with
the club ancillary provision. The main
stadium pitch is first class and is shared
with Doncaster Rovers. There is little
community use that takes place at the
main club. The club are looking for
support
to
remedy
this
through
developing a local strategy around
local amateur clubs accessing the
facilities at the main Club Doncaster site.

East of the
Doncaster
MBC
area
near
the
village
of
Thorne

Mooren
dsThorne
Maraud
ers RLFC

Standar
d

2

0

Next to the main pitch there are
two containers, one for training
equipment and maintenance
equipment including the lawn
mower. The second contains a
small cafe facility for match day
refreshments.

The main pitch is of very good
quality having had 20k recently
spent on it including the new
installing of a spectator rail. The
second pitch is not so good
quality and is mainly used for
Training. Both pitches can get
standing water if there is a
major downpour and also
suffer from moles. There no
floodlights or plans to have
them. Maintenance is carried
out by the club themselves with
their own equipment.

The quality of the pitches themselves
viewed as adequate, however, the
ancillary facilities could be considerably
improved. Planning permission has been
given for a 75/80 seat stand but this has
not yet been delivered. In addition, the
club has the ambition of developing
their own small club house to grow the
sport locally and improve income
generation. As a club they own a plot of
land bought in the 1980s.

Doncast
er TOLL
Bar
RLFC

Standar
d

4

0

Beside the main pitch there is a
100-space carpark and next to
the car park there is a dedicated
club house owned by the club
itself. The clubhouse has 4 sets of
changing rooms, two shower
areas, a bar area, full kitchen
facilities, male, female and
disabled toilets and there is also

All 4 pitches at the club are
deemed to be adequate with
some
drainage,
grass
coverage and compaction
issues. The facilities alongside
the pitches are good in
comparison with many clubs.

The main issue is the quality of the
pitches. All 4 pitches are deemed as
adequate and as a result of that they do
not meet the capacity required by the
club and will restrict the ability of the
club to expand. The site itself is spacious
covering nearly 16 acres and is owned
by the Council who rent it to the club.
The club house and pitches are

Prospect
Road
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Area

Site

Quality
Rating

Senior
Pitches

Floodlit
Pitches

Ancillary Provision

Pitch Quality

an outside toilet block.

Key Issues

maintained by the club itself.

Askern
Springs
(Woody
Fields)

Bentley
RLFC

Standar
d
(approa
ching
poor)

1

0

Ancillary facilities are located at
Scawthorpe Social Club

Full-size pitch at Woody Fields.
Club close to signing a 25-year
lease with Doncaster MBC and
will be then looking to improve
the ground condition of the
pitch (which they believe to be
overused) and fence off the
site.

Pitches quality suffers from heavy use.

Scawthorpe /
Scawthopre
Social Club

Bentley
RLFC

Standar
d - Poor

1

0

Bentley RLFC is linked to the
Scawthorpe Social Club which
provide the Ancillary facilities for
the club. There is excellent bar
and catering area, but the
changing rooms and shower
area is limited and needs
improvement.

The site is relatively compact
with a training area behind the
club which the club uses for
free as it is just an open Council
open space with no restrictions
on it. The club maintain it with
no agreement in place. There is
an adjacent carpark which
serves the social club and
Rugby league club. There is a
homely feel, but the quality of
the training pitch is only
adequate.

No markings / posts - training area only.

.
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Demand
5.13 There are four rugby league clubs in the Doncaster MBC area. Three of these are amateur
clubs while Doncaster RLFC is a professional club playing in the national league.
Doncaster RLFC is the premier club in the area.
5.14 Table 5.3 summarises the clubs and provides a breakdown of teams at each club as well
as recent participation trends.
5.15 It indicates that overall, participation in rugby is stable and increasing, although there are
some concerns that the availability of facilities may impact on club development in years
to come. Grass roots development of rugby league primarily takes place at the amateur
clubs, with the professional club operating in a more performance related environment.
Table 5.3: Rugby League Clubs in Doncaster MBC area
Area

Club

Adult

Central

Doncaster
RLFC

1

East

Moorends
-Thorne
Marauder
s RLFC

1

Doncaster
Tollbar
RLFC

1

Bentley
RLFC

Colts

Youth

Primary

1

Total

Trends
Professional Club and academy

2

Stable
years

2

4

Club recently gone through
difficulties in switching leagues
and then switching back. Did
affect trends negatively. However,
membership now improving and
number of junior teams has
increased.
Pitch
capacity
deemed to restrict club growth

2

1

4

Increasing numbers of young
people however quality and
number of pitches available may
impact further development.

5
(3
excludi
ng
profess
ional
teams)

4
(5
excluding
team
affiliated
to
profession
al club

10

North

North

Other
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Training Needs
5.16 Club training takes place as follows;


Doncaster RLFC – All the clubs training takes place at the main facility, the
Keepmoat stadium and surrounding pitches. This applies to the senior team and the
youth sessions which are run through the Doncaster sports college. Training facilities
with Doncaster Belles and Doncaster Rovers (3g pitches);



Moorends-Thorne Marauders RLFC - The three teams train at the club with the senior
team training once a week on a Wednesday and the two primary teams training
twice a week - training takes place on the grass pitches and equates to 1.5 match
equivalents (assuming primary teams play across pitches);



Doncaster Tollbar RLFC – All teams train at the on site grass pitches. Training takes
place twice during the week and on Sundays and can equate to up to 4 match
equivalents; and



Bentley RLFC – The seven teams that are run include 2 open age teams, 1 youth
teams and 4 primary teams who all train on the training pitch at Scawthorpe Social
Club (although some training is now moving to Woody Fields). Training takes place
Tuesdays and or Thursdays and Sundays and can equate to up to 2.5 match
equivalents per week.

Educational Demand
5.17 The Rugby league Club scene is not well supported by the schools in the area with a much
greater focus on Football and Rugby Union. As a result, there is little formal Rugby league
played at any of Doncaster’s schools.
5.18 Despite this, four of the secondary schools (Balby Carr, Campsmount, Don Valley and
Rossington) did until 2 years ago take part in the Yorkshire Champions school competition
run through the RFL Additional School involvement has been driven through the Club
Doncaster Foundation which has promoted and enabled the ‘Sky Try’ Primary Rugby
League’ involving clusters of primary schools targeting 8-9-year olds (Key Stage 2). Each
primary school receives a minimum of 5 weeks consecutive coaching, followed by a
recruitment event such as an assembly or participation festival at the main Doncaster
Rugby league site. There has also been the ‘Sky Try’ Local school competition and player
development is aimed at increasing local opportunities for secondary school boys to play
Rugby League, either for the first time or to assist in providing more regular opportunities for
students at Key Stage 3 (year’s 7 – 9 boys) to play and providing a pathway into local
clubs. This is all part of a Doncaster Kicks programme which focuses on a range of sports.
None of the schools in the Doncaster MBC area currently enter Champion Schools, The RFL
secondary school competition programme and the School Sports and no local school
games competitions are organised apart from the Sky Try mentioned above.
5.19 The low levels of school activity suggest that there is scope to stimulate further interest in
rugby as a sport perhaps building on the Sky Try initiative and also to re-engage the
secondary schools highlighted above in the Yorkshire Champions Schools trophy. There
are therefore significant opportunities for the development of rugby league in the
borough (although it is recognised that this would need to compete with other more
established sports).
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Other demand
5.20 Facilities at Doncaster RFL (The Keepmoat stadium) are used for representative Rugby
league games. There is no other known use of any of the other three community rugby
league facilities.
Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
5.21 The adequacy of pitch provision for rugby league is measured through the use of match
equivalents and the ability of the pitch stock to service both training needs and
competitive requirements is taken into account. To fully understand activity on a site,
consideration is given to both;



the adequacy of pitch provision over the course of a week; and
capacity of a site to meet additional demand at peak time.

5.22 For rugby league, this analysis is based upon the following principles;
Capacity over the course of a week
5.23 The RFL sets a standard number of match equivalent sessions that natural grass pitches
should be able to sustain without adversely affecting their current quality (pitch carrying
capacity). For pitches used in higher standard leagues, pitch requirements are stricter.
5.24 Demand from the rugby club is converted into match equivalent sessions. This takes into
account of both the requirement of pitches to accommodate competitive fixtures, and
also the impact that training sessions will have on the capacity of pitches.
5.25 The guideline theoretical capacity for rugby pitches is summarised in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Theoretical Pitch Capacity Ratings (RFL)
Pitch Quality
Rating

Senior Rugby
League Pitches

Tier 3
Conference
League
Matches

Match Equivalent Sessions
Good

3

2

Standard

2

1

Poor

1

Unsuitable

Peak Time Demand
5.26 To identify spare capacity at peak time, the number of match equivalent sessions at peak
time is measured against the number of match equivalent sessions available.
5.27 Table 5.5 therefore summarises the adequacy of provision for the Rugby league clubs in
the Doncaster MBC area.
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Table 5.5: Requirements of Rugby League Clubs in Doncaster MBC area
Club

Number
Pitches

of

Doncaster
Rugby League
Club

1 full size grass
pitch
and
access to 3g
pitches

Pitch
Standard

Site
Capacity

Demand Number
of Teams

Pitch
Requirements
(Match
Equivalents)

Good - 3
match
equivalents
per week

3

1
senior
team plus
junior
sessions or
clinics

1
match
equivalent
per week on
grass
(all
training on 3g
pitches)

Matches

Comments

Position

Comments

2
match
equivalents
spare
capacity for
rugby league.
Pitch provision
sufficient.

Excellent facilities.
Scope to increase
access
but
professional set up
means that limited
community
use
takes place on
grass pitches.

Pitch is shared
with football
(but
used
different
seasons).

MoorendsThorne
Marauders RLFC

2
no
floodlights.

Standard

4

3 1 senior
and 2 Mini
teams

1
(competitive),
1.5 training

Matches

2.5
match
equivalents
required
overall.
Capacity of 4
- 1.5 spare
capacity.
5 equivalent
sessions
available.
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provision
sufficient to meet
current
needs.
Capacity
to
accommodate
some
additional
play.
Club
highlight need to
improve ancillary
provision and to
address drainage
issues on both
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Club

Number
Pitches

of

Pitch
Standard

Site
Capacity

Demand Number
of Teams

Pitch
Requirements
(Match
Equivalents)

Comments

Position

There
sufficient
capacity.

Doncaster
Tollbar RLFC

4 (non
floodlit)

Bentley RLFC

1.5 (non
floodlit)

Standard

Standard

8
match
equivalents

2
match
equivalents
(plus
training
area)

7 - 1 open
age team
2 youth
side and 4
mini rugby
team s

7
including
2
open
age team
1
Youth
teams
and
4
mini
teams

2.5
match
equivalents,
training
4
match
equivalents

Capacity
sufficient
meet

2.5
match
equivalents
competitive
play. Training
up
to
2.5
match
equivalents
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Comments

is

6.5
match
equivalents
required,
8
match
equivalents
available.

Up to 5 match
equivalents
required.
4 equivalent
match
sessions
available
(including
training pitch)
and
pitches
are therefore
overplayed.

pitches. Planning
permission
secured for stand
but
not
yet
delivered.
Capacity
to
accommodate
existing
play
although
limited
remaining
spare
capacity.
Club
believe qualitative
improvements to
be key priority.
Pitches
heavily
used
and
overplayed. Pitch
quality also limited
and
spectator
facilities
and
changing facilities
require
improvement. Site
may restrict club
expansion without
improvements.
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Current Picture of Provision
5.28 Table 5.5 therefore indicates that on the whole, the number of pitches provided to meet
the needs of rugby league clubs is sufficient, but that there are capacity issues at Bentley
RLFC and pitch quality is viewed as the key priority. In more detail;


there is sufficient capacity at Doncaster RFLC, supported by the use of 3g pitches
shared with football. Club consultation reveals that the key issue for the Rugby
League Academy is the recruitment of young people and encouraging more
schools and local clubs to use the facilities;



the two pitches at Moorends-Thorne Marauders RLFC are sufficient to
accommodate demand, although drainage would benefit from improvement.
There are however no appropriate changing facilities and the club has plans to
develop a small clubhouse and stand. The club also own land, offering the
opportunity to further increase the number of pitches available and to improve the
quality;



there is also sufficient capacity at Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC to meet demand,
although pitches are only of standard quality; and



Bentley Rugby League Club has one available pitches and a training area both of
standard quality, with a total capacity of 2 match equivalents on the grass pitch,
plus the training area (which is not formally marked and therefore can’t be used for
games) and demand for up to 5 match equivalents, this means that the stock of
facilities is insufficient. Added to this, the ancillary facilities at the club are mixed with
a small club house but improvements required to changing and spectator facilities.

Future Picture
5.29 The future requirement for rugby league pitches will be impacted upon by changes to the
population profile, as well as the aspirations of the club and National Governing Body.
5.30 The RFL have recently prepared a new facility strategy which sets out minimum facilities
requirements and priorities for facilities investment and seeks to;


develop good, large clubs into Satellite Hub Sites;



invest in Shared, Multi-Sport Facility Hub Sites;



invest in Clubhouses, to help clubs generate revenue and become more selfsustainable;



help clubs achieve security of tenure (at least 25 years) so that they can access
grants;



develop Rugby League-specific Artificial Grass Pitches;



improve clubs’ access to maintenance equipment;



work with Education to gain access to more facilities and improve the player
pathway;



develop an Online Facilities Management System (to track investment and ROI);
and



ensure fit-for-purpose Club Governance for Facilities Management.
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5.31 The above strategy has recently been finalised and now provides a framework to address
the issues identified in Doncaster. It classifies clubs as Group 1 (3 teams or less), Group 2 (4
– 9 teams) and Group 3 (more than nine teams) and outlines the pitch and associated
ancillary provision that is required for each club.
5.32 It indicates that the key facility requirements are;


Group 1 – 1 – 2 pitches of standard quality, 2 changing facilities within walking
distances of pitches, showers and short lease or agreement. Access to maintenance
agreement



Group 2 – 2 -4 pitches of standard quality, small floodlit training area, 2 – 4 changing
rooms (at least 2 high quality), catering facilities and community room, long term
security of tenure and access to maintenance equipment.



Group 3 – At least 4 pitches, at least 4 changing rooms, catering facilities and bar or
function room, professional maintenance contractor.

Population Change
5.33 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team. The application of TGRs to population projections enables
the projection of the theoretical number of teams that would be generated from
population growth and provides an understanding of future demand.
5.34 Table 5.6 summarises the application of TGRs for rugby league across Doncaster MBC. It
demonstrates that population change up to 2033 will be insufficient to generate any
further participation in rugby league and that the number of teams in each age group is
likely to remain static.
Table 5.6: Impact of Changes to the Population Profile
Number
of
Teams

Sport and Age
Groups

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area

Current
TGR

Potential
Change
Team
Numbers
by 2023

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers
by 2028

Potential
Change
in Team
Numbers
by 2033

Rugby League
Adult Men (19-45yrs)

5

50520.169

12630

0.0

0.0

-0.1

Rugby League
Adult Women (1945yrs)

0

50520.169

0

0

0

0

Rugby League
Youth & Junior Boys
(12-18yrs)

6

11710.4535

1951.74

0.0

0.1

0.3

Rugby League
Junior Girls (1218yrs)

0

11710.4535

0

0

0

0

Primary Rugby
League (7-11)
Mixed

10

19073.366

3814.67

0.1

0.1

0.1
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Club Growth Aspirations and Impact on the Adequacy of Provision
5.35 As highlighted earlier in this section, calculations demonstrate that pitch provision is largely
sufficient to accommodate current demand, although there are some improvements
required in terms of the facilities provided and the quality of pitches.
5.36 While in theoretical capacity terms, provision at Bentley RLFC is the only site where existing
capacity is insufficient to meet current demand, Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC also believe that
facilities are inadequate and will start to restrict growth.
5.37 Both Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC and Bentley RLFC highlight specific aspirations for growth,
with both clubs seeking to develop full junior and primary sections. This could generate
increased demand as follows;
a.

At Doncaster Toll Bar, growth could potentially scale 4 youth teams and 2 primary
teams 2.5 match equivalents total, as well as potential training requirements of 2.5
match equivalents

b.

At Bentley RLFC, growth could reach 5 youth teams as well as 2 primary teams (3
match equivalents competitive fixtures and similar training requirements).

5.38 At Doncaster Toll Bar, spare capacity equates to 1.5 match equivalents. To
accommodate growth of up to 5 match equivalents, a further 2 pitches would be
required (sustaining 2 match equivalents each).
5.39 There are already capacity issues at Bentley RLFC with a deficit of 1 match equivalent. An
additional 6 match equivalents could see a further 3 pitches required.
Forthcoming Changes to Supply
5.40 There are no confirmed changes to existing rugby league provision although it is
anticipated that a lease will soon be secured for use of Woody Playing Fields for Bentley
RLFC.
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6: Hockey
Introduction
6.1

Hockey is now almost exclusively played on AGPs and increasingly, AGPs are also used for
football. The FA now approves certain types of AGP for use in competitive fixtures (those
listed on the FA register) and the FA National Facilities Strategy recognises the role that
these facilities play in the provision of facilities for football. AGPs that are compliant with
World Rugby specifications can also be used for rugby match play and training.

6.2

The analysis of the adequacy of AGPs and the requirement for additional facilities
therefore spreads across all three sports. England Hockey Policy Guidance on AGPs
(Artificial Grass Pitch Surface Policy 2016) indicates the suitability of AGPs to be as follows;


Category 1 - Water Based (suitable for high level hockey and football training if the
pitch is irrigated)



Category 2- Sand Dressed (acceptable surface for hockey and suitable for football
training)



Category 3 - Sand Filled (preferred surface for hockey and suitable for football
training)



Category 4 – Long Pile 3g (acceptable surface for football and introductory Level
Hockey but not competitive match play hockey).

6.3

Technology continues to move on and new forms of pitch are being developed
frequently. Pitch requirements are therefore likely to evolve as technology becomes more
advanced.

6.4

This section considers the adequacy of AGPS for hockey. Specific needs for football and
rugby will be considered separately in the relevant sport specific sections, however the
interrelationships between the sports will be identified where relevant.
Supply

6.5

Table 6.1 summarises the full size AGPs in Doncaster MBC and outlines the suitability of
these facilities for hockey. It records eight full sized pitches, of which three are sand based
pitches and therefore suitable for hockey. Seven of the eight pitches are available for use
by the community. The pitch at Hill House School is not available for community use.

6.6

There are also several small pitches. These include;


Campsmount Academy - small sized sand filled



Dearne Leisure Centre - small sized sand filled



Goals Soccer Centre - 10 small 3g pitches



Hungerhill School - small sized sand filled pitch



Outwood Academy (Adwick) 4 small size 3g pitches



The Keepmoat Stadium - 5 small size 3g pitches.
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Table 6.1: AGPs across Doncaster MBC
Sub
Area

Management

Communi
ty Access

Pitch Age
(last
refurbished)

Suitability for
Hockey

Surface
Site Name
East
ARMTHORPE
ACADEMY
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY
OUTWOOD
ACADEMY
(ADWICK)
ROSSINGTON
COMMUNITY
SPORTS VILLAGE

Central

North

School/College/
University (in
house)
School/College/
University (in
house)
School/College/
University (in
house)

South
Trust
Central

THE KEEPMOAT
STADIUM
Central
TOWN FIELD
SPORTS CLUB
East
TRINITY
ACADEMY
South
HILL HOUSE
SCHOOL

Commercial
Management
Sport Club
(leased from
DMBC until 2038)
School/College/
University (in
house)
School/College/
University (in
house)

Sand
Based
Rubber
crumb
pile (3G)
Rubber
crumb
pile (3G)
Rubber
crumb
pile (3G)
Rubber
crumb
pile (3G)

Yes

Sand
Filled

Yes

Sand
Filled

Yes

Yes
2010

Yes

No -3g pitch
2007

Yes

No - 3g pitch
2013

Yes

No - 3g pitch
2004

Yes

No - 3g pitch
2006
1994,
refurbished
2005

Yes

Yes
2005

No
Sand filled

Yes
2015

6.7

Two of the three full size community hockey pitches are located on school sites and the
remaining pitch is on a private sports club base. This means that the Borough Council has
more limited control over access to hockey pitches than it does for other sports. The pitch
at Hill House School is not available for community use and as an independent school, this
facility is in full control of the school.

6.8

While Table 6.1 also indicates that the stock of facilities is ageing, with 3g pitches in
general much newer than the sand based pitches. The pitches for hockey were provided
in 2010, 2005 and 2000, indicating that two of the three are coming to the end of their life
and will therefore need protecting for future hockey use and will require resurfacing in the
near future. The pitch at Hill House School that is not available for community use is
actually the newest of all facilities in the borough.

6.9

Since the research phase of this playing pitch assessment, a second pitch has been
provided at the Keepmoat Stadium. This is a 3g pitch and is therefore also unsuitable for
hockey.

6.10 The location of all AGPs in Doncaster MBC and their suitability for hockey is illustrated in
Map 6.1. Spatially, pitches are spread across the borough but with a particular focus on
the central areas. Pitches suitable for hockey are in the east (Armthorpe), central area
(Townfields Sports Club) and north (Trinity Academy). There are no hockey pitches to the
south of the borough.
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Map 6.1: Distribution of AGPs
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Pitch Quality
6.11 Table 6.2 summarises the quality of each community sand based AGP and highlights any
issues identified. It reveals that overall the quality of facilities is standard but that the age
of the stock is starting to show, with evidence of deterioration year on year and quality
issues starting to emerge. The changing facilities provided at all three sites are considered
to be good.
Table 6.2: Quality Issues at Sand Based AGPs that are suitable for hockey
Site Name

Quality Rating

Quality Comments

Poor - Standard

Pitch deteriorating due to age of facility. Club highlight
that grip underfoot is now poor and there is some
evidence of moss on surface. Line markings remain good
and there is no damage to the surface. Issues with trees
and bushes around the perimeter fence. Changing
facilities are good. A resurface of the pitch is anticipated
to start in 2018 subject to funding and is required to ensure
that the pitch remains suitable for use for hockey.
Pitch showing signs of deterioration, some moss and lichen.
Grip underfoot currently adequate and some issues with
litter experienced. Facility standard overall but changing
facilities are good.
Pitch in good condition and consistent annually but
changing requires upgrading. No other issues identified
but the surface needs to be protected from future 3g
conversion to retain future hockey use.

Townfields Sports
Ground

Standard
Trinity Academy
Standard
Armthorpe
Academy

Demand
Current Participation
6.12 There are four hockey clubs currently playing within Doncaster running a total of 15 adult
teams and 13 youth teams. Two of the four clubs are based in the borough. Both Goole
HC and Epworth HC travel in to Doncaster to play, due to the availability of the pitch at
Trinity Academy and it’s proximity to their home bases.
6.13 The large majority of teams are associated with Doncaster Hockey Club, who run both
male and female teams as well as a full junior section. The club are experiencing
significant growth on the back of the 2016 Olympic success and continue to increase the
number of teams that they are running year on year.
6.14 Table 6.3 summarises the teams in each club and outlines the approximate number of
hours that they use pitches, as well as the site used. The usage is based upon the
assumption that each team plays alternate home and away games.
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Table 6.3: Hockey Teams in Doncaster MBC
Club

Teams

Location

Doncaster HC

Seven male,
four ladies. 6
junior boys, 7
junior girls.

Doncaster
Independent

1 senior
womens team

Town Field Sports
Club. Club also
use Weetwood,
Leeds University
for junior teams
(due to
competition
structure). Club
also use
Armthorpe
Academy as
overspill, but this
site is not suitable
for YYHL fixtures.
Armthorpe
Academy

Goole HC

1 ladies team

Trinity Academy

Epworth HC

2 ladies teams

Trinity Academy

Participation Trends
Pitch Usage
16 hours
training 16
hours
matches.

25% increase between 2014 /
2015 and 2016 /17 seasons.
Amounts to 86 additional
members.

2 hours per
week
competition.
No training.

Minimal decline in membership
between 2014 / 2015 and 2016
/ 17 seasons.

1.5 hours
competition
every other
week. No
known
training.
1.5 hours
competition,
1.5 hours
training.

Affiliated membership
increasing. 22% increase
between 2014 / 15 and 2016 /
17 seasons.

Affiliated membership
increasing. 33% increase
between 2014 / 15 and 2016 /
17 seasons. Club currently
struggling to maintain the
recent growth.

6.15 Table 6.3 reveals that;


the highest levels of usage for hockey take place at the weekend, when the AGPs
are required to accommodate competitive fixtures. Most of the clubs train during
the week but with the exception of Doncaster HC, training requirements are fairly
minimal;



Doncaster HC is the only club offering progression from juniors to seniors and is also
the only club offering male hockey. The remaining three clubs all run female adult
teams only; and



it is clear that all of the full size sand based facilities are key centres for hockey. There
is no use of any of the small sized pitches. The three smaller clubs focus all of their
activity on one site, while reflecting the number of teams involved, Doncaster HC
travel to use pitches at Armthorpe Academy for overspill matches therefore it is
important that this AGP is protected against any 3g conversion for future hockey
use. Some youth teams from the club also travel to Leeds for competition due to the
structure of the league in a tournament format (2 pitches are required to host these
leagues). There are no 2 pitch sites in Doncaster and therefore no potential for any
youth tournaments to be held within the borough.
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6.16 Table 6.3 also reveals that in general, participation in hockey is increasing, with three of
four clubs experiencing significant growth and over 100 new hockey players over the last
three seasons.
6.17 Consultation with hockey clubs suggest that the key concerns for clubs and the barriers to
further growth in the borough are;


the trend of schools to lay 3g / 4g pitches that are not suitable for hockey - there are
concerns about the long term implications for hockey as well as the shorter term
availability of pitches. Doncaster HC believe that an additional training area and /
or second pitch are required to meet demand and enable continued growth;



cost of hiring / using facilities (Smaller clubs);



shortage of coaches and volunteers (smaller clubs); and



loss of the social aspect of hockey due to the location of pitches at school sites
where there are no on site club houses, as well as the need to play games at odd
times in order to access appropriate facilities.

Displaced Demand
6.18 The three small clubs are all able to accommodate their activity on the one site, and
indeed, two of the three clubs are travelling in to Doncaster from other local authorities to
use the pitch at Trinity Academy.
6.19 Doncaster HC are forced to travel to different venues due to a lack of availability at their
own site and indicate that this is displaced demand that is impacting upon the growth of
the club.
Educational Demand
6.20 Educational use of AGPs takes place outside of peak hours and there is therefore no
impact upon the availability of the facilities for community hockey (as the artificial surface
means that AGPs are not impacted upon by levels of use in the same way that grass
pitches are).
6.21 School participation can however have a knock on impact on demand for hockey. At a
national schools level, tournaments are run for U14, U16 and U18 age groups for both
genders. The number of schools entering these tournaments is however declining, with this
generally attributed to lack of staff, the need to have time off to participate and
frequently, the loss or resurface of a pitch means that the school no longer has a facility on
which to train. Hill House School in Doncaster (who do have their own pitch) have been
particularly successful at this level in recent years.
6.22 There are also localised school hockey competitions in Doncaster for both primary and
secondary schools. Active Fusion provides PE, Sport and Physical Activity in schools across
the borough (as well as in Rotherham) and provide an introduction to hockey at primary
school level, including Kwik Stix. There are also tournaments for secondary school teams.
6.23 Doncaster Hockey Club identifies the creation of links with schools (including the creation
of satellite clubs) as a key vehicle for increasing the membership of the club and growing
the amount of participants in hockey across the borough. Hall Cross Academy are
already regular users of the AGP at Townfield and as such are building a relationship with
the club.
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Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
6.24 The adequacy of AGPs to accommodate demand for hockey, taking into account both
training and competitive fixtures is discussed below. Demand for football is also
considered as while hockey teams cannot use facilities designed for football (3g pitches),
sand based surfaces are used for football training (as well as ad hoc community activity)
and hockey clubs can face extensive competition in accessing pitches. The FA facility
strategy seeks to shift football usage away from sand based AGPs to 3g pitches however
and if the stock of 3g pitches is adequate for football, it is likely that activity on sand based
sites will be reserved for hockey.
6.25 Doncaster HC however highlight the ongoing importance to them of other use of their
pitch such as football teams and community groups, as this provides them with valuable
income which can be used to maintain and upgrade the facility. They are however slowly
having to push this use off the site in order to prioritise access for hockey teams as the club
grows.
Situation at Individual Sites
6.26 Supply and demand of AGPs is measured by considering;


the amount of play that a site is able to sustain (based upon the number of hours
that the pitch is accessible to the community during peak periods up to a maximum
of 34 hours per week). Peak periods have been deemed to be Monday to Thursday
18:00 to 21:00; Friday 17:00 to 19:00 and Saturday and Sunday 09:00 to 17:00;



the amount of play that takes place (measured in hours);



whether there is any spare capacity at the site based upon a comparison between
the capacity of the site and the actual usage; and



any other key issues relating to the site which have arisen through consultation.

6.27 To ensure that issues for hockey are fully taken into account however, as well as
evaluating usage over the week, capacity at peak time should also be considered.
England Hockey guidance suggests that no AGP should be considered able to sustain
more than 4 to 5 games on any one day, however this is dependent on factors such as
floodlighting, warm up areas and local league structures.
6.28 It should be noted that usage figures are approximate only as bookings at several sites
fluctuate.
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Townfields
Sports
Ground

Trinity
Academy

Armthorpe
Academy

Poor (but
soon to
be
resurface
d and
therefore
achieve
a good
rating)

Standard

Standard

34

21

29

32

9

14

2

12

15

Key Issues and Views

Comparison

Difference

Current Community Use

Current Carrying
Capacity for
Community Use

Pitch Quality

Site

Table 6.4: Site Specific Usage

Played to
level site
can sustain

Site currently of limited quality but soon to be
resurfaced (anticipated in 2018 but highly dependent
upon available funding). Key site for large hockey club
and full at attractive training times in an evening and
for competitive fixtures at a weekend. Site owners also
reliant on some use from outside of the club to bring in
an income. Little scope for additional hockey usage.
The site is also used by Hallcross Academy but this
usage falls outside peak times.

Site able to
sustain more
play

Site usage restricted to Saturday at a weekend,
meaning that opportunities for junior development at
this site are limited. Used for football (Thorne Colliery
Juniors) as well as hockey. School indicate that there is
scope to increase the amount of use that the facility
accommodates although Sunday usage is not possible.

Site able to
sustain more
play

Site able to sustain more play. Small amount of football
use on occasion as well as hockey. Capacity available
particularly at weekends although this site is often used
as an overspill venue by Doncaster HC. Site is an
important venue for Doncaster HC and needs to be
protected against 3g conversion to ensure that current
and future hockey usage is retained.
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Current Picture of Provision
6.29 Table 6.5 therefore indicates that there is spare capacity at sites that are suitable for
hockey across the week and at weekends. There is spare capacity at all sites although this
is very limited at Townfields (and is generally in less desirable slots). There is a small amount
of football usage on sand based pitches as well as hockey usage.
6.30 England Hockey indicates that an AGP should be considered able to sustain a maximum
of four to five games per day, however this is dependent on factors such as floodlighting,
warm up areas and local league structures. Table 6.5 evaluates the use at peak time
(Saturday) on each AGP and indicates that there is scope to increase the amount of play.
It is clear however that the pitch associated with Doncaster Hockey Club (Townfields) is
heavily used and that it is the other sites that have spare capacity.
Table 6.5: Peak Time Demand
Capacity of full
sized sand
based pitches
across the
borough at peak
time (match
equivalents)
4

Site Name
Townfields
Trinity Academy

4

Armthorpe
Academy

4
12

TOTAL

Total Demand (Match
Equivalents)

Difference (Match
Equivalents)
5

-1

1.5

2.5

0.5

3.5

7

5

6.31 Table 6.5 therefore reveals that there is a degree of spare capacity in the borough
although this is not located in close proximity to Doncaster Hockey Club.
6.32 Reflecting the capacity issues experienced at Townfields at peak time, Doncaster Hockey
club often use Armthorpe Academy as an overspill venue. This is not however the clubs
preference and they would prefer all teams to be accommodated at Townfields. The club
are therefore seeking the creation of both a small training area and a second pitch. There
are however concerns about the financial viability of a second pitch, as well as constraints
around the existing site in terms of providing a second pitch at this venue.
England Hockey Perspective
6.33 The key principles of the England Hockey Strategy are set out below.
England Hockey Strategy
Vision: For every hockey club in England to have appropriate and sustainable facilities
that provide excellent experiences for players.
Mission: More, Better, Happier Players with access to appropriate and sustainable
facilities.
6.34 Our club market is well structured and clubs are required to affiliate to England Hockey to
play in community leagues. As a result only relatively few occasional teams lie outside our
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affiliation structure. Schools and Universities are the other two areas where significant
hockey is played.
6.35 The 3 main objectives of the facilities strategy are:
1.

PROTECT: To conserve the existing hockey provision
We currently have over 800 pitches that are used by hockey clubs (club, school,
universities.) We need to retain the current provision where appropriate to ensure
that hockey is maintained across the country.

2.

IMPROVE: To improve the existing facilities stock (physically and administratively).
The current facilities stock is ageing and there needs to be strategic investment into
refurbishing the pitches and ancillary facilities. There needs to more support for clubs
to obtain better agreements with facilities providers & education around owning an
asset.

3.

DEVELOP: To strategically build new hockey facilities where there is an identified
need and ability to deliver and maintain. This might include consolidating hockey
provision in a local area where appropriate.
The research has identified key areas across the country where there is a lack of
suitable Hockey provision and there is a need for additional pitches. There is an
identified demand for multi pitches in the right places to consolidate hockey and
allow clubs to have all of their provision catered for at one site.

6.36 The strategy seeks to provide clear rationale that identifies where multi pitch sites should
be placed and strategic priorities to stabilise the future of England Hockey.
6.37 With regards facilities, it provides guidance that multi pitch sites are required / viable for
clubs reaching 500 members or more (although access to pitches at a second site is likely
to be required much before this). At 345 (2016 - 2017) Doncaster Hockey Club would not
currently meet this target.
6.38 England Hockey research indicates that in addition to generating additional opportunities
for training in an evening, a small sized training pitch located adjacent to the main pitch
can add benefits at peak time and increase the capacity of the full size pitch. If this pitch
is used for warm ups for competitive fixtures, the number of matches that an AGP can
sustain on peak day increases to 5 matches.
6.39 The creation of a training area at Doncaster HC would therefore see demand more easily
accommodated at peak time, by enabling more matches to be played at the main
home pitch. This would reduce the reliance upon the second pitch that they currently use
at Armthorpe Academy.
Latent Demand
6.40 Doncaster HC believe that the availability of facilities has to an extent inhibited growth. It is
clear however that these challenges are confined to the Townfields site, with spare
capacity available at all other sand based AGPs within the borough.
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6.41 The cost of hockey in terms of pitch hire is also highlighted as impacting upon the levels of
participation, while the availability of coaches and volunteers is cited by more than half of
the clubs as being a key barrier to ongoing hockey development.
Future Picture of Provision
6.42 The future requirement for AGPs for hockey will be impacted upon by several things,
including population growth, changes to the demographic profile, club development and
evolving participation trends. These issues are considered in turn in order to build an
accurate picture of future demand.
Population Change
6.43 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group are
required to generate one team. By applying TGRs to population projections, we can
project the theoretical number of teams that would be generated from population
growth and gain an understanding of future demand.
6.44 Table 6.6 summarises the implications of population growth and reveals that because of
relatively low levels of hockey participation; population growth will have limited impact. By
2033 there will have been insufficient growth to generate a team in any age group and
there will be a slight decline in adult participation.
Table 6.6: Impact of Changes to the Population Profile
Number
of Teams
Sport and Age
Groups

Senior Men (1655yrs)

7

Senior Women
(16-55yrs)

8

Junior Boys (1115yrs)

6

Junior Girls (1115yrs)

7

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area
77333.5685

Current
TGR

11048

Potential
Change
in Team
Numbers
by 2033

Potential
Change
Team
Numbers
by 2023

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers
by 2028

-0.1

-0.1

-0.2

-0.1

-0.1

-0.2

0.1

0.4

0.6

0.2

0.4

0.7

9667
77333.5685
2841
17043.495
2435
17043.495

6.45 This means that population change would result in demands for pitches remaining static.
Changes in Participation Trends
6.46 While population growth will have limited impact on participation, England Hockey seek
to build participation in the sport, with a particular focus placed upon retention of existing
players as well as an increase in the number of players aged 14+. In addition to the
traditional form of the game, new forms of hockey have also been introduced, including
Rush Hockey and Back to Hockey. These forms do not require formal facilities and can be
played on any facility (including the small based sand AGPs).
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6.47 Doncaster Hockey Club have successfully introduced many of these activities, and
alongside other development activities (such as school links and incentives) see a big
opportunity to generate further growth in club membership. The club are looking to
create:





One senior male team
1 senior female team
2 junior boys teams and;
2 junior girls teams.

6.48 In total, this would create an additional match equivalent at peak time (Saturday) as well
as 2 match equivalents on a Sunday morning.
6.49 As the Townfield site is already at capacity (with 1 match equivalent displaced at peak
time) it is clear that this level of play could not be accommodated without ongoing use of
a second pitch (currently Armthorpe Academy). This site does have capacity to
accommodate further activity on both a Saturday and a Sunday.
6.50 Even if a training area was created (increasing peak time capacity to five match
equivalents), the targeted growth of 1 match equivalent at peak time could not be
accommodated, meaning that access to a second pitch would be required. A second
pitch (Armthorpe Academy) should therefore be protected from any future 3g conversion
for hockey usage.
6.51 Training capacity at Townfield would also become further compromised with the creation
of these additional teams, which would add a requirement for at least 4 further training
hours in midweek evenings. As the Townfield site is already at capacity, this would then
suggest that Armthorpe Academy or Trinity Academy would need to be used, or that the
provision of an on-site training area at Townfield should be supported.
Forthcoming Changes to Supply
6.52 There are no known further plans that will impact upon the supply of AGPs for hockey
although it should be noted that it is intended that the AGP at Townfield Sports Club will
be refurbished in the short term. Trinity Academy have also highlighted the need to
refurbish the AGP on their site in order to ensure that it continues to be fit for purpose.
Summary and Key Issues – AGPs for Hockey
6.53 The key issues for hockey are summarised in Section 10.
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7: Bowls
Introduction
7.1

This section assesses the adequacy of bowling greens in Doncaster by presenting an
overview of supply (quantity, quality, accessibility and availability) and an overview of
demand.
Supply

7.2

Table 7.1 summarises the sites that contain active bowling greens. It reveals that there
are 23 active greens. The sites on which these bowling greens are located however
contain 28 greens in total - there are 5 disused greens on active sites (listed in Table
7.1).

7.3

Table 7.1 therefore demonstrates that all existing sites accommodate at least one
club with the exception of Hexthorpe Flatts. This green hosted Hexthorpe Bowls Club
until April 2017 when the club ceased to exist due to insufficient members.

7.4

The vast majority of greens in the borough are crown greens, with just two flat greens
(Wyndthorpe and Fishlake). Both of the flat greens are located within the East of the
Borough.
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Table 7.1: Bowling greens in Doncaster MBC
Area
Site
Elmfield Park, Doncaster, green 1

Type of Green

Central

Management
/ Maintenance
Club

Total
Greens
2

Club

1

Crown
Haslam Park, Cantley

Central

1

Crown
Wesftield Park Balby

2

Crown
Armthorpe Colliery Welfare Green

1
Club

East

2

Crown
Pilkington Recreation Club

East

2
Club

2

Club

1

Crown
Wyndthorpe Hall Bowling Green,
Dunscroft

East

Club

East

1

North
North

Club

1

Club

1

1

Bentley Park Bowls Club
1

Club

North

Askern Welfare Bowls Club

1

Crown
Brodsworth Miners Welfare

Adwick St Lawrence Bowling
Club

1
Club

North

Fishlake Bowls Club
1

Crown
Bentley Park, Bentley

Pilkington Recreation BC,
Pilkington Pensioners Bowling
Club

Wyndthorpe Bowls Club

Crown
Askern Miners Welfare

Armthorpe Welfare Bowls Club

1

Flat
Adwick Park

Westfield Park Bowling Club

2

Flat
Fishlake D and C

Parklands Sports and Social Club
1

Club

Central

No existing club on site
1

Club

Central

Haslam Park Bowls Club

2

Crown
Parklands Sports and Social Club

Harvesters / Eden Grove Bowls
Club

1
Club

Central

Club Name

1

Crown
Hexthorpe Flatts

Number of
Active Greens

2

Crown
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Brodsworth Welfare Bowling
Club
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Area
Site
Carcroft Park, Carcroft

Type of Green

North

Management
/ Maintenance
Club

Total
Greens
1

Crown
Woodlands Park Bowling Club

2

Crown
Rossington Miners Welfare, green 1

2

Crown
Tickhill Bowls Club

1

Crown
Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare

Tickhill Bowling Club
1

Club

South

Rossington Bowling Club
2

Club

South

Denaby Welfare Bowling Club
1

Club

South

Woodlands Park Bowling Club
1

Club

South

Carcroft WMB Bowling Club

1

Crown
Denaby Miners Welfare,

Club Name

1
Club

North

Number of
Active Greens

2

Crown
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7.5

Table 7.1 demonstrates an equitable distribution of bowling greens across the
borough, with the number of greens broadly even in each area. There are disused
greens on active sites in all areas except the east and it is in the central area where
the greatest number of second greens are no longer functioning.

7.6

While Table 7.1 includes all sites containing at least one active green, there are
several more sites in the borough that contain bowling greens that have now
become disused. These include;

7.7



Bentley - formerly two greens but now only traces remaining on site;



Balby Community Sports Village - site derelict and overgrown. Offered for lease
through Doncaster MBC;



Mexborough Miners Welfare - formerly contained two greens but facilities are
now overgrown and incapable of current use. One green contained football
goals at the time of site visit;



Moorends / Thorne Colliery - formerly contained two greens but overgrown and
not capable of current use; and



Stainforth Miners Welfare - site contains two greens but now overgrown and not
currently capable of use.

There are therefore five derelict sites containing 9 disused greens in the borough in
addition to those greens on active sites that are no longer used. Like the active sites,
these are well dispersed, with at least one site in each of the sub areas. There are 4
disused greens in the east area.
Quality

7.8

Site visits to active bowling greens were undertaken during the playing season and a
non-technical, visual assessment was made in an attempt to provide a comparative
overview of the greens and highlight any issues.

7.9

Site visits are undertaken using a matrix and provide an overall score for each site (%).
The visits reveal that all active bowling greens are functional and fit for purpose, with
an average score of 78% and overall quality scores ranging from 50% to 93%. While
there are examples of good practice however, there are also poorer quality facilities
where immediate works are required to ensure that facilities remain serviceable.

7.10 Analysis also reveals some quality trends in the different sub areas of the borough, with
the lowest quality sites being found in the central area (average score 67%) while the
east area contains the highest average quality sites. There are no clear patterns
relating to the ownership or management of sites and the total scores achieved.
7.11 Chart 7.1 summarises the quality scores achieved through site visits. It indicates that
green quality is relatively consistent across most criteria and that sites are on the
whole, fit for purpose. Cleanliness is the most highly rated attribute (lack of litter and
graffiti) with mowing frequency and playing surface also rated well, although some
sites clearly required improvement. There are no significant concerns emerging as a
theme across the borough, although there are site specific issues that need to be
addressed. The quality of green surrounds and the paths provided were the most
consistently poorly rated criteria.
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7.12 The age and quality of pavilions varies and in many instances, the pavilion serves only
basic teas and coffees. There are also some examples of sites which are not tailored
for disabled users, either access to the clubhouse, or to the green (or both).
Chart 7.1: Quality Scores for Bowling Greens (Site Visits)

7.13 Building upon the site assessments, clubs were asked for their views on the stock of
bowling greens. Views were much more polarised than is evident through site visits,
with total scores ranging from 38% to 96%. Despite this, only two clubs felt that
qualitative issues had an impact on club development.
7.14 Throughout consultation and site visits, it was clear that maintenance arrangements
for a high number of greens have recently changed, with greens previously
maintained by Doncaster MBC (including many welfare sites) now being managed in
house by the club (or through a local contractor linked with the Doncaster and District
Bowls Association). All but one club felt that this had had a positive impact on the
quality of greens. Several clubs however felt that their green required work to address
issues relating to the legacy of previous maintenance regimes and that it would take
a couple of years for facilities to improve. There was however a clear consensus that
the quality of facilities will be impacted positively from the changes that have taken
place.
7.15 Reinforcing the site visits, the quality of maintenance and the playing surface was the
most highly rated quality features (although it should be noted that some clubs still
identify issues). Greater concerns with litter and vandalism were however raised than
were evident at site visits.
7.16 Changing facilities and clubhouses were also considered to also require investment
and clubs rated the quality of pathways and surrounds as being particularly poor.
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Chart 7.2: Perceived quality of bowling greens (Clubs)

7.17 Building upon the general issues identified, Table 7.2 summarises the key issues
identified by site. It clearly indicates that there is a degree of variation in the quality of
facilities and that there are issues at sites across the borough.
Table 7.2: Quality of bowling greens
Site Name

Sub
Area

Quality Comments (Site Visits and Club Perceptions)

central

Quality
Score
(%)
64%

Elmfield Park,
Doncaster,
green 1

Haslam Park,
Cantley

central

81%

Parking some distance from green. Pavilion has leaks and is in poor
condition overall. Playing conditions could be improved but adequate
overall. Surrounds (paths) require improvement and spectator provision
is poor.

Hexthorpe
Flatts,

central

62%

Pavilion appears in reasonable condition, green surface would benefit
from improvement (although club had recently folded).

Parklands
Sports and
Social Club

central

79%

Green condition standard, cleanliness poorer than many other sites and
would also benefit from improvement of pathways. Average pavilion.
Club consider facility to be of high quality but believe automatic
watering system would significantly enhance facility quality.

Westfield
Park, Balby

central

52%

One of the poorer facilities, poor condition pavilion with leaking gutters.
Green surface limited quality and requires improved maintenance
(including decompaction, overseeding and top dressing), surrounds
would also benefit from enhancement. Paths very poor and spectator
provision also poor. Second green is not fit for purpose and this is costing
the club in revenue from tournaments etc.

Street parking only, poor condition of pavilion. Surrounds particularly
limited and green surface and grass cover would benefit from
improvement. Club believe maintenance stipulated in contract could
be better delivered and rate facility poorly, second green not playable.
Particular issues identified with gutters.
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Site Name

Sub
Area

Quality Comments (Site Visits and Club Perceptions)

East

Quality
Score
(%)
83%

Armthorpe
Colliery
Welfare

Pilkington
Bowls Clubs

East

93%

Wyndthorpe
Hall Bowling
Green,
Dunscroft

East

86%

Main site offers social area and there is also a smaller hut providing tea
facilities for matches. Green quality consistent across the two greens
and is adequate. Both clubs are happy with the quality of the green
although express long term concerns about access to the site.
Green of reasonable quality, well mowed with adequate grass cover.
Spectator provision limited and club raise concerns with security having
recently suffered from a theft. Site is remote which contributes to this.

Fishlake D
and Cricket
Club

East

86%

Club share cricket pavilion which is of reasonable quality and includes
kitchen and bar. Green condition good and no issues identified,
although some works currently underway with gutters.

Adwick Park,
Chestnut

North

64%

No parking but adequate pavilion although would benefit from
painting. Green condition would benefit from improved maintenance,
including mowing frequency, grass cover and surface but overall club
happy with quality.

Askern
Miners
Welfare

North

50%

Pavilion very poor, vandalism on roof has resulted in facility effectively
being boarded up. Poor green maintenance in particular site required
mowing and surface quality is limited. Surrounds and paths also poor.
Site believed to soon be replaced and therefore maintenance efforts
have been reduced.

Bentley Park,
Bentley

North

83%

No separate pavilion but club use main Bentley Park building. Green
surface adequate and site of reasonable quality.

Brodsworth
Miners
Welfare

North

83%

Pavilion in poor condition and new toilets required. Green surface
adequate although grass cover could be improved. Club believe there
to be a requirement for an automatic watering system.

Carcroft Park,
Carcroft

North

79%

Pavilion shared with rugby club. Green standard quality but club
experience significant issues with drainage.

Woodlands
Park Bowling
Club

North

83%

Site includes small block built pavilion as well as main club bar and large
pavilion. Some litter and graffiti but adequate overall.

Denaby
Miners
Welfare

South

76%

Green surface and pavilion sufficient, paths and surrounds poor and
cracking. Club regularly experience issues with drainage as well as
vandalism.

Rossington
Miners
Welfare,

South

86%

Green surface and pavilion sufficient.

Tickhill Bowls
Club

South

79%

Newly built pavilion / clubhouse shared with football and other users.
Club believe that shared use impacts on potential for member growth.
Site of standard quality overall and green quality is starting to improve
following changes to maintenance regime.

Pavilion in good condition although would benefit from permanent
electricity supply and club believe also requires better kitchen. Green
surface adequate on both greens - consistent level of provision, but
club would like to see astroturf gutters as well as an irrigation system to
support maintenance processes.
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Site Name

Sub
Area

Yorkshire
Main, Miners
Welfare,
Edlington, 1

South

Quality
Score
(%)
81%

Quality Comments (Site Visits and Club Perceptions)

Good condition pavilion with social facilities in miners welfare building.
Club highlight a lack of access to changing facilities.

Security of Tenure
7.18 Many of the bowling greens are owned by Doncaster Borough Council (although
maintenance of the greens is no longer provided by the Council). Alongside the
Council, CISWO are the other key provider of bowling greens.
7.19 While the majority of greens are thought to currently be secure (although there can
be no long term guarantees over the intentions of CISWO with regards its assets),
issues with security of tenure have been raised on three sites, specifically;


Pilkington Recreation Ground - This club was originally intended to be primarily
for pensioners of Pilkington Glass, though non members are now welcome.
There is a tacit agreement between the two Pilkington clubs and the parent
company that they can continue to use the ground until there are no longer
any ex Pilkington pensioners at the club. The future of the facility is unclear once
this scenario is reached;



Wyndthorpe Hall Bowling Green is owned by Wyndthorpe Hall Care Home. The
club indicate that they have no security of tenure from the owners and
therefore no long term guarantee that the green will remain accessible; and



Askern Welfare Bowls Club has been sold with a view to providing housing on
site. It is anticipated that the bowling green will be reprovided but the club
have no short term security on site currently.

Accessibility
7.20 Consultation with bowls clubs demonstrates that residents travel a variety of distances
to reach facilities. While some clubs have a very local catchment, many have bowlers
travelling up to 5 miles. It is clear however that for the majority of clubs, most residents
live within a 3 mile radius of the green.
7.21 Map 7.1 therefore illustrates the location of each of the greens in the borough and
includes a 3 mile catchment area around each green.
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Map 7.1: Bowling greens in Doncaster MBC
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Demand
7.22 Nationally, the Sport England Active People survey indicates that participation in outdoor
bowls has declined over the 2005 - 2016 period. In 2005 0.83% of the adult population
played outdoor bowls at least once a week. By 2016 this dropped to 0.51%. Chart 7.3
illustrates this graphically.
Chart 7.3: Participation in outdoor bowls (England 2011-2016) (extracted from Sport
England)

Market Segmentation
7.23 The Active People Survey and Market Segmentation data enables evaluation of the
proportion of the population that currently play bowls as the population has been divided
into 19 categories by Sport England For Doncaster MBC, it demonstrates that the amount
of people playing is inconsistent, with particularly lower levels of participation in the inner
town areas (represented by the darker purple shaded areas).
7.24 Comparison of Map 7.2 with Map 7.1 (which outlined the location of existing bowling
greens) suggests that this is in part influenced by the location of existing greens, with
residents in these parts needing to travel further to reach a green.
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Map 7.2: Participation
Segmentation)

in Bowls across

Doncaster MBC (Sport England Market

7.25 Market segmentation reveals that overall, across Doncaster there are 2463 people playing
bowls currently. These players fall primarily in the older age profiles of Elsie and Arnold and
Frank (based upon categorisation by Sport England - full descriptions available in
Appendix X). The proportion of people in the Elsie and Arnold and Frank categories
playing is higher than may be expected based on England national averages, however
there is scope to increase the amount of players in other groups, most notably Ralph and
Phyllis. This may influence the type of marketing that should be undertaken by clubs in
order to successfully generate new participants.
Actual participation
7.26 Table 7.3 illustrates the current playing membership of bowling clubs on greens across the
borough, highlighting that there are a total of 767 players on bowling greens across
Doncaster (this assumes an average membership for the 3 non responding clubs). Of
these, just 19 are youth players and the remainder are senior players, a significant
proportion of which are male. Club feedback demonstrates that the majority of these
senior players are 50 or above, indicating that the sport has an ageing profile overall.
7.27 There is therefore limited participation at a junior level and poor structures for junior play.
Junior membership is spread across a small number of clubs who have one or two
members. Westfield Park Bowling club are the only club to have more than five junior
members.
7.28 Table 7.3 also illustrates the participation trends experienced by bowling clubs. It reveals
several points;


many clubs have increased in participation - these clubs have however largely
benefitted from the collapse of other neighbouring clubs and / or the merge of
smaller clubs. There are few clubs that have increased following successful
recruitment of new players;



natural loss of older members is the key reason for the decline in the number of
players. A lack of interest from the younger generation is perceived to be the key
contributing factor to poor junior participation; and
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the quality of greens is perceived to be only inhibiting factor with regards facilities.
There are no clubs that believe that the number of greens available is having an
impact on levels of participation.
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Table 7.3: Membership of existing clubs
Bowls Club

Green

Adwick St Lawrence Bowling
Club
Armthorpe Welfare Bowling Club

Adwick Park

11

33

Total
Playing
Members
44

Armthorpe Welfare

34

4

38

Increased

Askern Welfare Bowls Club

Askern Welfare

22

5

29

Increased

Bawtry Bowling Club

Memorial Sports Ground,
Bawtry
Bentley Park

43

14

57

Increased

Brodsworth Welfare Bowling
Club
Carcroft MW Bowling Club

Brodsworth Welfare

19

7

2

28

Decreased

Carcroft Park

17

6

1

24

Remained static

Denaby Welfare Bowling Club

Denaby Welfare

18

5

23

Decreased

Harvester/Eden Grove BC

Elmfield Park

20

4

24

Remained static

Haslam Park Bowls Club

Haslam Park

24

4

28

Parklands Bowls Club

Parklands Sports and Social
Club

37

11

48

Remained static
overall
Increased

Pilkington Pensioners Bowling
Club
Pilkington Recreational Bowls
Club
Rossington Welfare Bowling Club

Pilkington Recreation
Ground
Pilkington Recreation
Ground
Rossington Welfare Bowling
Greens
Tickhill Bowls Club

26

1

27

Increased

32

5

41

Decreased

Less interest in the game
generally.

Increased

Promotion of both the
sport and the club

Bentley Bowling Club

Tickhill Bowling Club

Adult
Male

Adult
Female

Youth

2

Membership Trends

Increased slightly

Attracted 5 new players.

38*

4

Loss of older members.

Quality of greens in
general.

Gained from other clubs
folding. Clubs have folded
due to ageing population
and poor green quality.

38*
32

21

53
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Bowls Club

Green

Adult
Male

Adult
Female

Youth

Westfield Park Bowling Club

Westfield Park Bowling Club

26

9

8

Total
Playing
Members
43

Woodlands Park Bowling Club

Woodlands Park

23

1

2

26

Decreased

Yorkshire Main Bowling Club

Edlington - Yorkshire Main
Bowling Club

16

13

29

Decreased

Fishlake BC

Fishlake Cricket & BC

33

16

49

Remained static

Wyndthorpe Bowls Club

Wyndthorpe Hall

40

40

80

Increased
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Decreased

Had to remove two over
60s teams from the
league. The main reason
for this was lack of shelter
around the bowling green
and a lack of disabled
access to the pavilion.
Bowlers passed away,
stopped playing.
Bowlers pass away and
lack of interest from young
people.
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7.29 Reflecting the fragility of the sport currently, Hexthorpe Flatts Bowls Club folded during the
data collection phase of this assessment. There are also several other clubs that have
folded recently including;


Mexborough Athletic Bowls Club



Thorne Colliery Bowling Club

7.30 Reflecting the recent decline, all clubs exception Pilkington Recreation Club indicate that
they have capacity for new members and many are actively seeking new participants as
a priority.
7.31 Declining membership numbers means that development activities will be essential if the
sport is to remain sustainable. It is clear however that few clubs are currently undertaking
proactive activity, with most reliant on word of mouth and local noticeboards. Denaby
Welfare Bowls Club, Tickhill Bowls Club and Westfield Park Bowls Club all outline more
detailed plans, including open days and links with schools.
7.32 Representatives of the bowling community highlight the challenges that bowls clubs face
in terms of attracting new players regardless of the age group that they are targeting.
Most greens are locked when not in use and there is nowhere for people to get the
equipment. Some people enjoy the social element of bowls, while others focus on the
competitive element of the game. There have also been attempts to work with schools to
attract a younger market, but it is felt that better structures are needed.
7.33 In the context of increasing participation being a priority, Chart 7.4 illustrates the views of
clubs in relation to perceived barriers to the growth of bowls. They indicate that there are
several issues, primarily focusing upon the quality of changing rooms and greens and
challenges recruiting members and volunteers. There are no concerns the number of
greens.
7.34 In addition to the issues raised in Chart 7.4, representatives of the bowling community
highlight the role that second greens can play in the development of new bowlers. They
offer opportunities for new players to play alongside league matches (which are taking
place on the main green). Artificial greens also present an opportunity, as these could be
used year round and therefore remove some of the barriers to development.
Chart 7.4: Barriers to the growth of bowls
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Latent demand
7.35 As well as evaluating the current participation in bowls, The Active People Survey and
Market Segmentation data enables evaluation of the proportion of the population that
would like to play. This can be used to understand if any latent demand exists and reveals
the following;


559 additional residents would like to play; and



unmet demand is more evenly spread amongst different market segmentation
group although is still clearly skewed to the older age profile, and those groups
containing higher numbers of current participants. The highest levels of latent
demand are in the groups of Elsie and Arnold, Frank, Terry and Roger and Joy.

7.36 Map 7.3 indicates that despite current uneven levels of participation, potential demand
across the borough is actually even.
Map 7.3: Percentage of People wishing to participate in bowls (Sport England Market
Segmentation)

7.37 Market segmentation therefore suggests that there is scope to increase participation in
bowls across, both within the same profile groups as current players and by targeting new
groups.
NGB priorities
7.38 The British Crown Green Bowling Association is the Governing Body for Crown Greens Bowls
in England. In addition to running national competitions, it (and its county officers) seek to
support local clubs in the management and running of their greens and provide advice
on the promotion of bowls.
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7.39 Bowls England is the NGB for Flat Green Lawn Bowls in England. The organization’s
strategic plan (2013 – 2017) indicates that the vision of the organization focuses upon;


promoting the sport;



recruiting new participants; and



retaining existing participants.

7.40 Neither organisation has a facility strategy, although clearly facilities are an important
component of increasing participation and the Governing Bodies will seek to support
clubs and county boards through the provision of a variety of online resources.
7.41 The Bowls Development Alliance (which is the body incorporating Bowls England, British
Crown Green Bowling Association, English Short May Bowling Association and English
Indoor Bowling Association Whole Sport Plan seeks to;


target those over 55 to increase participation, with a view to ensuring that bowls
becomes the number 1 sport for participants aged 55 and over;



support clubs to provide a quality experience that will maintain club membership;



provide a quality coaching structure including recognised qualifications;



provide more opportunities for those aged 16 and over with a disability; and



overall, the Development Alliance are seeking to bring 10,810 new people into the
game.

7.42 The achievement of these goals will be delivered through a variety of means, including
packages for clubs to aid recruitment, Play Bowls Roadshows to promote the sport and
working in hot spot areas.
7.43 To inform the strategy to increase participation, the Bowls Federation have recently
completed a National Participation Survey (2015). This concluded that;


socialising, fitness and enjoyment were the key drivers for playing bowls. A desire to
compete and win was a much lower priority for existing participants;



the health benefits of bowls were found to be a strong motivating factor. Amongst
none participants (and particularly younger aged none participants) bowls was
perceived to be of lower health benefit than competing activities (including
gardening and walking); and



many former bowlers raised longstanding health issues or disabilities as a reason for
no longer participating. It was felt that the sport could do better to create a more
inclusive and accessible environment.

Adequacy of provision
7.44 There are no supply and demand models for bowling greens. The adequacy of provision is
therefore evaluated by drawing together the data collated and determining the key
issues impacting current and projected future participation.
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Green Quality
7.45 Consultation demonstrates that just under half of the bowling clubs in Doncaster are
dissatisfied with the stock of greens in the borough. This is illustrated in Chart 7.5.
Chart 7.5: Satisfaction with Stock of Bowling Greens

7.46 Almost all clubs who were not satisfied with the existing facilities in the borough gave
reasons relating to the quality of provision rather than the quantity of provision. This is
illustrated in Chart 7.6, which reveals that individual green quality, along with the number
of greens of the right quality are the key issues arising.
Chart 7.6: Reasons for Dissatisfaction with Stock of Bowling Greens
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7.47 Reflecting this, Table 7.2 revealed that some reinstatement works are required, however it
also clearly demonstrated that many clubs in Doncaster felt that the qualitative issues that
had been experienced were now starting to be addressed and that quality had improved
since the agreement of new maintenance and management arrangements.
7.48 That said, almost all clubs felt that qualitative improvements remain the key priority for
bowls in the borough. The quality of greens was viewed as being instrumental in facilitating
the ongoing delivery of bowls and player retention as well as being essential if new players
were to be attracted to the sport. As a minimum, greens need to be fit for purpose to
ensure that the game can be effectively be played, and the quality of accompanying
ancillary facilities is also important.
Amount of Greens
7.49 Reflecting the spare capacity at all existing sites, as well as the emphasis placed by clubs
and key stakeholders alike on increasing participation, data collated indicates that there
is no evidence that there is a requirement for additional facilities to meet current demand.
In particular;


only two responding clubs indicate that they do not have scope to accommodate
additional members;



there are mixed trends in terms of participation, with several clubs having recently
folded and several others having merged. Many of the clubs that have seen
increased membership have benefitted from the introduction of new members from
clubs that have folded, rather than growth in the number of people playing bowls
across the borough. The recent loss of several clubs suggests that more are not
currently required;



most clubs are actively seeking to obtain new members and retention of existing
members and recruitment of new is highlighted as a key priority for bowling clubs
both across the borough and nationally;



the average membership of responding clubs is just 38 playing members and many
clubs have fewer members than this. This is below optimum levels - as a guide, 80100 members is considered a very healthy membership for a bowls club, while an
average club will have 50 - 60 members; and



there are several greens that have recently been closed, reflecting the lack of
demand. A club has also folded during this assessment period, highlighting the
fragility of the sport.

Protection of Existing Greens
7.50 There is no detailed guidance upon the number of facilities required to support bowls.
Bowls England suggests that the retention of an existing bowling green is difficult to support
(due to sustainability issues), where membership is below 16 - 20 people and while the
majority of greens in the Doncaster area are crown green, there are no other parameters
available and these figures are therefore used to provide an indication.
7.51 Analysis of the number of members per green in Doncaster is set out in Table 7.4. It notes
that the number of members per active green is low on several sites, with only Tickhill Bowls
Club and Wyndthorpe having over 50 members per green, while Fishlake Bowls Club,
Adwick Park Bowls Club and Parklands Bowls Club have between 40 and 50.
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7.52 There are three sites with greens with under 20 members per active green. All of these are
dual green sites, specifically Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare (15 players per green)
Rossington Miners Welfare and Armthorpe Miners Welfare (both 19 players per green).
Membership levels suggest that one green at each of these sites would be sufficient to
accommodate the number of players.
7.53 There are also several other sites approaching these levels specifically;


Below 25 members per green;
i. Denaby Miners Welfare
ii. Elmfield Park, Doncaster
iii. Carcroft Park, Carcroft



Below 30 members per green;
i. Woodlands Park Bowling Club
ii. Haslam Park, Cantley
iii. Brodsworth Miners Welfare
iv. Askern Miners Welfare

7.54 In addition to the above, several sites have disused greens, providing further spare
capacity in the borough. This suggests that there remains significant capacity within the
stock of active greens to accommodate demand and that there may be scope / need
for further rationalisation (although it should be noted that local facilities are important to
encourage people to participate).
7.55 Building on this, when taking into account the availability of second greens, it is clear that
there is no rationale for the reinstatement of any disused greens currently. Greens at
Elmfield Park, Brodsworth Miners Weflare and Denaby Welfare all have less than 30 active
members on the one green. There are 43 members at Westfield Park, but this level of
activity should still comfortably be accommodated on one green rather than requiring
reinstatement of the second.
7.56 Looking at the adequacy of provision on a sub area level, it is clear that membership is
much higher in the east of the borough, where all clubs have a good level of activity. The
level of membership per green is most concerning in the south, with just 24 members per
active green, and concerns about the sustainability of greens at Denaby Welfare,
Rossington Welfare and Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare.
7.57 Average membership per green in the central area is also below 30 members. Added to
this, there are three redundant greens in this area, including the two greens that are
disused at Hexthorpe Flatts.
7.58 It should be noted that while the number of members provides a useful indication of club
stability, there are many influencing factors on club membership. These include the
standard that clubs play at and the number of teams that they are running (people
sometimes move to a club playing at a better standard, and or to a club with lower
membership to ensure that they get more regular games for example.
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7.59 The presence of second greens on a site can also significantly lower statistics relating to
the number of members per green. These facilities do however opportunities for new
starters to have a go when league matches may be on the main green.
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Table 7.4: Number of Members Per Green

Site

Elmfield Park,
Doncaster,
green 1
Haslam Park,
Cantley
Hexthorpe
Flatts
Parklands
Sports and
Social Club
Wesftield Park
Balby
Armthorpe
Colliery
Welfare Green
Pilkington
Recreation
Club
Wyndthorpe
Hall Bowling
Green,
Dunscroft
Fishlake D and
C
Adwick Park
Askern Miners
Welfare
Bentley Park,

Area

Type of
Green

Central

Crown

Total
Greens

2

Number of
Active
Greens

Club Name

1

Central

Crown

1

1

Central

Crown

2

1

Central

Crown

1

1

Central

Crown

2

1

East

Crown

2

2

East

East

Crown

Flat

2

1

2

1

East

Flat

1

1

North

Crown

1

1

North

Crown

1

1

North

Crown

1

1

Harvesters / Eden
Grove Bowls Club
Haslam Park
Bowls Club
No existing club
on site
Parklands Sports
and Social Club
Westfield Park
Bowling Club
Armthorpe
Welfare Bowls
Club
Pilkington
Recreation BC,
Pilkington
Pensioners
Bowling Club

Club
Membership

Membership
per Active
Green

Membership
per Total
Green

24

24

12

28

28

28

0

0

0

48

48

48

43

43

21.5

38

38

19

68

68

34

80

80

80

49

49

49

44

44

44

29
38

29
38

29
38

Membership
per Area

Number
of
Greens
per
Area

Average
Membership
(Sub area)

143

5

29

235

6

39

189

6

32

Wyndthorpe
Bowls Club
Fishlake Bowls
Club
Adwick St
Lawrence
Bowling Club
Askern Welfare
Bowls Club
Bentley Park
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Site

Area

Type of
Green

Total
Greens

Number of
Active
Greens

Club Name

Bentley

Brodsworth
Miners Welfare
Carcroft Park,
Carcroft
Woodlands
Park Bowling
Club
Denaby Miners
Welfare,
Rossington
Miners Welfare,
green 1
Tickhill Bowls
Club
Yorkshire Main
Miners Welfare

North

Crown

2

1

Bowls Club,
Thorpe Marsh
Bowls Club
Brodsworth
Welfare Bowling
Club
Carcroft WMB
Bowling Club

North

Crown

1

1

North

Crown

1

1

Woodlands Park
Bowling Club

South

Crown

2

1

Denaby Welfare
Bowling Club

South

Crown

2

2

Rossington
Bowling Club

South

Crown

1

1

South

Crown

2

2

Tickhill Bowling
Club
Yorkshire Main
Bowling Club

Club
Membership

Membership
per Active
Green

Membership
per Total
Green

28

28

14

24

24

24

26

26

26

23

23

11.5

38

38

19

53

53

53

29

29

14.5
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per Area

Number
of
Greens
per
Area

Average
Membership
(Sub area)

143

6

24
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7.60 The low and decreasing number of bowls clubs, along with the low membership numbers
per green suggest that some difficult decisions may need to be made about the future of
greens. Five sites have disused second greens (and there is no clear rationale for their
reinstatement based on playing numbers) and there are several other sites where club
membership is low and any further decline would see if become unsustainable. Unless
participation is to increase, it is likely that the retention of all existing greens is unsustainable
moving forwards. Added to these pressures, there is some uncertainty around the leases
of some specific sites. These sites are not necessarily those currently accommodating
lower levels of play.
Future Requirements for Bowls
7.61 Although there is sufficient capacity at existing bowling greens to meet current demand,
the profile of current participants in bowls means that the ageing population is likely to
influence participation more so than for most other sports. Analysis indicates that the
proportion of residents aged 60+ is likely to increase from 24.8% now (2017), to 25.6% in
2028 and 26% in 2033. Table 7.5 summarises this in numerical terms.
Table 7.5: Increase in the Population aged 60+ in Doncaster MBC
Year

Current

2023

2028

2033

Number of People
Aged 60+

75996

77371

78612

79991

Proportion of the
Population

24.9%

25.3%

25.7%

26.1%

7.62 In numbers, the number of people aged 60+ is likely to increase and the propensity to
participate in bowls is therefore likely to grow.
7.63 Table 7.6 summarises the potential impact of the population growth. It presents two
scenarios as follows;


A – using club membership as a base – this provides an accurate reflection of
current participation across the borough (currently); and



B – basing participation on figures according to the Active People Survey (2463),
which highlights a degree of latent demand (an additional 559 players potential).
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Table 7.6: Calculation of potential growth in bowls
Current Situation
Area considered
Current Population Aged
60+

Current Participation (Known Club Active People Survey
Membership)
75996

75996

National Participation Level
1.73%
in Bowls

1.73%

Current Membership of
Bowling Clubs / Bowling
Population

767

2463

% of Current Population
Participating in Bowls

1%

3.2%

Future Situation (2023)
Future Population aged 60+
77371
(2026)

77371

Assumed Future
Participation in Bowls
(participation remains
constant)

3.2%

1%

Potential Future Participants
780
in Bowls

2507

Future Situation (2028)
Future Population aged 60+
78612
(2028)

78612

Assumed Future
Participation in Bowls
(participation remains
constant)

3.2%

1%

Potential Future Participants
793
in Bowls

2592

Future Situation (2033)
Future Population aged 60+
79991
(2028)

79991
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Assumed Future
Participation in Bowls
(participation remains
constant)

1%

Potential Future Participants
807
in Bowls

3.2%

2592

7.64 Table 7.6 therefore indicates that based upon existing club membership, assuming
participation rates remain constant, demand for bowls is likely to increase by 27 players as
a direct result of population growth by 2033. This small increase is easily sustainable within
the existing stock.
7.65 If higher participation rates were used (up to 2592 players), this growth would increase to
112 players per green and provision may be insufficient to meet demand (optimum
membership 80 – 100).
7.66 It is clear however that analysis of existing bowling clubs represents the most accurate
means of determining demand for bowling greens, particularly in the context of the
recent decline that has been experienced. An average of circa 35 members is therefore
likely be the average by 2033.
7.67 On this basis, this suggests therefore that there is sufficient stock to of facilities to meet
current and future demand and there is extensive scope for growth within the facility stock
(with average membership levels still below target despite the impact of population
growth. The varying membership at club sites means that some have more capacity than
others to sustain additional growth.
7.68 Future participation in bowls is only therefore likely to grow significantly if a more
aggressive approach to recruitment is taken by clubs. Most clubs are currently seeking to
proactively increase membership, but this largely focuses upon open days, word of mouth
and leafleting currently and there has been little growth in the sport.
7.69

As well as increasing numbers in the typical age profile, there remain significant
opportunities to increase the number of players aged below 60.

7.70 Without participation increases, or in the event of further decline in participation,
sustainability of existing club sites will remain the key challenge to address. Clubs highlight
the importance of increasing support and the challenges that they face with sustainability
and this will be a key issue moving forwards. The retention of existing bowling locations
and increasing the usage of these facilities therefore represents the key priority. There may
also be scope for rationalisation of facilities.
Summary and Key issues
7.71 The key issues for bowls are summarised in Section 10.
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8: Football
Introduction
8.1

This section assesses the adequacy of pitches for football in Doncaster. It includes;
a brief overview of the supply and demand for football;
an understanding of activity at individual sites;
a picture of the adequacy of current provision; and
the future picture of provision for football.






Football in Doncaster MBC – An Overview
Pitch Supply
8.2

There are 273 individual formal grass football pitches currently available for community use
across Doncaster. On many sites in Doncaster, markings for small sized pitches have been
added over the top of existing pitches. In this instance, pitches are only counted once (as
the largest size pitch). Table 8.1 summarises the breakdown of pitch sizes. Site specific
detail is provided in the appendices.

8.3

Pitch totals should also be considered approximate only, as on many sites, layouts change
weekly in response to league fixtures.

8.4

It should be noted that pitches and teams within this section are categorised according to
pitch size requirements (ie teams in U17 and U18 age groups use adult pitches). This differs
slightly from the categorisation methods used in FA affiliation data, which considers U17
and U18 teams to be juniors.
Table 8.1: Football Pitches across Doncaster MBC

Pitch Type

Adult Football (aged
16+)

106 x 70 m

Junior Football (age
U13 - U16)

88/97 x 56/61 m

9 v 9 (age U11 and
U12)
7 v 7 (age U9 and
U10)
5 v 5 (age U7 and U8)
Total

8.5

Recommended
Pitch
Dimensions
(including run
off)

79 x 52 m
61 x 43 m
43 x 33 m

Pitches
Available
to the
Community
(Used or
not used)

% of Total
Pitch
provision

Pitches on
School
sites

Percentage of
Pitches On
School Sites

112

41%

30

73%

49

18%

16

67%

34

12%

13

62%

41

15%

13

68%

37

14%

15

59%

273

100%

87

68%

Table 8.1 reveals that; of the pitches that are currently available for community use;
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41% of pitches are full sized grass pitches while the remainder cater for younger
teams (although some of the pitches classified as adult and youth are
interchangeable);



68% of pitches are secured for community use and are not located on school sites,
meaning that there is a reasonable degree of certainty within the pitch stock. This
does however mean that 32% of pitches currently available to the community are
are on school sites. While there are secured agreements on a small number of sites,
the number of pitches managed and maintained by the education sector highlights
the importance of securing appropriate agreements to maintain long term access
to these facilities. This is particularly important for youth, 9v9 and 5v5 pitches, where
there is a higher reliance on school facilities.

8.6

Table 8.1 excludes pitches at Bawtry Memorial Ground, which fall just outside the
Doncaster MBC boundaries in Bassetlaw (although Bawtry itself is primarily located within
Doncaster). This is a large site containing five pitches of varying sizes.

8.7

In addition to the above, there is a pitch at the Keepmoat Stadium (as well as 2 AGPs)
which is reserved for the use of the Doncaster Rovers First Team and Doncaster Belles
Ladies who are both professional teams. There are also two further pitches on this site for
the academy sides. This pitch is also shared with rugby league.
Unsecured Pitches

8.8

While currently available for use, football pitches at school sites are often considered
unsecured, as almost all schools now have academy status and with that comes greater
independence around the lettings of their facilities.

8.9

That said, the vast majority of secondary schools are currently allowing access to their
facilities. Pitches at Rossington Community Sports Village (Rossington Main School) are
managed by Doncaster Culture and Leisure Trust, while facilities at both The Hayfield
School and McAuley Catholic Academy have signed a medium contract for
management by Schools Lettings Solutions. Facilities at Balby Carr Community Academy
were funded through the Football Foundation, which means that a community use
agreement is attached to them too.

8.10 The Outwood Academy Adwick and Danum sites have formal agreements through
planning conditions for community use.
8.11 While many of the remaining sites indicate that their facilities are available (and indeed
some have a strong online advertising presence), it is considered that these facilities offer
a greater degree of insecurity as;
a.

Many have policies in place that are reviewed annually or biannually

b.

There is frequently no advertisement of facilities, despite schools indicating that they
are available

c.

Some schools do not have specific booking / letting procedures in place, making it
difficult for clubs to access facilities

d.

As independent bodies, academies are able to control their own facilities easily,
and there are no third parties involved (other than clubs) to input into letting policies
and procedures, as well as pricing models.
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8.12 Indeed, even where facilities have been considered secured it should be noted that there
are risks involved with the provision of facilities on school sites without secure agreements
around pricing etc. Increasingly schools see facility hire as a commercial activity. Changes
to the pricing structure (which has happened recently at one of the sites that is now
considered secured for community use) can quickly eliminate potential community
activity if clubs are priced out of the market.
8.13 The text in this assessment report will consider the adequacy of supply taking into account
varying levels of access and security of this access.
8.14 The majority of primary schools are not open for community access, but do have some
playing fields. Most of these are relatively limited in quality and are not marked out as
formal pitches regularly and therefore offer limited potential resources for the local
community. There are however some schools with fairly large playing fields and these may
offer significant opportunities in areas where there are pressures on existing facilities.
8.15 The following primary schools are currently permitting community use;


Abbey School Fields



Armthorpe Southfield Primary School



Bentley High Street Primary School



Kirk Sandall Junior School



Mexborough Highwoods Primary School



Pheasant Bank Academy



Richmond Hill Primary Academy



Morley Place Academy



Shaw Wood School



St Joseph and Teresas Catholic Primary School.

Closed / Potential Sites
8.16 There are several sites that have formerly contained football pitches that no longer do so.
These sites offer the potential to increase the pitch stock and to address any existing or
projected future deficiencies and therefore need to be taken into account when
evaluating the adequacy of provision.
8.17 The following sites are known to be redundant playing fields that have previously
contained football pitches;


Schofield Street no formal activity since 2009



Pitt Street – no formal activity since 2009



Balby Community Sports Village - no formal activity since 2014



Bridon Sport Ground – no formal activity since at least 2002
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Kilham Lane playing field no formal activity since at least 2002



Manvers Park (Wath Road) –



Askern Parish Field – no formal activity since 2014



Briar road Armthorpe – no formal activity since at least 2002



Bolton Hill - no formal activity since at least 2002



Brosely Avenue - no formal activity since at least 2002



Guest Lane - no formal activity since at least 2002



High Street, Austerfield - no formal activity since at least 2002



Lindrick Drive - no formal activity since at least 2002



Stainton - no formal activity since at least 2008



Station Road Recreation Ground no formal activity since at least 2002



Toll Bar brickyards - no formal activity since at least 2014

8.18 The information in this assessment and strategy will help decision making relating to the
future of these facilities.
8.19 The following sites have fewer pitches than they have previously had or are not available
for use this season;


Sykehouse Recreation Ground



Edlington Recreation Ground



Bentley Road Playing Fields



Dunsville Quarry Park.

8.20 These pitches are believed to have been taken out of action for this season due to
reduced demand. There is therefore potential to increase supply where required without
the introduction of new sites. Several other sites could also accommodate more pitches
than are currently doing.
8.21 Pitches that are not operating as formal playing pitches this year are excluded from all
calculations. The loss of any of the playing fields listed in this section would therefore not
impact upon the figures outlined in this report but would instead eliminate the potential to
address deficiencies by reinstating pitches rather than providing new. The future of these
pitches and their potential role in meeting current or projected demand will be
considered within the strategy document.
3g AGPs
8.22 The FA now approves certain types of AGP for use in competitive fixtures (those listed on
the FA register) and the FA National Facilities Strategy recognises the role that these
facilities play in the provision of facilities for football.
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8.23 During the 2016 - 2017 season, four full sized 3g pitches supplemented the supply of grass
pitches Pitches located at Balby Carr Academy and Outwood Academy Adwick are
listed on the FA register and can therefore be used for matches as well as training.
8.24 There are also 3g pitches at the Rossington Community Sports Village and The Keepmoat
Stadium. These pitches are not currently listed on the FA 3g Register and therefore should
not be used for matches, but they can be used for training.
8.25 Since the completion of this assessment, a second pitch has been provided at the
Keepmoat Stadium. This AGP is included on the FA register and can therefore be used for
both matches and training. As well as accommodating teams from Doncaster Belles and
Club Doncaster, this facility also offers a degree of community use.
8.26 In addition, there are several smaller sized 3g pitches which supplement the stock of full
size facilities and provide training opportunities for local clubs, as well as a range of
informal five a side opportunities. These include Goals Soccer Centre (10 small sized
pitches), 4 small sized pitches at Outwood Academy, Adwick and small sized pitches at
the Keepmoat Stadium.
Distribution of Playing Fields
8.27 Table 8.2 provides a more detailed breakdown of the distribution of football pitches that
are available for community use. It reveals that the highest proportion of pitches is located
in the south, but all areas contain pitches of each type, ensuring that there are local
opportunities for all age groups. 3g AGPs are provided in three of the four areas, with no
provision in the East.
Table 8.2: Distribution of Pitches across Doncaster MBC

Area

Adult
Football

Youth
Football

9v9

7v7

5v5

3g AGP

% of Total
Pitch Stock

2

20.9%

Central

25

8

7

7

9

East

20

15

6

10

6

North

30

9

10

13

11

1

26.7%

South

37

17

11

11

11

1

31.8%

Total

112

49

34

41

37

4

277

20.6%

8.28 Building on the information in Table 8.2, Map 8.1 illustrates the distribution of football
pitches. Map 8.2 illustrates the distribution of full size 3g AGPs.
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Map 8.1: Distribution of Football Pitches
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Map 8.2: Distribution of 3G AGPs
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Ownership and Management
8.29 Chart 8.1 illustrates that Doncaster MBC is a key provider of football pitches in the borough
managing circa a third of the pitches that are available for community use. The Council
therefore have significant control over the range, type and quality of facilities provided.
The highest proportion of pitches is however in the control of schools (primarily
academies).
8.30 The high proportion of facilities managed (and or / owned) by the local authority
emphasises the important role that the Council has in enabling football participation and
the particular reliance that football has on the public sector. The FA National Strategy
recognises the challenges that this reliance brings and seeks to increase the number of
asset owning clubs, as well as to work closely with partners to improve the landscape for
football.
8.31 The level of facilities managed by schools is also a key issue for the borough and highlights
the importance of securing long term access to school sites in order to maintain the level
of facilities are available to the community.
Chart 8.1: Management of Playing Pitches (pitches available for community use only)

Views on the Pitch Stock across Doncaster MBC
8.32 Chart 8.2 indicates that there are mixed views in relation to the overall pitch stock in the
borough, with slightly more clubs satisfied with the facilities available than are not. The
proportion of clubs that are not satisfied however means that there remain improvements
to be made.
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Chart 8.2: Satisfaction with Pitch Provision

8.33 The key reasons given by those responding clubs that are dissatisfied are;




perceived poor quality of pitches and a perception that increased investment is
required, particularly in maintenance;
the variation in the quality in pitches across the borough; and
the perceived value for money of some pitches (with Parish Council pitches
perceived to be available at much lower costs than other providers).

8.34 Chart 8.3 illustrates that the cost of pitch hire is perceived to be the greatest barrier to club
development. Lack of AGPs for training and the condition of changing facilities are also
amongst the higher concerns of clubs.
8.35 It was also noted that it is difficult to recruit and retain coaches and volunteers, which
represents a key challenge for the ongoing development of football in the borough. Many
of the club secretaries, particularly those representing larger clubs, have been managing
their clubs for several years and several no longer have children playing at the club, but
continue to manage teams due to a lack of willing successors.
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Chart 8.3: Barriers to Club Development

Pitch Quality and Changing Accommodation
8.36 All local leagues running within the borough require (within their rules) clubs to keep their
grounds in playable condition (and deemed suitable by the Management Committee).
Pitch quality is therefore an essential component of an effective pitch stock. The presence
and quality of changing facilities can also be of significance in determining the suitability
of pitches and a lack of facilities can impact on the desirability of grounds for clubs,
particularly where there is a lack of toilets as well as changing facilities.
8.37 There are specific rules relating to pitch quality, changing accommodation and social
facilities for clubs participating in leagues at levels on the football pyramid and this will be
returned to later.
8.38 To ensure that pitches meet league requirements, pitch quality and changing
accommodation is therefore as important as the number of pitches.
8.39 A number of different sources have been used to evaluate the quality of sites and these
are discussed in brief in the sections that follow. The overall quality of pitches and the
issues that are to be addressed is determined by the triangulation of data from all sources.
Site Visits
8.40 Site visits categorise almost all visits as standard. There are few pitches of very high quality
and site assessment scores range from 40% (just in the poor category) up to 90% (good).
There are however numerous pitches achieving scores relatively close to the poor
category and many pitches that benefit (in terms of quality) from low levels of use).
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8.41 The average score achieved by pitches visited is 63%, which falls within the standard
range. This is based upon the appearance of pitches and the maintenance programme
that has been undertaken. It is clear that in many instances, the maintenance
programmes are fairly limited and particularly on Parish Council sites, are often
supplemented by the clubs. In general, with regards football pitch quality, site visits reveal
that;


there are large numbers of playing fields in the borough and the many
demonstrated a lack of visible wear and tear, particularly on single pitch sites and
on sites in the outlying villages. While this may increase as the season continues, it
suggests that there is scope to increase play on some pitches;



there were very few if any poor / unplayable pitches (although there were several
former pitch sites that are no longer maintained as pitches and would now be
unplayable without reinstatement). It should however be noted that preceding
weather conditions meant that there was little evidence of poor drainage and
flooding at the time of visits. Many sites however had worn goalmouths and would
benefit from increased maintenance;



numerous pitches fall within the lower echelons of the standard categorisation
(below 60%). This means that if there was to be decline, they could easily become
poor (and may be poor at times in the season), causing a reduction in capacity;



the quality of pitches on larger sites and schools tends to be better than that at
smaller venues (although this is also usually evidence of heavy use);



there is evidence on public sites (particularly DMBC and Parish Council owned sites)
of widespread informal access, particularly dog walking, and motorcycle use. The
impact that this has on pitch quality is an ongoing problem for playing sport and for
the maintenance of pitches and is one of the greatest concerns in the borough(dog
fouling / damage to the surface from bikes etc in particular is prevalent); and



the condition of associated ancillary facilities varies but overall is no worse than
across most areas of the country. There are some examples of excellent facilities and
new buildings, which have been achieved through local effort and often grant aid.

8.42 Chart 8.4: summarises the issues identified through site visits, by illustrating the average
score achieved for each credit rating.
Chart 8.4: Key Issues Arising from Site Visits
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8.43 There is little variation geographically on the quality of pitch sites however there is a small
degree of variation according to provider, reflecting the views of clubs during
consultation. Higher quality facilities are generally provided by clubs / Welfare
organisations and the poorer quality facilities are general under the management of
public bodies. This is illustrated in Table 8.3, which outlines the average score achieved by
pitches under each ownership.
Table 8.3: Average Quality Scores by Ownership / Management
Pitch Type

Average Quality Score

Club

70%

School

72%

Parish Council

59%

Welfare

67%

DMBC

60%

8.44 Site visits identify opportunities for improved maintenance and consultation also reveals
that enhanced maintenance is viewed as a key priority and clubs have a good
understanding of the importance of an effective maintenance programme. The amount
of maintenance undertaken is deemed to have reduced however, particularly on Council
pitches as a direct consequence of budget cuts. Feedback from the Council indicates
that many key tasks are not possible due to the amount of resources dedicated to pitch
maintenance and ideally, full out of season reinstatement would take place annually.
Instead, posts are left up and only basic maintenance schedules (both in and out of
season) are applied. This has both a short term impact on the quality of the pitches, but
may also have a longer term impact, as without appropriate in season maintenance and
out of season reinstatement, pitch quality will deteriorate in future years.
Views on Pitch Quality
8.45 Consultation with local leagues reflects many of the findings of site visits;


quality is declining - referees report that pitches are not marked out properly and
grass is often too long due to reduced cuts - maintenance in general is believed to
be limited and insufficient on many sites. School sites and private club bases are
generally better than other facilities;



pitches suffer from recreational use over the summer months as posts are not taken
down. This then creates heavy wear, leading to ditches in goalmouths which fill with
water during winter months;



pitches suffer from the impact of informal use, with issues experienced including dog
fouling, needles and the creation of molehills;



many venues don’t meet with senior league requirements; and
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while quality and quantity are both issues, it is quality that is the overriding concern in
the majority of cases, although in some instances, the quality issues experienced are
generated and / or exacerbated by heavy use.

8.46 Building on the league perceptions, Chart 8.5 and 8.6 evaluate the user perception (club)
of pitch quality. Figure 9.4 illustrates that the quality of provision is believed to be relatively
static, although some clubs do highlight an improvement.
Chart 8.5: Trends in Pitch Quality

8.47 The majority of improvement is perceived to have arisen due to investment and an effort
to improve pitch maintenance and several clubs indicate that they supplement
maintenance undertaken by the provider themselves. For most clubs noticing
deterioration, it is the amount of maintenance that has been undertaken and the level of
investment that is believed to be the cause. These concerns are particularly raised by
clubs using Council venues.
8.48 Chart 8.5 illustrates the club perceptions relating to quality of pitches and confirms many
of the findings of the site visits and other consultations (a score of 3 equates to good, 2 to
average and 1 poor). Dog fouling, grass cover, and litter are perceived to be the key
issues across the borough, while some concerns with regards drainage and the evenness
of pitches are also evident. Perceptions of pitch quality are therefore similar to the actual
issues identified in this assessment.
8.49 The average scores for changing facilities are higher (although there are some poor
quality facilities identified which will be discussed later).
8.50 Incidents of dog fouling are primarily (but not exclusively) found on Council and Parish
Council pitch sites, while other concerns are evident in relation to all sites.
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Chart 8.6: Club Perceptions of Quality

8.51 Quality issues and views specific to each site are outlined in the appendices and are also
summarised in Table 8.6 later in this section. Overall however the key messages arising from
site visits and consultation in relation to quality are;


across the borough in general, the quality of pitches is standard. There are however
some examples of good quality pitches and a small number of poor sites. Many of
the higher quality sites are associated with clubs and the better quality facilities are
generally located at private grounds and / or schools. Within the standard
categorisation however there are a range of facilities and many of the pitches are
closer to the poor categorisation than they are good. Any level of deterioration may
therefore impact and this will be returned to in the analysis;



the level of unofficial and recreational use on pitches is a key challenge, occurring
as a result of the number of pitches that are open and accessible to the public. This
occurs due to the reliance on facilities that are managed by the Council and Parish
Councils and therefore the use of sites that double up as public recreational venues
(it should also be noted that the recreational function of these sites is important and
obtaining appropriate balance is essential);



maintenance schedules vary but in general, are relatively basic and little out of
season reinstatement takes place. This has a detrimental effect on both the
immediate quality of the pitch, but also the long term capacity of the pitch across
the season and beyond. Maintenance schedules are identified as perhaps the key
area for improvement by all key stakeholders. Clubs in particular highlight the limited
schedules undertaken by the Council and believe that pitches in Council ownership
are underfunded. Many of the issues arising (including drainage / evenness / worn
goalmouths etc) could be addressed through improved in and out of season
maintenance;



the quality of changing provision is varied and there are examples of poor facilities
as well as good pitches. There are also several functioning sites that do not have
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changing accommodation at all and therefore do not meet with league
requirements; and


pitch quality is perceived to be one of the key challenges facing the game and a
key issue to address if football is to continue to develop and grow.

Quality of AGPs
8.52 Table 8.3 summarises the full size 3g AGPs across the borough and indicates that there are
no quality issues identified.
Table 8.3: Quality of AGPs
Site Name

Size

FA Register

Quality Issues Identified

Overall Rating

Balby
Carr
Community
Academy
Outwood
Academy (Adwick)
Rossington
Community Sports
Village
The
Keepmoat
Stadium

105m x 70m

Yes

Built 2007, never
refurbished

Good

Yes

Facility is fairly new, built in
2014.
Built
2004,
never
refurbished

The
Keepmoat
Stadium new 3g
pitch
(provided
following 2016 2017 season)

90m x 55m
100m x 60m

No

106m x 71m

No

106m x 71m

Yes

Heavily used but in good
condition.
Pitch
resurfaced 2015
New facility only recently
opened

Good
Standard

Good

Good

Demand
Current Participation – Match Play
8.53 Table 8.4 summarises the teams currently based in Doncaster MBC. It demonstrates that
just 27% of teams are senior teams, with the remainder being age group teams. This is
particularly interesting given that 41% of pitches are full size senior pitches, suggesting that
there may be an imbalance between supply and demand.
8.54 As noted earlier, pitches and teams within this section are categorised according to pitch
size requirements (ie teams in U17 and U18 age groups use adult pitches). This differs
slightly from the categorisation methods used in FA affiliation data, which considers U17
and U18 teams to be juniors. There are 17 teams falling into these two age groups across
the borough (ie. 17 teams categorised in this assessment as adult teams but considered
within FA affiliation figures to be junior teams).
8.55 Full details of all teams playing in the borough are included in the Appendices.
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Table 8.4: Football Teams in Doncaster MBC
Number
of
Teams

Proportion
of Teams

105

25%

8

2%

85

20%

6

1%

57

13%

5

1%

7V7 (8 – 9 years)

80

19%

5v5 (6 – 7 years)

69

16%

Disability Teams

10

2%

Format of Football

Football Adult Male (16-45yrs)
Football Adult Female(16-45yrs)
Football Youth Male(12-15yrs)
Football Youth Female(12-15yrs)
Football 9v9 Male (10 – 11 years)
Football 9v9 Female

8.56 While there are strong participation rates for males, female football is less well established,
with 4% of teams, which is slightly below the national average. Several girls do play within
mixed teams rather than in dedicated female teams and there is also a professional team
within the area (excluded). The inclusion of female teams within a club can place
additional pressures on a site, particularly with regards changing accommodation as
there is a need to ensure that separate facilities are available.
8.57 Disability football is strong in the borough, with 10 teams all focused around the Keepmoat
Stadium. These teams primarily use AGPs and indoor facilities for training and travel to
central venues (often nationally) for matches.
8.58 Doncaster Rovers FC and Doncaster Belles FC also play within Doncaster. Both use the
Keepmoat Stadium and training facilities at Cantley Park. Doncaster Rovers are the
highest performing teams in the borough, playing within English Football League One. The
club are keen to further extend their facilities at Cantley Park and are currently in
discussions as to how this can be taken forward.
8.59 As well as the First Team and age groups teams, the club run an academy and ladies
section. In line with the PPS methodology, as a professional club, these teams are not
included in calculations, however their usage on facilities that are publicly available is
taken into account where relevant. Community teams (ie non professional) run under the
Rovers Foundation banner have been included.
8.60 Teams playing in Bawtry are also excluded as their home ground is outside of the
Doncaster MBC boundaries in Bassetlaw DC. Given that the majority of the town is
however located within the DMBC boundaries, and Bawtry JFC is a large well run club with
numerous teams and good facilities, it should be noted that this facility serves a high
number of residents of Doncaster.
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8.61 Table 8.5 provides a more detailed breakdown of the number of teams by sub area.
Table 8.5: Teams by Sub Area
Sport and Age Groups

Central

East

North

South

Adult Football

38

17

23

34

Youth Football

21

20

23

25

9v9 Football

14

15

16

17

7v7 Football

16

24

21

19

5v5 Football

13

13

19

24

24.8%

21.6%

24.8%

28.9%

Percentage of Teams

8.62 Table 8.5 indicates that like the distribution of pitches, the spread of teams is fairly even
across the borough. The highest proportion of teams is in the south, where the highest
amount of pitches are provided. Participation is therefore broadly correlated with pitch
provision. Participation is therefore likely influenced by the pitch stock to an extent.
Club Structure and Participation Trends
8.63 Consultation with local leagues demonstrates a steady increase in participation at a junior
level. The local junior league has grown from 290 to 350 teams over the last six years and
most responding junior clubs record either static or increasing participation. It is clear that
many junior clubs are growing into large entities, while there are few smaller junior clubs
with low numbers of teams.
8.64 In contrast, the number of teams participating in adult leagues is declining, with local
adult leagues losing circa 10% of teams per season. Reflecting this, no responding senior
teams indicated that their participation levels are increasing and many highlighted the
challenges that they face putting out a team on a week to week basis.
8.65 Feedback from local clubs and leagues in relation to recent participation trends indicates
that;


for adult football, it is believed that the cost of hiring facilities, shortage of coaches
and poor quality changing all contribute to the decline in participation. The cost of
playing football has been exacerbated since the disappearance of the pit
community that was very supportive of sport. Clubs are concerned about the
declining number of adult teams and the ongoing impact on football in the
borough;



there are issues with the transfer between junior and senior football, with a clear
evident drop off as players reach the upper echelons of the junior league and do
not join adult football teams. The leagues are now working together to increase links
with adult football and U16 - U18 teams are now permitted to enter the adult league
cups in a bid to build relationships. Added to this, it is hoped that a senior U21 league
will start (run alongside the adult league);



for youth teams, the pressures of volunteering and the level of commitment required
to clear coaching and safeguarding requirements are perceived to impact
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development. It is potentially for this reason why large clubs grow and fewer small
clubs develop; and
increases in other opportunities, particularly for adult football (other interests /
midweek football leagues / changing work patterns) are also perceived to impact
football development.



8.66 The recent introduction of a midweek recreational league (played on 3g pitches) has
generated rejuvenation in adult participation. With further leagues anticipated in coming
seasons, it is likely that this will be the main area of growth for adult football, rather than
the traditional 11v11 format played on grass at weekends.
Pyramid Clubs
8.67 In addition to Doncaster Rovers and Doncaster Belles, the professional clubs in the
borough, there are several clubs playing in the Non League System. As a result of the
standard of football played, there are specific requirements that must be adhered to in
relation to the facilities provided at the home ground.
8.68 Table 8.6 summarises these clubs and highlights the ground grading requirements that
must be met. If clubs continue to progress up the pyramid, requirements and regulations
for facilities that clubs must adhere to will become more onerous.
Table 8.6: Pyramid Clubs

Club

Standard

AFC Bentley

STEP 7

Denaby Main FC

STEP 7

Swinton Athletic

STEP 7

Denaby United FC
Rossington Main FC

STEP 7
STEP 6

Brodsworth Welfare

STEP 7

Thorne Colliery
Armthorpe Miners Welfare

STEP 7
Step 5

Askern Miners Welfare

STEP 7

Associated
Ground Grading
Requirements
Step 7 Minimum
Grading
Step 7 Minimum
Grading
Step 7 Minimum
Grading
Step 7 Minimum
Grading
Grade G / H
Step 7 Mininum
Grading
Step 7 Mininum
Grading
Step 7 Mininum
Grading

Current Location

Bentley Colliery Football
Ground
Denaby Miners Welfare
Mexborough Miners
Welfare and Athletics
Club
Old Road Recreation
Ground
Rossington Main FC
Brodsworth Miners Welfare
Moorends Miners Welfare
Armthorpe Miners Welfare
Askern Miners Welfare

Ground
grading
specifications
are
available
in
full
at
http://nav.thefa.com/sitecore/content/TheFA/Home/Leagues/NationalLeagueSystem/Gr
oundGrading.
8.69 Issues identified at each site in relation to meeting these criteria will be evaluated later in
this section.
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Displaced Demand
8.70 There is a degree of movement of football clubs within Doncaster but no examples of
clear displacement out of the borough.
8.71 There is also limited travel into the borough to play, with the only clear example being
Swinton Athletic FC who use the pitch at Mexborough Miners Welfare (their nearest facility
of appropriate standard due to ground grading requirements.
8.72 It should be noted that teams and pitches in Bawtry Memorial Ground are excluded from
calculations due to the location of the site just into Bassetlaw. This facility does however in
effect serve residents from Doncaster and this needs to be acknowledged and the facility
supported.
Training Needs
8.73 Consultation demonstrates that clubs use a mixture of grass pitches and AGPs for training.
While many clubs use AGPs midweek, there is also fairly extensive training on grass pitches
on a Saturday morning, in particular by junior clubs.
8.74 Club consultation demonstrates that there is a fairly even balance of opinions, but that
overall, a greater proportion of clubs are dissatisfied with facilities for training than are
satisfied. This is set out in Chart 8.7.
Chart 8.7: Satisfaction with Training Facilities
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8.75 The concerns raised included;


the cost of facilities is a barrier to usage - clubs cannot afford to pay the hire
charges required;



availability is poor - all available slots are either too early (before 6) or late; and



there are no local facilities for some clubs, and players do not wish to travel long
distances to reach training sessions. These views were apparent across the borough,
but were particularly evident around the west (Sprotbrough, Conisbrough etc).

8.76 Reflecting the barriers to the use of AGPs, it is clear that some training does take place on
grass pitches on a Saturday morning, particularly junior training. There are 33 venues where
training takes place on grass. These are primarily school sites and private grounds. A small
amount of training does however also take place at DMBC venues, including Adwick Park,
Anchorage Lane Recreation Ground, Carcroft Park, Denaby Crags, Elmfield Park, Farfield
and Straight Mile.
8.77 The majority of single adult teams indicate that they do not train at all (and do not wish
to), purely playing on a Saturday / Sunday for recreational benefits. Some do however
train at Goals or on other 3g pitches and several of the teams playing at Welfare / private
sites train on their own grass pitches.
8.78 Several clubs highlighted aspirations for new 3g / 4g pitches at or in close proximity to their
home ground, these include;


Bessacar JFC - 3g pitch at Cantley Park



Parklands Sports and Social - 3g pitch (several local clubs)



Mexborough Miners Welfare and Social Club - club keen to develop pitch on site



Scawthorpe Scorpions - believe Langdale Drive provides an opportunity for 3g pitch



Stainforth Juniors JFC - keen to see AGP developed in Stainforth



Thorne - keen to see AGP in local area to support club



Edlington White Star - see opportunities for new AGP at Yorkshire Main (to replace
old MUGA).

8.79 Several schools have also raised aspirations for a 3g pitch including;


The Hayfield School



Hall Cross Academy



Trinity Academy - improved surface to existing pitch (currently sand)

Educational Demand
8.80 The majority of secondary schools in Doncaster MBC have their own playing fields, and
only the XP School has no grass pitches. The majority of primary schools also have some
playing fields, although may do not mark them out as permanent formal pitches.
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8.81 There is fairly extensive use of school playing fields, with some large clubs based at school
grounds and several clubs using facilities for both training and matches. Schools are hiring
out both AGPs and grass pitches and using a variety of arrangements to do so. The
following schools are currently particularly important to community use;


Balby Carr Community Academy



Communication Specialist College



Bentley High Street Primary



The Hayfield School



Rossington Community Sports Village

8.82 For those schools that do permit community use, while curricular use impacts on the
overall ability to sustain community play, school use of grass pitches has limited impact on
peak time demand and the availability of pitches, as this largely takes place midweek.
Where pitches are used heavily at weekends however, this must be carefully managed in
order to maintain quality for curricular requirements.
8.83 Almost all secondary schools in the borough participate in interschool competitions, as
well as hosting PE lessons. School sites are therefore able to sustain fewer community
games per week on average than facilities owned and managed by other providers to
protect against quality deterioration.
Casual Demand
8.84 Many of the sites in Doncaster also function as public recreational areas and this emerged
as one of the key influences on pitch quality, with dog fouling, damage to the surface and
litter all frequent causes of dissatisfaction.
8.85 While this recreational use is not necessarily extensive enough to reduce the capacity of
pitches, particularly during the winter months, it impacts upon the player experience on
occasion and also renders pitches which frequently suffer unpopular.
Other Issues
Cost
8.86 The cost of facility hire and of participating in football in general emerged as perhaps the
key issue for clubs. Concerns were raised with regards both training and matches. Some
clubs have been forced to move venue whilst others cite cost as their key barrier to
success. The cost of facility hire was raised by both adult and junior clubs and was a key
concern for clubs using both public and private facilities. It was also highlighted that prices
at school sites have increased since their conversion to academies, with many schools
now running pitch hire as a commercial business operation.
8.87 Full and accurate price analysis is not possible due to the range of arrangements that are
in place for pitch hire. These include long term leases, an overall fee for use of the whole
site regardless of the number of pitches, free of charge use in return for support in the
maintenance process and informal / ad hoc rental arrangements. A review of the prices
of facilities for those sites where this information is available however concludes that;
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there is significant variation in pitch hire costs across the borough, with (excluding
clubs that access facilities for free) charges ranging from £0 to £75;



in general, it appears that Parish Council facilities are available at the lowest prices
(and several Parishes are letting these facilities for free). The highest priced facilities
appear to be the DMBC A grade facilities while prices at schools (where available)
are mid range;



the average hire charge is £43 per match (not taking into account DMBC zero fee
for juniors). Fees are much cheaper for junior teams on the whole with junior teams
not charged on Council pitches. When taking into account the free of charge
access to junior pitches, the average price reduces to £30 per hour;



what is clear however is that average prices for adult and youth football are
substantially different overall. With Doncaster MBC pitches being accessed free of
charge for juniors and Parish Council facilities available at cheap rates, school sites
then become much more highly priced for junior teams (prices ranging from £25 £62); and



many venues also offer reductions for full season bookings (as opposed to casual
charges).

8.88 Given the overall levels of concern with regards pitch hire charges, The Sheffield and
Hallamshire FA have undertaken further work to investigate the charges in Doncaster
(particularly in relation to Council pitches) in relation to neighbouring authorities.
8.89 This reveals that Doncaster MBC are the only provider to offer free play for youth teams
but offset this with the highest fees for adult football. This is illustrated in Table 8.7 overleaf.
(prepared by Sheffield and Hallamshire FA).
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Table 8.7: Local Authority Grass Pitch Hire

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£0

£448

£558

£690

Rotherham

£280

£310

£374

£280

£310

£374

£280

£310

£374

£280

£310

£374

£430

£480

£567

Sheffield

£129

£155

£170

£129

£155

£170

£164

£258

£310

£164

£258

£310

£363

£512

£658

Showers

£0

+

£0

Changing

£0

+

Doncaster
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Pitch Only

£555

Showers

£455

+

£395

Changing

£285

+

Pitch Only

£235

Showers

£205

+

£285

Changing

£235

+

£205

+

-

Changing
-

+

£135

+

-

Changing
-

Barnsley

+

Pitch Only

11 v 11 (18+)

Showers

11 v 11 (Youth )

Pitch Only

9 v 9 (under 11/12)

Showers

7 v 7 (under 9/10)

£135

Facility

Pitch Only

5 v 5 (under 7/8)
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8.90 A review of the pricing of facilities therefore demonstrates that;
a.

DMBC facilities in particular are expensive for adults in comparison to neighbouring
authorities, but offer free play for juniors and are the ONLY local authority to do so

b.

For adults, prices are comparatively high, with an average of £50 for game (all
providers) and prices for higher quality DMBC pitches much higher

c.

Facilities for junior teams are available very cheaply, with no charges for DMBC pitch
hire and many other providers offering facilities for limited charges (particularly
Parish Councils). Where access to these facilities is not available, school sites etc
offer mid range fees overall, but are expensive in comparison to the free access to
DMBC pitches.

Benefits of a hub site
8.91 Many clubs, as well as the local leagues highlight that the quality of pitches has long been
seen as a key deterrent to football participation and is considered to be one of the main
reasons why participation in pitch sports is seen to be declining.
8.92 Several clubs reference high quality hub sites in other areas (AGP) and indicate that they
believe this model should be considered within Doncaster, with the Town Fields site the
most frequently referenced preferred venue. Clubs believe that this would enhance the
quality of facilities provided and the playing experience for young people.
Commitment by Volunteers
8.93 It is clear through consultation that football in Doncaster is very reliant upon volunteers,
with pitch quality sufficiently enhanced by the extra work undertaken (including
maintenance / grass cutting etc) by volunteers, many of whom have been involved with
specific clubs for several years. Without this support, pitch quality would be significantly
deteriorated.
8.94 Concern was expressed about the sustainability of this approach, with many key
figureheads at clubs no longer having their own children at the club and no clear
transition to new volunteers.
Balance between Quality and Quantity
8.95 Few clubs highlight significant concerns about the amount of pitches that are provided,
with the majority instead focusing upon the quality and the issues experienced. It is clear
however from consultation that clubs expect a balance between quality and quantity,
with numerous teams expressing dissatisfaction with the overall pitch stock and
highlighting the lack of “affordable good quality pitches”. Concerns are also raised with
regards value for money as many teams believe that some of the poorer quality pitches
are amongst the more expensive to hire.
8.96 Some clubs do however indicate that they are approaching capacity and concerns have
been raised (either league or club) in relation to the following areas;


Sprotborough - existing site (High Melton College) soon to be closed (and has since
been closed) meaning club are likely to have to find a new venue;



Armthorpe Rovers / Tickhill / Langdale are all perceived to be approaching
capacity and further play will start to impact on long term quality; and
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Club Doncaster - there is a lack of facilities appropriate for younger age groups
across Doncaster as a whole.

8.97 The Junior League suggest that quality is so important that they would like to see larger
sites transferred into trusts, where all clubs involved work together to enhance the site.
Adequacy of Pitch Provision – Assessing Supply and Demand information and Views
8.98 The Sport England Methodology enables evaluation of the adequacy of provision, taking
into account both the quality and number of pitches provided. Adequacy is measured
both over the course of a week and at peak time using the concept of match
equivalents. There is a strong interrelationship between the quality of a pitch and the
amount of matches that it can sustain.
Weekly Capacity
8.99 The quality of the pitch has a greater influence on weekly capacity - this directly impacts
the number of matches that can be sustained. Table 8.8 summarises the guidelines used
with regards pitch capacity (extracted from Sport England Guidance on the Production of
a Playing Pitch Strategy, prepared by the FA).
Table 8.8: Capacity based upon Pitch Quality
Agreed pitch quality rating

Adult Football

Youth Football

Mini Soccer

Number of match equivalent sessions a week
Good
Standard
Poor

3
2
1

4
2
1

6
4
2

8.100 The majority of sites in Doncaster MBC were assessed as standard and capacity has
therefore been calculated as such. It should however be noted that many are close to
becoming poor (and do so after inclement weather and / or heavy use). The impact of a
reduction in the quality (ie standard pitches becoming poor) will be considered in a
scenario later in this section.
8.101 There are a small number of examples evident of overmarking (where one pitch is marked
with two sets of lines to cater for different age groups). Where additional markings have
been added over the top of existing pitches, pitches are only counted once (as the
largest size pitch). For example, a senior pitch with 9v9 markings is considered to be a
senior pitch. The use of the pitch by the 9v9 team is however taken into account. For the
purposes of analysis therefore, it has been assumed that where a senior or youth pitch is
used by a team playing 9v9, 7v7 or 5v5, this is equivalent to half a match equivalent, due
to the more limited wear and tear that such teams generate on the pitch as a result of
smaller players and shorter playing periods, as well as reduced numbers. This is in line with
existing Sport England guidance.
8.102 It should also be noted that at some sites, pitch provision changes weekly to ensure that
supply is matched with demand that weekend. This is particularly relevant at club sites
and occurs at several venues in Doncaster. Pitch totals and associated capacity ratings
are therefore indicative only.
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Peak Time Demand
8.103 Peak time demand is determined by evaluating the number of match equivalents at peak
time and comparing it to the number of pitches available. Peak time is deemed to be the
period in which the most play on that pitch type takes place.
8.104 Pitches can only be considered to have spare capacity at peak time when they are not
already utilised to their full capacity over the course of a week. An adult pitch that is not
used on a Sunday morning (borough wide peak time) but is used more than three times
per week at other times (Saturday morning, Sunday afternoon and midweek for example)
would not be considered able to sustain additional play either at peak time, or at other
times, even though no one would be using the facility then, as this would be detrimental
to the quality of the pitch.
8.105 In general, the junior league has much greater flexibility than adult leagues with regards
kick off times, with matches able to be staggered to ensure that all games can be
accommodated. The Sunday Alliance League does also offer flexible kick off times for
teams that require this although all other adult leagues have definitive start times.
8.106 The patterns of play for each type of football set out below clearly demonstrate that there
is a high peak time demand in Doncaster MBC with peak time for all forms of the game
being a Sunday morning.


Senior Football – more than 75% of all adult football teams in Doncaster play on a
Sunday morning, with the Doncaster Sunday Alliance League kicking off at this time
and accommodating the bulk of teams. Teams playing at a higher standard,
including those in the Non league Pyramid, kick off on a Saturday afternoon and the
Doncaster Rovers Senior Football League also plays at this time. Ladies football is all
played on a Sunday afternoon, meaning that pitch requirements do not clash with
those of senior male teams.



Youth and 9v9 football – almost all youth and 9v9 football also takes place on a
Sunday, with most teams playing in the Doncaster and District Junior Football
League. Only a small number of teams play in the Sheffield Junior League and the
Selby and District Junior League. While this means there is a heavy reliance on pitch
availability at this time, there is a degree of flexibility in kick off times, with fixtures
staggered. Girls teams primarily play in the Sheffield and Hallamshire Girls League
and these fixtures take place on a Saturday morning



5v5 and 7v7 - like for youth and 9v9 teams, almost all teams play in the Doncaster
and District Junior Football League and play therefore takes place on a Sunday
morning (with the opportunity to stagger the fixtures).

8.107 The concentration of play on a Sunday morning increases the number of pitches required
to accommodate peak time demand but does in theory limit the demands on pitch
quality, with most facilities hosting the majority of their activity on a Sunday. The high level
of training that takes place on pitches however on a Saturday (as opposed to on 3g
pitches) means that many pitches remain under pressure to accommodate play on both
a Saturday and a Sunday.
8.108 The focus of both adult and youth play on a Sunday morning means that different age
groups wish to use facilities at the same time, which places greater pressures on the
management of sites to ensure that child protection guidelines are followed. This is
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therefore an additional challenge for the creation of an effective network of pitches in
Doncaster.
Measuring Demand on AGPs
8.109 It should also be noted that the majority of matches take place on grass pitches, with
AGPs used as an overspill on the whole, rather than as a key part of the infrastructure for
accommodating competitive matches. It is thought that there is still a preference for the
use of grass pitches amongst the majority of the football playing community although the
Junior League in particular are keen to see how these can best be integrated into the
network of facilities, due to the increased reliability that they offer in inclement weather
and the benefits that they have on overall pitch capacity.
8.110 To ensure the full context is understood, the use of AGPs will therefore be considered
separately, but evaluated within the context of grass pitch provision and the role that
these sites do (and could) play in meeting competitive fixture requirements will be
determined.
8.111 Primarily to take evaluate capacity and take up, the methodology indicates that the
adequacy of AGPs is measured through;


the amount of play that a site is able to sustain (based upon the number of hours
that the pitch is accessible to the community during peak periods up to a maximum
of 34 hours per week). Peak periods have been deemed to be Monday to Thursday
18:00 to 21:00; Friday 17:00 to 19:00 and Saturday and Sunday 09:00 to 17:00;



the amount of play that takes place (measured in hours);



whether there is any spare capacity at the site based upon a comparison between
the capacity of the site and the actual usage; and



any other key issues relating to the site which have arisen through consultation.

Grass Pitches - Situation at Individual Sites
8.112 Table 8.9 provides detail of the activity that takes place at each active site offering
community use in Doncaster MBC. It sets out the current supply and demand and outlines
whether the pitch is being overplayed, played to the appropriate level or is able to sustain
additional fixtures. Any other issues arising with the site, including key quality concerns, are
also briefly summarised. Table 8.10 provides a headline overview of availability at each
site.
8.113 Quality ratings are derived from a combination of site visits (where as an indication, sites
achieving a score of 50% - 80% are rated standard). Sites above this are considered good
and below are rated poor) as well as consultation. Site visit scores do not necessarily
correlate directly with the rating given, as club and provider feedback, as well as the
overall impression at the time of the site visit is also taken into account to produce a final
rating. Site visit scores for example may be influenced by a good (and therefore highly
scoring) maintenance programme, but if this is ineffective due to underlying issues, quality
is reduced.
8.114 Issues will be explored by pitch type, however the key issues emerging from site overviews
are as follows;
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The majority of pitches in the borough are able to sustain additional play across the
week. This is influenced by the strong focus on match play on a Sunday morning,
which reduces the amount of times that pitches are needed for competitive play
over the weekend. Training does however impact significantly at a number of sites,
with training activity almost doubling the level of usage the site receives over the
course of the week. In many instances, training causes overplay when without it the
pitch would easily be within its weekly capacity



There are no sites where all pitches are overplayed. There is however evidence of
overplay on one or more pitches on several sites and this is caused by a variety of
things, primarily high numbers of teams for the number of pitches provided, training
on grass pitches and the need to balance curricular requirements with community
use. Overplay is evident on at least one pitch at Anchorage Lane (heavy use),
Askern Miners Welfare (competitive play and some training), Armthorpe Academy
(competitive play, training and curricular use), Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall Sports
Association, Balby Carr Community Academy (curricular use as well as competitive
activity), Bentley High Street Primary School (curricular use, competitive activity and
training), Communication Specialist College (curricular use, competitive activity),
Cantley Park, Coulman Road (heavy use for training and matches) Hills Lane
Recreation Ground (heavy use for training and matches), Hungerhill School (heavy
use and curricular activity, 9v9 pitches at Langdale Drive (heavy use and training),
The Hayfield School youth and 5v5 pitches (curricular activity, matches and
training), Rossington Main (heavy use and training), king George V Playing Field
(Warmsworth) and Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare (heavy use)



While overplay is not necessarily generating poor quality pitches currently (some of
the pitches that are overplayed are amongst the higher quality facilities), it places
greater pressure on the quality of facility and may contribute towards long term
quality deterioration if maintenance is not of an appropriate standard to retain
quality. While all forms of use contribute to the overplay, it is clear that with the
exception of Balby Carr Academy, if training did not take place on the above sites
(and instead was displaced to an AGP for example), there would be no overplay



Linking with the few sites that suffer from overplay, only a minority of pitches cannot
accommodate more play and Denaby Craggs and Newlands Park are the only
sites where all pitches cannot accommodate any more play, or are overplayed
(note Denaby Craggs is a single pitch site)



While all other sites have capacity for additional play, there are several individual
pitches within sites that can sustain no further play. These are located on Abbey
School Fields, Armthorpe Southfield Primary School, Brodsworth Miners Welfare,
Cantley Park, Coulman Road, Carcroft Park, Campsmount Academy, Hungerhill
School, Langdale Drive Playing Fields, Morley Place Academy, Newlands Park,
Pheasant Bank Academy, Stainforth Miners Welfare, Rossington Main Miners
Welfare, Mexborough Miners Welfare and Athletic Club, Hatfield Main Football Club,
Tickhill Juniors and the Hayfield School. Many of these are school sites that are
required to sustain both competitive and curricular activity and it is for this reason
that supply is closely balanced with demand



All remaining pitches are able to accommodate at least 0.5 additional match
equivalents. As this is the vast majority of pitches, this suggests that despite the
evidence of overplay on some pitches, there remains a degree if spare capacity
within the existing network of facilities (to meet current demand - adequacy of
provision to meet projected future demand will be considered later). Some pitches
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have particularly high spare capacity, including Cantley Park, Mexborough
Academy and Moorends Miners Welfare (all 11v11 pitches), Hills Lane Recreation
Ground, Old Road Recreation Ground, Richmond Hill Primary Academy, Tickhill
Juniors Football Club, Hall Cross Academy and Ridgewood School (all small 7v7 /
5v5 pitches)


while the majority of sites have very little overuse, some sites do however have
several pitches that are starting to approach capacity, indicating that there may
be limited scope for growth. These are Adwick Park, Anchorage Lane Recreation
Ground, Brodsworth Miners Welfare, Fishlake Falcons Junior Football Club, Hungerhill
School, King George Playing Field, The Hayfield School and Yorkshire Main Miners
Welfare. Although there is spare capacity overall in the borough, this may not
necessarily be in the right location to meet the needs of clubs experiencing
pressures relating to their additional provision



There are some sites that are available to the community that are actively
maintained but have limited use. The only sites with very limited use currently are
Arksey Park, Moss Road Playing Fields, Bentley Park, Hatfield Woodhouse Recreation
Ground, Doncaster Road Recreation Ground, Brodsworth Way Recreation Ground,
Woodlands Park. There are also several school sites that are not currently
accommodating any community use but indicate that their facilities are available.
These include Ash Hill Academy, Hall Cross Academy, Outwood Academy Adwick,
Outwood Academy Danum, Ridgewood School and Trinity Academy. Pitches at
Don Valley Academy are temporarily closed while the school is rebuilt



In addition to the active sites that have limited use, as outlined, there are several
facilities in the borough that have not been prepared this year but have functioned
as football facilities in past seasons - these provide further opportunities to enhance
the existing pitch stock but are not included within current calculations



While it is clear that there is good availability of pitches in the week, the high focus
of activity at peak time therefore means that for the majority of pitches, the ability
to sustain multiple games across several weekend slots is of lower importance than
the availability at peak time. This means that the quality of the pitch impacts less
upon the capacity (as it is not necessarily needed more than once) but more on the
player experience.



Reflecting this, availability at peak time is much lower than the total spare capacity
that is available across the week. There are 114 pitches (over 1/3 of the total pitch
stock) that have no remaining spare capacity on a Sunday morning. These are
focused on 56 sites, meaning that several sites have more than one pitch that is fully
used. Further review demonstrates that many pitches without capacity at peak time
are also those that are heavily used across the week. It is clear however that peak
time capacity is particular constrained at sites accommodating large clubs these
include Langdale Drive Playing Fields (no remaining capacity), Lindley Road
Recreation Ground, Sheep Dip Lane Recreation Ground, The Hayfield School, Tickhill
Juniors, Edenthorpe Howard Pavilion and Wicket Hern Recreation Ground



Spare capacity at peak time is primarily found at unsecured school sites and at
other venues that are not currently used at all.

8.115 It is clear therefore that there are a few localised capacity issues, but on the whole the
stock of facilities is sufficient to meet demand (in quantitative terms, although the balance
between the stock of facilities is not necessarily right, with pressures on 9v9 and youth
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pitches and surplus adult capacity). This reflects the views of the leagues who identified
only a few clubs perceived to be approaching capacity.
8.116 Looking across the borough it is therefore clear that these issues are evident in equal
measure in each area and that overall there are sufficient pitches although there are
locational deficiencies and a potential requirement for more pitches in some places. Site
specific issues will be summarised by area later in this section.
.
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Table 8.9: Site Specific Usage at each site (community sites that are available regardless of whether they are used or not)
Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Central

BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY

5v5

Number
of
Pitches
1

Central

BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY
STRAIGHT MILE

7v7

1

Standard

1.5

3.5

2.5

1

9v9

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

Youth
11v11

2

Standard

3.5

2.5

0.5

0.5

adult
11v11

2

Standard

7.5

-1.5

-3.5

0

5v5

1

Standard

1

3

3

0

Central

Central

Central

Central

Pitch
Quality
Rating
Standard

1.5

3.5

2.5

0.5

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

Large school site offering
extensive pitch provision
and serving a variety of
clubs as well as meeting
curricular need. Site of
standard quality and well
used. Some limited
capacity to sustain further
play at peak time on
smaller sized pitches, but
adult pitches overplayed
when also taking into
account curricular activity.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Pitches
overplayed
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Basic pitch site with no
changing accommodation.
Pitch quality acceptable
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
although recreational use
leads to dog fouling and
litter. Molehills also recently
reported. Scope for further
play across the week
although availability is more
limited at peak time.

Central

STRAIGHT MILE

7v7

1

Standard

0.5

3.5

3.5

0.5

Central

STRAIGHT MILE

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

Central

STRAIGHT MILE

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

0

2

2

1

Central

COMMUNICATION
SPECIALIST
COLLEGE –
DONCASTER

adult
11v11

2

Standard

5.5

1.5

-1.5

0
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
pitch
overplayed

Site is a popular venue,
accommodating
community games as well
as curricular activity.
Drainage requires
improvement, but facilities
good overall. Regular
maintenance regime
although felt restricted by
some clubs, with concerns
about the surface
(potentially reflecting high
levels of use). Limited scope
for further play, but a junior
pitch can be marked out on
request, adding to the
overall stock of facilities.
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Central

ELMFIELD PARK

5v5

Number
of
Pitches
1

Pitch
Quality
Rating
Standard

1

3.5

3

0.5

Central

ELMFIELD PARK

7v7

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

Central

ELMFIELD PARK

9v9

3

Standard

3

4.5

3

1.5

Central

ELMFIELD PARK

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

Central

ELMFIELD PARK

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11

1

Standard

0

2

2

1

Central

Hall Cross
Academy

adult
11v11

2.00

Standard

2

4

2

2

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

Large site accommodating
junior club for both matches
and training on a Saturday
morning. Pitch quality basic
and standard and junior
club do not use any
changing accommodation.
Scope for further play
across the week but
opportunities for play at
peak time are more limited.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
School site not
currently used
but believed to
offer community
use. Scope for
additional
activity. Pitches
of good quality
except for
gradient. Limited
maintenance
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
procedures.

Central

Hall Cross
Academy
HEXTHORPE FLATS

5v5

Central

Central

Central

Central

Central

2.00

Standard

2

8

6

2

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

5v5

2

Standard

2

7

6

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND
HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND
HILLS LANE
RECREATION

7v7

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

3

0.5

-1

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Overplayed

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0

2

2

1
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Site of limited quality.
Subject to public access
and dog fouling. Basic pitch
only. Receives limited use
and therefore able to
accommodate more play
both across the week and
at peak time.
Pitches fairly heavily used
due to use for training on a
Saturday as well as Sunday
match play. One pitch area
(adult or 9v9) not currently
used. Scope to
accommodate further play
over the week however. On
site building not currently
functional and pitches suffer
from issues of litter and dog
fouling. There are also
uneven patches and dips in
the ground.

Scope to
accommodate
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

GROUND

more play

Central

PARKLANDS
SPORTS & SOCIAL
CLUB

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Central

PARKLANDS
SPORTS & SOCIAL
CLUB
SANDALL PARK

adult
11v11

2

Standard

2

3

2

1

5v5

1

Standard

1.5

3

2.5

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Central

Site Overview
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Site containing three
pitches (although one not
fully marked at time of site
visits). Scope to
accommodate further play
both at peak time and
across the week.
Dedication of groundstaff
central to success of site.
Changing available
although limited, with poor
showers and cleaning.
Some concerns with
drainage, dog fouling and
litter. Site also compromised
by use for other activities
such as car shows.

Site has scope for more play
across the week but less
capacity at peak time due
to concentration of teams.
Standard quality although
no changing or clubhouse only a container, which
does not meet league
regulations. Club highlight
issues with cancellations
due to drainage and this
also impacts upon grass
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
cover. Informal use leads to
problems with dog fouling.

Central

SANDALL PARK

7v7

1

Standard

1

3.5

3

0.5

Central

SANDALL PARK

9v9

1

Standard

1.5

1

0.5

0

Central

SANDALL PARK

adult
11v11

2

Standard

0.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

Central

SANDFORD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

0.5

Central

TOWN FIELD
SPORTS CLUB

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

0
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to accommodate
more teams both at peak
time and across the week.
Pitch of basic quality with
no changing
accommodation meaning
that site does not meet
league requirements.
Large site with capacity for
additional pitches if
demand required. Current
pitches have capacity for
further play although there
is no further space at peak
time on the youth pitch.
Changing some distance
from the pitches and site
suffers consequences of
informal recreation access
(including needles etc as
well as litter). Insufficient
changing facilities when all
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
pitches are in use and
facilities are not usually
accessible to youth teams.
Clubs highlight some areas
where drainage issues
occur and where surfaces
are uneven and these were
also evident at site visits.
There is limited grass
coverage in some
goalmouths.

Central

TOWN FIELD
SPORTS CLUB

adult
11v11

4

Standard

4

5

4

1

East

Shaw Wood
School, Mere
Lane

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

East

Shaw Wood
School, Mere
Lane
WICKET HERN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

2

1

1

5v5

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

East
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

School pitch site
accommodating both
curricular and community
activity. Pitches able to
sustain a small amount of
additional play during the
week and at peak time.

Scope to accommodate
further play across the
week, even though site is
also used for training. At
capacity at peak time
however unless matches
are played consecutively.
Club highlight drainage
issues due to the clay soil
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
base on which the pitches
are built.

East

East

East

East

WICKET HERN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
WICKET HERN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
Armthorpe
Academy

7v7

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

9v9

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain

adult
11v11

1

Standard

4

1

-2

0

Overplayed

Armthorpe Miners
Welfare - Old
Cricket Field,
Church Street

Youth
11v11

2

Standard

1.5

3

2.5

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Pitch heavily used when
taking into account
curricular activity as well as
community use. Also
accommodates some
training (although some of
this is displaced to the AGP)
which can cause overplay.
Facility in good condition
and located adjacent to a
school. In good condition
overall and club believe
quality is improving slightly.
Some issues with uneven
surface highlighted by club
but achieves a good score
overall although quality is
restricted by limited
maintenance procedures.
Scope to accommodate
further play across the week
and at peak time although
site does host training
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

East

ARMTHORPE
MINERS WELFARE
SPORTS CLUB

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

East

ARMTHORPE
SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY SCHOOL

5V5

1

Standard

2

3.5

2

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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activity, meaning that a
greater level of wear and
tear is experienced than
may be expected. Club
believe site will become
abandoned if changing
accommodation is not
improved.
Senior club with fenced
pitch and stand. Pitch able
to sustain further play across
the week and at peak time,
with most usage being on a
Saturday PM. In good
condition and improving.
Approaching a good rating,
with only the variety of
maintenance undertaken
restricting this score.
School site accommodating
both competitive and
training activity. Pitch
quality acceptable with
good gradient and even
surface, but level of use
from club and school
means wear and tear is
evident, particularly on 9v9
pitch. Scope to
accommodate small
amount of additional play
on smaller pitches, but 9v9
pitch at capacity.
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

East

East

East

East

East

East

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Pitch
Quality
Rating
Standard

5

6.5

3

0.5

Current Position

ARMTHORPE
SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY SCHOOL
ARMTHORPE
SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY SCHOOL
BARNBY DUN &
KIRK SANDALL
SPORTS
ASSOCIATION

7V7

Number
of
Pitches
2

9V9

1

Standard

2

1.5

0

0

9v9

1

Standard

3

1

-1

0

BARNBY DUN &
KIRK SANDALL
SPORTS
ASSOCIATION
BARNBY DUN &
KIRK SANDALL
SPORTS
ASSOCIATION
Abbey School
Fields

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

3

1

-1

0

Pitch
overplayed

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Pitches
overplayed

Sports Association site that
can be marked flexibly to
suit play. Pitches of
adequate quality only and
are provided alongside
cricket pitch. Important
venue for junior club and
site used heavily,
accommodating both
match play and training.
Also accommodates
training from other local
clubs.

School site accommodating
small amount of community
play. Site at capacity when
taking into account
curricular and community
activity across the week,
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
meaning that there is no
spare capacity at peak
time. Quality adequate but
no access to changing
accommodations.

East

Ash Hill Academy

adult
11v11

East

SHEEP DIP LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

East

SHEEP DIP LANE
RECREATION
GROUND
SHEEP DIP LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

East

2.00

Standard

2

4

2

2

5v5

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

7v7

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

9v9

1

Standard

2

1

0

0
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school site not
currently used
but believed to
offer community
use. Scope for
additional
activity.
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to accommodate
more play across the week
on all pitches, but no
remaining capacity at peak
time without scheduling
matches consecutively. Site
has no changing
accommodation, only
containers and has a poor
surface in parts. Club
require facilities to support
club growth. Site also used
for training on a Saturday
morning adding to pressures
on the pitches.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

East

Church Balk Howard Pavilion

5v5

Number
of
Pitches
1

East

Church Balk Howard Pavilion

7v7

1

Standard

1.5

2.5

2.5

0

East

Church Balk Howard Pavilion

Youth
11v11

2

Standard

2.5

1.5

1.5

0

East

Fairfield /Farfield

adult
11v11

1.00

Standard

0.5

2

1.5

1

East

HUNGERHILL
SCHOOL

adult
11v11

1

Standard

3

1

-1

0

Current Position

Pitch
Quality
Rating
Standard

1

3

3

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
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Overplayed

Scope to accommodate
more play across the week,
but site capacity restricted
at peak times. Pitch quality
adequate and club
supplement maintenance
to ensure that it remains
appropriate. Pitches are
regularly seeded and
pavilion was Football
Foundation Funded and is
functional.

Basic site with no changing
accommodation. Is not
currently used for
competitive fixtures, but
evidence of some training
on the site on a Saturday.
Scope to accommodate
further play at both peak
time and across the week
as a consequence.
Large school site. Used as
home base by club for both
matches and training and
also required to sustain
curricular activity. Pitches
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
overplayed due to heavy
usage across the weekend
and in the school day.
Pitches used for 5v5 and 7v7
(overmarked on adult
pitches). No known quality
issues but as a school
venue, site must be
considered unsecured.

East
East

East

East

East

HUNGERHILL
SCHOOL
FISHLAKE
FALCONS JUNIOR
FOOTBALL CLUB

Youth
11v11
7v7

1

Standard

2

1.5

0

0

1

Standard

3

2.5

1

0

FISHLAKE
FALCONS JUNIOR
FOOTBALL CLUB
HATFIELD MAIN
FOOTBALL CLUB

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

adult
11v11

1

Good

3

1.5

0

0

Hatfield
Woodhouse

adult
11v11

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1
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Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Scope to
accommodate

Small club base for local
club. Serves as training as
well as match venue
(although there is some use
of Goals too). Pitch quality
standard, facilities busy at
peak time but capacity to
accommodate additional
play across the week.

Good quality pitch with
good changing facilities,
amongst the highest quality
in the borough. Use for both
training and competition, as
well a midweek activity
means that site is played to
level that can be sustained.
No existing use on site. Small
site with some drainage
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

Recreation
Ground

more play

East

Jubilee Park

adult
11v11

East

KIRK SANDALL
JUNIOR SCHOOL

East

East

Site Overview

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

7v7

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

MOORENDS
MINERS WELFARE

Youth
11v11

2

Standard

2

2

2

0

pitch able to
sustain
additional play

MOORENDS

adult

4

Standard

2

6

6

2.5
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issues but adequate for
play. No changing
accommodation.
Large park with just one
pitch marked currently.
Quality limited due to
evidence of damaging
informal use such as
motorbikes.
Site has capacity to
accommodate further play
across the week, although
any further matches at
peak time would need to
be played consecutively.
Miners welfare site that is
well used for community
activity. Able to sustain
more play during the week
although youth pitches are
at capacity at peak time.
Some remaining capacity
on adult pitches. Pitch
quality standard overall but
there is a limited
maintenance programme
and clubs highlight issues
with the pitch surface and
grass cover, particularly on
the adult pitches. Changing
accommodation in the
process of being built.

pitch able to
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

11v11

East

STAINFORTH
MINERS WELFARE

5v5

1

Standard

1

3.5

3

0.5

East

STAINFORTH
MINERS WELFARE

7v7

1

Standard

1

3.5

3

0.5

East

STAINFORTH
MINERS WELFARE
STAINFORTH
MINERS WELFARE

9v9

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

adult
11v11

3

Standard

5

3.5

1

0.5

COULMAN ROAD

5v5

1

Standard

3

2.5

1

0

East

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

MINERS WELFARE

East

Current Position
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sustain
additional play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to

Large site with one adult
pitch unmarked enabling
use for 7v7 and 5v5, Pitch
quality standard although
some issues with informal
use evident. Capacity for
further activity during the
week and at peak time,
despite the pitches already
hosting training as well as
competitive activity. Basic
changing available.

Site accommodating large
club with a variety of
pitches. Use for both training
and matches means that is
is heavily used. Limited
capacity at peak time with
some fixtures already
staggered and no scope
across the week for further
play on the 9v9 pitch. Youth
pitch is overplayed,
suggesting pitch provision is
tight.
Site heavily used but scope
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

accommodate
more play

7v7

2

Standard

3.5

5.5

4.5

1

9v9

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

3

0

-1

0

Pitch
overplayed

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0

2

2

1

East

COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
Trinity Academy

Youth
11v11

3.00

Standard

4

6

2

0

East

Wyke Gate Park

adult

1.00

Poor

0

1

1

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play
school site not
currently used
but believed to
offer community
use. Scope for
additional
activity although
it should be
noted that
access is not
permitted on a
Sunday, which is
peak time for
football.
Scope to

East

East

East

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

RECREATION
GROUND

East

Current Position
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to increase activity on some
pitches, although youth
pitches are overplayed and
there are no further
opportunities on 9v9
pitches.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

No existing use means
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

ADWICK PARK

5v5

accommodate
more play

1

Standard

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

11v11

North

Current Position

4

2

0

0
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Played to level
pitch can sustain

scope to accommodate
more play. Site is however
wet but does include
changing accommodation.
Site accommodating large
club with all pitches heavily
used. Site overmarked and
pitch layout changes in
order to reflect demand.
Site rated standard overall
but suffers from impact of
public access including dog
fouling. Club supplement
maintenance and line
marking. Portacabin
changing but only toilets
used by club. In theory, site
has capacity to sustain
further play on all pitches
but across the week, but all
but the 9v9 pitch are
oversubscribed at peak
time, forcing games to be
played consecutively.
Added to this, teams are
also training on the grass
pitches, placing further
pressures and meaning that
in reality supply is very very
closely balanced with
demand. Club highlight the
heavy usage as being the
key priority to address and
are seeking further pitches,
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
as there is very little room for
them to expand at this site.

North

ADWICK PARK

7v7

1

Standard

3.5

2

0.5

0

North

ADWICK PARK

9v9

1

Standard

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

North

ADWICK PARK

adult
11v11

1

Standard

3

0.5

-1

0

North

Highfields Playing
Field / Roman
Ridge

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

North

Outwood
Academy Adwick

adult
11v11

2.00

Standard

2

4

2

2

North

Outwood
Academy Danum
Arksey Park

adult
11v11
adult
11v11

3.00

Standard

3

6

3

3

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1

North
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Site can accommodate no
further play across the week
and there is no remaining
capacity at peak time, with
all pitches hosting matches.
Pitch quality is basic, with
only containers available on
site. Site is open access and
there are some areas of
uneven surface evident on
the pitch.

school site not
currently used
but believed to
offer community
use. Scope for
additional
activity.

Scope to
accommodate

No existing activity on site
meaning potential for
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
more play

North

ASKERN MINERS
WELFARE

adult
11v11

1

Standard

3.5

0

-1.5

0

Site overplayed

North

Moss Road
Playing Fields

adult
11v11

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

Warren House
Park

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

1

0.5

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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activity at peak time and
across the week. Pitch
quality poor to standard but
no changing provided.
Single pitch site of good
quality, fenced off and well
maintained. Good quality
changing accommodation
and clubhouse. Site
approaching a good
classification. No further
capacity during the week
or at peak time and site is
overplayed taking into
account all activity.
No existing activity on site
meaning potential for
activity at peak time and
across the week. Pitch
quality standard but no
changing provided.
Some scope to
accommodate further
activity across the week,
but no remaining capacity
at peak time. Site is of
limited quality, with issue
with motorbikes, dog fouling
and litter. Posts are also
poor, although pitch
surface is adequate. No
changing accommodation
is available. Site used for
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
small amount of training in
addition to competitive
play.

North

Warren House
Park

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

0

North

BENTLEY COLLIERY
FOOTBALL
GROUND

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

North

BENTLEY HIGH
STREET PRIMARY
SCHOOL

5v5

1

Standard

3

3

1

0
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site caters for Pyramid club.
In good condition and
approaching good rating.
Scope to accommodate
further activity both at peak
time (when the pitch is not
currently used) and across
the week. The use of the
pitch for pyramid teams
however suggests that while
in theory it is available, in
practice it is unlikely to be a
realistic option for teams on
a Sunday morning. Club
seeking new pavilion.
Busy site used for both
curricular and competitive
activity. Pitches also host
Saturday morning training
activity. Pitches are
standard quality but heavy
usage means that some are
overplayed. In particular,
youth and 9v9 pitches are
heavily used and there is no
availability on any size pitch
at peak time without
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
matches being played
consecutively.

North

7v7

1

Standard

3

3

1

0

9v9

1

Standard

4

0.5

-2

0

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

5

0

-3

0

adult
11v11

1

Standard

2

1.5

0

0

North

BENTLEY HIGH
STREET PRIMARY
SCHOOL
BENTLEY HIGH
STREET PRIMARY
SCHOOL
BENTLEY HIGH
STREET PRIMARY
SCHOOL
BENTLEY HIGH
STREET PRIMARY
SCHOOL
Bentley Park

adult
11v11

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

QUEENS DRIVE

adult
11v11

2

Standard

1

3

3

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

BRODSWORTH
MINERS WELFARE

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

Scope to
accommodate

North

North

North
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Pitches
overplayed
Pitches
overplayed

No existing activity on site
meaning potential for
activity at peak time and
across the week. Pitch
quality standard but no
changing provided.
site offers capacity for
additional play both across
the week and at peak time.
Standard quality overall but
clubs raise concerns about
poor quality pitch surface
and grass in goalmouths, as
well as drainage. Changing
facilities of limited quality
and do not meet league
requirements.
Site has opportunity for only
a small further amount of
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
more play

North

Site Overview

Youth
11v11
5v5

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

North

BRODSWORTH
MINERS WELFARE
CARCROFT PARK

1

Standard

3

2.5

1

0

North

CARCROFT PARK

7v7

3

Standard

3.5

10

8.5

1.5

North

CARCROFT PARK

9v9

1

Standard

0

2

2

1

North

CARCROFT PARK

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

1

0.5

0.5
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Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain

play, with just 0.5 match
equivalents available, as
the site accommodates
both matches and training.
Limited available also at
peak time, suggesting that
facility is well used overall.
Changing facilities also
provided. One pitch slightly
sloping and some areas of
poor grass cover.

Site accommodates large
junior club for matches and
some training. Site provides
a variety of pitches but is of
limited quality. Site does not
include changing
accommodation and car
parking is insufficient. Site
also suffers from dual
function as public
recreational ground.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Number
of
Pitches
1

Pitch
Quality
Rating
Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

North

CARCROFT PARK

adult
11v11

North

NEWLANDS PARK

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

North

NEWLANDS PARK

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

North

ANCHORAGE
LANE RECREATION
GROUND

adult
11v11

2

Standard

4.5

1

-0.5

0

North

Hickleton Harriers
Junior Football
Club

Youth
11v11

1

1.5

1

0.5

0.5
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Overplayed

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site includes two 11v11
pitches but hosts 9v9 teams.
Well maintained and
pavilion of adequate
quality. No further capacity
at peak time and heavy use
means that site is also at
capacity across the week.
Pitches heavily used,
particularly when taking into
account both training and
matches. Matches are
already being played
consecutively to ensure all
can be accommodated.
Quality standard although
maintenance is
supplemented by the club.
Site accommodating
limited amount of training
and match play. Poor
quality facilities overall that
are perceived to be
deteriorating. There are
particular concerns with
regards molehills and dog
fouling, as well as quality of
equipment and
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

DONCASTER
COLLEGE (HIGH
MELTON)

5v5

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

North

DONCASTER
COLLEGE (HIGH
MELTON)
DONCASTER
COLLEGE (HIGH
MELTON)
Highfields Market
and Recreation
Ground

7v7

1

Standard

2

3.5

2

0.5

9v9

2

Standard

4

3

0

1

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1

North

adult
11v11

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

North

North

Current Position
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

maintenance. There is
capacity for some
additional play but at peak
time and across the week,
but ongoing quality
deterioration may see this
reduce.
Some scope for additional
play, but there is only limited
maintenance and there are
some concerns with
drainage, with many
matches cancelled.
Availability at peak time is
more restricted and there
are concerns that the
college will close at the end
of the 2017 season, leaving
community clubs without a
base. The site also
accommodates college
activities. This site has closed
since the conclusion of this
assessment.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Pitch of fairly limited quality.
No existing use means that
there is scope to
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

North

RICHMOND HILL
PRIMARY
ACADEMY

7v7

2

Standard

3

7

5

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

RICHMOND HILL
PRIMARY
ACADEMY
RICHMOND HILL
PRIMARY
ACADEMY
CAMPSMOUNT A
CO-OPERATIVE
ACADEMY

5v5

1

Standard

1

4

3

1

9v9

1

Standard

1

2

1

1

5V5

1

Standard

3

3

1

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

CAMPSMOUNT A
CO-OPERATIVE
ACADEMY
CAMPSMOUNT A

9v9

1

Standard

1.5

4

2.5

1

Youth

1

Standard

1.5

4

2.5

1

North

North

North

North

Site Overview
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accommodate activity
both at peak time and
across the week.
Large primary school site
accommodating small
amount of community play.
Scope for further activity
both across the week and
at peak time.

Capacity both across the
week and at peak time on
some pitches and school
also indicate that there is
scope to increase
community bookings,
although access is on an
informal basis only. No
quality issues identified in
relation to the pitch and
club believe this to be
improving. Some use for
training adds greater
pressures on to the pitches.

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

CO-OPERATIVE
ACADEMY
CAMPSMOUNT A
CO-OPERATIVE
ACADEMY
RYECROFT ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

11v11

North

North

North

North

North
North
North
North

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

1

Standard

1

4

3

1

adult
11v11

2

Standard

1

3

3

1.5

Ridgewood
School

adult
11v11

1.00

Standard

1

2

1

1

Ridgewood
School
Ridgewood
School
Ridgewood
School
ASKERN SPRINGS

9v9

1.00

Standard

1

2

1

1

7v7

1.00

Standard

1

4

3

1

5v5

3.00

Standard

3

12

9

3

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

2.00

Standard

2

4

2

2

Don Valley
Academy

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

adult
11v11

adult
11v11
adult
11v11

Current Position
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accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site of standard to good
quality run by Parish.
Maintenance considered
reasonably good and good
changing facilities funded
by the Football Foundation.
Scope to accommodate
more play both across the
week and at peak time.

school site not
currently used
but believed to
offer community
use. Scope for
additional
activity.

school site not
currently used
due to
temporary
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
closure but
believed to offer
community use.
Scope for
additional
activity.

North
North

North

Don Valley
Academy
LANGDALE DRIVE
PLAYING FIELDS

Youth
11v11
5v5

LANGDALE DRIVE
PLAYING FIELDS

7v7

1.00

Standard

1

2

1

1

2

Standard

6

5

2

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

2

Standard

5

5.5

3

0

Scope to
accommodate

Doncaster MBC: Playing Pitch Strategy Assessment Report

Site offers pitches of a good
standard, although there
are some issues arising from
informal access (litter and
dog fouling). Pitch surface
adequate but site suffers
from heavy usage and club
are frequently required to
refrain from training on the
pitches due to the level of
play that the site is taking
and the subsequent impact
on quality. The larger
pitches (youth and 9v9) are
at capacity with no further
opportunities for more play,
while additional game
could be sustained on the
mini pitches. There is no
remaining capacity at peak
time and matches are
already played
consecutively.
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
more play

North

LANGDALE DRIVE
PLAYING FIELDS
LANGDALE DRIVE
PLAYING FIELDS
CROSSFIELDS
LANE RECREATION
GROUND

9v9

1

Standard

4

0

-2

0

Overplayed

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

TOLL BAR
RECREATION
GROUND

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

ST JOSEPH AND ST
TERESAS
CATHOLIC
PRIMARY SCHOOL

7v7

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North

Woodlands Park

9v9

1.00

Standard

0

2

2

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

North
North
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Scope to accommodate
additional play across the
week and at peak time. Site
does not however contain
changing accommodation
which club believe to be
significant problem. Pitch
quality is standard but some
issues with dog fouling and
litter. Some clubs also raise
concerns about the level of
maintenance that is
undertaken.
Site offering scope to
accommodate further play
as only currently hosting one
team. Pitch of adequate
quality but site includes
container only, no
clubhouse etc.
Basic facilities at school site
accommodating
community activity,
curricular activity and
training.
No existing formal use
means that there is scope
to accommodate further
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
play both at peak time and
across the week. No
changing accommodation
or clubhouse, some
evidence of informal use
and uneven areas. Basic
pitch quality overall.

North

Woodlands Park

7v7

1.00

Standard

0

4

4

1

South

ROSSINGTON
COMMUNITY
SPORTS VILLAGE

adult
11v11

2

Standard

4

2

0

0

South

ROSSINGTON
MAIN FC

adult
11v11

1

Standard

4

0

-2

0
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Site overplayed

Popular venue for adult
football and also serves
school use. Taking into
account school use, there is
no further capacity for
additional play either at
peak time or across the
week. Site also includes 3g
pitch which is used heavily
for training activity.
Stadium pitch of standard
to good quality, with old but
adequate changing
accommodation. Usage
across the week means that
the site is overplayed when
taking into account training
(floodlit pitch to support this)
and although there is
limited use at peak time,
there is no further capacity
for any activity to be
accommodated.
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
1.5

0.5

0.5

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain

Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

9v9

South

Rossington Main
Miners Welfare
Rossington Main
Miners Welfare
AUCKLEY
RECREATION
GROUND
(Riverside Park)

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11
adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

0

2

Standard

0.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Hill House School

adult
11v11

2

Standard

2.75

3.25

1.25

1.25

South

Site directly adjacent to
main stadium pitch.
Capacity for a small
amount of further use but
very busy at peak time, with
only the adult pitch having
opportunity for further play.
Pitches maintained by club
and Parish and are basic
but adequate, although
some issues with litter and
dog fouling are identified.

Pitch
Quality
Rating
Standard

Rossington Main
Miners Welfare

South

Site Overview

Number
of
Pitches
1

South

South

Current Position
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

Single pitch site of limited
quality and accompanied
by basic changing rooms.
Suffers from impact of
public access and quality is
approaching poor. Scope
to host further play both
across the week and at
peak time.
Site used by small club and
overmarked over large
pitches on school site.
Scope to accommodate
further play both at peak
time and across the week.
As an independent school,
security of tenure is a
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
concern.

South

Hill House School
Blaxton Playing
Fields
Ruddle Centre /
Braithwell Playing
Fields

Youth
11v11

3

7v7

1

Standard

0.5

3.5

3.5

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Ruddle Centre /
Braithwell Playing
Fields
Ruddle Centre /
Braithwell Playing
Fields

9v9

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

1

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

South

Brodsworth Way
Playing Fields

adult
11v11

2.00

Standard

0

4

4

2

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

South

McAuley
Catholic
Academy
DE WARENNE
ACADEMY

adult
11v11

2

Standard

2

4

2

2

9v9

1

Standard

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

South

South

South

South
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

Some uneven areas on
pitch and some evidence
of recreational activity, but
site adequate overall. Basic
changing accommodation.
Scope to accommodate
some further activity both at
peak time and across the
week.

No existing community use
meaning that site has
potential to accommodate
further play both midweek
and at peak time. Pitches
not currently marked out
although are considered to
be available. Posts are up.

Site accommodates
curricular activity as well as
a small amount of
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
competitive play. All pitches
are of standard quality and
have scope to
accommodate more play
both during the week and
at peak time. Site operates
on an unsecured basis.

South

DE WARENNE
ACADEMY

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1

2

1

1

South

DE WARENNE
ACADEMY

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

2

1

1

South

MORLEY PLACE
ACADEMY

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

South

OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

5v5

1

Standard

1

3

3

0
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site hosts both competitive
and curricular activity.
Good changing facilities
available to community
teams although there is no
officials room. Pitch quality is
acceptable, with
reasonably even surface
and maintenance is
appropriate for use the
pitch receives.
All pitches able to
accommodate additional
play across the week and
at peak time. Use of 7v7
pitch is however restricted
due to proximity to adult
pitches, meaning that only
early kick off times can be
used. Pitches of limited
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
quality with some uneven
areas and evidence of
recreation and dog fouling.,
as well as damage from
unofficial use (motorbikes
etc). Club seeking fencing
to secure pitches.

South

South

South

South

South

OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
DENABY CRAGS
FOOTBALL PITCH

7v7

2

Standard

0.5

7.5

7.5

1.5

adult
11v11

3

Standard

4

2

2

0.5

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

0

2

2

1

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

DENABY MINERS
WELFARE

adult
11v11

1

Good

2

2

1

0.5
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site containing youth pitch
with no remaining capacity
at peak time. Linked with
two other sites in close
proximity. Quality
acceptable but club
experience some issues with
informal recreation and
quad biking.
Site used by senior team as
well as 9v9 for both training
and match. Good quality
facility with strong
maintenance regime.
Capacity to host additional
matches both at peak time
and across the week. Club
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

South

DENABY Old
Cricket Field

5v5

1

Standard

2

3

2

0

South

DENABY Old
Cricket Field
SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE

7v7

1

Standard

1

3.5

3

0.5

5v5

1

2

3.5

2

0.5

South

Current Position
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play

seeking to enhance new
pavilion to ensure it meets
ongoing required standards.
Former cricket ground
linked with 2 other sites and
now hosting small sided
football games. Quality
adequate and site could
accommodate more play
across the week, although
play is more restricted at
peak time.

Scope to accommodate
additional play on all
pitches, but access to
pitches is more limited at
peak time. In particular,
there is little opportunity for
further play on the smaller
sized pitches without
matches being played
consecutively. Capacity of
pitches influenced by
curricular use as well as
community activity and
there is also some training
that takes place on the site
meaning that pitches must
sustain greater levels of
play. There are no identified
quality issues and there is a
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
strong maintenance
programme. Changing
facilities are also available.

South

South

South

South

SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE

7v7

1

3

3

1

0

9v9

1

2

1.5

0

0.5

adult
11v11

1

1

2

1

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

7v7

1

4

2

0

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain

Standard
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Site is one of the better
quality facilities, with
maintenance
supplemented by the club.
While there are pressures on
many of the smaller pitches
due to use for both
matches and training, there
is capacity to
accommodate further play
on larger adult pitches.
Matches are juggled and
played consecutively in
order to ensure that all peak
time activity is
accommodated. One pitch
is fenced and railed serving
team playing in pyramid
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
and would benefit from
additional maintenance on
occasion. Changing
facilities only available for
main pitch, none for other
community pitches.
Experiencing issues with
changing accommodation
leaking.

South

YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE
YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE
YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE

9v9

1

Standard

2

1

0

0

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11

1

Standard

3

0.5

-1

0

3

Standard

2

4.5

4

2.5

South

LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

5v5

1

Standard

1

3

3

0

South

LINDLEY ROAD

9v9

1

Standard

1

1

1

0

South
South
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Played to level
pitch can sustain
Pitch
overplayed
Scope to
accommodate
more play
pitch able to
sustain
additional play

Basic pitch site (owned by
Parish Council) with limited
shared maintenance
programme, no clear
quality issues identified. New
pavilion currently under
construction. Site has
capacity for additional play
across the week but there is
heavy usage at peak time
and not much scope for
additional activity.
Important base for local
club who have strong
relationship with pitch
owners.

pitch able to
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

South

South

South

South

RECREATION
GROUND
LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL

THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

1.5

0.5

0.5

0

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

5v5

1

Standard

5

2

-1

0

7v7

1

Standard

2

3.5

2

0.5
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sustain
additional play
pitch able to
sustain
additional play
pitch able to
sustain
additional play
Pitches
overplayed

Important site for club that
has longstanding
relationship with school.
Pitches considered
excellent and amongst the
highest quality in the
borough. Heavily used for
both training and matches
as well as curricular activity,
meaning that the 5v5 and
youth pitches in particular
are overplayed. The high
quality of the site however
means that the pitches are
approaching good and the
club are careful to move
usage around. There is no
scope for further play at the
current time, but it it is
thought that there is
potential for more pitches
to be provided on the
school site.

Scope to
accommodate
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
more play

South

THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL
THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL
Doncaster Road
Recreation
Ground

9v9

2

Standard

3

3.5

1

0

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11

2

Standard

5

2.5

-1

0

Poor

0

1

1

1

South

MANVERS ROAD
PARK

adult
11v11

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

pitch able to
sustain
additional play

South

MEXBOROUGH
ACADEMY

Youth
11v11

2

Standard

3

3

1

1

pitch able to
sustain
additional play

South

MEXBOROUGH
ACADEMY

adult
11v11

6

Standard

6

12

6

6

South

MEXBOROUGH
HIGHWOODS
PRIMARY SCHOOL

5v5

1

Standard

3

3

1

0

pitch able to
sustain
additional play
pitch able to
sustain
additional play

South
South

1.00
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Played to level
pitch can sustain
Pitches
overplayed
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Poor and uneven pitch.
Scope to accommodate
some play but opportunities
limited without qualitative
improvements.
Basic pitch site with scope
for further play both at peak
time and across the week.
Site suffers from
unauthorised usage
including motorbikes etc.
Site containing large
quantity of pitches. Fairly
limited community use
means that there is further
capacity at both peak time
and across the week. Pitch
quality standard to good
and changing facilities are
available.

School pitch site
accommodating both
curricular and community
activity. Pitches able to
sustain a small amount of
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
additional play during the
week but capacity more
limited at peak time.

South

MEXBOROUGH
HIGHWOODS
PRIMARY SCHOOL
MEXBOROUGH
MINERS WELFARE
& ATHLETICS CLUB

9v9

1

Standard

2

1.5

0

0

site played to
level can sustain

adult
11v11

2

Good /
Standard

4.5

2

0.5

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain

South

Pheasant Bank
Academy

5v5

1

Standard

2.5

2.5

1.5

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

South

Pheasant Bank
Academy

7v7

1

Standard

2.5

2.5

1.5

0

Scope to
accommodate

South
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Welfare pitch one of which
is fenced in. Second pitch is
narrow and of slightly lower
quality, but good site
overall. Scope to
accommodate additional
play, also hosts training
activity for some of the
teams. Facility quality
adequate but club highlight
cost of maintenance as key
concern. No separate youth
/ female changing rooms
but facilities are adequate.
Busy site accommodating
both school use and
community activity. Some
scope for further activity
during the week (or for the
site to host training) but
matches already played
consecutively at peak time
meaning that there is
limited further opportunity
for club growth.
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
more play

Central

CANTLEY PARK

5v5

2

Standard

4.5

5.5

3.5

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Central

CANTLEY PARK

7v7

2

Standard

8

3.5

0

0

Central

CANTLEY PARK

9v9

2

Standard

4.5

0.5

-0.5

1

Played to level
pitch can sustain
Overplayed

Central

CANTLEY PARK

adult
11v11

6

Standard

4

10

8

4
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Large site offering pitches
for one of largest clubs in
borough. Pitch quality
adequate although some
issues with dog fouling and
joyriding. Drainage is good
on site and pitches host lots
of matches. Reflecting the
heavy use, there is very
limited scope for further
activity at peak time
without matches being
played consecutively.
Added to this, training often
takes place on grass and
calculations assume that all
teams playing on a Sunday
train on a Saturday
(although there is some use
of AGPs in the winter). There
is some scope to
accommodate this but
supply is very closely
matched with demand.
Pavilion is Football
Foundation funded and is in
good condition.

Scope to
accommodate
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

Site Overview

WEEKLY
CAPACITY
more play

Central

CANTLEY PARK

Youth
11v11

3

Standard

6

3

0

0

South

TICKHILL JUNIORS
FOOTBALL CLUB

5v5

3

Standard

4

10

8

1

South

TICKHILL JUNIORS
FOOTBALL CLUB

7v7

3

Standard

5

9.5

7

0.5

South

TICKHILL JUNIORS
FOOTBALL CLUB

9v9

2

Standard

3

2.5

1

0.5

South

TICKHILL JUNIORS
FOOTBALL CLUB
TICKHILL
RECREATION
GROUND (Tithes

Youth
11v11
adult
11v11

2

Standard

4

2

0

0

1

Standard

1

1

1

0

South
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Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Large site accommodating
big club. Some scope for
additional play despite
pitches being used for
training as well as matches.
Pitches particularly busy at
peak time but scope for a
little additional play on
each pitch (except adult
pitches). Club consider
pitches to be deteriorating
due to overuse and limited
maintenance regimes.
Some issues with drainage
and grass cover. Quality
issues potentially
exacerbated by high levels
of use.

Basic site offering changing
and a pitch. At capacity at
peak time but scope for
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Venue

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity
Pitch
Type

Number
of
Pitches

Pitch
Quality
Rating

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Current Position

WEEKLY
CAPACITY

Lane)
South

Wadworth Playing
Fields CHRISTOPHER
FALJAM
MEMORIAL
PLAYING FIELD

adult
11v11

1

Standard

1

1

1

0.5

South

KING GEORGE V
PLAYING FIELD

Youth
11v11

1

Standard

3

0.5

-1

0

Overplayed

South

KING GEORGE V
PLAYING FIELD
CONISBROUGH
WELFARE

adult
11v11
adult
11v11

1

Standard

2.5

0.75

-0.5

0

Overplayed

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

CONISBROUGH
WELFARE

5v5

1

Standard

3

2.5

1

0

South

South

Site Overview
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Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play

further activity during the
week.
Site quality fairly limited, but
standard classification
means there is scope to
accommodate additional
match play both at peak
time across the week and
at peak time.
Site accommodating range
of teams with a degree of
overmarking evident to
facilitate teams of all sizes.
Assumed that some training
takes place on site, and this
causes overplay. There is
however no remaining
capacity at peak time
without games taking place
consecutively.

Basic quality site with no
changing accommodation.
Scope to accommodation
more play both across the
week and at peak time. Site
quality is however
approaching poor which
would see reduction in
capacity.
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Current Picture
8.117 The site overviews set out in Table 8.9 provide an understanding of the issues regarding the
adequacy of pitch provision across Doncaster and the situation at individual sites. Table xx
summarises this further, providing an overview of spare capacity across the week (taking
into account all activity) and at peak time.
8.118 The key used in this table is set out below.

X



Site overplayed in this age group



Site played to level it can sustain



Site has potential to accommodate more play but is not currently used



Potential to accommodate more play - and used already for play

No available capacity at peak time

Table 8.10: Summary of Site and Pitch Availability at Peak Time
Sub Area

Site Name
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY ACADEMY
STRAIGHT MILE
COMMUNICATION
SPECIALIST COLLEGE DONCASTER

Adult

Youth

X

9v9

7v7

5v5

x
x

X

ELMFIELD PARK

x

X

x

X

Hall Cross Academy
HEXTHORPE FLATS
HILLS LANE RECREATION
GROUND
PARKLANDS SPORTS &
SOCIAL CLUB
SANDALL PARK
SANDFORD ROAD
RECREATION GROUND
Central

East

x

CANTLEY PARK

x

TOWN FIELD
Shaw Wood School,
Mere Lane
WICKET HERN ROAD
RECREATION GROUND

x

Armthorpe Academy

x

x

x

x

x

x

X
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Sub Area

Site Name
Armthorpe Miners
Welfare - Old Cricket
Field, Church Street
ARMTHORPE MINERS
WELFARE SPORTS CLUB
ARMTHORPE SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY SCHOOL
BARNBY DUN & KIRK
SANDALL SPORTS
ASSOCIATION

Adult

Youth

9v9

7v7

5v5

x

x

x

x

x

X

Abbey School Fields

x
x

Ash Hill Academy
SHEEP DIP LANE
RECREATION GROUND
Church Balk - Howard
Pavilion

x
x

Farfield
HUNGERHILL SCHOOL
FISHLAKE FALCONS
JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
HATFIELD MAIN
FOOTBALL CLUB
Hatfield Woodhouse
Recreation Ground

X

x
x

X

Jubilee Park
KIRK SANDALL JUNIOR
SCHOOL
MOORENDS MINERS
WELFARE
STAINFORTH MINERS
WELFARE
COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION GROUND

x

Trinity Academy

x

x

x
x

x

X

Wyke Gate Park
ADWICK PARK
Highfields Playing Field /
Roman Ridge
Outwood Academy
Adwick
Outwood Academy
Danum

X

x

X

x

X

x

Arksey Park
ASKERN MINERS WELFARE

X

Moss Road Playing Fields
Warren House Park
BENTLEY COLLIERY
FOOTBALL GROUND
BENTLEY HIGH STREET
PRIMARY SCHOOL
North

x

x

x

Bentley Park
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Sub Area

Site Name

Adult

QUEENS DRIVE
BRODSWORTH MINERS
WELFARE

Youth

9v9

7v7

x

CARCROFT PARK
NEWLANDS PARK
ANCHORAGE LANE
RECREATION GROUND
Hickleton Harriers Junior
Football Club
DONCASTER COLLEGE
(HIGH MELTON) Note this
site has since closed
Highfields Market and
Recreation Ground
RICHMOND HILL
PRIMARY ACADEMY
CAMPSMOUNT A COOPERATIVE ACADEMY
RYECROFT ROAD
RECREATION GROUND

5v5

X
X

x

X

X

X

Ridgewood School
ASKERN SPRINGS
LANGDALE DRIVE
PLAYING FIELDS
CROSSFIELDS LANE
RECREATION GROUND
TOLL BAR RECREATION
GROUND
ST JOSEPH AND ST
TERESAS CATHOLIC
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Woodlands Park
ROSSINGTON
COMMUNITY SPORTS
VILLAGE
ROSSINGTON MAIN FC
Rossington Main Miners
Welfare
AUCKLEY RECREATION
GROUND (Riverside Park)

x

x

x

x

x

X

x
x
x

Hill House School
Ruddle Centre /
Braithwell Playing Fields
Brodsworth Way Playing
Fields
McAuley Catholic
Academy

South

DE WARENNE ACADEMY
MORLEY PLACE
ACADEMY
OLD ROAD RECREATION
GROUND

x

DENABY CRAGS

x

X
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Sub Area

Site Name
FOOTBALL PITCH

Adult

Youth

9v9

7v7

5v5

DENABY MINERS
WELFARE
DENABY Old Cricket Field
SIR THOMAS WHARTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
YORKSHIRE MAIN MINERS
WELFARE
LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION GROUND

X
x

THE HAYFIELD SCHOOL
Doncaster Road
Recreation Ground
MANVERS ROAD PARK
MEXBOROUGH
ACADEMY
MEXBOROUGH
HIGHWOODS PRIMARY
SCHOOL
MEXBOROUGH MINERS
WELFARE & ATHLETICS
CLUB
Pheasant Bank
Academy
TICKHILL JUNIORS
FOOTBALL CLUB
TICKHILL RECREATION
GROUND (Tithes Lane)
Wadworth Playing Fields
- CHRISTOPHER FALJAM
MEMORIAL PLAYING
FIELD
KING GEORGE V
PLAYING FIELD

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

X

x

X

x
x

X

x

x

x

CONISBROUGH WELFARE

X

8.119 Issues can be further evaluated looking first at the adequacy of provision for each type of
pitch, as well as exploring whether the situation differs in the four sub areas of the borough.
8.120 The key issues arising are summarised in the sections that follow, and the overarching issues
identified are pulled together in a summary table Table 8.18.
Adult Football Pitches (11v11)
8.121 Table 8.11 overleaf summarises the usage at full size grass football pitches. Peak time
analysis reflects the peak time for adult football (Sunday morning).
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Current
Position

-1

-3

0

Site overplayed

1

Standard

0.5

1

1.5

1

0.5

COMMUNICATION
SPECIALIST COLLEGE
- DONCASTER

Secure
(confirmed
by school)

2

Standard

2.5

5.5

1.5

-1.5

0

ELMFIELD PARK

Secure

1

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

Hall Cross Academy

Unsecured

2.00

Standard

0

2

4

2

2

CANTLEY PARK

Secure

6

Standard

2

2

10

8

4

HEXTHORPE FLATS

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Scope to accommodate more play
Site
overplayed

Site is a popular venue,
accommodating
community games as well
as curricular activity.
Drainage requires
improvement, but facilities
good overall. Regular
maintenance regime
although felt restricted by
some clubs, with concerns
about the surface
(potentially reflecting high
levels of use). Limited scope
for further play, but a junior
pitch can be marked out
on request, adding to the
overall stock of facilities.
Scope to accommodate more play

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Sun AM

7.5

Peak Time

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

5

Site
Overview

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Standard

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

2

STRAIGHT MILE

Secure
(Football
Foundation
Funding)
Secure

Venue
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY

Number of
Pitches

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Table 8.11: Full Sized Football Pitches

13

35 match
equivalents,
but 1.5
match
equivalents
overplay.
Including
training, this
reduces to
27, with 5
match
equivalents
overplay

School site not currently used but believed to
offer community use. Scope for additional
activity. Pitches of good quality except for
gradient. Limited maintenance procedures.
Scope to accommodate more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Site of limited quality with
no changing
accommodation. Subject
to public access and dog
fouling. Basic pitch only.
Receives limited use and
therefore able to
accommodate more play
both across the week and
191

Peak Time

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

11.5

29.5 match
equivalents.
Including
other activity,
this reduces
to 20 with 3
match
equivalent
overplay

at peak time.
HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND
PARKLANDS SPORTS
& SOCIAL CLUB
SANDALL PARK

Secure

1

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

Scope to accommodate more play

Secure

2

Standard

1

2

3

2

1

Scope to accommodate more play

Secure

2

Standard

0.5

0.5

3.5

3.5

1.5

Scope to accommodate more play

SANDFORD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

TOWN FIELD SPORTS
CLUB
Shaw Wood School,
Mere Lane
Armthorpe
Academy

Secure

4

Standard

3

4

5

4

1

Scope to accommodate
more teams both at peak
time and across the week.
Pitch of basic quality with
no changing
accommodation meaning
that site does not meet
league requirements.
Scope to accommodate more play

Unsecure

1

Standard

0

1

2

1

1

Scope to accommodate more play

Unsecure
(agreement
for AGP)

1

Standard

1

4

1

-2

0

Site
overplayed

ARMTHORPE MINERS
WELFARE SPORTS
CLUB

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Pitch heavily used when
taking into account
curricular activity as well as
community use. Also
accommodates some
training (although some of
this is displaced to the AGP)
which can cause overplay.
Senior club with fenced
pitch and stand. Pitch able
to sustain further play across
the week and at peak time,
with most usage being on a
Saturday PM. In good
condition and improving.
Approaching a good
rating, with only the variety
of maintenance
undertaken restricting this
score.
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1

0

Scope to accommodate more play

Unsecure

2.00

Standard

0

2

4

2

2

Fairfield /Farfield

Secure

1.00

Standard

0

0.5

2

1.5

1

HUNGERHILL
SCHOOL

Unsecure

1

Standard

1

3

1

-1

0

HATFIELD MAIN
FOOTBALL CLUB

Secure

1

Good

1.5

3

1.5

0

0

Hatfield Woodhouse
Recreation Ground

Secure

1.00

0

0

2

2

1

school site not currently used but believed to
offer community use. Scope for additional
activity.
Scope to
Basic site with no changing
accommodate accommodation. Is not
more play
currently used for
competitive fixtures, but
evidence of some training
on the site on a Saturday.
Scope to accommodate
further play at both peak
time and across the week
as a consequence.
Site
Large school site. Used as
overplayed
home base by club for both
matches and training and
also required to sustain
curricular activity. Pitches
overplayed due to heavy
usage across the weekend
and in the school day.
Pitches used for 5v5 and
7v7 (overmarked on adult
pitches). No known quality
issues but as a school
venue, site must be
considered unsecured.
Played to level
Good quality pitch with
pitch can
good changing facilities,
sustain
amongst the highest quality
in the borough. Use for both
training and competition, as
well a midweek activity
means that site is played to
level that can be sustained.
Scope to
No existing use on site. Small
accommodate site with some drainage
more play
issues but adequate for

Number of
Pitches

Standard
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Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Sun AM

1

Peak Time

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

1

Site
Overview

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

1

Secure

Current
Position

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Standard

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

1

Venue
BARNBY DUN & KIRK
SANDALL SPORTS
ASSOCIATION
Ash Hill Academy
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Peak Time

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

17

43 match
equivalents,
reduces to 31
match
equivalents
(and 3
overplay)
taking into
account all

play. No changing
accommodation.
Scope to
Large park with just one
accommodate pitch marked currently.
more play
Quality limited due to
evidence of damaging
informal use such as
motorbikes.
pitch able to sustain additional play

Jubilee Park

Secure

1.00

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

MOORENDS MINERS
WELFARE
STAINFORTH MINERS
WELFARE

Secure

4

Standard

2

2

6

6

2.5

Secure

3

Standard

2.5

5

3.5

1

0.5

COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
Wyke Gate Park

Secure

1

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

Secure

1.00

Poor

0

0

1

1

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

ADWICK PARK

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

3

0.5

-1

0

Site overplayed

Outwood Academy
Adwick

Secure

2.00

Standard

0

2

4

2

2

school site not currently used but believed to
offer community use. Scope for additional
activity.

Outwood Academy
Danum
Arksey Park

Secure

3.00

Standard

0

3

6

3

3

Secure

1.00

standard

0

0

2

2

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site accommodating large
club with a variety of
pitches. Use for both
training and matches
means that is is heavily
used. Limited capacity at
peak time with some fixtures
already staggered and no
scope across the week for
further play on the 9v9
pitch. Youth pitch is
overplayed, suggesting
pitch provision is tight.
Scope to accommodate more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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No existing use means
scope to accommodate
more play. Site is however
wet but does include
changing accommodation.

No existing activity on site
meaning potential for
activity at peak time and
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ASKERN MINERS
WELFARE

Secure

1

Standard

2

3.5

0

-1.5

0

Moss Road Playing
Fields

Secure

1.00

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

Warren House Park

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

0

BENTLEY COLLIERY
FOOTBALL GROUND

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

1

BENTLEY HIGH STREET
PRIMARY SCHOOL
Bentley Park

Unsecure

1

Standard

0.5

2

1.5

0

0

1.00

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

Secure

across the week. Pitch
quality poor to standard but
no changing provided.
Site
Single pitch site of good
overplayed
quality, fenced off and well
maintained. Good quality
changing accommodation
and clubhouse. Site
approaching a good
classification. No further
capacity during the week
or at peak time and site is
overplayed taking into
account all activity
Scope to
No existing activity on site
accommodate meaning potential for
more play
activity at peak time and
across the week. Pitch
quality standard but no
changing provided.
Scope to accommodate more play

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Peak Time

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

activity

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site caters for Pyramid club.
In good condition and
approaching good rating.
Scope to accommodate
further activity both at peak
time (when the pitch is not
currently used) and across
the week. The use of the
pitch for pyramid teams
however suggests that while
in theory it is available, in
practice it is unlikely to be a
realistic option for teams on
a Sunday morning. Club
seeking new pavilion.
Played to level pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
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No existing activity on site
meaning potential for
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Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Peak Time

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

more play

activity at peak time and
across the week. Pitch
quality standard but no
changing provided.
Scope to
site offers capacity for
accommodate additional play both across
more play
the week and at peak time.
Standard quality overall but
clubs raise concerns about
poor quality pitch surface
and grass in goalmouths, as
well as drainage. Changing
facilities of limited quality
and do not meet league
requirements
Scope to
Site has opportunity for only
accommodate a small further amount of
more play
play, with just 0.5 match
equivalents available, as
the site accommodates
both matches and training.
Limited available also at
peak time, suggesting that
facility is well used overall.
Changing facilities also
provided. One pitch slightly
sloping and some areas of
poor grass cover.
Scope to accommodate more play

QUEENS DRIVE

Secure

2

Standard

1

1

3

3

1

BRODSWORTH
MINERS WELFARE

Secure

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

CARCROFT PARK

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

1.5

1

0.5

NEWLANDS PARK

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Played to level
pitch can
sustain

ANCHORAGE LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

Secure

2

Standard

3

4.5

1

-0.5

0

Site
overplayed
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Site includes two 11v11
pitches but hosts 9v9 teams.
Well maintained and
pavilion of adequate
quality. No further capacity
at peak time and heavy
use means that site is also at
capacity across the week.
Pitches heavily used,
particularly when taking
into account both training
196

Highfields Market
and Recreation
Ground

Secure

CAMPSMOUNT A
CO-OPERATIVE
ACADEMY

Unsecure
(but
developed
full lettings
programme
through NOF.
School
indicate
agreement is
unsecure)
Secure

RYECROFT ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

1.00

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

1

Standard

0

1

4

3

1

2

Standard

1

1

3

3

1.5

1.00

Standard

0

1

2

1

1

Ridgewood School

Unsecure

ASKERN SPRINGS

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

CROSSFIELDS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Peak Time

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

and matches. Matches are
already being played
consecutively to ensure all
can be accommodated.
Quality standard although
maintenance is
supplemented by the club.
Scope to
Pitch of fairly limited quality.
accommodate No existing use means that
more play
there is scope to
accommodate activity
both at peak time and
across the week.
Scope to accommodate more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Site of standard to good
quality run by Parish.
Maintenance considered
reasonably good and good
changing facilities funded
by the Football Foundation.
Scope to accommodate
more play both across the
week and at peak time.
school site not currently used but believed to
offer community use. Scope for additional
activity.
Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Scope to accommodate
additional play across the
week and at peak time. Site
does not however contain
197

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

ROSSINGTON
COMMUNITY SPORTS
VILLAGE

Secure
(Football
Foundation
Funding)

2

Standard

2

4

2

0

0

ROSSINGTON MAIN
FC

Secure

1

Standard

2

4

0

-2

0

Rossington Main
Miners Welfare

Secure

2

Standard

0.5

0.5

3.5

3.5

1.5
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Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Secure

changing accommodation
which club believe to be
significant problem. Pitch
quality is standard but some
issues with dog fouling and
litter. Some clubs also raise
concerns about the level of
maintenance that is
undertaken.
Scope to
Site offering scope to
accommodate accommodate further play
more play
as only currently hosting
one team. Pitch of
adequate quality but site
includes container only, no
clubhouse etc.
Played to level
Popular venue for adult
pitch can
football and also serves
sustain
school use. Taking into
account school use, there is
no further capacity for
additional play either at
peak time or across the
week. Site also includes 3g
pitch which is used heavily
for training activity.
Site
Stadium pitch of standard
overplayed
to good quality, with old
but adequate changing
accommodation. Usage
across the week means that
the site is overplayed when
taking into account training
(floodlit pitch to support
this) and although there is
limited use at peak time,
there is no further capacity
for any activity to be
accommodated.
Played to level pitch can sustain

Peak Time

TOLL BAR
RECREATION
GROUND

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

22

54.5 match
equivalents,
reducing to
33.75 taking
into account
all activity
(and
overplay)
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Current
Position

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

unsecure

2

Standard

0.8

2.8

3.25

1.25

1.25

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

2.00

Standard

0

0

4

4

2

Secure

2

Standard

0

2

4

2

2

Unsecure

1

Standard

0

1

2

1

1

Scope to accommodate more play

Secure

3

Standard

4

4

2

2

0.5

Scope to accommodate more play

Secure

1

Good

1

2

2

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Ruddle Centre / Braithwell Playing
Fields
Brodsworth Way
Secure
Playing Fields

McAuley Catholic
Academy
DE WARENNE
ACADEMY
OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
DENABY MINERS
WELFARE

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Sun AM

0.5

Peak Time

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Standard

Site
Overview

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

1

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Hill House School

Secure

Number of
Pitches

Venue
AUCKLEY
RECREATION
GROUND (Riverside
Park)

Single pitch site of limited
quality and accompanied
by basic changing rooms.
Suffers from impact of
public access and quality is
approaching poor. Scope
to host further play both
across the week and at
peak time.
Scope to
Site used by small club and
accommodate overmarked over large
more play
pitches on school site.
Scope to accommodate
further play both at peak
time and across the week.
As an independent school,
security of tenure is a
concern.
Scope to accommodate more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
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No existing community use
meaning that site has
potential to accommodate
further play both midweek
and at peak time. Pitches
not currently marked out
although are considered to
be available. Posts are up.

Site used by senior team as
well as 9v9 for both training
and match. Good quality
facility with strong
maintenance regime.
Capacity to host additional
199

SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE
LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
Doncaster Road
Recreation Ground

Unsecure

1

Secure

3

Secure

1

Secure

1.00

MANVERS ROAD
PARK

Secure

1

MEXBOROUGH
ACADEMY
MEXBOROUGH
MINERS WELFARE &
ATHLETICS CLUB

Unsecure
Secure

Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

matches both at peak time
and across the week. Club
seeking to enhance new
pavilion to ensure it meets
ongoing required standards
Scope to accommodate more play

0

1

2

1

1

Standard

1.5

2

4.5

4

2.5

Scope to accommodate more play

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

pitch able to sustain additional play

0

0

2

2

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

6

Standard

0

6

12

6

6

2

Good /
Standard

3

4.5

2

0.5

0

Poor

Peak Time

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Poor and uneven pitch with
no markings this season.
Scope to accommodate
some play but opportunities
limited without qualitative
improvements.
pitch able to
Basic pitch site with scope
sustain
for further play both at
additional play
peak time and across the
week. Site suffers from
unauthorised usage
including motorbikes etc.
pitch able to sustain additional play
Played to level
pitch can
sustain
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Welfare pitch one of which
is fenced in. Second pitch is
narrow and of slightly lower
quality, but good site
overall. Scope to
accommodate additional
play, also hosts training
activity for some of the
teams. Facility quality
adequate but club highlight
cost of maintenance as key
concern. No separate
youth / female changing
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TICKHILL
RECREATION
GROUND (Tithes
Lane)

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Wadworth Playing
Fields - CHRISTOPHER
FALJAM MEMORIAL
PLAYING FIELD

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

KING GEORGE V
PLAYING FIELD
CONISBROUGH
WELFARE

Secure

1

Standard

1.3

2.5

0.75

-0.5

0

Site overplayed

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

1.5

1

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Weekly
Spare
Capacity
by Sub
area

Peak Time

Site
Overview

Current
Position

Sun AM

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Total Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALEN
TS (Club
only)

Number of
Pitches

Venue

rooms but facilities are
adequate.
Basic site offering changing
and a pitch. At capacity at
peak time but scope for
further activity during the
week.
Site quality fairly limited, but
standard classification
means there is scope to
accommodate additional
match play both at peak
time across the week and
at peak time.

Basic quality site with no
changing accommodation.
Scope to accommodate
more play both across the
week and at peak time. Site
quality is however
approaching poor which
would see reduction in
capacity.
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8.122 Table 8.11 reveals that there is some spare capacity in the existing stock of adult pitches
across the borough. The key issues arising from the Table are;


Taking into account overplay, across the week, there are 162 match equivalents
available on adult pitches (103 when including all activity including training). This
however reduces to 64 at peak time. This suggests that pitch provision for adults
remains sufficient and that there is a high amount of spare capacity



Despite high levels of availability, there are 17 sites that do not have any remaining
capacity at peak time on adult pitches. These are Balby Carr Community Academy,
Communication Specialist College, Armthorpe Academy, Barnby Dun and Kirk
Sandall Sports Association, Hatfield Main Football Club, Hungerhill School, Adwick
Park, Anchorage Lane Recreation Ground, Askern Miners Welfare, Bentley High
Street Primary School, Newlands Park, Warren House Park, Rossington Community
Sports Village, Rossington Main FC, King George Playing Field, Mexborough Miners
Welfare and Tickhill Recreation Ground



The highest levels of spare capacity are at Mexborough Academy (with 6 pitches
currently unused at peak time), Cantley Park (4), Outwood Academy Adwick (3)
and Moorends Miners Welfare (2.5)



Reflecting the level of peak time availability, across the week, there is very little
evidence of overplay on adult pitches. When taking into just match play, Balby Carr
Community College is the only site to register any overplay. Taking into account
other activity (school use / training), the Communication Specialist College,
Hungerhill School, Adwick Park and Anchorage Lane also experience a small
degree of overplay.

8.123 It is therefore clear that for adult pitches, when taking into account all facilities available,
there are sufficient sites. There are some sites however when supply is more closely
matched with demand.
8.124 Supplementing the availability of grass pitches, at peak time, there are two AGPs on the
FA register that can be used for competitive football fixtures. There is scope to increase
match play on these sites, although use as an adult pitch would need to compete with
use for junior play (where there are potentially more capacity pressures). The pitch at
Balby Carr Community Academy currently accommodates adult match play on a Sunday
afternoon, but there is spare capacity on a Saturday afternoon for matches, although
there are other bookings on Saturday and Sunday mornings currently.
8.125 It should also be noted that the majority of sites that are out of use this year have
previously provided adult pitches, meaning that there is significant scope to increase the
number of pitches provided and that spare capacity is in reality greater than is presented
by the analysis of the current picture. Pitches at the Don Valley Academy will also be
replaced, offering further spare capacity.
8.126 Looking in more detail at the location of spare capacity for adult football on grass pitches:
Central


Although there is a degree of spare capacity in each area of the borough for adult
football, this is most limited in the central area, with only 13 match equivalents
available at peak time and 27, with 5 match equivalents overplay when taking into
account all activity across the week.
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Two of the busiest sites in the borough - Balby Carr Community Academy and
Communication Specialist College are located in the central area. Cantley Park, a
large site offers the most spare capacity but most others offer 0.5 - 1 match
equivalent at peak time. Hall Cross Academy also has a reasonable amount of
spare capacity as the site is available but not currently used by the community.

East


There are 11.5 match equivalents available at peak time in the east, with 19 match
equivalents across the week taking into account all activity (and 1 match
equivalent overplay). This suggests that there is some degree of spare capacity.
Only Armthorpe Academy and Hungerhill School are approaching capacity and it
should be noted that it is believed some training use at these sites is transferred to
AGPs (sand) in winter months meaning that overplay may be overstated.



Like in the central areas, there are few venues with significant capacity at peak
time, with most offering either 0.5 - 1 match equivalent per week. Barnby Dun and
Kirk Sandall Sports Association, Hatfield Main FC and Hungerhill School do not have
any further capacity at peak time, while Moorends Miners Welfare and Ash Hill
Academy offer the highest level of spare capacity.

North


Spare capacity in the north for adult football is also relatively high, with 17 match
equivalents at peak time and 28 match equivalents taking into account overplay
and all activity. Anchorage Lane and Askern Miners Welfare both sustain overplay
however Adwick Park, Askern Miners Welfare, Bentley High Street Primary School,
Newlands Park and Warren House Park all have no further availability at peak time.

South


The highest levels of availability are found in the south, with 22 match equivalents
available at peak time. There are 54.5 match equivalents available across the week
however, with 33 available when taking into account all activity (and overplay).



King George V Playing Field and Rossington Main FC are the only sites to suffer from
any overplay.

8.127 For adult football therefore, provision is sufficient to meet current demand overall. The high
peak time demand means that the quality of facilities has a lower impact than it may
otherwise do, as activity on pitches (particularly those on Council sites serving single team
clubs) is primarily focused on one day.
8.128 While training on site places greater pressures on some pitches (and forces teams to train
on a Saturday morning rather than midweek) in the majority of cases it is not placing adult
pitches above capacity.
8.129 While it is clear that there are sufficient pitches for adult football (and that there is some
availability for additional play) it is important that this is considered in the context of the
findings for other size pitches, where facility availability is more constrained, and not in
isolation.
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Impact of none secured community use
8.130 Table 8.11 includes several sites that are unsecured containing adult pitches. In total, these
currently account for 16.25 match equivalents availability at peak time and 15.25 match
equivalents (including all activity and taking into account overplay at Hungerhill School)
across the week. This means that excluding unsecured sites, there are enough pitches
although available capacity drops to 47 match equivalents at peak time and 84 match
equivalents across the week. This suggests that even if these facilities were no longer
available, provision would remain sufficient.
8.131 Use of existing sites that are unsecured is fairly minimal, with only Hungerhill School,
Armthorpe Academy, Bentley High Street Primary and Hill House School used for adult
pitches. This suggests that for adult football, the unsecured status of these sites is not
currently critical, given the already high levels of spare capacity and the minimal
displacement that would take place if these sites were no longer available.
8.132 Unsecured sites are spread across all areas.
Youth Football
8.133 In reality, some sites are used by both adult teams and youth teams and there is little
difference in terms of the size of pitches. The usage of smaller youth pitches is however
summarised in Table 8.12. It indicates that spare capacity is much more limited than for
adult pitches.
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Table 8.12: Use of Youth Football Pitches

Pitch
Totals

Venue

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY

2

Standard

1.5

3.5

2.5

0.5

0.5

STRAIGHT MILE

Secure

1

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

ELMFIELD PARK
HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

3

0.5

-1

0

CANTLEY PARK
PARKLANDS
SPORTS & SOCIAL
CLUB

Secure

3

Standard

3

6

3

0

0

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

1.5

1

0.5

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

0

Unsecure

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

Overplayed
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

1

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Shaw Wood
School, Mere Lane
Armthorpe Miners
Welfare - Old
Cricket Field,
Church Street
BARNBY DUN &
KIRK SANDALL
SPORTS
ASSOCIATION
Abbey School
Fields

Secure

2

Standard

1

1.5

3

2.5

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

1.5

1

0.5

Unsecure

1

Standard

1

3

1

-1

0
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Weekly Spare
Capacity

2

11.5 match
equivalents,
3.5 taking
into account
all activity
(and
overplay)

15

19 match
equivalents,
8 taking into
account all
activity (and
overplay)

Current Position

Secure
(Football
Foundation
Funding)

TOWN FIELD
SPORTS CLUB

Peak Time
Capacity

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Overplayed
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Pitch
Totals

Venue
Church Balk Howard Pavilion
HUNGERHILL
SCHOOL
FISHLAKE
FALCONS JUNIOR
FOOTBALL CLUB
MOORENDS
MINERS WELFARE
COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

Trinity Academy
Highfields Playing
Field / Roman
Ridge
Warren House
Park
BENTLEY HIGH
STREET PRIMARY

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

2

Standard

2.5

2.5

1.5

1.5

0

unsecure

1

Standard

0.5

2

1.5

0

0

Secure

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

Secure

2

Standard

2

2

2

2

0

Secure

1

Standard

2

3

0

-1

0

3.00

Standard

0

4

6

2

0

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Secure

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Unsecure

1

Standard

2

5

0

-3

0

Overplayed
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Weekly Spare
Capacity

3

10 match
equivalents,
1 taking into
account all
activity (and
overplay)

Current Position
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
pitch able to
sustain
additional play

Secure

Unsecure

Peak Time
Capacity

Overplayed
school site not
currently used
but believed to
offer community
use. Scope for
additional
activity although
it should be
noted that
access is not
permitted on a
Sunday, which is
peak time for
football.
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Pitch
Totals

Venue
SCHOOL

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Secure

1

Standard

1

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

NEWLANDS PARK
Hickleton Harriers
Junior Football
Club

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Secure
Unsecure
(but
developed
full lettings
programme
through
NOF.
School
indicate
agreement
is unsecure)

1

1

1.5

1

0.5

0.5

1

Standard

0

1.5

4

2.5

1

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Secure

1

Standard

1

1

1

1

0

Unsecure

1

Standard

0

1

2

1

1

Unsecure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

DE WARENNE
ACADEMY
MORLEY PLACE
ACADEMY
OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
DENABY CRAGS
FOOTBALL PITCH
YORKSHIRE MAIN
MINERS WELFARE

3

16 match
equivalents,
2.5 taking
into account
all activity
(and
overplay)

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Secure

1

Standard

0

0

2

2

1

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

3

0.5

-1

0

Overplayed
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Current Position

CARCROFT PARK

CAMPSMOUNT A
CO-OPERATIVE
ACADEMY
LANGDALE DRIVE
PLAYING FIELDS
Rossington Main
Miners Welfare

Peak Time
Capacity
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Venue
LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL
MEXBOROUGH
ACADEMY
TICKHILL JUNIORS
FOOTBALL CLUB
KING GEORGE V
PLAYING FIELD

Pitch
Totals

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Peak Time
Capacity
Sun
AM

Current Position
pitch able to
sustain
additional play

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

1.5

0.5

0.5

0

Secure

2

Standard

1.5

5

2.5

-1

0

Unsecure

2

Standard

1

3

3

1

1

Secure

2

Standard

2

4

2

0

0

Overplayed
pitch able to
sustain
additional play
Played to level
pitch can sustain

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

3

0.5

-1

0

Overplayed
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8.134 Table 8.12 reveals that overall, there is an adequate amount of availability boroughwide
at specific youth pitches with 9.5 match equivalents available at peak time. This is
however clearly a much lower level than the amount of adult pitches. Across the week,
there is greater capacity for additional play (58.5 accounting for overplay) but this is
reduced to 16 when considering all activity as well as overplay. This suggests that like adult
pitches, provision is sufficient, but more closely matched with demand than for adult
teams.
8.135 Overplay is concentrated at Hills Lane Recreation Ground, Abbey School, Bentley High
Street Primary School, Coulman Road Recreation Ground, Yorkshire Main Welfare Ground
and The Hayfield School. All of these sites are used by junior clubs with several teams. All of
these sites only experience overplay when also taking into account the impact of training
(and curricular activity).
8.136 While there is capacity degree of capacity for further play, this is relatively limited with no
site able to sustain more than one additional match equivalent per week. Spare capacity
is primarily focused at school sites that are available but not currently accommodating
any junior play (De Warenne Academy, Mexborough Academy, Campsmount Academy)
as well as at Straight Mile, Old Road Recreation Ground and Armthorpe Miners Welfare.
8.137 24 sites have no further capacity for junior play at peak time without staggering kick offs.
These include a variety of types of facility but almost all are associated with large clubs. It
is important to note therefore that while there are sufficient pitches overall for youth play,
in some parts of the borough there are insufficient pitches to meet the needs of the clubs
that are based there.
Spread of Play Geographically
8.138 Geographically, there is little variation within the borough. Spare capacity is minimal in all
areas, with peak time spare capacity only ranging between 2 and 3 match equivalents.
8.139 All areas are affected by training, with the amount of spare capacity reducing when this is
taken into account.
Unsecured Pitches
8.140 Table 8.12 reveals that there are 9 sites containing unsecured youth pitches. Of these, only
three have any spare capacity at peak time and the others are all well used by
community teams. The already existing low levels of availability mean that this is a
particular concern. Bentley High Street Primary School, Abbey School Fields, Hungerhill
School, Trinity Academy (due to lack of availability on a Sunday) and Morley Place
Academy) are all at capacity at peak time and in total host 6 match equivalents across
the week. There is a small amount of spare capacity at De Warenne Academy,
Mexborough Academy and Campsmount Academy.
8.141 Excluding unsecured sites, spare capacity equates to 12 match equivalents across the
week (taking into account all activity and overplay) and 6 match equivalents at peak
time. There are 6 match equivalents associated with the community taking on youth
pitches at unsecured sites and these would need to be relocated, meaning that supply
would be directly in balance with demand if all unsecured sites were no longer available.
Several clubs would also be displaced from their home.
8.142 Although there are no unsecured pitches in the central area, the impact would be spread
across the rest of the borough.
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8.143 This suggests therefore that while there is currently sufficient provision for junior teams, the
impact of training, coupled with the reliance on unsecured facilities means that supply is
fairly evenly balanced with demand.
9 v 9 Pitches
8.144 Table 8.13 summarises the use at 9 v 9 football pitches. It reveals that across the week,
spare capacity equates to 44.5 match equivalents (12.5 when taking into account all
activity and overplay). Pitch provision is however constrained at peak time however, with
only 9 match equivalents available, suggesting that there is limited capacity to
accommodate growth in demand
8.145 Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall Sports Association, Bentley High Street Primary School,
Cantley Park, Langdale Drive Playing Fields all experience overplay (all are associated
with large clubs) while a further 11 sites have no more spare capacity at peak time
without staggering fixtures.
8.146 Elmfield Park is the only site able to accommodate more than 1 additional match
equivalent (1.5).
8.147 It should be noted that since these calculations were undertaken, High Melton College
has closed, meaning that provision is even more closely matched with demand (and
teams playing at High Melton College have had to relocate).
8.148 It should also be noted that while there is a degree of spare capacity boroughwide, this is
not necessarily in the right place to meet the demands of certain large clubs, where
capacity issues are evident.
Spread of Provision
8.149 Geographically, it is clear that provision is particularly tight in the central and east areas:
Central Area
There is only 1.5 match equivalents available in the central area (at Elmfield Park) at peak
time. Provision is also restricted across the week, with just 3.5 match equivalents available.
Despite supply closely matching demand, the only existing overplay is at Cantley Park.
Elmfield Park is able to accommodate additional play during the week and there is also
scope for one further match equivalent at Kirk Sandall Sports Association. No remaining
sites have any further capacity however.
East
Provision is very closely matched with demand in the east - there is no remaining spare
capacity at peak time and no sites able to sustain further play during the week. There is
overplay at Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall Sports Association (1). Provision is therefore very
tightly matched with demand in this area and there is no further capacity for growth
without staggering games.
North
In the north, provision is much more able to accommodate demand, with 5.5 match
equivalents available at peak time. Even in the north however, taking into account
training and other activity as well as overplay, availability reduces to 5 match equivalents
across the week.
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The key pressures in the north are evidently at Bentley High Street Primary School and
Langdale Drive Playing Fields, both of whom experience overplay and have no further
spare capacity. These are in particular influenced by their use for training as well as
matches. There are no sites with more than one match equivalent available at peak time.
South
With only 2 match equivalents available in the south at peak time, provision is also closely
matched with demand. Spare capacity is however distributed across several sites, with
only Rossington Miners Welfare, Lindley Road Playing Fields, The Hayfield School and
Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare having no capacity for further play at peak time.
During the week there is scope to expand activities, although this is fairly limited (with only
5 match equivalents available after accounting for all activity that takes place). Again,
spare capacity is spread across numerous sites and only the Ruddle Centre can
accommodate more than 1.5 match equivalents. This may be crucial if new teams are
established with an aspiration to train on a site as well as play matches.
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Table 8.13: 9 v 9 Football Pitches

Venue

BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY ACADEMY
WICKET HERN ROAD
RECREATION GROUND
ARMTHORPE SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY SCHOOL
SHEEP DIP LANE
RECREATION GROUND
STAINFORTH MINERS
WELFARE
COULMAN ROAD
RECREATION GROUND

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

1

Standard

0.5

2

1.5

0

0

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Peak
Time

Weekly Position

1.5

7 match
equivalents, 3
match equivalents
taking into
account all activity
(including
overplay)
6.5 match
equivalents, -1
match equivalents
taking into
account all activity
(including
overplay)

Current Position

Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain

0

5.5

DONCASTER COLLEGE
(HIGH MELTON)
SIR THOMAS WHARTON
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
YORKSHIRE MAIN MINERS
WELFARE
MEXBOROUGH
HIGHWOODS PRIMARY
SCHOOL

1

Standard

1

2

1

0

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Played to level
pitch can sustain

1

Standard

0.5

2

1.5

0

0

Played to level
pitch can sustain

2

Standard

1

1

4

3

0

0

0.5

2

1.5

0

0
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16.5 match
equivalents, 5
match equivalents
taking into
account all activity
(including
overplay)
14.5 match
equivalents, 5.5
match equivalents
taking into
account all activity
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Impact of Unsecured Pitches
8.150 There are 9 sites with unsecured pitches for 9v9 and this represents a significant challenge
given the already fine balance between supply and demand. In total these venues
account for 4.5 match equivalents of community competitive use with Bentley High Street
Primary School being a particularly important community venue.
8.151 Much of the spare capacity available across the borough is however located at
unsecured venues, with Campsmount Academy, Doncaster College, Richmond Hill
Primary School and Ridgewood School all offering 1 match equivalent per week and De
Warenne Academy, Mexborough Highwood Academy and Sir Thomas Wharton
Community College all having 0.5 match equivalents available.
8.152 When excluding the unsecured community use venues, availability at peak time equates
to only 5.5 match equivalents across the borough. There would also be a need to relocate
the 4.5 match equivalents currently using unsecured venues, meaning that there would be
almost no remaining further capacity.
8.153 Most significantly, the unsecure venues are all located in the North and South, meaning
that while provision was already closely balanced with demand in the central and east
areas, if access to unsecured venues was withdrawn, access to 9v9 pitches would also be
limited in the north and south.
8.154 There is therefore already limited capacity to sustain and grow 9v9 football (without
overmarking pitches on other sizes) in the borough, particularly if access to unsecured
venues is lost.
7 v 7 Pitches
8.155 Table 8.14 summarises the use at 7 v 7 football pitches. It indicates that even when
assuming only one match takes place on the pitch at peak time (when in reality they can
be easily staggered due to shorter game times) there is sufficient provision to
accommodate demand. Across the week, reflecting the high capacity of 7v7 pitches,
there are 125 match equivalents available, and 86.5 taking into account all activity
(including curricular activity and training). Peak time supply is however much more
reduced, with only 13.5 match equivalents available.
8.156 There are several sites with no further capacity at peak time (unless matches are
staggered) and these include Adwick Park, Bentley High Street Primary School, Elmfield
Park, Fishlake Falcons, Hills Lane Recreation Ground, Kirk Sandall Sports Association,
Pheasant Bank Academy, Sheep Dip Lane Recreation, Sir Thomas Wharton Recreation
Ground, Wicket Hern Recreation Ground and Yorkshire Main. Most of these sites are
currently accommodating large clubs with several teams.
8.157 There is no overplay currently taking place on 7v7 pitches and Yorkshire Main FC is the only
site that cannot accommodate any further activity over the course of the week, even
once training and curricular activity are taken into account.
8.158 This suggests that on the whole there is good availability of 7v7 pitches although there are
some constraints at peak time on sites where larger clubs are based.
8.159 It should be noted that since these calculations were undertaken, High Melton College
has closed, meaning that provision is even more closely matched with demand (and
teams playing at High Melton College have had to relocate).
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Table 8.14: Use at 7 v 7 Football Pitches

Venue

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun AM

BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY

Secure
(Football
Foundation
Funding)

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

3.5

2.5

1

STRAIGHT MILE

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

3.5

3.5

0.5

ELMFIELD PARK

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

CANTLEY PARK
HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

Secure

2

Standard

4.5

8

3.5

0

0

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

SANDALL PARK
WICKET HERN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
ARMTHORPE
SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
SHEEP DIP LANE
RECREATION
GROUND
Church Balk Howard
Pavilion
FISHLAKE
FALCONS

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

3.5

3

0.5

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

Unsecure

2

Standard

1.5

5

6.5

3

0.5

Secure

1

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

1.5

2.5

2.5

0

Secure

1

Standard

1.5

3

2.5

1

0
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Peak
Time

Weekly
Capacity

2

20 match
equivalents,
13 taking
into
account all
activity

2

29.5 match
equivalents,
20 taking
into
account all
activity

Current Position
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
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Venue
JUNIOR
FOOTBALL
CLUB
KIRK SANDALL
JUNIOR
SCHOOL
STAINFORTH
MINERS
WELFARE
COULMAN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

ADWICK PARK
BENTLEY HIGH
STREET
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
CARCROFT
PARK
DONCASTER
COLLEGE
(HIGH MELTON)
RICHMOND
HILL PRIMARY
ACADEMY
Ridgewood
School
LANGDALE
DRIVE PLAYING
FIELDS
ST JOSEPH AND
ST TERESAS

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun AM

unsecure

1

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

3.5

3

0.5

Secure

2

Standard

2.5

3.5

5.5

4.5

1

Secure

1

Standard

2

3.5

2

0.5

0

Unsecure

1

Standard

1

3

3

1

0

Secure

3

Standard

2

3.5

10

8.5

1.5

Unsecure

1

Standard

0.5

2

3.5

2

0.5

Unsecure

2

Standard

1

3

7

5

1

Unsecure

1.00

Standard

0

1

4

3

1

Secure

2

Standard

2.5

5

5.5

3

0

Unsecure

1

Standard

0.5

1

1.5

1

0.5
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Peak
Time

Weekly
Capacity

5.5

40.5 match
equivalents,
28 taking
into
account all
activity

Current Position
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
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Venue
CATHOLIC
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
Woodlands
Park
Ruddle Centre
/ Braithwell
Playing Fields
OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
DENABY Old
Cricket Field
SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
YORKSHIRE
MAIN MINERS
WELFARE
THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL
Pheasant Bank
Academy
TICKHILL
JUNIORS
FOOTBALL
CLUB

Quality

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match
Play Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match
Play and
Other Use
(Spare
Capacity)

Sun AM

Secure

1.00

Standard

0

0

4

4

1

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

0.5

3.5

3.5

1

Secure

2

Standard

0.5

0.5

7.5

7.5

1.5

Secure

1

Standard

0.5

1

3.5

3

0.5

Unsecure

1

Secure

1

Secure
Unsecure

Secure

1

3

3

1

0

Standard

2

4

2

0

0

1

Standard

0.5

2

3.5

2

0.5

1

Standard

1.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

0

3

Standard

2.5

5

9.5

7
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0.5

Peak
Time

Weekly
Capacity

4

35 match
equivalents,
25.5 taking
into
account all
activity

Current Position
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can sustain
Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Capacity by Area
8.160 Analysis indicates that like many other types of pitch, spare capacity is more constrained
in the central and eastern areas, with pitch availability relatively limited at peak time.
Availability is greater in the north and south of the borough.
Central
8.161 Geographically, there is spare capacity in the central area across the week, but only 2
match equivalents available at peak time. This means that without staggering fixtures
(which is entirely possible on a 7v7 pitch) there is limited scope for additional play.
8.162 Elmfield Park and Hills Lane are the most heavily used facilities, while Balby Carr Academy
has the greatest scope for play at peak time. All sites in the central area can
accommodate further activity outside of peak time.
East
8.163 Like in the central area, there is only 2 match equivalents available at peak time without
staggering fixtures and these are spread across three venues. Coulman Road Recreation
Ground has the greatest level of availability.
8.164 Outside of peak time, all sites have capacity for further activity (20 match equivalents in
total taking into account all activity).
North
8.165 Pitch availability is greater in the north area, although there are only 5.5 match
equivalents available at peak time without staggering fixtures. There is no remaining spare
capacity at Adwick Park, Bentley High Street Primary School and Langdale Drive Playing
Fields.
South
8.166 There are only 4 match equivalents available at peak time without staggering fixtures.
There is no remaining spare capacity at Pheasant Bank Academy or Sir Thomas Wharton
Academy and Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare.
8.167 All sites with the exception of Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare are able to accommodate
increased play across the week.
Unsecured Pitches
8.168 There are nine sites with unsecured access and eight match equivalents take place on
these sites, primarily at Armthorpe Southfield Primary School and Pheasant Bank Academy.
There is currently 3.5 match equivalents spare capacity at unsecured sites at peak time
and the loss of this spare capacity would place greater pressures on other pitches and
force more fixtures to be staggered.
8.169 Excluding unsecured sites, there are 9 match equivalents available at peak time. If access
to unsecured sites was withdrawn, there would be a need to relocate 8 match
equivalents, suggesting that supply would be very closely matched with demand
(although it would be possible to stagger fixtures). There would remain sufficient capacity
across the week to accommodate the relocated teams.
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8.170 There are no unsecured pitches in the central area, however there are facilities in each of
the north, east and south. The close balance between supply and demand in the eastern
area makes access to each of these facilities important, however the low levels of spare
capacity at peak time mean that loss of unsecured venues would also put pressures on
other sites in the north.
5 v 5 pitches
8.171 Table 8.15 outlines the spare capacity that is available at 5 v 5 pitches. It reveals that like
at 7v7 pitches, there is good availability across the week. At peak time, capacity is more
limited although there is scope for further play, particularly if matches are accommodated
consecutively. Across the borough as a whole, spare capacity equates to 79 (taking into
account all activity) while there are 10.5 match equivalents at peak time (although 2
match equivalents are being played consecutively, this has not been treated as
overplay). Spare capacity increases significantly if two games are accommodated
consecutively on each pitch.
8.172 The only overplay evident on 5 v 5 pitches is at Hayfield School, which accommodates a
large club for both training and matches as well as curricular activity. Coulman Road
Recreation Ground and Conisbrough Welfare Ground are also particularly busy at peak
time.
Geographic Spread
8.173 It is clear that the same issues are evident across the borough, with remaining capacity
without staggering fixtures at peak time fairly limited in all areas, but sufficient capacity
across the week.
Central
8.174 With just 4 match equivalents available at peak time, there is limited scope for further play
at Sandall Park and Straight Mile. There is scope at all other venues and because pitches
are able to accommodate further play, opportunity to stagger fixtures to accommodate
games at peak time.
East
8.175 Pitch provision is most compromised in the east at peak time (1 match equivalents spare
capacity without staggering fixtures) and there are no remaining pitches at any of the
sites except Richmond Hill Primary School). Capacity is also restricted across the week due
to training at some venues, particularly Bentley High Street Primary School, Campsmount
Academy and Carcroft Park.
North
8.176 Spare capacity in the north equates to 4 match equivalents at peak time. This is however
almost all located at Ridgewood School, which currently accommodates no play. This
means that all other club venues are very busy and have no further capacity without
staggering play.
8.177 All venues have capacity for further activity across the week, with Ridgewood School able
to sustain the highest number of match equivalents, but Richmond Hill Primary, Langdale
Drive Playing Fields and Doncaster High Melton College also able to sustain 2 or more
additional match equivalents.
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South
8.178 Spare capacity at peak time is equivalent to only 1.5 match equivalents and this is
located at Sir Thomas Wharton Academy and Tickhill Juniors. The Hayfield School and
Conisbrough Welfare are both busy at peak time, with the pitch at the Hayfield School
overused due to the level of demand. There is no remaining capacity at the majority of
venues at peak time without staggering fixtures, suggesting that again capacity is closely
matched.
8.179 It is therefore clear that while there are sufficient 5v5 pitches (although there are some
localised pressures at sites hosting large clubs), this requires games to be staggered on
some sites if matches are to be accommodated at peak time. This places greater
pressures on the quality of pitches.
Unsecured pitches
8.180 There are nine sites with unsecured access and eight match equivalents take place on
these sites, primarily at Armthorpe Southfield Primary School and Pheasant Bank Academy.
There is currently 3.5 match equivalents spare capacity at unsecured sites and the loss of
this would place greater pressures on other pitches and force more fixtures to be
staggered.
8.181 Excluding unsecured sites, there are 9 match equivalents available at peak time. If access
to unsecured sites was withdrawn, there would be a need to relocate 8 match
equivalents, suggesting that supply would be very closely matched with demand
(although it would be possible to stagger fixtures). There would remain sufficient capacity
across the week to accommodate the relocated teams.
8.182 There are no unsecured venues in the central area, however there are facilities in each of
the north, east and south. The close balance between supply and demand in the eastern
area (as well as the high number of unsecured sites that currently sustain community play)
makes access to each of these facilities important, however the low levels of spare
capacity at peak time mean that loss of unsecured venues would also put pressures on
other sites in the north.
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Table 8.15: 5 v 5 Pitches
TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Venue
BALBY CARR
COMMUNITY
ACADEMY

School

1

Standard

0.5

1.5

3.5

2.5

0.5

STRAIGHT MILE

Council

1

Standard

1

1

3

3

0

ELMFIELD PARK
Hall Cross
Academy
HILLS LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

Council

1

Standard

0.5

1

3.5

3

0.5

2.00

Standard

0

2

8

6

2

Council

2

Standard

1

2

7

6

1

CANTLEY PARK

Council

2

Standard

2.5

4.5

5.5

3.5

0

SANDALL PARK
WICKET HERN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
ARMTHORPE
SOUTHFIELD
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
SHEEP DIP
LANE
RECREATION
GROUND

Council

1

Standard

1

1.5

3

2.5

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

0.5

Scope to
accommodate
more play

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

School

Club

School

Welfare

1

1

1

Standard

Standard

Standard

1

0.5

1

2

2

2

3

3.5

3
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2

2

Peak
Time

Weekly
Capacity

4

33.5 match
equivalents,
26.5 taking
into account
all activity
and
overplay

1

18.5 match
equivalents,
13 taking
into account
all activity
and
overplay

Current Position
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Venue
Church Balk Howard
Pavilion
STAINFORTH
MINERS
WELFARE
COULMAN
ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND

ADWICK PARK
BENTLEY HIGH
STREET
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
CARCROFT
PARK
DONCASTER
COLLEGE
(HIGH
MELTON)
RICHMOND
HILL PRIMARY
ACADEMY
CAMPSMOUNT
A COOPERATIVE
ACADEMY
Ridgewood
School
LANGDALE
DRIVE PLAYING
FIELDS

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Club

1

Standard

1

1

3

3

0

Welfare

1

Standard

0.5

1

3.5

3

0.5

Council

1

Standard

1.5

3

2.5

1

0

Council

1

Standard

2

4

2

0

0

School

1

Standard

1

3

3

1

0

Council

1

Standard

1.5

3

2.5

1

0

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

School

1

Standard

0

1

4

3

1

Played to level
pitch can
sustain

1

3

3

1

0

School

3.00

Standard

0

3

12

9

3

Club
(lease)

2

Standard

3

6

5
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0

4

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can
sustain

1

Standard

34.5 match
equivalents,
19 taking
into account
all activity
and
overplay

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Played to level
pitch can
sustain

School

1

Weekly
Capacity

Current Position
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

School

Peak
Time

Scope to
accommodate
more play
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Venue
OLD ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
DENABY Old
Cricket Field
SIR THOMAS
WHARTON
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
LINDLEY ROAD
RECREATION
GROUND
THE HAYFIELD
SCHOOL
MEXBOROUGH
HIGHWOODS
PRIMARY
SCHOOL
Pheasant Bank
Academy
TICKHILL
JUNIORS
FOOTBALL
CLUB
CONISBROUGH
WELFARE

TOTAL
MATCH
EQUIVALENTS
(Club only)

Total
Match
Equivalents
including
all activity

Match Play
Only
(Spare
Capacity)

Match Play
and Other
Use (Spare
Capacity)

Sun
AM

Council

1

Standard

1

1

3

3

0

Welfare

1

Standard

1

2

3

2

0

School

1

Parish

1

School

1

0.5

2

3.5

2

0.5

Standard

1

1

3

3

0

Standard

2

5

2

-1

0

1

Standard

1

3

3

1

0

School

1

Standard

1.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

0

Scope to
accommodate
more play

Council

Standard

2

4

10

8

1

Standard

1.5

3

2.5

1

0
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1.5

32.5 match
equivalents,
20.5 taking
into account
all activity
and
overplay

Scope to
accommodate
more play
pitch able to
sustain
additional play
Pitches
overplayed

School

3

Weekly
Capacity

Current Position
Scope to
accommodate
more play
Scope to
accommodate
more play

pitch able to
sustain
additional play
Played to level
pitch can
sustain

Club
(lease)

Peak
Time
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Adequacy of Provision for Pyramid Clubs
8.183 As outlined earlier in this section, there are six clubs that are playing within the National
League pyramid and that therefore have specific requirements to adhere to with regards
facilities. The adequacy of provision for these clubs is summarised in Table 8.16. All clubs
currently meet baseline specifications, although it should be noted that the quality of
facilities is poor in comparison to some other clubs playing at the same level.
Table 8.16: Adequacy of Facilities for Pyramid Clubs
Club
AFC Bentley

Denaby Main FC
Swinton Athletic
Denaby United FC
Rossington Main FC
Brodsworth Welfare

Quality issues identified and Additional
Requirements
Changing pavilion poor. Club seeking new pavilion
with support of Football Stadia Improvement fund
Changing pavilion poor. Club seeking new pavilion
- this is expected imminently and to be delivered
during summer 2017
Pitch fenced in but adequate. Club use venue
outside their home area as it meets requirements.
Pitch requires perimeter fence to ensure that
quality can be stabilised.
Changing accommodation of limited quality due
to age.

Armthorpe Miners Welfare

No issues identified
Well maintained. Works to changing pavilion /
facilities underway
No working shower, no toilet, no disabled access,
dirty kitchen

Askern Miners Welfare

No issues identified

Thorne Colliery

Overall Spatial Picture
8.184 Overall therefore, analysis has demonstrated that overall, there is some significant spare
capacity across the borough, particularly for adult football which has seen recent decline.
Provision is much more tightly matched for youth and 9v9 games, particularly in the
central and eastern areas and access is particularly pressured on a Sunday morning,
which is when the majority of activity takes place for all age groups.
8.185 The spare capacity in the adult age groups is supplemented by the presence of several
sites that are not available for use this season (due to lack of demand) but have been
considered playing fields in previous years.
8.186 There is only minimal overplay in the borough and more concerns are raised about the
quality of provision than the quantity. It is evident that the majority of instances of overplay
/ pitches approaching capacity are associated with larger clubs, while the spare
capacity is located at pitches serving single clubs (adult pitches) and school sites (all sizes
of pitch). While there is in general sufficient provision, the spare capacity is not necessarily
in the right places to meet the needs of the large key clubs where capacity issues are
identified.
8.187 The higher levels of use at of some club bases places great pressures on the quality of
pitches, as it is pitch quality that dictates capacity. While almost all venues are able to
sustain further play, it is clear that the use of pitches for training contributes to heavier
wear and tear on the grass pitches and this doubles the amount of activity that pitches
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are required to sustain. Training was identified as a key concern for many of the clubs in
the borough and it is clear that a lack of AGPs (or a lack of accessible facilities) causes
clubs to use their grass pitches. This is something that the FA are seeking to avoid. If training
was moved onto AGPs, demand for grass pitches would reduce significantly outside of
peak time.
8.188 While there is capacity for further play across the week, other than for adult football, peak
time availability is much more constrained, particularly at youth and 9v9 age groups Total
availability at peak time is much lower than the amount of additional play that could be
accommodated across the week. There are 114 pitches (over 1/3 of the total pitch stock)
that have no remaining capacity on a Sunday morning. It is clear however that peak time
capacity is particular constrained at sites accommodating large clubs these include
Langdale Drive Playing Fields (no remaining capacity), Lindley Road Recreation Ground,
Sheep Dip Lane Recreation Ground, The Hayfield School, Tickhill Juniors, Edenthorpe
Howard Pavilion and Wicket Hern Recreation Ground. It should be noted that since these
calculations were undertaken, High Melton College has closed, meaning that provision is
even more closely matched with demand (and teams playing at High Melton College
have had to relocate).
8.189 While on some sites therefore capacity is constrained due to a requirement to
accommodate play in several time slots, for most sites, peak time demand is the only use
and there is a lower emphasis on quality from a capacity perspective (although it impacts
the user perception).
8.190 Quality issues are evident on sites across the borough and many of these sites suffer from
poor and limited maintenance regimes. Lower levels of use appear to help to maintain
the quality of sites where it may otherwise be lower, for example where drainage issues
are experienced, but are likely long term to lead to a reduction in capacity of pitches
(particularly where sites are heavily used).
8.191 The role of unsecured pitches is also evident and this represents a key threat to the
borough in future years. Much of the spare capacity is currently provided by school sites
and the loss of access to these facilities would see supply precariously balanced with
demand, particularly for 9v9 and smaller pitches. Several clubs are also reliant upon these
sites for facilities. Recent issues have been experienced with clubs and schools through the
change to academy status, and many clubs raise concerns about the cost of the pitches
at school sites (and the schools ability to increase these with little or no notice). Cost is
already perceived to be the key barrier for clubs in their growth and development and
price sensitivities are therefore perceived to be particularly important. The impact of the
withdrawal of school sites would be felt all over the borough, but in particular in the east.
The impact would be lowest in the central area.
8.192 Pitch provision is most closely matched with demand in the central areas and to the east
of the borough however in all areas there are sufficient pitches overall. The current
quantitative picture with regards spare capacity is summarised in Table 8.17 overleaf. It
illustrates the number of spare match equivalent sessions for each sport and includes all
available pitches, regardless of whether they are secured for community use.
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Table 8.17: Summary of Pitch Availability (Match Equivalents)

Spare
Capacity (All
Activity)

Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity
(Competitive)

Spare
Capacity (All
Activity)

Spare
Capacity
(Peak Time)

Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity
(Competitive)

33.5

22

13

12

3.5

2

7

3

2

20

13

2

33.5

27

29.5

18

12

19

8

3

7

-1

0

30

20

2

18.5

13

43

28

17

10

1

2

17

5

6

41

28

6

34.5

19

54

35

19

16

2.5

3

15

6

2

35

26

4

32.5

21

160

103

61

57

15

10

45

13

9

125

87

14

119

79

Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Spare
Capacity
(Competitive)

TOTAL

Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

South

Spare
Capacity (All
Activity)

North

5v5 Football

Spare
Capacity
(Competitive)

East

7v7 Football

Peak Time
Spare
Capacity

Central

9v9 Football

Spare
Capacity (All
Activity)

Sub Area

Youth Football

Spare
Capacity
(Competitive)

Adult Football

4
1
4
1.5
10.5

8.193 Table 8.18 builds upon this, providing an area specific overview of the issues identified and the sites where capacity issues are
currently experienced.
8.194 It should be noted that since these calculations were undertaken, High Melton College has closed, meaning that provision is even
more closely matched with demand (and teams playing at High Melton College have had to relocate).
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Table 8.18: Area Specific Issues Identified
Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Specific Issues Identified

Central

Spare capacity for all forms of pitch provision, particularly
adult pitches, but limited remaining capacity at peak time.
Youth football (2) 7v7 (2) and 9v9 (1.5) particularly
constrained.



Heavy use of Balby Carr Community College and Communication
Specialist College - sites are currently secured but overplayed. Retaining
quality will be essential and both sites are important venues for adult
football.

Training on pitches of all sizes places further pressures - with
spare capacity across the week just 3.5 for youth pitches and
3.5 for 9v9 pitches when including training.



Important venues for clubs - Cantley Park, Elmfield Park (Hyde Park Nights),
Sandall Park (Sandall Park Rangers), (Hills Lane Recreation Ground)
Wheatley Wanderers all have capacity across the week (although small
amount of overplay at Hills Lane) but are approaching capacity at peak
time. All sites are fairly basic and sustain training as well as matches, placing
greater emphasis on quality. Some issues with pitch surface identified but
changing accommodation at all three sites identified by clubs as
insufficient. Cantley Park highlighted as site of good practice that many
clubs seek to replicate. This is mostly at capacity at peak time but scope to
increase usage across the week.



Townfields is important site with significant potential but suffers from quality
issues (although many related to vandalism etc). Identified by clubs as
opportunity for hub site if this approach was to be taken.



Keepmoat Stadium and surrounding pitches excluded from calculations,
but club identify a lack of spare capacity and lack of pitches of
appropriate size for younger teams across the borough as a whole. Second
AGP provided on site since consultation was completed offers further
opportunities for club as well as local community.



Concerns on adequacy of provision if unsecured venues were no longer to
be available - there is a particular reliance on these facilities in this area
and some sites (Armthorpe Academy, Hungerhill School, Abbey School in
particular are heavily used.



Some overplay evident at Barnby Dun and Kirk Sandall Sports Association

Hall Cross Academy is only unsecured site - not currently used
by the community so less threat to provision than in other
areas.

East

Spare capacity for adult football both across the week and
at peak time, but more constrained than some other areas of
the borough.
No spare capacity at peak time for 9v9 pitches and limited
availability for youth football. Pitch capacity also tight for 7v7
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Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Specific Issues Identified

(2) at peak time and 5v5 (1) if games are not staggered.
Unsecured venues are of significant importance in this area,
with Shaw Wood School, Armthorpe Academy, Armthorpe
Southfield Primary School, Abbey School Fields, Hungerhill
School and Kirk Sandall School all accommodating key clubs.
Loss of these venues would see shortfalls of provision at peak
time, particularly for smaller sized pitches.

North

and Coulman Road Recreation Ground (both accommodate large clubs).


No spare capacity at peak time at Wicket Hern Recreation Ground
(Armthorpe Rovers FC and the club are already spread across several
venues). Club also highlight drainage issues at this site. There is also no spare
capacity at peak time at Sheep Dip Lane (Dunscroft Welfare Juniors) and
the club highlight a lack of capacity as impacting club growth. There is also
a lack of changing accommodation which impacts the site. Church Balk
(Howard Pavilion -Edenthorpe) is also completely at capacity at peak time
without further play and again this is highlighted as a concern by the club.
The club supplement maintenance to ensure that the site remains
adequate.



There are several sites that are not used at all - these include Ash Hill
Academy, Hatfield Woodhouse Recreation Ground, Jubilee Park, Trinity
Academy and Wyke Gate Park. There is therefore spare capacity in the
east area, but these sites do not necessarily meet the needs of the clubs
who are starting to require greater access to facilities.



Restricted provision for youth football (just 3 match
equivalents available at peak time and across the week)
taking into account all activity but access to 9v9, 7v7 and 5v5
pitches is also quite limited at peak time (7, 6 and 4 match
equivalents respectively). Given that matches can more
easily be staggered on the smaller pitches this is of less
significance.

Limited spare capacity at peak time at some key sites including Adwick
Park (only 0.5 match equivalents available on 9v9 pitch), Newlands Park
and Warren House Park. There is also no remaining spare capacity at
Langdale Drive Playing Fields. This in particular impacts Adwick Park
Rangers, Bentley Academy and Scawthorpe Scorpions. Adwick Park
Rangers are actively seeking additional pitches due to heavy usage and
Scawthorpe Scorpions also highlight concerns with the amount of usage
that the site is sustaining and the impact that this has on quality.



Loss of unsecured sites would have a particular impact on
provision in this area., with provision of 9v9 pitches becoming
insufficient at peak time if sites were no longer available and
several key clubs would be displaced.

Pitches at Anchorage Lane are also heavily used and matches are already
being played consecutively indicating that there is little room for expansion.
The maintenance is being supplemented by the club to ensure that the
level of use that the site is subjected to can be sustained.



While the amount of pitches at Carcroft Park is sufficient, the site does not
include changing accommodation and suffers from its dual function as a

Spare capacity for adult football both across the week and
at peak time.
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Sub Area

Overall Adequacy of Provision

Specific Issues Identified
recreation ground. Some quality improvements required.

South

Spare capacity for adult football both across the week and
at peak time - the highest levels in the borough.



importance of pitch provision at Bentley High Street Primary, unsecured
access.



Doncaster College High Melton well used and important venue for club.
Venue under threat of closure and this would see significant displacement
for club. This venue has since closed and the club are displaced as a result.



Some sites not currently used - Woodlands Park, Arksey Park, Bentley Park,
Highfields Market and Recreation Ground.



Heavy use of several venues sustaining high levels of club activity including
Rossington Main FC, Yorkshire Main Miners Welfare and Hayfield School. All
are over capacity both in the week and at peak times are very busy with
very little spare capacity and this is influenced by both matches and
training. These sites are amongst the higher quality facilities but must be
retained this way if capacity is to be sustained and quality deterioration
does not occur. Tickhill Juniors is also approaching capacity on the larger
pitches although there is greater scope for additional play on the smaller
pitches and a situation is also evident at Lindley Road.



There is also limited capacity at Mexborough Highwoods Primary and the
Miners Welfare, however there is greater spare capacity at Mexborough
Academy at peak time.



Small amount of use of unsecured sites but overall spare capacity at most
venues. Most of the spare capacity is at school sites.



Few sites that are unused.

Restricted provision for youth football (just 3 match
equivalents available at peak time and 3.5 across the week)
taking into account all activity but access to 9v9, 7v7 and 5v5
pitches is also quite limited at peak time, although sufficient
across the week to 7v7 and 5v5 pitches. Given that matches
can more easily be staggered on the smaller pitches this is of
less significance.
Much of the spare capacity available is at unsecured sites.
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Potential Impact of budget / Quality Reductions
8.195 As demonstrated throughout this section, given the high peak time demand, many of
the pitches are only used at peak time, and very few are used in several time slots
across the weekend for competitive activity (although training almost doubles the level
of activity on some sites).
8.196 The concentration of demand at peak time can be beneficial to the quality of the
pitches as it means that they are required to sustain lower levels of play than may
otherwise be the case. The importance of high quality maintenance is however clear
as many of the more popular venues are reaching their capacity (due to use for
training as well as matches) and the importance of quality on player experience was a
key component of consultation. Added to this, many clubs feel that levels of use are
starting to impact on facilities on certain sites while the quality of other pitches is
considered to be continuing to deteriorate due to restricted maintenance regimes.
8.197 Financial and budget pressures were highlighted as one of the key concerns by many
clubs, and local authorities are also facing an era of budgetary cuts and pressures to
reduce services. Doncaster MBC have recently reduced maintenance levels on grass
pitches in response to cuts and clubs are already reporting deterioration in quality. As
outlined, the Council report several procedures that each pitch should undergo but
they do not currently in case due to budgetary restrictions.
8.198 While most pitches were rated as standard, many were in the lower echelons of a
standard rating and could therefore easily become poor with poor weather conditions
and limited maintenance procedures.
8.199 It is therefore necessary to consider the implications of a reduction in playable pitches
(and consequently a reduction in capacity across the borough).
8.200 To provide an estimate of the impact of this, Table 8.19 sets out the amount of spare
capacity that would remain if demand remained equivalent to current levels, but the
number of pitches was reduced by 25%. It reveals that spare capacity at peak time
becomes very limited in all forms of the game except adult football, where surplus
pitches remain.
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Table 8.19: Reduction in Pitches Available by 25%

Match
Equivalents
(Current
Matchplay
only)

Spare
Capacity

Match
Equivalents
(All
Activity)

Available
Pitches

Reduction
by 25%

Capacity
of Pitches
(Standard)

Adult Football (aged 16+)

110

83

166

62

104

122.25

Junior Football (age U13 U16)

48

36.75

73.5

39.5

34

9 v 9 (age U11 and U12)

34

25.5

51

25.5

7 v 7 (age U9 and U10)

41

30.75

61.5

5 v 5 (age U7 and U8)

37

27.75

55.5

Pitch Type

Peak
Time
Demand

Spare
Capacity

43.75

43.5

39.5

82

-8.5

36.5

0.25

25.5

57.5

-6.5

21

4.5

37

24.5

75.5

-14

32.5

-1.75

33

22.5

73

-17.5

33

-5.25

8.201 Table 8.19 reveals that pitch provision would become very closely matched with demand (and insufficient in all forms except adult
football) if quality issues were to cause a deterioration in capacity.
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8.202 Notably, when considering specific pitches, if the quality rating of all pitches achieving
a score of 60% or below is changed from standard to poor.
8.203 When excluding training (which ideally should take place on AGPs), only Old Road
Recreation Ground Conisbrough and Lindley Road Recreation Ground would be
overplayed (all other competitive activity could still be accommodated on other
pitches, despite reduced capacity).
8.204 When also taking into account training, at least one pitch on Elmfield Park, Sandall
park, Stainforth Miners Welfare, Highfields Palying Field, Warren House Park and
Carcroft Park would also be overplayed.
8.205 This indicates that if training is relocated to AGPs, there are few concerns with pitch
capacity (although quality would remain important for player experience).
Impact of all adult pitches requiring changing facilities
8.206 There is currently some flexibility around the provision of changing rooms, with many
clubs opting to use sites without in return for a cheaper rent. The availability of
changing rooms however emerged as a key issue for many clubs and the league
indicated that several sites do not meet league criteria as a result of the changing
accommodation.
8.207 Currently in the borough there are 23 adult pitches that are not accompanied by
changing accommodation (on 22 sites, suggesting they are mainly single pitch sites.
This is circa a quarter of the pitch stock). While many of these sites are already not
used, if rules relating to the provision of changing accommodation were to be
introduced, these pitches would no longer be suitable for use.
8.208 The significant surpluses of adult football pitches that are available would mean that
even if these pitches were no longer available, surplus pitches would remain at peak
time (40 match equivalents). There would also be spare capacity across the week (120
match equivalents without taking into account training, curricular activity etc) 59 when
considering all activity that pitches sustain).
8.209 There would therefore remain sufficient capacity within the pitch stock without
providing changing accommodation on these sites (and there is therefore in theory,
scope to remove these pitches from circulation and / or convert them to meet the
needs of younger teams). It should however be noted that some clubs indicate that
they prefer pitches without changing accommodation due to the lower fees that
apply and the location of the facilities.
8.210 While this issue primarily currently applies to adult pitches, increasing emphasis on
facilities for younger people (in particular toilets) could see this concern spread to other
sites in future years.
FA Demand Modelling
8.211 AGPs are becoming increasingly important for football. The FA facility strategy (2013 –
2015) seeks to shift football usage away from sand based AGPs to 3g pitches.
8.212 The FA vision (November 2014) which is the result of extensive analysis on the facilities
used for football (including grass roots) placed greater emphasis on the benefits of 3g
pitches and their importance for the future delivery of football. This is also reflected in
the FA National Game Strategy 2015 - 2019 which seeks to provide better training and
playing facilities. In particular, the FA cite the additional capacity that AGPs offer
compared to grass and their ability to sustain play during periods of inclement weather,
resulting in a reduced number of cancellations.
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8.213 The national game strategy seeks to improve training and playing facilities through
£48m of FA investment to;


create 100 new football turf pitches and improve 2,000 grass pitches;



invest in and roll out a new sustainable model for grassroots facilities in 30 cities
through football hubs owned and operated by local communities; and



ensure half of mini-soccer and youth matches are played on high quality artificial
grass pitches.

8.214 It is therefore important to evaluate the potential demand for 3g pitches and to
determine the role that they could play in the provision of facilities for football in the
Borough.
8.215 FA data modelling therefore evaluates the baseline requirement for 3g pitches taking
into account the training requirements of clubs. It assumes that one 3g pitch is required
per 42 teams and that based on FA policy, all football training should take place on 3g
pitches (as opposed to sand).
8.216 Assuming that there is a baseline total of 425 teams (including Disability teams) rising to
almost 450 if including those associated with Doncaster FC, this would mean that there
is a requirement for at least 10.7 full size AGPs.
8.217 There are currently 4 full size pitches that are accessible and these are supplemented
by smaller sized facilities at Goals Soccer Centre and Keepmoat Stadium (8). A further
pitch was provided at Keepmoat Stadium after the 2016 - 2017 season.
8.218 This would therefore suggest that in broad terms, there is a theoretical requirement for
a further six to seven pitches across the borough (five to six taking into account the
new pitch at the Keepmoat Stadium. While this presents a theoretical perspective, it is
however important to look at the use of facilities on the ground to determine the need
for further AGP provision, particularly given the issues that were raised through
consultation.
The Local Situation
8.219 Football demand for AGPs can be categorised into three areas;


matchplay (requires use of a 3g pitch that is included on the FA register) – this
links with the requirement for grass pitches and it was outlined that the 3g AGPs
are becoming increasingly important;



informal / recreational use – pay and play or leagues; and



training (The FA would like to see all clubs having access to a 3g pitch – they
discourage the use of sand based facilities).

Competitive use
8.220 There is limited competitive play on pitches in the borough although large amounts of
activity and training take place at the Keepmoat Stadium including activities
associated with Doncaster FC. There is little competitive activity at the two sites that are
on the FA register although some matches take place on a Sunday afternoon at Balby
Carr Academy. The new pitch at the Keepmoat Stadium is also included on the FA
register and can therefore be used for match play.
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Informal Leagues
8.221 There are informal leagues on all four of the full sized pitches (as well as the small
pitches at Keepmoat), with Balby Carr accommodating Power League on a Monday
and the Doncaster Flexi league on a Wednesday, Keepmoat hosting Power League on
a Sunday and Monday, and Leisure Leagues running leagues at both Adwick and
Rossington on a Monday, as well as in Adwick on a Sunday. Notably, this means that all
four full size pitches are hosting informal leagues on a Monday evening.
Training
8.222 The AGP at Keepmoat Stadium is primarily used by Doncaster FC and it’s associated
academies and teams. Analysis however demonstrates that some other clubs do
access facilities on the Keepmoat site for training, although many use the small pens for
this activity. The new pitch (developed after the 2016 - 2017 season) also offers some
community use.
8.223 Clubs in the borough also use facilities at Rossington, Adwick and Balby Carr and a
number of teams travel to Dearne Valley College (Rotherham). As revealed earlier
however, there are at least 33 venues where training takes place on grass and several
clubs raise concerns about AGPs. While some indicate that there are insufficient
pitches in the borough (no time slots available / no local facilities), others suggest that
there cost is a barrier to use and clubs cannot afford to pay the charges required.
8.224 Table 9.20 therefore outlines the current use on on 3g AGPs across the borough. It
reveals that reflecting the findings of consultation, there is very little availability on
pitches, and almost none within the desirable time slots.
Table 9.20: Current Use and Spare Capacity on 3g AGPs
Site

Midweek
Pitch
Availability
(Hours)

Weekend
Pitch
Availability
(Hours)

Comments

4

5

1

3

Most midweek spare capacity is in 5pm
slot.
Used
by
Leeds
United
Development Centre as well as Safer
neighbourhood team. Club usage
Thursday night but limited availability for
training. Scope for match on a
Saturday afternoon
Primarily used by Doncaster Rovers and
also heavily used by Rugby league
teams. Not on FA register so not suitable
for match play, but busy at all times.
Note that a second pitch has since
been developed at this site that is listed
on the FA register. Some community use
is available.
Very limited availability for full pitch but
one of three pitches available
frequently during peak hours. Good
availability 8pm - 9pm
Limited availability but community use is
also believed to be restricted and
difficult to obtain. Hours estimate only.

Balby
Community
College

Keepmoat
Stadium
8
Rossington
Community
Sports Village
Outwood
Academy,
Adwick

5
4

8
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8.225 Table 9.20 therefore demonstrates that there is very limited spare capacity across the
week (although there is a small amount of capacity at each slot). There is almost no
availability between 6pm and 8pm, the times when most teams would wish to train.
8.226 Although there is scope to increase use at the weekend, this is either on pitches that
are not on the FA register or outside of peak times. Further use of the AGPs would
however reduce levels of demand for grass pitches, particularly where training
currently occurs.
8.227 Analysis of current training patterns suggests that several existing clubs use grass pitches
for training due to lack of access (although cost is also a barrier to use). Many of these
clubs are directly responsible for overplay / heavy use of existing sites including Hayfield
School, Langdale Drive, Adwick Park,
8.228 This suggests that the creation of further AGPs may reduce overuse of grass pitches
rather than purely displace other activity. This is also supported by club consultation,
which indicates that there is a belief that there remain insufficient 3g AGPs in the
borough. The price sensitivity issues should however be investigated in further detail
before the provision of any additional AGPs as it is important that these facilities are
used by clubs if they are to succeed.
8.229 In terms of both theoretical position and reality on the ground there therefore appears
the need for additional 3g provision.
The Potential Role of AGPs - Scenario Testing
8.230 Across the country, the FA are undertaking pilot projects to relocate 5v5, 7v7 and
sometimes 9v9 football onto AGPs, particularly those currently played on Council
pitches. Several games can be sustained at any one time and this therefore reduces
the need for grass pitches and ensures a consistently better quality of surface which
supports skill development. The Doncaster and District Junior Football League in
particular highlighted an aspiration to see a greater concentration of play at hub sites
and on AGPs.
8.231 In Doncaster however however peak time for 9v9, 5v5 and 7v7 football is at the same
time, meaning that based upon current programming, separate AGPs would be
required to accommodate these forms of the game. To make better use of any AGPs
provided, it would be necessary to reprogramme fixtures in local leagues (to ensure
that league games would take place across the weekend). While the primary league
in the borough (The Doncaster and District Junior League) does operate on a Sunday
morning, it does allow fixtures to be staggered over a 4 - 5 hour period.
8.232 Table 8.21 overlead illustrates the number of pitches that are required to
accommodate all football at peak time for 9v9, 7v7 and 5v5 football. It considers firstly
the amount of AGPs that would be needed to accommodate all activity (including
those currently on school sites) and secondly, just those on Council pitches.
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Table 8.21: Potential Role of 3g Pitches

Scenario

All
Teams
Just
those on
Council
pitches

Number
of
match
sessions

Duration of
session (inc.
changeover)

Hours
of
play
on
3G
AGP

Programme
Hours
Available

Pitches
Required

1

8.25

4

2

Format
of the
game

Number
of
teams

Fixture
Equivalents

Matches
per full
size
AGP

5v5

66

33

4

8.25

7v7

65

32.5

2

16.25

1

16.25

4

4

9v9

42

21

2

10.5

1.5

15.75

4

4

5v5

27

13.5

4

3.375

1

3.375

4

1

7v7

22

11

2

5.5

1

5.5

4

1.5

9v9

10

5

2

2.5

1.5

7

4

2

8.233 Table 8.21 therefore reveals that to accommodate all games, 10 pitches would be
required (linking with figures presented above in relation to the number of pitches
needed to meet training demand). If fixtures were reprogrammed, the number of
AGPS could be reduced (in terms of meeting competitive activity).
8.234 It would be necessary to ensure that pitches were provided in a way that a consistent
service was delivered across the borough and that any business model ensured
sustainable but accessible facilities.
Future Picture of Provision
8.235 The future requirement for playing pitches will be impacted by several factors,
including;





population growth or change to the demographic profile of the population;
changes in participation trends and in how pitch sports are played;
club specific development plans and aspirations; and
amendments to the current facility stock.

8.236 These issues are considered in turn in order to build an accurate picture of future
demand for playing pitches.
Population Change
8.237 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group
are required to generate one team. They are used to project the theoretical number of
teams that would be generated from population growth.
8.238 Table 8.22 summarises the current TGRs for football and uses them to evaluate the
potential impact of projected population change on demand for football in Doncaster
MBC. It reveals that;


the number of adult football teams is likely to decrease by almost 1 by 2023 and
a decline of up to 2 by 2033



there will also be substantial increase in the number of youth teams (9) and 9v9
teams (4) placing significant extra pressures on the pitch stock (and offsetting
declining adult participation; and
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there is likely to be a small decline in the number of 7v7 and 5v5 teams.

Table 8.22: TGRs for Football in Doncaster MBC
Number
of Teams
Sport and Age
Groups

Football Adult
Men (16-45yrs)

1055

Football Adult
Women (1645yrs)

8

Football Youth
Boys (12-15yrs)

85

Football Youth
Girls (12-15yrs)

6

Current
population
in age
group
within the
area

Current
TGR

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers by
2033

Potential
Change
Team
Numbers by
2023

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers by
2028

-0.7

-1.4

-1.6

-0.1

-0.1

-0.1

2.5

5.0

8.3

0.2

0.4

0.6

2.0

4.4

3.6

0.2

0.4

0.3

131
55530.915
6941
55530.915
79
6699.7075
1117
6699.7075

Football 9v9 Boys
(10 and 11 years)

57

64

Football 9v9 Girls
(10 and 11 years)

5

7V7 (8 – 9 years)

80

7922.922

99

-1.1

-2.1

-1.8

5v5 (6 – 7 years)

69

7735.595

112

-3.0

-5.7

-6.5

3658.1705
732
3658.1705

8.239 These increases would significantly impact the adequacy of capacity in the borough
specifically;


there would remain sufficient capacity for adult football. By 2033, spare capacity
at peak time may increase to 63, while capacity across the week would increase
to 161 (106 taking into account all activity);



pressures would remain on youth pitches. At peak time, spare capacity may
reduce to 5.5 match equivalents, while across the week spare capacity, taking
into account all activity, would be just 10.5;



spare capacity on 9v9 pitches would also remain closely balanced, with
available capacity at peak time reducing to 9 match equivalents; and



there are slightly higher quantities of availability on 7v7 and 5 v 5 pitches and
pitch provision would remain sufficient, with population change leading to a
reduction in teams.

8.240 Overall therefore, population change is likely to see greater demands for youth and
9v9 pitches offset ongoing decline in adult football. There will however remain overall
sufficient capacity within the existing pitch stock.
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Aspirations of Clubs
8.241 Added to the impact of population growth, it is also necessary to consider the
potential for participation increases. While some clubs in the borough are seeking
growth, on the whole, the current aspiration of the FA is to sustain and stabilise existing
participation levels.
8.242 It is however likely that growth will be seen at key clubs who are developmentally
focused. Table 8.23 gives consideration as to whether this growth can be
accommodated on their existing sites and highlights that on the whole that it is at these
key club bases where capacity is also constrained (and concerns were raised about
overplay by local leagues).
Table 8.23: Growth Potential
Club

Existing Site

Comments

Armthorpe Rovers
FC

Armthorpe Academy /
Armthorpe Miners Welfare
/ Shaw Wood School,
Wicket Hern Recreation
Ground

All pitches on Wicket Hern Road at capacity
at peak time and Armthorpe Academy also
overplayed. Spare capacity at other sites but
dispersed nature of teams may impact club
development.

Bessacar FC

Cantley Park

Capacity limited for 5v5, 7v7 and youth
teams at peak time, but spare capacity on
adult pitches offers scope to convert pitches.
Facilities also able to sustain more play over
the week - club has access to high quality
facility and capacity to grow.

Sprotborough and
Cutworth
Crusaders

Doncaster College High
Melton, Newlands Park,
Richmond
Hill
Primary
Academy

Club already displaced over several venues.
Some spare capacity in all age groups, but if
use of Doncaster College was to go,
provision would be insufficient to meet
current demand.

Scawthorpe
Scorpions

Langdale Drive Parking
Fields / Queens Drive

No remaining capacity at peak time for any
forms of the game. Queens Drive used an
overspill, but lack of capacity may inhibit
club development.

Tickhill Juniors

Tickhill JFC

Spare capacity for 5v5, 7v7 and 9v9 at peak
time (at least 0.5 match equivalents). No
remaining capacity on youth pitches.

Edlington White
Stars

Yorkshire
Welfare

Miners

Adult pitches are the only pitches with scope
to accommodate further play at peak time
(2.5). Overplay of youth pitch. Growth of
junior teams would require either additional
facilities or use / conversion of adult pitches.

Moorends Hornets
and Stingers.

Coulman
Road
Recreation Ground

Site particularly busy at peak time. Youth
pitches overplayed and no further capacity
for 9v9 games. Any growth in these age
groups would require new provision.

Main

8.243 While overall therefore there is sufficient capacity to accommodate growth, there may
be localised deficiencies arising as a result of club growth (or change in the location of
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demand, eg as a result of the creation of a large amount of housing in a specific
location.
Known Changes to the stock of football
8.244 There are concerns about the future of High Melton (Doncaster) College and the future
of this site for football. Loss of this facility would have significant implications for the
local club and would see pressures on the existing pitch stock become further
exacerbated. Since the preparation of this assessment, this site has closed meaning
that teams will need to be relocated and that pitch supply will more closely match
demand than is currently shown to be the case.
8.245 It is also known that pitches at Don Valley Academy are not currently available but will
soon be reopening following rebuild of school.
Summary
8.246 The key issues for football in Doncaster MBC are summarised in Section 10.
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9: Rugby Union
Introduction
9.1

This section evaluates the adequacy of pitches for rugby union. It provides;




An overview of the supply and demand for pitches
An understanding of activity at individual sites
A picture of the adequacy of current provision to meet current and projected future
demand.

Overview – Supply and Demand
Pitch Supply
9.2

There are 33 rugby union pitches in Doncaster MBC. Table 9.1 summarises the distribution
of grass pitches and outlines the level of access that is available.
Table 9.1: Rugby Union Pitches across Doncaster MBC
Facility Type

Site
McAuley
Catholic
Academy

Total Rugby
Pitches
Academy

Number
of
Floodlit
Pitches
0

1

Doncaster RFC

Club

Hall Cross
Academy

Academy

The
Communication
Specialist
College

Academy

Town Fields
Recreation
Ground

DMBC

Wheatley Hills
RUFC
Armthorpe
Academy

Club

Ash Hill
Academy

Academy

Hungerhill
School

Academy

Thornensians
RUFC

Club

Trinity Academy

Academy

4 senior, 2 midi

Level of
Community
Use
Secured
(but school
site)

3

Secured

0

Unsecure

0

Secure (but
school site)

0

Secured

1

Secured

0

Unsecured

0

Unsecured

0

Unsecured

2

Secured

0

Unsecured

Sub Area

Provision
by Sub
Area

Central

13 senior
pitches
and 2
midi
pitches. 6
at club
bases,
one free
to access
Council
facility
and the
remainder
at school
sites.

East

8 pitches,
2 of which
are on
club site.
Remaind
er on
unsecure
d school
sites

4

1

1

2

Academy
1
1 (dual marked
with football)
2

2
2
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Facility Type
Total Rugby
Pitches

Site
Adwick
Academy
Outwood

Academy

Number
of
Floodlit
Pitches
0

Level of
Community
Use
Unsecured

0

Unsecured

0

Secured

0

Unsecured

0

Not
available

0

Unsecured

1

Secured

0

Unsecured

Provision
by Sub
Area

North

4 senior
pitches,
two of
which are
managed
by DMBC
(one free
to
access)
the
remainder
are
school
sites.

South

8 pitches,
of which
one is
located
at a club
base.
There is
no access
to the
four
pitches at
Hillhouse
School

1

Campsmount
Academy

Academy

Carcroft Park /
Bulcroft
Memorial

DMBC

Ridgewood
School

Academy

Hill House School

Independent
School

1

1

1

Mexborough
Academy

Academy

Rossington Main

Club

4

1

1
The Hayfield
School

9.3

Sub Area

Academy
2

Table 9.1 indicates that;


almost half of the rugby pitches in Doncaster are located centrally. Provision is
lowest in the north. Provision complements the spread of facilities for rugby league,
which tend to be found in areas where take up of rugby union is lower;



less than half of all rugby union pitches are secured for community use. Most school
sites offer some degree of access to the general public, but as academies, almost
all of this access is on an unsecured basis. Schools are actually the largest provider
of rugby union pitches in the borough. This contrasts with rugby league, where there
were no pitches on school sites;



9 pitches are managed by local clubs, with the largest site belonging to Doncaster
Knights. There are 2 pitches under the control of Doncaster Council, one of which
accommodates a club (Carcroft Park). The remaining pitch is offered on a free to
access basis and is open 24 hours a day; and



the amount of pitches containing floodlights is minimal - there are just 7 pitches in
total. This means that opportunities for training are limited, particularly in the north
where there are no floodlit pitches.
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Pitch Quality
9.4

Table 9.2 explores the pitches that are available for community use in more detail. It
highlights the pitches that are provided at each site, and the key issues relating to site
quality that were identified through both site visits and club and key stakeholder
consultation.

9.5

Assessments of pitch quality for rugby are based on guidance produced by the RFU and
Sport
England
(http://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/planning-forsport/planning-tools-and-guidance/playing-pitch-strategy-guidance/. As well as recording
key characteristics of the site, including pitch condition and available ancillary facilities,
the assessment also evaluates the frequency and type of maintenance, and the drainage
that is installed on the site.

9.6

Table 9.2 reveals that the key issues for quality in relation to club based pitches in
Doncaster MBC are;


a requirement for additional and improved maintenance. Some sites demonstrate
evidence of compaction and a need for fertilisation;



some sites suffer from the impact of recreational use;



there is a need for improved changing facilities / clubhouses; and



there is a lack of floodlighting to support club activity.
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Table 9.2: Quality of Sites in Doncaster MBC
Area

Site

Central

McAuley
Catholic
Academy

Senior
Pitches

Mainte
nance
Rating

Quality Issues identified

M0/D
1

No issues identified. Site includes changing accommodation.

1

Doncaster
RFC

M2
D2

/

Club perception is that pitch quality deteriorating due to lack of machinery and inappropriate
maintenance. Enhancements due to be made 2017 summer and the key priority is to improve quality of
playing surface (club are currently relaying this). Site visits reveal quality to be good although there is
evidence of wear and tear on the site.

4 senior,
2 midi

Hall Cross
Academy
The
Communic
ation
Specialist
College
Town Fields
Recreation
Ground

4

1

2

Armthorpe

M0/D
1

Drainage good but some slopes on pitch. Overall quality good, with adequate playing surface.
Changing facilities standard.

M0/D
1

Facilities of standard quality, regularly cut and marked. Gradient and drainage average, good
accompanying changing accommodation.

M0/D
0

Site includes odd rugby posts dotted around as well as more formal pitch. Site of standard quality
accommodating informal recreational use.

1

Wheatley
Hills RUFC

East

Site includes full changing accommodation with 8 ensuite rooms as well as officials rooms.

1

M0
D1

/

Pitch quality standard (1) to good (1). Second pitch worn and grass coverage only adequate. Wear
and tear particularly evident on the floodlit pitch. Site contains 4 changing rooms, all ensuite with
officials accommodation. Quality of facilities good and RFU funding granted to secure extension to the
clubhouse.

M0/D
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Area

Site

Senior
Pitches

Academy
Hungerhill
School

Mainte
nance
Rating

1

2

Thornensia
ns RUFC

M0/D
1
M0/D
2

2

Trinity
Academy
North

Outwood
Academy
Adwick

Campsmo
unt
Academy
Carcroft
Park /
Bulcroft
Memorial
Ridgewoo

Quality Issues identified

2

Site includes 4 changing rooms - adequate for number of pitches - communal showers. 1 officials room.
Changing accommodation however considered poor and refurbishment is key target. Club believe
ensuite facilities are required if they are to achieve aspirations, including the provision of women’s
rugby. Club also seeking larger kitchen facilities.
Pitch quality perceived to be deteriorating due to heavy usage. Some wet patches and areas of mud
on pitch. One pitch also contained vehicle tracks. Waterlogging is key reason for cancellations. Posts
adequately fixed and of appropriate quality. Club have recently joined national pitch maintenance
programme and are hoping that pitch quality can be enhanced through improved works.

M0/D
1

Facilities of standard quality but maintenance is inconsistent due to limited budget. Line markings are
poor. Changing facilities good.

M0/D
1

No issues identified. Site includes changing accommodation.

M0/D
1

Pitch provision considered to be good and changing accommodation also highlighted as adequate.

M0/D0

Grass coverage poor and lots of dog fouling and vandalism to posts. Pitch quality perceived to have
improved, but still rated standard to poor. Site does not include changing accommodation and this is
viewed as key priority by the club.

M0/D

Limited quality of facilities with poor surface.

1

1

1

1
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Area

South

Site

Senior
Pitches

Mainte
nance
Rating

Quality Issues identified

d School

1

Mexborou
gh
Academy

Facilities in good condition with basic maintenance programme provided by contractor.

1

M0/D
1

1

M0/D
0

Grass coverage good but clear casual access impacts on pitch (dogs). Posts not stable and some
evidence of rust. Pitch condition adequate overall. Quality of changing facilities believed to be limited.

2

M0/D
1

Playing surface average and opportunities to improve maintenance programme which is limited due
to costs. Changing facilities in good condition.

Rossington
Main
The
Hayfield
School
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Demand
9.7

There are five rugby union clubs in Doncaster MBC running a total of 14 adult teams, 1
colts, 11 youth and 17 midi teams.

9.8

All of these teams are amateur, with the exception of Doncaster Knights. Doncaster
Knights are a professional side playing in the National Championship. The club are part of
Doncaster RFC, which operates other senior teams, as well as a full female, junior and midi
section.

9.9

Of these clubs, two run single adult sides only while the remaining three all offer
progression from junior through to seniors. Both Wheatley Hills and Doncaster RFC also offer
girls rugby. This level of junior play, as well as female engagement (although there are no
ladies teams) with the sport suggests that rugby union is relatively well developed within
the borough.

9.10 Table 9.3 summarises the clubs and provides a breakdown of teams that they are running
as well as their recent participation trends. It indicates that overall, participation is static or
increasing and that there is a sustainable network of clubs.
Table 9.3: Rugby Union Clubs in Doncaster MBC
Area

Club

Adult

Central

Wheatley Hills
RFC

2

North

Adwick
Street

1

East

Thornensians

4

South

Rossington
Hornets

1

Central

Doncaster
RFC (includes
Knights
/
Phoenix)

6

1

7

6

14

1

11

17

TOTAL

Le

Colts

Youth

Midi

1

5

Other

Trends
Decreasing senior participation
and remainder of club static.
Significant work undertaken
with schools as well as on social
media and through events and
local festivals.
Static participation

3

6

Club
experienced
recent
decline but now thriving.
Club
only
recently
reestablished. Currently steady as
single team
Club experiencing significant
growth across most age ranges
with only youth participation
remaining static.
0
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9.11 Since the completion of the assessment, a new club has also formed at Yorkshire Main
Miners Welfare Club (for the 2018 season). A new pitch has been developed to
accommodate them, formed from the conversion of a football pitch.
Training Needs
9.12 Club training requirements are as follows;


Thornensians RUFC - training takes place at their home ground, as both pitches have
floodlights. Training equivalent to 4.5 match equivalents (actual figures) with two
senior teams training twice and one not training at all. Three midi teams also train,
meaning total midweek training is 5 match equivalents



Adwick le Street train on their home ground until it becomes dark. There is then
limited activity over the winter months as the site is not floodlit. Football training is
also believed to take place on the rugby pitch at the weekend



Wheatley Hills RFC - one of the pitches on site is floodlit and so all training activity is
concentrated on this facility. Total training accounts for 2.75 match equivalents



Rossington RFC train on their home pitch which is floodlit. With one adult team,
training is equivalent to only 0.5 match equivalents per week



Doncaster RFC have extensive training sessions, with 3 match equivalents for the
professional side, 5 match equivalents for other senior sides and 6 youth team
training sessions (3 match equivalents. There are also some midi team training
sessions carried out on the training paddock / midi area rather than on the three
pitches. There are currently three floodlit pitches to accommodate this although it is
believed that the club were seeking to floodlight a fourth by the end of the summer.

9.13 Doncaster RFC in particular highlight the pressures that training places on their pitch stock,
while Wheatley Hills RFC also believe that the level of training impacts negatively on the
quality of their training pitch. Adwick le Street RFC highlight the issues that they experience
training, given that they do not have access to any floodlit training facilities on site.
Educational Demand
9.14 Reflecting the high level rugby played by Doncaster Knights, and the subsequent interest
in the sport within the borough, participation in rugby union within the education sector is
good. More than 50% of secondary schools participate in schools rugby, with The
Armthorpe Academy, Hall Cross Academy, The Hayfield School, Hill House School, Hunger
Hill School, McAuley Catholic Academy, Mexborough Academy, Outwood Academy
Adwick, Ridgewood Academy and Trinity Academy all actively engaged with the RFU.
9.15 The RFU are keen to continue building relationships with schools and are currently working
with Danum Academy to develop rugby at the school.
9.16 Reflecting the strong foundations in place for rugby union, there are good relationships
between some clubs and nearby schools, with some school sites also linking with clubs
and using their facilities for key games. Wheatley Hills RFC and Doncaster RFC in particular
have strong relationships with several schools at both a primary and secondary school
level. This means that there are strong foundations in place for the development of rugby
union in the borough. Indeed, the strong participation in rugby union is believed to impact
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upon the development of rugby league within Doncaster, with almost all schools electing
to primarily play rugby union.
Assessing the Supply and Demand Information and Views
9.17 The adequacy of pitch provision for rugby union is measured through the use of match
equivalents. The ability of the pitch stock to service both training needs and competitive
requirements is taken into account. To fully understand activity on a site, consideration is
given to both;



the adequacy of pitch provision over the course of a week; and
capacity of a site to meet additional demand at peak time.

9.18 For rugby union, this analysis is based upon the following principles;
Capacity over the course of a week
9.19 The RFU sets a standard number of match equivalent sessions that natural grass pitches
should be able to sustain without adversely affecting their current quality (pitch carrying
capacity). This is based upon the drainage system installed at the site and the
maintenance programme used to prepare the pitches. The guideline theoretical
capacity for rugby pitches is summarised in Table 9.4.
Table 9.4: Theoretical Pitch Capacity Ratings (RFU)

Drainage

Maintenance
Poor (M0)

Standard (M1)

Good (M2)

Natural Inadequate (D0)

0.5

1.5

2

Natural Adequate (D1)

1.5

2

3

Pipe Drained (D2)

1.75

2.5

3.25

2

3

3.5

Pipe and Slit Drained (D3)

9.20 Demand from each rugby club is converted into match equivalent sessions. This takes into
account of both the requirement of pitches to accommodate competitive fixtures, and
also the impact that training sessions will have on the capacity of pitches.
Peak Time Demand
9.21 To identify spare capacity at peak time, the number of match equivalent sessions at peak
time is measured against the number of match equivalent sessions available.


Senior men’s rugby union - Saturday PM;



Youth rugby union - Sunday AM;



Mini/midi rugby union - Sunday AM; and



U18-U19 yrs ‘Colts’ rugby union –Sunday AM (male) and Sunday PM (female).
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9.22 Table 9.5 therefore provides a summary of activity at each site that is secured for
community use and the adequacy of provision to meet demand. Further detail is provided
in the spreadsheet accompanying this assessment of need.
9.23 The text that follows then explores the issues identified in more detail, highlighting the
areas of key concern based upon the calculations undertaken.
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Table 9.5: Site Overview

Site

Thornensians

Maintenance
/ Capacity
Rating

M0/D2

Senior
Pitches

2

Match
Play

5

Match
Equivalents
(Training)

5

Capacity
Senior

3.5

Spare
Capacity
(Match
Play)

-1.5

Spare
Capacity
at Peak
Time
(Adult
Play)

0.5

Spare
Capacity
Including
Training

-6.5
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Training
Capacity
only (floodlit
pitch
capacity requirement)

Overview

-1.5

All training activity takes
place on competitive
pitches, in particular the
2nd pitch which is of
poorer quality. Both
pitches have drainage
installed. While the 2
pitches are able to
accommodate play at
peak
time
on
a
Saturday,
pitch
availability is restricted
on a Sunday (with both
youth and midi teams
wishing to play) and the
club does not have
access
to
overspill
opportunities. This will
restrict club growth.
Pitch quality restricts
capacity, but number
of pitches will remain
restrictive even if quality
of
maintenance
is
improved if midi / youth
/ colts sections are to
grow. The changing
accommodation is also
limited and this may
impact
upon
the
aspirations of the club
to
develop
other
sections if facilities are
not improved.
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Site

Maintenance
/ Capacity
Rating

Senior
Pitches

Match
Play

Match
Equivalents
(Training)

Capacity
Senior

Spare
Capacity
(Match
Play)

Spare
Capacity
at Peak
Time
(Adult
Play)

Spare
Capacity
Including
Training

Training
Capacity
only (floodlit
pitch
capacity requirement)

Adwick le Street

M0/D0

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0.5

-0.5

-0.5

Rossington
Hornets RFC

M0/D0

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

0.5

-0.5

0
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The club have no
formal
security
of
tenure,
renting
the
pitch from the Council.
With only one team,
despite
the
poor
maintenance
programme, the pitch is
able to accommodate
the level of play that is
required. When pitches
are used for training
however (whether by
the rugby club or
unofficially for football)
pitches are overused.
The limited capacity of
the site also restricts
club opportunities for
growth and the lack of
floodlights mean that
even if capacity was
improved, opportunities
for training activity are
restricted. The lack of
security
of
tenure
however
limits
the
potential for the club to
address existing issues
by securing funding
and as a consequence,
the club have been in
discussions
with
a
nearby local school
with a view to securing
long term access to
their facilities
Club includes only one
team and the pitch is
therefore sufficient to
accommodate
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Maintenance
/ Capacity
Rating

Site

Wheatley
RUFC

Doncaster RFC

Hills

Senior
Pitches

Match
Play

Match
Equivalents
(Training)

Capacity
Senior

Spare
Capacity
(Match
Play)

Spare
Capacity
at Peak
Time
(Adult
Play)

Spare
Capacity
Including
Training

Training
Capacity
only (floodlit
pitch
capacity requirement)

M0/D1

2

2.75

2.75

3

0.25

1

-2.5

-1.25

M2/D2

4

7

12

13

6

2

-6

-2.25
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Overview

competitive
requirements.
Floodlighting
means
that
pitch
can
accommodate training
requirements as well as
competitive
activity,
although maintenance
of pitch quality will be
essential if deterioration
is to be avoided, as well
as if club growth was to
be achieved.
Site capacity restricted
by limited maintenance
programme. One pitch
also receives heavy
usage due to being the
only floodlit pitch. Club
declined in size and
pitches can therefore
accommodate play at
peak time, but taking
into account training,
site is heavily used.
Further
floodlighting
would help to spread
play while enhanced
maintenance
procedures would help
to ensure that supply is
more
in
line
with
demand.
Heavy use of pitches
means that despite a
high
maintenance
regime, the site is at
capacity with limited
scope
to
increase
activity. Added to this,
is that pitch 1 is used
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Site

Maintenance
/ Capacity
Rating

Senior
Pitches

Town
Fields
Recreation
Ground

M0/D0

McAuley
Catholic
Academy

M0/D1

1

Hall Cross
Academy

M0/D1

4

1

Match
Equivalents
(Training)

Match
Play

0

0

0.5

Capacity
Senior

Spare
Capacity
(Match
Play)

Spare
Capacity
at Peak
Time
(Adult
Play)

Spare
Capacity
Including
Training

Training
Capacity
only (floodlit
pitch
capacity requirement)

Overview

only for 1 competitive
fixture
per
week
(Phoenix / Knights) and
the remainder of the
majority of activity is
focused
on
other
pitches. The club are
seeking short term and
long term solutions to
provide
additional
capacity.
The
site
receives
minimal maintenance
and therefore has a
limited capacity for
play.
School
site
with
restricted maintenance
procedure which limits
capacity.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

1.5

1

1

1

-0.5

6

4

4

4

0

1.5

1

1

1

0

2
The
Communication
Specialist
College
Armthorpe
Academy

M0/D1

1

0.5
M0/D1

1

1.5

1

1

1

0

1.5

1

1

1

0

0.5
Ash Hill
Academy

M0/D1

1

0.5
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School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
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Site

Maintenance
/ Capacity
Rating

Senior
Pitches

Match
Equivalents
(Training)

Match
Play

Capacity
Senior

Spare
Capacity
(Match
Play)

Spare
Capacity
at Peak
Time
(Adult
Play)

Spare
Capacity
Including
Training

Training
Capacity
only (floodlit
pitch
capacity requirement)

Overview

use only.

Hungerhill
School

M0/D1

2

3

2

2

2

0

3

2

2

2

0

1.5

1

1

1

0

1.5

1

1

1

0

1.5

1

1

1

0

1.5

1

1

1

0

3

2

2

2

0

1

Trinity Academy

M0/D1

2

1
Adwick
Academy
Outwood

M0/D1

Campsmount
Academy

M0/D1

1

0.5
1

0.5
Ridgewood
School

M0/D1

1

0.5
Mexborough
Academy

M0/D1

1

0.5
The Hayfield
School

M0/D1

2

1
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School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure. Some ad
hoc
use
by
Thornensians RUFC but
site is not accessible on
a Sunday, which is the
point
of
highest
demand for the rugby
club.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
Accommodates school
use only.
School site with minimal
maintenance
procedure.
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Site

Maintenance
/ Capacity
Rating

Senior
Pitches

Match
Play

Match
Equivalents
(Training)

Capacity
Senior

Spare
Capacity
(Match
Play)

Spare
Capacity
at Peak
Time
(Adult
Play)

Spare
Capacity
Including
Training

Training
Capacity
only (floodlit
pitch
capacity requirement)

Overview

Accommodates school
use only.
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Current Picture of Provision - Secured sites
9.24 Table 9.5 therefore indicates that;


There is one pitch owned and managed by the Council that receive no formal
club use - this is at Townfields.. The site accommodates informal recreational
activity only but would be able to host 0.5 match equivalents formal rugby in
addition. There are no floodlights and capacity is restricted by limited
maintenance procedures



There is minimal use of any of the school sites by rugby clubs, with only facilities at
Trinity Academy (Thornensians RFC) and Doncaster Communication Specialist
College (Doncaster RFC) used on an ad hoc basis. The remainder of sites all
accommodate curricular use (although all are available on an unsecured basis).
This means that there are 15 rugby pitches in the borough that are available but
not used. The capacity of these facilities is however limited, with the
maintenance programme at all sites (where known) fairly restricted (M0)
meaning that maximum site capacity is 1.5. Given that these pitches must also
sustain curricular use, this restricts the amount of club based activity that they
could accommodate. In total at school sites, there is scope to accommodate 18
match equivalents either across the week or at peak time. This includes the
capacity at Doncaster Communication Specialist College and Trinity Academy.
On the whole however, the limited maintenance that takes place at these sites
restricts opportunities for community use, as pitches are only capable of
sustaining curricular activity.



There are capacity issues at several club bases, with Doncaster RFC, Wheatley
Hills RFC and Thornensians RFC all experiencing issues with pitch availability at
their club bases. The maintenance procedures at club bases are particularly
restricting. With the exception of Doncaster RFC, where maintenance
specifications are already high and work to improve them further is underway, all
other sites offer restricted capacity due to the maintenance regimes that are
being carried out. Specifically;
-

At Thornensians, all training activity takes place on competitive pitches, in
particular the 2nd pitch which is of poorer quality. Drainage issues are also
impacting on match play (despite drainage being installed). While the 2
pitches are able to accommodate play at peak time on a Saturday, pitch
availability is restricted on a Sunday (with both youth and midi teams
wishing to play) and the club does not have access to overspill
opportunities. Restricted maintenance programmes however mean that
pitches are at capacity, with match play alone causing overplay
equivalent to 1.5 match equivalents. Taking into account training activity,
overplay equates to 6.5 match equivalents per week. Even if
maintenance levels were enhanced, this level of demand would be
difficult to accommodate within the constraints of the existing site

-

Although there is only one team playing at Adwick Park, the limited
maintenance schedules and restricted drainage mean that the pitch is
operating at capacity. The lack of floodlights means that training cannot
take place during the deep winter months but when training does occur,
this results in the pitch being overplayed (-0.5). It is also known that some
football training takes place on site at weekends, meaning that greater
pressures are placed on the pitch than really should be accommodated.
Added to this, the lack of changing accommodation means that the site
is not an ideal location for rugby, particularly if further teams are targeted;
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-

Maintenance schedules at Rossington Main also restrict the club activity,
but with just one team, provision is sufficient to accommodate match play
(supply equals demand). The use of the pitch for floodlit training however
results in overplay (-.0.5) and the club also experiences some causal
access and informal recreation, which can further impact on pitch quality

-

At Doncaster RFC, despite a strong maintenance programme (which is
currently being further enhanced along with the quality of pitches), the
site capacity is limited. While taking into account just match play, 6 further
match equivalents could be accommodated, the high quantities of
training undertaken (particularly as one side is professional and the club
also runs an academy), overplay amounts to -6 match equivalents. The
spread of play across the pitches (with the stadium pitch used only for
Doncaster Phoenix and Doncaster Knights), means that in reality wear and
tear on the remaining three pitches is greater and that baseline
calculations simplify the situation. More specifically;


Pitch 1 - approx. usage 1 match equivalent (stadium pitch) although
there is some ad hoc usage from other teams when pitch quality
allows;



Pitch 2 - accommodates almost all other competitive activity - circa 6
match equivalents (capacity 3.25) - this is a heavy load of
competitive fixtures, meaning that the strong maintenance schedule
is imperative; and



Pitches 3 and 4 accommodate most training activity - circa 12 match
equivalents - total capacity 6.5.

It is therefore clear that pitches at Doncaster RFC are at capacity and that
there is limited scope for further growth within the constraints of the existing
facilities.
-

At Wheatley Hills RFC, site capacity is also restricted by the limited
maintenance programme. Despite the restricted capacity, competitive
activity can be accommodated at the site without overplay (0.25 spare
capacity). Taking into account training however, overplay increases to 2.5
match equivalents. Given that there is only one floodlit pitch, all training
(2.75 match equivalents) is primarily focused on this pitch. As this pitch has
capacity of 1.5 (and also accommodates match play) this is insufficient
and this is evident by the level of wear and tear demonstrated during site
visits.

9.25 Although there are unused facilities at school sites, it should be noted that rugby is
primarily a club focused sport and facilities are an essential part of the way a club is
run. Use of facilities that are outside of the club base is therefore avoided as far as
possible. Added to this, there are no existing floodlights at any of the school sites,
meaning that they cannot be used for training.
Displaced and Latent Demand
9.26 There are no examples of displaced demand at the current time for Rugby Union in
Doncaster, with all clubs playing at their preferred sites.
9.27 Both Doncaster RFC and Thornensians however feel that facilities are now restricting
club growth, meaning that there is latent demand in the borough. Doncaster RFC
suggest that the number and quality of pitches restricts their existing club activity as
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well as impacting on the achievability of projected growth targets and Thornensians
have similar views with regards both quality and quantity of pitches and changing
accommodation.
Future Picture
9.28 The future requirement for rugby pitches will be impacted upon by changes to the
population profile, as well as club specific aspirations and changing participation
trends. These issues are considered in turn in order to build an accurate picture of
future demand.
Population Change
9.29 Team Generation Rates (TGRs) indicate how many people in a specified age group
are required to generate one team. The application of TGRs to population projections
enables the projection of the theoretical number of teams that would be generated
from population growth and provides an understanding of future demand.
9.30 Table 9.6 summarises the current TGRs for rugby and projects the impact of population
growth. It indicates that;


there will be an overall decline in the number of people playing adult rugby
union, but this will be insufficient to see the loss of a team; and



similarly, increases in people falling into the younger ages will be insufficient to
see an overall impact upon the number of rugby union teams in the borough.

Table 9.6: Impact of Changes to the Population Profile

Sport and Age
Groups
Rugby Union
Senior Men (1945yrs)
Rugby Union
Senior Women
(19-45yrs)

Number
of Teams

Current
population
in age
group

15

Current
TGR

Rugby Union
Youth Boys (1318yrs)

7

Rugby Union
Youth Girls (1318yrs)

4

Rugby Union
Mini/Midi Mixed
(7-12yrs)

17

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers
by 2028

Potential
Change in
Team
Numbers by
2033

-0.1

-0.2

-0.2

0

0

0

0.0

0.1

0.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.3

0.4

0.5

3368
50520

0

Potential
Change
Team
Numbers
by 2023

50520

0

1421
9949
0
9949
1329
22596

9.31 Population growth alone is therefore unlikely to have significant impact upon the
demand for rugby union within Doncaster MBC.
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Changes in Participation Trends and club development plans
9.32 While TGRs provide an indication of the potential impact of club growth directly
attributable to increases in the population, the RFU believe that this is less indicative of
the likely growth as a whole for rugby. The RFU are working with individual clubs through
the implementation of development plans to drive increases in participation,
supported by RFU development officers. Aspirations of clubs within Doncaster Borough
are as follows;


Doncaster RFC - seeking to provide full girls section as well as to create additional
male team and enhance the stability of the youth section



Rossington Hornets - retain existing team and ensure stability of playing numbers



Wheatley Hills RFC - priority to retain all existing teams following significant refocus
and growth, but long term, club seeking to develop full junior and midi sections
(which would mean significant growth in the number of youth teams (4)



Adwick Le Street - limited current aspirations but working with RFU to seek new
site which may enable medium term club growth



Thornensians - Aspiration for colts team, female adult and female youth team.
Believe that ensuite changing facilities would be required to fulfil these
aspirations. Club are in process of drawing up plans for changing facility
refurbishment. RFU identify short term priority as tracing player development
through the club.

9.33 Table 9.7 therefore draws upon the application of TGRs as well as the aspired levels of
growth at each club to evaluate the degree to which existing pitches at the club
bases are able to accommodate the projected increase in demand, and the issues
that would need to be addressed to ensure that growth can be accommodated. It
should be noted however that growth plans are over a shorter term than the strategy
period and should therefore be reconsidered as part of the monitoring process.
Table 9.7: Adequacy of Existing Provision to Meet Projected Future Demand
Current Position
Club

Thornensians

Unmet demand
equivalent to 1.5
(Match
play
only)
which
increases to -6.5
when taking into
account training.
This is influenced
by the limited
maintenance
programme
which
reduces
capacity.

Likely
Growth
from
Club
Development
(Club / RFU)
1 additional youth
female team (0.5
match
equivalents
training,
0.5
match
equivalents
competitive play)
in short term.

Longer term, 2
additional senior
teams (1 match
equivalents
training, 1 match
equivalents
competitive

Ability of Site to
sustain growth

Issues to address to
ensure growth can
be accommodated

Capacity of site
already
exceeded
by
demand. Growth
cannot
be
sustained (overall
shortage
equivalent to 9.5).

Poor maintenance
regime leads to
poor capacity.

To accommodate
match play alone
(6.5 match
equivalents) At
least 3 at peak
adult time, 3.5 at
youth peak time.
Requires 3 - 4

Improvements to
changing
accommodation
needed facilitate
development of
girls / female
section.
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Access to overspill
site, particularly on
a Sunday - site
extension / new
ground?
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Current Position
Club

Supply
meets
demand if only
competitive play
takes
place.
Overplay (0.5) if
training
is
accommodated.
Adwick
Street

Likely
Growth
from
Club
Development
(Club / RFU)
play).

Ability of Site to
sustain growth

No short term
aspirations.
Potential
long
term growth if
new
site
was
secured.

Existing
site
cannot
accommodate
training (due to
capacity as well
as
lack
of
floodlights)
and
lack of security of
tenure
means
club have limited
opportunity
to
improve this.

Le

Issues to address to
ensure growth can
be accommodated

pitches.

Access to
floodlights currently
restricts training.
Maintenance
regime is basic and
restricts capacity.
Provision of
changing
accommodation /
clubhouse facilities.
Potential relocation
to enable
significant growth
aspirations.

Capacity
(0.5)
when taking into
account match
play only, but
pitches overused
when
also
considering
impact
of
training (-2.5).

Wheatley
Hills RFC

Rossington
Hornets

One floodlit pitch
means
all
training
(2.75
match
equivalents)
primarily focused
on this pitch.
Given that pitch
has capacity of
1.5 (and also
accommodates
match play) this
is insufficient.
Supply
meets
demand if only
competitive play
takes
place.
Overplay (0.5) if
training
is
accommodated.

Initial retention of
players.
Long
term,
potentially up to 4
additional youth
teams (2 match
equivalents
competitive and
2 training).

No short term
aspirations.
Potential
long
term growth if
new
site
was
secured.

Match play could
not
be
accommodated
(growth
of
2
match
equivalents would
see 1.5 match
equivalents
overplay). Taking
into
account
training,
this
would increase to
4.5.
Particular
focus on the one
floodlit pitch.

Enhanced
maintenance
regime needed to
increase capacity

Existing
site
cannot
accommodate
training (due to
capacity).

Enhanced basic
maintenance
regime
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Floodlighting of
additional pitch to
spread training
activity.

Retention of site.
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Current Position
Club

Doncaster
RFC

Capacity
sufficient
(6)
match play only.
Overplay of -2.25
when taking into
account training.
Use of stadium
pitch for only 2
teams however
exacerbates this
and means that
overplay is in
reality
more
restricted.
Training pitches
accommodate
at least 12 match
equivalents but
have a capacity
of 6.5.

Likely
Growth
from
Club
Development
(Club / RFU)
At
least
2
additional teams
(1
match
equivalent
competitive and
1 training).

Ability of Site to
sustain growth

Issues to address to
ensure growth can
be accommodated

Site already at
capacity.
Additional teams
would
create
overplay of 4.45
match
equivalents.

Maintenance
specification is
already high and
improvements will
not impact
capacity. This level
will need to be
retained to ensure
existing play can
be sustained
Capacity on site
insufficient to
accommodate all
activity, with
training pitches
particularly heavily
used. Heavy
competitive load
also experienced
on Pitch 2 means
additional provision
(at least 2 pitches
or equivalent)
required.

Forthcoming Changes to Supply
9.34 Reflecting the capacity pressures identified at Doncaster RFC, the club are actively
seeking to provide additional capacity on their site through either the provision of
further grass pitches and / or the provision of an AGP. The club applied for funding for
an AGP but were not successful in the most recent tranche of applications. Evidence
collated as part of this assessment however suggests that additional capacity is
required (there are various ways that this could be delivered).
The RFU AGP Strategy (2015)
9.35 The RFU Council has recently approved a strategy to invest in Artificial Grass Pitches
(AGP) which will see 100 artificial, floodlit pitches installed across the country over a
four-year period. The strategy will see the creation of;


60 AGPs on rugby club sites to be used by the host club and other local clubs;
and



40 on community sites with a guaranteed number of hours for use by rugby.

9.36 The key drivers for this are to sustain and grow participation while addressing the
increasing pressure on natural turf pitches, changing player expectations, competition
from other sports investing in artificial pitches and changing weather conditions.
9.37 In addition to Doncaster RFC, who have capacity issues for both matches and training,
there are other clubs in the borough currently struggling to access appropriate training
facilities, as well as capacity pressures on the existing infrastructure (Thornensians). The
strategy may provide opportunities for the development of a Rugby Compliant 3g
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AGP, but the best means of delivering this to effectively benefit rugby in Doncaster will
need to be considered. In particular, it should be noted that if a new AGP was to be
delivered under the RFU funding scheme, the host club would see access to only 12
hours of usage and this may not be sufficient to address all of the deficiencies
identified.
Key Issues and Summary
9.38 The key issues to address for rugby are summarised in Section 10.
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10: Conclusions
Introduction
10.1 This section brings together the findings for each sport set out in Sections 4 – 10 and
summarises the key issues emerging for each sport. These in turn form the basis of the
Action Plans set out in the separate report.
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Cricket
Summary

Assessment Findings

Supply



28 active sites containing grass facilities for cricket with a total of 29 pitches. There are also several sites where cricket has been played until
recently and facilities are no longer used. Spatially, facilities are well distributed across the borough.



There are no known issues with the lease of any cricket pitches, however several clubs only rent their sites which restricts opportunities for
funding and reduces the security of access that they have.



Broadly speaking, the stock of cricket facilities is sufficient in qualitative terms to meet demand. There are few sites considered to be poor
and clubs are happy with the condition of the facilities that they have access to.



There are however some sites with quality issues that need to be addressed, including levelling of the outfield and improvement of the
wicket, and many sites suffer from the impact of recreational access. Maintenance procedures remain of paramount importance if
standards are to be maintained and the trends of qualitative improvements are to continue. The standard of pitch required increases as
clubs progress higher in cricket leagues and therefore even clubs with access to higher standard facilities do need improvements.



The availability of outdoor facilities for training (in particular off field) is poor. Training facilities at more than half of the sites are either limited
in function or none existent. There are also few sites containing playable non turf wickets. This impacts upon the functionality of the site and
their suitability for the purpose that they are intended. The lack of off field training facilities is particularly significant when reviewing this in
the context of developmental aspirations. With greater emphasis on midweek cricket (for both senior and juniors), training becomes
increasingly difficult where no off field opportunities are provided, as training cannot take place at the same time as any competitive
activity.



There are 106 teams playing cricket in Doncaster currently. Of these, 62 (58%) are senior male teams. Just over half of these teams play on a
Saturday, Adult female cricket is much less developed, with Doncaster Town Cricket Club being the only club in the borough fielding a
senior female side in the 2017 season. A further 10 teams play in the last man stands leagues.



Junior cricket is well developed, with 43 teams. Junior development is supported by significant work undertaken by the Yorkshire Cricket
Board, as well as by conditions of membership enforced by the senior South Yorkshire Cricket League. As a result of this, few clubs do not
run junior teams.



Trends in participation are mixed, with some clubs experiencing decline while others have seen an increase in the number of players that
they have. There are recent examples of clubs struggling to field teams however, suggesting that there are challenges in maintaining and
growing cricket in the borough. Several clubs reference difficulties recruiting players and volunteers and highlight that the number of local
clubs and teams has reduced. There is also believed to be a drop out in the transition between junior to adult cricket, and some clubs have
sought to establish U19 age group sides to address this. Funding and resourcing is also reported to be presenting a challenge to local

Demand
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cricket clubs.

Adequacy
of
Provision



There is no evidence of teams being displaced outside of Doncaster MBC to play cricket. There is however a small amount of displacement
/ club movement within the borough, with 3rd X1 teams from clubs with three Saturday teams and only one grass pitch travelling to other
venues to play their fixtures.



With the exception of the pitch at Stainforth Miners Welfare (which does not currently accommodate any use) all active facilities offering
community use are used at least once per week. There is no club use of any of the school sites.



There are only three sites that are overplayed, with pitches at Conisbrough, Hatfield CC and Sprotbrough heavily used. All three sites
accommodate large clubs with both adult and junior sections and are generally in good condition (although some issues are experienced
accommodating the number of teams that are playing. Both Conisbrough and Sprotborough CC lack in practice nets, which places
further pressures on the ground and there is only one mobile training net at Hatfield CC.



The majority of sites can sustain further play across the season; with Sykehouse CC; Hooten Pagnell CC; Fishlake CC; Tickhill CC; Wadworth
CC; Hampole and Skelbrooke; Eden Grove Parklands and Bullcroft Main CC all able to accommodate the equivalent of at least 3 further
adult teams.



Doncaster Town CC, Bentley Colliery CC, Warmsworth CC and Rossington Main are the only sites that are at capacity with no scope for
further play across the season. Doncaster Town CC also use an overspill ground currently and indicate that this is not their preferred
arrangement moving forwards.



While across the season there is scope for additional play, capacity is much more restricted at peak time. There are just 5 sites containing
availability, with Bullcroft Main, Hooten and Pagnell; Lindley Road Recreation Ground (Finningley), Wadworth (Christopher Faljam Playing
Fields) (all 0.5 match equivalents available) and Stainforth Miners Welfare (1 match equivalent available) the only sites with spare capacity.
There is no more localised capacity for clubs currently experiencing displacement of their third teams.



Quality issues and a lack of training facilities further exacerbate pressures at some sites.



Population growth will have limited impact on demand for cricket, with a decline of 2 senior teams offset by growth of 2 junior teams by
2033.



Many clubs, as well as the Yorkshire Cricket Board however have significant aspirations for growth. While many of these can be
accommodated within the confines of the existing sites, existing capacity issues will be exacerbated at Hatfield Town CC, Doncaster CC,
Sprotborough CC, Conisborough CC and Bentley Colliery CC. Provision will also become overplayed at Mexborough Miners Welfare, King
George Playing Field and (Warmsworth Cricket Club).
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Key Issues
to Address



Some site specific quality issues to be addressed (outfield levelling / maintenance / pavilion).



Number of facilities largely adequate but some clubs approaching capacity and some clubs over capacity. Minimal availability at peak
time and aspirations for new facility (Doncaster CC).



Availability of facilities for training (particularly off field) is poor. Few sites contain playable non turf wickets / nets. This is a key issue for
development as well as club satisfaction and is the immediate priority.

Rugby League
Summary

Assessment Findings

Supply



There are four sites containing facilities for rugby league, providing 8 pitches in total.



The main site is the Doncaster RFL Keepmoat Stadium (professional).



There are no formal / exclusive rugby league pitches at any school site in the borough.



The quality of facilities is basic / standard, with some issues around informal use as well as drainage and a lack of appropriate changing
facilities. There are also opportunities to improve capacity through enhanced maintenance procedures.



Bentley RLFC are currently working to lease their existing field from Doncaster MBC, while Moorends Thorne Marauders RFC also require a
review of their lease. Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC lease their facilities.



There are four rugby league clubs in the Doncaster MBC area. Three of these are amateur clubs while Doncaster RLFC is a professional club
playing in the national league. Doncaster RLFC is the premier club in the area.



participation in rugby is stable and increasing, although there are some concerns that the availability of facilities may impact on club
development in years to come. Grass roots development of rugby league primarily takes place at the amateur clubs, with the professional
club operating in a more performance related environment.



All teams train at their existing sites.



The Rugby league Club scene is not well supported by the schools in the area with a much greater focus on Football and Rugby Union. As
a result, there is little formal Rugby league played at any of Doncaster’s schools. The low levels of school activity suggest that there is scope

Demand
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to stimulate further interest in rugby as a sport perhaps building on the Sky Try initiative and also to re-engage the secondary schools.

Adequacy
of
Provision



The club are therefore looking to relocate back into the city in order to revitalise their playing squads and to reinvigorate the club.



Reflecting the lack of rugby league played in the city, there is a lack of participation in the sport in schools and a lack of dedicated rugby
league pitches at school sites. The RFL do not see growth of rugby league in the city as a key aspiration and are not currently targeting
schools within any participation programmes.



There is sufficient capacity at Doncaster RFLC, supported by the use of 3g pitches shared with football. Club consultation reveals that the
key issue for the Rugby League Academy is the recruitment of young people and encouraging more schools and local clubs to use the
facilities.



The two pitches at Moorends-Thorne Marauders RLFC are sufficient to accommodate demand, although drainage would benefit from
improvement. There are however no appropriate changing facilities and the club has plans to develop a small clubhouse and stand. The
club also own land, offering the opportunity to further increase the number of pitches available and to improve the quality.



There is also sufficient capacity at Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC to meet demand, although pitches are only of standard quality.



Bentley Rugby League Club has one available pitches and a training area both of standard quality, with a total capacity of 2 match
equivalents on the grass pitch, plus the training area (which is not formally marked and therefore can’t be used for games) and demand
for up to 5 match equivalents, this means that the stock of facilities is insufficient. Added to this, the ancillary facilities at the club are mixed
with a small club house but improvements required to changing and spectator facilities.



The RFL are currently preparing a new facility strategy to supersede the existing document (which is dated 2011 to 2015). The new strategy
will set out minimum facilities requirements and priorities for facilities investment and will provide a framework to address the issues identified
in Doncaster.



Population change up to 2033 will be insufficient to generate any further participation in rugby league and that the number of teams in
each age group is likely to remain static.



While in theoretical capacity terms, provision at Bentley RLFC is the only site where existing capacity is insufficient to meet current demand,
Doncaster Toll Bar RLFC also believe that facilities are inadequate and will start to restrict growth. Both have aspirations to develop full junior
/ primary sections. This would result in;
-

At Doncaster Toll Bar, spare capacity equates to 1.5 match equivalents. To accommodate growth of up to 5 match equivalents, a
further 2 pitches would be required (sustaining 2 match equivalents each).

-

There are already capacity issues at Bentley RLFC with a deficit of 1 match equivalent. An additional 6 match equivalents could see
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a further 3 pitches required.

Issues to
Address



Quality Issues at existing sites.



Capacity pressures at Bentley RLFC and Toll Bar RLFC (based upon projected future demand).



Opportunity to enhance community usage of facilities for rugby league at the Keepmoat Stadium.



Limited engagement with schools.



Role of new RFL strategy.

Hockey
Summary

Assessment Findings

Supply



Of the eight full sized pitches available, three have a surface suitable for hockey. These are Townfields Sports Ground, Trinity
Academy and Armthorpe Academy. There is also a sand based pitch at Hill House School but this is not available for
community use.



The quality of facilities is standard but that the age of the stock is starting to show, with evidence of deterioration year on
year and quality issues starting to emerge. The changing facilities provided at all three sites are considered to be good. A
resurface is required at Townfields Sports Ground in the short term to ensure that the pitch remains suitable for hockey as
grip underfoot is now poor (this is anticipated to take place in 2018 but is subject to funding). Moss and lichen is also evident
at Trinity Academy.



There are four hockey clubs currently playing within Doncaster running a total of 15 adult teams and 13 youth teams. Two of
the four clubs are based in the borough. Both Goole HC and Epworth HC travel in to Doncaster to play, due to the
availability of the pitch at Trinity Academy and it’s proximity to their home bases.



The large majority of teams are associated with Doncaster Hockey Club, who run both male and female teams as well as a
full junior section. The club are experiencing significant growth on the back of the 2016 Olympic success and continue to
increase the number of teams that they are running year on year. in general, participation in hockey is increasing, with
three of four clubs experiencing significant growth and over 100 new hockey players over the last three seasons.



Consultation with hockey clubs suggest that the key concerns for clubs and the barriers to further growth in the borough

Demand
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are;

Adequacy
of
Provision

-

The trend of schools to lay 3g / 4g pitches that are not suitable for hockey - there are concerns about the long term
implications for hockey as well as the shorter term availability of pitches. Doncaster HC believe that an additional
training area and / or second pitch are required to meet demand and enable continued growth

-

Cost of hiring / using facilities (Smaller clubs)

-

Shortage of coaches and volunteers (smaller clubs)

-

Loss of the social aspect of hockey due to the location of pitches at school sites where there are no on site club
houses, as well as the need to play games at odd times in order to access appropriate facilities.



Two clubs playing in the borough (Epworth and Goole) are travelling from nearby local authorities and can therefore be
considered displaced. Both use Trinity Academy.



There is spare capacity at sites that are suitable for hockey across the week and at weekends. The pitch at Townfield Sports
Ground (Doncaster Hockey Club) is however heavily used with very little scope to increase usage. Although there is some
football usage of the site, the club indicate that this is important for their income.



At peak time, demand equates to 7 match equivalents while supply is equivalent to 12 -15. There is therefore sufficient
capacity within the borough for hockey. There is however no remaining capacity at Townfields (and indeed not all demand
at that site can be met) and spare capacity is at the other venues across the borough. Reflecting this, Doncaster Hockey
club often use Armthorpe Academy as an overspill venue. This is not however the clubs preference and they would prefer
all teams to be accommodated at Townfields. The club are therefore seeking the creation of both a small training area and
a second pitch. There are however concerns about the financial viability of a second pitch, as well as constraints around
the existing site in terms of providing a second pitch at this venue.



The England Hockey Facilities Strategy (2017) provides a perspective on the facilities that the Governing Body perceive to
be required for hockey. The vision of the document is for every club in England to have appropriate and sustainable
facilities that provide excellent experiences for players. With regards facilities, it provides guidance that multi pitch sites are
required / viable for clubs reaching 500 members or more (although access to pitches at a second site is likely to be
required much before this). At 345 (2016 - 2017) Doncaster Hockey Club would not currently meet this target. The provision
of a training pitch located adjacent to a main pitch can however add benefits at peak time and increase the capacity of
the full size pitch. If this pitch is used for warm ups for competitive fixtures, the number of matches that an AGP can sustain
on peak day increases to 5 matches. The creation of a training area at Doncaster HC would therefore see demand more
easily accommodated at peak time, by enabling more matches to be played at the main home pitch. This would reduce
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the reliance upon the second pitch that they currently use at Armthorpe Academy.


Population growth will have limited impact upon the demand for hockey with no additional teams generated. Doncaster
HC however have significant aspirations for growth, equivalent to an additional match equivalent at peak time (as well as
further play on a Sunday morning). This activity could not be accommodated within ongoing use of a second pitch
(currently Armthorpe Academy). Even if a training area was created, access to a second pitch would still be required.



It is therefore important that at least two hockey pitches are retained for future use and protected from conversion to 3g
pitches (Townfields and Armthorpe Academy)

Key Issues
to Address
Summary



There is a need to retain at least two hockey pitches for club usage (Townfields and Armthorpe Academy) to ensure that current and future



There is a need to enhance the quality of existing hockey pitches to ensure that they continue to meet club need

hockey activity can be retained. These facilities should therefore be protected against conversion to 3g pitches

Bowls
Summary

Assessment Findings

Supply



There are 23 active greens. The sites on which these bowling greens are located however contain 28 greens in total - there
are 5 disused greens on active sites. There are a further 5 sites containing 9 derelict greens that are now completely disused.



All sites are functional and fit for purpose. Cleanliness is the most highly rated attribute (lack of litter and graffiti) with mowing
frequency and playing surface also rated well, although some sites clearly required improvement. There are no significant
concerns emerging as a theme across the borough, although there are site specific issues that need to be addressed. The
quality of green surrounds and the paths provided were the most consistently poorly rated criteria.



The age and quality of pavilions varies and in many instances, the pavilion serves only basic teas and coffees. There are
also some examples of sites which are not tailored for disabled users, either access to the clubhouse, or to the green (or
both).
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Summary

Assessment Findings



Clubs are however relatively negative about the stock of facilities however most believe that recent changes to the
maintenance arrangements has also seen improvement and will generate further enhancement in future years.



Several site specific issues are identified, including both green surface improvements and renovations to the pavilion / social
facilities.



Issues with security of tenure are also raised on 3 sites - Wyndthorpe Hall, Pilkington Recreation Ground and Askern Welfare
Bowls Club.



There are active clubs on all current sites except Hexthorpe Flatts.



There are varying trends in participation, with some clubs experiencing an increase and evidence of several clubs recently
folding. It is notable that most clubs who have seen an increase have benefitted from the collapse of other clubs. The
quality of greens is perceived to be the only inhibiting factor with regards facilities, but other issues such as natural decline
and lack of interest in younger participants are also raised.



All but one club has capacity for new members and are actively seeking new participants. Higher levels of membership
help maximise sustainability through increased income, which will be required to support the management and
maintenance of greens.



There are no supply and demand models for bowls, but triangulation of data collated indicates that there is no evidence of
demand for additional facilities. There is spare capacity at all greens and most are actively seeking to retain new members retention of existing members and recruitment of new is highlighted as a key priority for clubs.



Guidance suggests that a bowling green becomes particularly unsustainable where club memberships drop below 20
members. There are three sites (Yorkshire Main Welfare, Rossington Miners Welfare and Armthorpe Miners Welfare where
membership falls below this and several more approaching these levels. Reflecting this, average club membership is
currently 38, which is below optimum levels.



Taking this into account, it is clear that there is no rationale for the reinstatement of any disused greens and that if the
existing infrastructure for bowls is to remain sustainable, growth in participation will be of key priority.



Population growth is likely to have a greater impact on the supply and demand for bowls than for other sports and based
on existing membership, is likely to increase by 27 players up to 2033. These levels are still clearly serviceable within the

Demand

Adequacy
of
Provision
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Summary

Assessment Findings
existing stock and still require additional participation increases to ensure that the stock of facilities is sustainable.
-

Without participation increases, or in the event of further decline in participation, sustainability of existing club sites will
remain the key challenge to address. Clubs highlight the importance of increasing support and the challenges that
they face with sustainability and this will be a key issue moving forwards. The retention of existing bowling locations
and increasing the usage of these facilities therefore represents the key priority. There may also be scope for
rationalisation of facilities.

Key Issues
to Address
Summary

Rugby Union
Summary

Assessment Findings

Supply



There are 33 rugby union pitches in Doncaster MBC. Less than half of all rugby union pitches are secured for community use.
Most school sites offer some degree of access to the general public, but as academies, almost all of this access is on an
unsecured basis. Schools are actually the largest provider of rugby union pitches in the borough. This contrasts with rugby
league, where there were no pitches on school sites;



9 pitches are managed by local clubs, with the largest site belonging to Doncaster Knights. There are 2 pitches under the
control of Doncaster Council, one of which accommodates a club (Carcroft Park). The remaining pitch is offered on a free
to access basis and is open 24 hours a day. Just 7 pitches are floodlit.



The key issues for quality in relation to club based pitches in Doncaster MBC are;
-

a requirement for additional and improved maintenance. Some sites demonstrate evidence of compaction and a
need for fertilisation;

-

some sites suffer from the impact of recreational use;
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Adequacy
of
Provision

-

there is a need for improved changing facilities / clubhouses; and

-

there is a lack of floodlighting to support club activity.



There are five rugby union clubs in Doncaster MBC running a total of 14 adult teams, 1 colts, 11 youth and 17 midi teams.



All of these teams are amateur, with the exception of Doncaster Knights. Doncaster Knights are a professional side playing in
the National Championship. The club are part of Doncaster RFC, which operates other senior teams, as well as a full female,
junior and midi section.



Of these clubs, two run single adult sides only while the remaining three all offer progression from junior through to seniors.
Both Wheatley Hills and Doncaster RFC also offer girls rugby. This level of junior play, as well as female engagement
(although there are no ladies teams) with the sport suggests that rugby union is relatively well developed within the
borough.



Doncaster RFC in particular highlight the pressures that training places on their pitch stock, while Wheatley Hills RFC also
believe that the level of training impacts negatively on the quality of their training pitch. Adwick le Street RFC highlight the
issues that they experience training, given that they do not have access to any floodlit training facilities on site.



Reflecting the high level rugby played by Doncaster Knights, and the subsequent interest in the sport within the borough,
participation in rugby union within the education sector is good. More than 50% of secondary schools participate in schools
rugby. The RFU are keen to continue building relationships with schools and reflecting the strong foundations in place there
are good relationships between some clubs and nearby schools.



One of the two facilities owned and managed by the Council receives no formal club use - this is at Townfields. It
accommodates informal recreational activity but would be able to host 0.5 match equivalents formal rugby in addition.
There are no floodlights and capacity is restricted by limited maintenance procedures.



There is minimal use of any of the school sites by rugby clubs, with only facilities at Trinity Academy (Thornensians RFC) and
Doncaster Communication Specialist College (Doncaster RFC) used on an ad hoc basis. The remainder of sites all
accommodate curricular use (although all are available on an unsecured basis).



There are capacity issues at several club bases, with Doncaster RFC, Wheatley Hills RFC and Thornensians RFC all
experiencing issues with pitch availability at their club bases. The maintenance procedures at club bases are particularly
restricting. With the exception of Doncaster RFC, where maintenance specifications are already high and work to improve
them further is underway, all other sites offer restricted capacity due to the maintenance regimes that are being carried
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out. Specifically;



-

At Thornensians, all training activity takes place on competitive pitches, in particular the 2nd pitch which is of poorer
quality. Drainage issues are also impacting on match play (despite drainage being installed). While the 2 pitches are
able to accommodate play at peak time on a Saturday, pitch availability is restricted on a Sunday (with both youth
and midi teams wishing to play) and the club does not have access to overspill opportunities. Restricted
maintenance programmes however mean that pitches are at capacity, with match play alone causing overplay
equivalent to 1.5 match equivalents. Taking into account training activity, overplay equates to 6.5 match equivalents
per week. Even if maintenance levels were enhanced, this level of demand would be difficult to accommodate
within the constraints of the existing site.

-

Although there is only one team playing at Adwick Park, the limited maintenance schedules and restricted drainage
mean that the pitch is operating at capacity. The lack of floodlights means that training cannot take place during
the deep winter months but when training does occur, this results in the pitch being overplayed (-0.5).

-

Maintenance schedules at Rossington Main also restrict the club activity, but with just one team, provision is sufficient
to accommodate match play (supply equals demand). The use of the pitch for floodlit training however results in
overplay (-.0.5) and the club also experiences some causal access and informal recreation, which can further impact
on pitch quality.

-

At Doncaster RFC, despite a strong maintenance programme (which is currently being further enhanced along with
the quality of pitches), the site capacity is limited. While taking into account just match play, 6 further match
equivalents could be accommodated, the high quantities of training undertaken (particularly as one side is
professional and the club also runs an academy), overplay amounts to -6 match equivalents. The spread of play
across the pitches (with the stadium pitch used only for Doncaster Phoenix and Doncaster Knights), means that in
reality wear and tear on the remaining three pitches is greater. It is therefore clear that pitches at Doncaster RFC are
at capacity and that there is limited scope for further growth within the constraints of the existing facilities.

-

At Wheatley Hills RFC, site capacity is also restricted by the limited maintenance programme. Despite the restricted
capacity, competitive activity can be accommodated at the site without overplay (0.25 spare capacity). Taking into
account training however, overplay increases to 2.5 match equivalents. Given that there is only one floodlit pitch, all
training (2.75 match equivalents) is primarily focused on this pitch. As this pitch has capacity of 1.5 (and also
accommodates match play) this is insufficient and this is evident by the level of wear and tear demonstrated during
site visits.

Population growth alone is unlikely to have significant impact upon the demand for rugby union within Doncaster MBC. The
RFU however believe that TGRs are less indicative of likely growth of rugby in the city with significant aspirations for growth at
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Doncaster RFC, Wheatley Hills RFC and Thornensians.



The RFU Council has recently approved a strategy to invest in Artificial Grass Pitches (AGP) which will see 100 artificial,
floodlit pitches installed across the country over a four-year period. In addition to Doncaster RFC, who have capacity issues
for both matches and training, there are other clubs in the borough currently struggling to access appropriate training
facilities, as well as capacity pressures on the existing infrastructure (Thornensians). The strategy may provide opportunities
for the development of a Rugby Compliant 3g AGP, but the best means of delivering this to effectively benefit rugby in
Doncaster will need to be considered.

Key Issues
to Address
Summary

Football
Summary

Assessment Findings

Supply



There are 273 individual formal football pitches currently available for community use across Doncaster MBC. 41% of these
are full sized pitches.



While currently available for use, football pitches at school sites are often considered unsecured, as almost all schools now
have academy status and with that comes greater independence around the lettings of their facilities. That said, the vast
majority of secondary schools are currently allowing access to their facilities. Pitches at Rossington Community Sports
Village (Rossington Main School) are managed by Doncaster Culture and Leisure Trust, while facilities at both The Hayfield
School and McAuley Catholic Academy have signed a medium contract for management by Schools Lettings Solutions.
Facilities at Balby Carr Community Academy were funded through the Football Foundation, which means that a
community use agreement is attached to them too. The Outwood Academy Adwick and Danum sites have formal
agreements through planning conditions for community use. Several other schools permit access on an unsecured basis
and these include primary schools as well as secondary schools.



There are several sites that have formerly contained playing fields that are now closed and further sites that have not
been laid out this season These sites offer the potential to increase the pitch stock and to address any existing or
projected future deficiencies and therefore need to be taken into account when evaluating the adequacy of provision.



Supplementing the supply of grass pitches are four full sized 3g pitches. Pitches located at Balby Carr Academy and
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Outwood Academy Adwick are listed on the FA register and can therefore be used for matches as well as training.
Pitches at the Keepmoat Stadium and Rossington Community Sports Village can only be used for training.



In addition, there are several smaller sized 3g pitches which supplement the stock of full size facilities and provide training
opportunities for local clubs, as well as a range of informal five a side opportunities. These include Goals Soccer Centre (10
small sized pitches), 4 small sized pitches at Outwood Academy, Adwick and 8 small sized pitches at the Keepmoat
Stadium.



Doncaster MBC is a key provider of football pitches in the borough managing circa a third of the pitches that are
available for community use. The Council therefore have significant control over the range, type and quality of facilities
provided. The highest proportion of pitches is however in the control of schools (primarily academies).



There are mixed views in relation to the overall pitch stock in the borough, with slightly more clubs satisfied with the
facilities available than are not. The proportion of clubs that are not satisfied however means that there remain
improvements to be made.

Key issues raised in relation to the pitch stock include;

-

perceived poor quality of pitches and a perception that increased investment is required, particularly in
maintenance

-

perception that quality is declining and in some instances is exacerbated by heavy use;

-

the variation in the quality in pitches across the borough;

-

the perceived value for money of some pitches (with Parish Council pitches perceived to be available at much
lower costs than other providers).



Site visits reveal that almost all pitches are categorised as standard (based upon the views of providers / users / site visits).
There are few pitches of very high quality and site assessment scores range from 40% up to 90%. The average score
achieved by pitches visited is 63%, which falls within the standard range. It is clear that in many instances, the
maintenance programmes are fairly limited across almost all sites and particularly on Parish Council sites, are often
supplemented by the clubs.



There is little variation geographically on the quality of pitch sites however there is a small degree of variation according
to provider, reflecting the views of clubs during consultation. Higher quality facilities are generally provided by clubs /
Welfare organisations and the poorer quality facilities are general under the management of public bodies.
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There is a total of 425 community teams who play across the borough. Doncaster Rovers FC and Doncaster Belles FC also
play within Doncaster, with their home ground being the Keepmoat Stadium and training facilities at Cantley Park.
Doncaster Rovers are the highest performing teams in the borough, playing within National League One.



Like the distribution of pitches, the spread of teams is fairly even across the borough. The highest proportion of teams is in
the south, where the highest amount of pitches are provided. Participation is therefore broadly correlated with pitch
provision. Participation is therefore likely influenced by the pitch stock to an extent.



Participation trends demonstrate a significant decline in participation for adults, while there has been a steady increase
in junior play. For adult football, it is believed that the cost of hiring facilities, shortage of coaches and poor quality
changing all contribute to the decline in participation. The cost of playing football has been exacerbated since the
disappearance of the pit community that was very supportive of sport. For youth teams, the pressures of volunteering
and the level of commitment required to clear coaching and safeguarding requirements are perceived to impact
development.



In addition to Doncaster Rovers and Doncaster Belles, the professional clubs in the borough, there are several clubs
playing in the Non League System. As a result of the standard of football played, there are specific requirements that
must be adhered to in relation to the facilities provided at the home ground.



Clubs use a mixture of grass pitches and AGPs for training. While many clubs use AGPs midweek, there is also fairly
extensive training on grass pitches on a Saturday morning, in particular by junior clubs.



Club consultation demonstrates that there is a fairly even balance of opinions, but that overall, a greater proportion of
clubs are dissatisfied with facilities for training than are satisfied. Key concerns raised are the cost of facilities, availability
and lack of local provision. Several clubs and schools have aspirations for new facilities.



Cost is a key barrier to use across the borough. DMBC facilities in particular are expensive for adults in comparison to
neighbouring authorities but offer free play for juniors and only are the local authority to do so. Other fees are varied,
with charges at Parish Council sites fairly low and schools mid range (although these fees may be considered high in
comparison to free of charge council pitches). Value for money is also raised as a key concern.



The majority of pitches are able to sustain additional play across the week. This is influenced by the strong focus on
match play on a Sunday morning, which reduces the amount of times that pitches are needed for competitive play
over the weekend (and does in theory limit demands in pitch quality, with pitches used fewer times across the week and
therefore benefitting from lower wear and tear)



Training does however impact significantly at a number of sites, with training activity almost doubling the level of usage
pitches receive over the course of the week. In many instances, training causes overplay when without it the pitch would

Demand

Adequacy of
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easily be within its weekly capacity.


Currently, across the week, there is spare capacity across the borough, particularly for adult football which has seen
recent decline. Provision is much more tightly matched for youth and 9v9 games, particularly in the central and eastern
areas. The spare capacity in the adult age groups is supplemented by the presence of several sites that are not
available for use this season (due to lack of demand) but have been considered playing fields in previous years.



There is only minimal overplay in the borough and more concerns are raised about the quality of provision than the
quantity. It is evident that the majority of instances of overplay / pitches approaching capacity are associated with
larger clubs, while the spare capacity is located at pitches serving single clubs (adult pitches) and school sites (all sizes of
pitch). Overplay is evident on at least one pitch at Anchorage Lane (heavy use), Askern Miners Welfare (competitive
play and some training), Armthorpe Academy (competitive play, training and curricular use), Barnby Dun and Kirk
Sandall Sports Association, Balby Carr Community Academy (curricular use as well as competitive activity), Bentley High
Street Primary School (curricular use, competitive activity and training), Communication Specialist College (curricular
use, competitive activity), Cantley Park, Coulman Road (heavy use for training and matches) Hills Lane Recreation
Ground (heavy use for training and matches), Hungerhill School (heavy use and curricular activity, 9v9 pitches at
Langdale Drive (heavy use and training), The Hayfield School youth and 5v5 pitches (curricular activity, matches and
training), Rossington Main (heavy use and training), king George V Playing Field (Warmsworth) and Yorkshire Main Miners
Welfare (heavy use).



The high levels of use at of some club bases places pressure on the quality of pitches, as it is pitch quality that dictates
capacity. Training was identified as a key concern for many of the clubs in the borough and it is clear that a lack of
facilities (or a lack of accessible facilities) causes clubs to use their grass pitches.



While there is capacity across the week, outside of adult football, peak time availability is much more constrained,
particularly at youth and 9v9 age groups (and this is influenced by the high concentration of play on a Sunday morning).
There are 114 pitches (over 1/3 of the total pitch stock) that have no remaining spare capacity on a Sunday morning.
Peak time capacity is particular constrained at sites accommodating large clubs these include Langdale Drive Playing
Fields (no remaining capacity), Lindley Road Recreation Ground, Sheep Dip Lane Recreation Ground, The Hayfield
School, Tickhill Juniors, Edenthorpe Howard Pavilion and Wicket Hern Recreation Ground.



At some of the larger club bases, there is no further capacity at peak time and while staggering of matches would be
possible, this would create overplay due to the level of activity that the site sustains across the week.



Despite many sites only being used at peak time, quality issues are evident across the borough. Many pitches suffer from
poor and limited maintenance regimes. Lower levels of use may help to maintain the quality of sites where it may
otherwise be lower, for example where drainage issues are experienced, but are likely long term to lead to a reduction
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in capacity of pitches (particularly where sites are heavily used).


The role of unsecured pitches is also evident and this represents a key threat to the borough in future years. Much of the
spare capacity is currently provided by school sites and the loss of access to these facilities would see supply
precariously balanced with demand, particularly for 9v9 and smaller pitches. Several clubs are also reliant upon these
sites for facilities. Recent issues have been experienced with clubs and schools through the change to academy status,
and many clubs raise concerns about the cost of the pitches at school sites (and the schools ability to increase these
with little or no notice). Cost is already perceived to be the key barrier for clubs in their growth and development and
price sensitivities are therefore perceived to be particularly important. The impact of the withdrawal of school sites would
be felt all over the borough, but in particular in the east. The impact would be lowest in the central area.



In contrast, there are several examples of schools that indicate that their facilities are available but have no existing
community use. Most of these schools also undertake limited amounts of promotion and there may therefore be a lack
of awareness of their availability (as well as potential other barriers to use). There is therefore scope to increase usage at
these sites;



There are therefore a few localised capacity issues, but on the whole the stock of facilities is sufficient to meet current
demand (in quantitative terms, although the balance between the stock of facilities is not necessarily right, with
pressures on 9v9 and youth pitches and surplus adult capacity).



The quality issues identified (which also influence capacity) are therefore of as great significance as the quantity of
pitches in the borough (although it should be noted that the high peak time demand means that quality has limited
impact on capacity). Further reduction in quality (impacting on capacity) would have significant impact - 9v9 and
youth provision would likely become insufficient.



The FA vision (November 2014) which is the result of extensive analysis on the facilities used for football (including grass
roots) placed greater emphasis on the benefits of 3g pitches and their importance for the future delivery of football. This
is also reflected in the FA National Game Strategy 2015 - 2019 which seeks to provide better training and playing
facilities. In particular, the FA cite the additional capacity that AGPs offer compared to grass and their ability to sustain
play during periods of inclement weather, resulting in a reduced number of cancellations. FA data modelling therefore
evaluates the baseline requirement for 3g pitches taking into account the training requirements of clubs. It assumes that
one 3g pitch is required per 42 teams and that based on FA policy, all football training should take place on 3g pitches
(as opposed to sand).



Assuming that there is a baseline total of 425 teams (including Disability teams) rising to almost 450 if including those
associated with Doncaster FC, this would mean that there is a requirement for at least 10.7 full size AGPs. This would
therefore suggest that in broad terms, there is a theoretical requirement for a further six to seven pitches across the
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borough.


Existing 3g pitches demonstrate very limited spare capacity across the week. Although there is scope to increase use at
the weekend, this is either on pitches that are not on the FA register or outside of peak times. Further use of AGPs would
however reduce levels of demand for grass pitches, particularly where training currently occurs. Many existing clubs
using grass pitches for training due to lack of access are directly responsible for overplay / heavy use of existing sites
including Hayfield School, Langdale Drive, Adwick Park.



the creation of further AGPs may therefore reduce overuse of grass pitches rather than purely displace other activity. This
is also supported by club consultation, which indicates that there is a belief that there remain insufficient 3g AGPs in the
borough. The price sensitivity issues should however be investigated in further detail before the provision of any
additional AGPs as it is important that these facilities are used by clubs if they are to succeed. Modelling demonstrates
that if 11 pitches were to be provided across the borough (all included on the FA register), this would be sufficient to host
all 9v9, 7v7 and 5v5 football.



Overall, population change is likely to see greater demands for youth and 9v9 pitches offset ongoing decline in adult
football. There will however remain overall sufficient capacity within the existing pitch stock.



Added to the impact of population growth, it is also necessary to consider the potential for participation increases. While
some clubs in the borough are seeking growth, on the whole, the current aspiration of the FA is to sustain and stabilise
existing participation levels.It is however likely that growth will be seen at key clubs who are developmentally focused.
Analysis indicates highlights that on the whole that it is at these key club bases where capacity is also constrained.



There is sufficient stock overall but pressures on 9v9 and junior pitches, particularly at key club bases (Armthorpe Rovers,
Scawthorpe Scorpions, Moorends Hornets and Stingers).



There are concerns about the role of unsecured sites - several school bases hosting large clubs are unsecured. Loss of
these sites would generate gaps in the facility stock. In addition, much of the existing surplus capacity is located at
school facilities.



There are quality issues at numerous sites and the quality of pitches is perceived to be deteriorating amid concerns
about the maintenance of pitches.



Cost provides a barrier to access.



There is a lack of AGPs for training which impacts on overall pitch capacity by causing clubs to use grass pitches.
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